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CULTURAL INTERACTION IN THE EXPERIENCE OF SOME

,MAINSTREAM' AUSTRALIAN GRADUATES OF ANGLO-CELTIC

CULTURAL BACKGROUND:

A Humanistic Sociological Study

ABSTRACT

A review of Australian research in the area of multiculturalism and

educational policy over the last thirty years indicated that a number of

questionnaire surveys had studied the attitudes of mainstream Australians

of Anglo-Celtic cultural background to the presence of minority ethnic

groups in their midst (Richardson and Taft, L968; Harris and Smolícz, 1976;

Smolicz and Secombe, 1983; Kee, 1,988; Department of Prime Minister and

Cabinet, 1989b). There appeared, however, to have been no research into

the process of cultural interaction, understood as the crossing of cultural

boundaries in order to participate in the life of another ethnic group, and its

relation to education. Smolicz (1979 : 106-7) argued from a humanistic

sociological perspective that cultural interaction was essentially a two-way

process, which depended upon the attitudes and actions not only of

members of minority ethnic groups, but also of individuals belonging to the

mainstream majority group.

The aim of this study was to carry out a small-scale qualitative investigation

of the experience of cultural interaction from the perspective of members of

the mainstream group. Memoir methodology (Thomas and Znaniecki,

1927; Znaniecki, L968; 1982; Smolicz, L974a; 1979) was adopted as the means

of gaining an in-depth understanding of individual respondents' experience

of cultural interaction and their attitudes towards cultural pluralism. This

method involved the collection and analysis of forty three memoirs or
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personal statements written by mainstream Australians (respondents of

English speaking background, who were born in Australia, of Australian-

born parents and could be regarded as being of Anglo-Celtic cultural

background). All the memoir authors were graduate students of education

who chose to write about their thoughts, feelings and experiences of cultural

interaction, particularly in the contexts of the home and the school. The

memoirs were analysed in relation to two questions, relating to the writers'

experience of cultural interaction and their attitudes to cultural pluralism,

which were derived from Smolicz's conditions for cultural interaction.

A number of the memoirs analysed gave evidence of their writers' changing

attitudes to other cultures, as well as generational changes in attitude to

cultural diversity in Australia. The respondents' actual experiences of

cultural interaction could be seen to fall into a number of categories. Just

under a third reported little if any opportunity to participate in the life of a

minority ethnic group. Another third had experienced interaction at the

social leve1 in contexts where mainstream values prevailed. A little over a

third gave evidence of actual participation in the cultural life of a minority

ethnic group, with only a few of these experiences being the direct result of

educational initiatives. The attitudes to cultural pluralism revealed by the

memoir writers could be classified into five categories. Those who were

strongly negative to pluralism and indicated their preference for Australia

as a culturally homogenous society, together with those who were described

as 'negative by default' and those who were uncertain about the advantages

of cultural pluralism, made up a little less than one third of the

respondents. A quarter could be said to be generally positive in attitude to

cultural pluralism, while over two fifths were personally positive to the

benefits of involvement in another culture.
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The writers were classified into three types, based on the two factors of the

extent of their participation in the culture of another group and the nature

of their attitudes to cultural pluralism: Satisfied Monoculturals; Supporters

of Pluralisrrr; and Positive Interactors. The proportlon of these gpes found

among the respondents in this study could not be taken as representative of

the Australian population at large, or any particular section of it. However,

the identification of even a comparatively small number of mainstream

individuals who, as Positive Interactors, had been able to act as bridges

between mainstream and minority ethnic cultures, was considered to be

important for the future of multiculturalism in Australia.
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CHAPTER ONEl

MULTICULTURAL RESEARCH AND EDUCATIONAL POLICY

IN AUSTRALIA 1965 - 1995,

The Rise of Multiculturalism in Australia

Multiculturalism, both ¿s a concept and a policy to be implemented, has

emerged as an issue in Australian education only over the past thirty years.

In the space of just over a quarter of a century Australian society moved

from a situation where the very term 'multiculturalism' was virtually

unknown, to one where a Liberal Prime Minister could declare,

Multiculturalism is about diaersity, not diaision - it is øbout

interøction not isolation. lt is øbout culturøl ønd ethnic differences

set within a framework tf shøred fundamental aøIues which

enøbles them to co-exist on ø complementøry rather thøn

competitiae basis (Fraser, 1981).

A subsequent Labour Prime Minister also showed his support for

multiculturalism, when he stated that while the

policy of multiculturølism recognizes the socially enriching uølue

of diaersity, it ølso insists thøt øll Australians, of whateaer origin,

øccept the oaerørching principles ønd institutions which møke us

one single nation (Hawke, 1988).

The massive inflow of migrants from non-English speaking backgrounds to

Australia following the Second Wortd War led to a profound demographic

restructuring of Australian society. The acceptance of multiculturalism, as

a positive response to these changes, was formalised by the adoption of

policies advocated in the Galbally Report (Committee of Review of Migrant

1 Some parts of this chapter were originally prepared for inclusion in Keeves (1987).
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Services and Programs, L978). Since then successive Australian

governments have re-affirmed their commitment to what has come to be

regarded as a bipartisan policy. This approach represented a new and radical

departure from the time when the country was perceived as a nation-state

of people of essentially Anglo-Celtic background, with others marginalized

as Aboriginals, migrants or New Australians (Smolicz, L995b).

The meaning of the term 'multiculturalism', however, has never been fully

clarified, since throughout the period under review it continued to be

interpreted in a number of different ways. Some people regarded it

primarily in transitional terms, believing that minority cultures would fade

away with the deaths of the first generation of non-British migrants. Still

others looked upon multiculturalism as a residual phenomenon, with

Australia retaining the essentially Anglo-Celtic cultural heritage of the

mainstream group, but accepting minor cultural modifications on the

periphery. In contrast, those concerned to preserve minority ethnic cultures

advocated a multiculturalism that was both stable and dynamic (Smolicz,

1,981b; 1984a). This approach recognized the dominant contribution of

Anglo-Celtic culture to the framework of values that was accePtable to most

Australians, but envisaged the possibility of retaining central aspects of

minority cultures, especially their languages, in addition to English as the

shared tongue of all Australians.

It is necessary therefore to clarify how 'multiculturalism' and other key

concepts have been used in this study. The term 'multiculturalism' has

been used in the sense advocated by Smolicz (1981b; 1984a) to refer to a

situation where society is made up of a number of different ethnic cultural

groups who live together and interact with one another in a stable but

dynamic form of pluralism. The groupings which make up the plural
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society of Australia have normally been referred to as the mainstream and

minority ethnic groups.

The label 'mainstream' has been used in relation to what has been variousty

called the majority, the founding, the ruling or the dominant grouP.

Atthough this group is not ancestrally homogenous, most come from

British or Irish backgrounds, with an admixture of people from German,

Jewish and other backgrounds who have culturally and linguistically

assimilated to it. The culture of this mainstream group can be seen to have

been derived from the Anglo and Celtic heritages brought to Australia by

immigrants from the British Isles in the late eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries. Modified by two hundred years of living in this unique

continent, it may now be regarded as the language and culture of the Anglo-

Celtic-Australian group. Individuals from other ancestries who have

become integrated into the Anglo-Celtic-Australian cultural world have

been included in this grouping in order to make culture the main focus of

differentiation between the mainstream and minority groups. Although it

is acknowledged that people from the mainstream grouP exercise the

dominant role in the overall development of Australia, the term

'dominant group' has been used only when the element of power is

intended to be emphasized.

The other cultural groups in Australian society have been referred to as

minority ethnic groups. This usage recognises that all Australians belong to

one or more ethnic groups and helps to stress the ethnic cultural, rather

than the power dimension of the Australian context. The distinction

between mainstream and minority also reflects in part the difference in

their numerical size, which in the Australian context cannot be gainsaid.

According to Price's (L988) calculations of ethnic origin, the mainstream
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group makes up approximately three quarters of the Australian population;

however, he lists over sixty other ethnic groups, the largest of which

constitute less than 4"/' of the total.

It should also be noted that this investigation deals exclusively with

migrant minority groups in Australia and not with the Aboriginal groups.

Although from a theoretical perspective the diversity of Aboriginal cultures

may be analysed according to the humanistic model of cultural interaction

developed in chapter 2, the status of Aboriginal peoples in Australia, as the

indigenous inhabitants of the continent, requires a consideration of other

factors which have not been dealt with in this study.

Reviewing Research and Educational Policy in Multiculturalism

This chapter sets out to review what has been achieved in terms of research

and educational policy in relation to multiculturalism over the past thirty

years. A comparison of educational research and policy in 1995 with what

existed in L965 points to how much has been achieved in this regard. In

L965 research related to multiculturalism was almost non-existent. All that

was available was a handful of published studies, which dealt with

particular immigrant groups, the main ones being by Taft (L953; \965),

Borrie (1954), Price (1963) and Zubrzycki (1964). Apart from articles and

reports written by teachers or administrators on the adjustment of migrant

children and the problems they faced in acquiring English, the bibliography

compiled by Willcock (Price and Martin, 1975) listed only one academic

paper written before 1965 on the issue of cultural and linguistic pluralism in

relation to cducation (Clyne, 1964). By 1995, however, the amount of

research in this area had become so large that one brief chapter could not

deal adequately with all the important contributions made to it by authors

from the various social science fields that have a bearing on education.
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In L965 the situation in regard to multiculturalism in education was much

the same as in the area of research. There were no educational policies

which recognised the existence of children trom minority ethnic

backgrounds in Australian schools. A state Director of Education from this

period explained, '... \ /e deliberately refrain from collecting any statistics in

regard to school pupils from overseas. Once they are enrolled in school they

are, from our point of view, Australian children' (quoted in Harris, 1979 :

34). Such assumptions ensured that no special programmes or provisions

were made for children of non-English parentage (Martin,1978).

In contrast, by L995 multiculturalism had become well established in

educational policies. Cultural and linguistic differences among the student

population of Australian schools were being recognized not only in the

development of new course materials for the whole range of subjects in the

school curriculum, but also in the adoption of teaching methodologies

appropriate to such diversity. Over thirty Australian community languages

were available as year 12 subjects acceptable for entrance to university

studies. Policies to make the learning of a language other than English an

integral part of the school curriculum for all primary and secondary

students were being implemented in a number of states. Even the

universities and the TAFE sector, which were among the last educational

structures to officially respond to the issue of multiculturalism, were

beginning to take account of their students' cultural and linguistic

differences in their teaching, curriculum, management and support

servlces

The sections that follow seek to review the research and scholarly writings

of academics involved in the study of population, migration, assimilation,
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integration, ethnic stratification and cultural and linguistic pluralism in so

far as these applied to the education of Australian students. The research

that was carried out in this area over the period 1965-L995 was characterized

by a variety of themes, methodological procedures and ideological

orientations, which need to be taken into account in evaluating each piece

of research. However, as far as possible, the perspective adopted in this

analysis has been that of the researchers themselves, since many of those

represented here responded to a request for personal comments and

evaluations of their work. Quotations of personal statements received in

this way have been acknowledged by the reference 'personal

communication.' This essentially humanistic sociological approach

(Znaniecki, 1968; Smolicz, 1974; 1979), which is explained further in the

second and third chapters, has been supplemented by an attempt to make

some judgement of the extent to which the research discussed had an

impact on education policy concerning multiculturalism. The review has

not set out to be comprehensive in scope. Instead, the reader's attention has

been directed to those works which have been judged to be central to the

researcher's achievement in the multicultural field, or of significance for

the development of educational policy.

An overview of the whole period suggests that there have been four main

lines of policy development in the area of multiculturalism:

the provision of programmes in English-as-a-Second-Language

(ESL) (from the early seventies);

the introduction of multicultural education programmes (from

the mid seventies);

the extension of provisions for learning Australian community

languages other than English (from the mid seventies);

a

a

a
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a the development of multicultural approaches in the tertiary

education sector (from the late eighties).

After an initial section which deals with studies of general significance to

the field, the discussion of multicultural research and educational policy

which follows has been organised under these headings.

Studies of General Significance

Price, as a demographer, played a major role in developing awareness of

ethnic diversity in Australia. From the fifties onwards, his studies on the

composition of the Australian population by ethnic origin, birthplace and

ancestry provided the factual basis used by successive government reports

and committees to recommend new policies and approaches in response to

the arrival of different minority groups, and in predicting future trends (eg.

Commonwealth Schools Commission Committee on Multicultural

Education, L979; Australian Institute of Multicultural Affairs, 1980;

Australian Council on Population and Ethnic Affairs, 7982; South

Australian Ministerial Task Force on Multiculturalism and Education, L984;

Senate Standing Committee on Education and the Arts, 1984). The

continuity of his research in this area over a long period proved of

undoubted value in providing education policy makers with solid basis of

data for action (Price, 1983). His editorship of books (Price, 1975;1991) and

demographic digests involved the continual updating of census and survey

data, and the refining and improving of analysis techniques (Price, 1970;

1979; L981;1991). In this way Price introduced a demographic dimension to

the discussion of educational problems that Australia faced with the

increasing range of diversity of ancestry, identification and culture among

its student population.
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Taft was also one of the few researchers whose work spanned most of the

period from 1965. His early investigations into immigrant assimilation in

Western Australia (1,953, 1965) led to the development of the concept of

monism, interactionism and pluralism which provided a framework for

studying the adaptation of immigrants adopted by a number of succeeding

researchers. His later work (L975), more specifically in the field of

education, involved a number of pioneering surveys on the career

aspirations of immigrant children, which revealed the high level of

aspirations to be found among students from non-English speaking

backgrounds. Subsequently he undertook a comparative study of the initial

adjustment to Australian schools made by newly arrived children from

South American, Maltese and British families (Taft 1979; Taft and Cahill,

1978;1980). Taft's contribution can also be seen in the succession of research

students who worked with him and then went on to their own

investigations (Taft and fohnston 1967; ]ohnston, L972; Putnins, L98l;

Commonwealth Schools Commission, 1984; Cahill, 1986).

Appleyard was another scholar who exerted an influence on our

understanding of the large influx of migrants in the post-war years and the

way the presence of their children affected the Australian educational

system. The focus of his research was on the socio-cultural adaptation of

British and Greek immigrants. His longitudinal study of Greek migrants

had specific implications for the education of their children in Australia

(Appleyard & Amera, 1978). He was also involved in a number of

government consultations and committees on immigration and education

(Appleyard,l974).

The influence of Zubrzycki as a social scientist can be traced in policy

developments over the three decades. He himself considered that his major
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contribution to multiculturalism and education in Australia was in terms

of his role as 'author or co-author of several government reports which laid

the foundation for a coherent philosophy of multiculturalism and its

implementation' (personal communication). At the Australian Citizenship

Convention in L968 he gave a keynote address, in which he argued that

education had an important part to play in preventing structural

segregation and ethnic stratification through the provision not only of

special programmes in English and opportunities for occupational mobility,

but also of opportunities to maintain their ethnic languages. At the same

time he claimed that by neglecting ethnic languages Australia was 'not

utilizing fully the talent and resources that we have introduced through

migration' Zubrzycki (1968 :28). In succeeding years Zubrzycki served as

chairman or member of a number of government committees and task

forces, including the Inquiry into Schools of High Migrant Density

(Commonwealth Department of Education, 1975) and the Ethnic Affairs

Policy Task Force which produced a Ministerial Report for the Australian

Council on Population and Ethnic Affairs (1982). Zubrzycki was also

involved with Sussex in editing a series of research papers on Polish people

and culture in Australia, which included sections on the education of

Polish-Australian youth (Ztbruycki & Sussex, 1986).

jean Martin was one of the earliest exponents in Australia of the use of

qualitative research methods for the study of the migration experience. Her

two early books (Martin, 1965; L972a) used in-depth interviews with and

extensive participant observation of groups of refugee settlers. These were

followed in L978 by The Migrønt Presence which included the first review of

the response of Australian education systems to the influx of migrant

children over the period 1945 to 1975. Her analysis of the Child Migrant

Education Program (CMEP) and the pioneering moves toward
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multicultural education policies was based largely on official reports of the

period and research studies in the area (Price and Martin, 1975). Her early

studies of the structural pluralism evident in migrant groups and

associations led to a concern that migrants should be accorded equality of

opportunity in Australian society, particularly in relation to education

(Martin, 1972a). This concern was also reflected in her Meredith Memorial

Lecture (1972b); her contribution to the Fink Memorial Symposium at

Melbourne University (1976); and in the large scale comparative study of

the educational experiences of Sydney High school students which she

launched with Meade in 1974.

The longitudinal survey of over 3000 year 9 students from 16 Sydney high

schools, undertaken by Martin and Meade (1979) and subsequently

completed by Meade (1981, 1983b), must rank as one of the most ambitious

studies carried out in relation to multiculturalism and education. The

sample distinguished between students of English and non-English

speaking background, both overseas and Australian-born. The study

followed the students up to the time when they left school. It gathered a

wide range of data on respondents' personal and family history and school

achievement, as well as their aspirations, experiences and attitudes to

school. In addition, almost 700 of the students' parents were interviewed,

and teacher questionnaires were completed by over 600 members of staff in

these schools. The most important finding of the reports was that in

proportion to their numbers in the population overall, more students from

non-English speaking backgrounds stayed on at school to complete year L2

and to qualify for university entrance than did their counterparts of

English-speaking parentage. Meade (1984) later completed a parallel study

in a number of Brisbane secondary schools and obtained results which he

claimed were 'uncannily' like those of the original inquiry (personal
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communication). These results were important in challenging the view of

minority ethnic-Australian children as inevitably being educationally

disadvantaged, a view which had prevailed since the findings of the early

seventies on the low achievement levels of migrant childre^.

(Commonwealth Department of Education, 1975; de Lemos, 1,975). In this

sense Meade's findings were in line with the earlier researches of Taft (1975)

on the career aspirations of migrant children. Subsequent studies of young

people from particular minority ethnic backgrounds - Inglis (1992) on

Turkish students in Sydney and Stevens (1990) on young Cambodians in

Adelaide - provided further confirmation of Meade's work.

Marjoribanks' contribution to studies on multiculturalism and education

was based on large scale empirical investigations and sophisticated

multivariate statistical analyses on the assumption that 'such an orientation

would permit general propositions to be generated that could be tested by

other investigators' (Marjoribanks 1980a : L38). In his extensive survey in

this area, Marjoribanks (1978,1979,1980a) investigated some of the factors

related to inequalities in children's learning at school by analysing the

relationship between measures of family learning environments, students'

academic performances and their attitudes to school. Over 800 eleven year

old school children drawn from six different ethnic background groupings

were involved. The research design was notable both for the development

of an interview schedule to measure family orientation to academic

achievement, and for the use of ethclass groupings which took account of

the family's ethnic minority background and its social status in educational

and occupational terms. Regression surface analysis was used to analyse

these scores; the results supported the proposition that families from the

various ethclasses created for their children different learning

environments which were related to ethclass variations in children's
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academic achievement. These statistical analyses provided important

evidence for the existence of ethnic cultural differences in family life and

cognitive development in Australia and other pluralistic societies.

Flowever, Marjoribanks concluded that these differences were not so great

that a comparatively small restructuring of school learning environments

could not redress the inequality in students' performances. In later surveys,

he used a similar analysis procedure to highlight the nature of ethnic group

differences in abilities and attitudes (Marjoribanks, 1984; Marjoribanks,

Secombe and Smolicz, L985).

Marjoribanks' results were used in the preparation of the multicultural

programme called the 'Ten Schools Project' in South Australia, a

pioneering venture in introducing multiculturalism into primary schools

(Rudzinski,1984). According to Bull and Tons (1985 : L8), as a consequence

of Marjoribanks' research, the schools concerned 'embarked on an intensive

staff development programme' which led to 'significant curriculum

modifications', the teaching of community languages, an increase in

parental involvement and 'attitudinal change in staff, parents and

students'.

The research of Goodnow (eg. 1986) and her associates into ethnic family

differences was based on research methodology which sought to investigate

both how family members interacted with one another and affected one

another's perceptions, and the extent to which different generations shared

the same ideas and expectations about family life. Such studies highlighted

cultural differences in child-rearing and parental expectations of childhood

patterns of development (Goodnow and Burns, 1979; Goodnow and

Cashmore,1986), as well as exploring the implications of this for education.
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Smolicz's (1971) early work took up the issue of whether the Australian

school was acting as an 'assimilationist agency'. Subsequently the research

of Smolicz (1979,7981a,1984a, 1984b) focussed upon a theoretical analysis of

the ways in r,'hich ethnic groups might co-exist ;;. an ethnically plural

society, when one of these groups was dominant in terms of numbers, as

well as political, economic, linguistic and educational resources. He argued

that a plural society could be stable and coherent if the mainstream and

minority ethnic groups shared a constellation of values overarching the

linguistic, religious or family traditions which were recognised as central to

the various minority ethnic cultures. The result would be a society that was

neither static nor coercive, but flexible and resilient, encouraging

bilingualism and cultural interaction among the various ethnic groups.

Smolicz's supposedly 'culturalist' approach did not neglect the importance

of structural changes or of social interaction but rather subsumed them

within a wider definition of culture (Smolicz, 1979;1983a).

The influence of Smolicz's conceptualisation of multiculturalism as a

balance between shared overarching values and minority core values can be

traced by reference to subsequent policy statements, including the views on

multiculturalism expressed by the former Prime Minister, Malcolm Fraser

(1981), quoted at the beginning of this chapter, as well by his Minister for

Immigration Ethnic Affairs, Ian MacPhee (1981); the Fitzgerald Committee

to Advise on Australia's Immigration Policy (1988); the Department of

Prime Minister and Cabinet's Office of Multicultural Affairs' (1989). Further

evidence of this influence on educational policy becomes apparent on

examination of such reports as those of Committee on the Teaching of

Migrant Languages in Schools (1976); the Australian Institute of

Multicultural Affairs (1980), Commonwealth Schools Commission

Committee on Multicultural Education (1979); the South Australian

'a
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Ministerial Task Force to Investigate Multiculturalism in Education (198Ð;

the Advisory Council on Multicultural Affairs (1988); and the South

Australian Department of Education and Children's Services multicultural

policy statement (1995). Smolicz's concepts and investigations into

linguistic and cultural maintenance among a variety of ethnic groups are

considered in more detail in chapter 2.

Crittenden (1982) also dealt with theoretical issues of multiculturalism and

education. He interpreted cultural pluralism in Australia to include 'ways

of life linked with ethnicity but extended to a broader range of diversity'.

His book investigated the legitimation of cultural pluralism and the 'social

philosophical issues of freedom and authority as they affect education in a

polyethnic society' (personal communication). The important philosophical

point which emerged from Crittenden's work was that in a pluralistic

society it was imperative to safeguard social cohesion by developing the

shared values upon which the tolerance of such pluralism depended. In

the school context this approach required 'a common core curriculum of

Australian studies', supplemented by u series of options based upon

students' personal or cultural interests - a view that was also expressed by

Musgrave (197L).

Claydon (1975) too, adopted a view of multiculturalism which sought to

make a distinction between matters of ethnicity and other forms of

plurality, which were evident even in societies that were ethnically

homogeneous. His research was focused on those cultural differences

associated with inequity and disadvantage and the implications of these for

the curriculum of the urban school. In consequence, Claydon's concern was

that the teaching of minority languages should not be allowed to dominate

multicultural education and lead to the school curriculum neglecting other
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aspects of cultural diversity in Australian society. Claydon's book with

Knight and Rado (1977), which considered the curriculum response to both

linguistic and other cultural diversity, was used as a resource in a number

of teacher preparation courses over subsequent years.

The initial contribution of Bullivant (1973) to the study of multicultural

education was notable for anthropological insights into the study of

curriculum, classroom practice and school organization. His book The Way

of Tradition : Life in øn Orthodox leraish School (1,978) provided valuable

insights into the cultural transmission of a minority group which at the

same time wished to adapt itself to the life of mainstream society.

Subsequently, Bullivant's work showed his 'disenchantment' with

multicultural theory and practice as it was being implemented in Australia.

He revealed a growing interest in 'a much more ideational view (of culture)

stressing societal survival' and in the 'cultural reproduction framework' of

Bourdieu and Young (personal communication). This was followed by u

study of problems related to pluralism in other countries, including a

survey of teacher education in pluralist societies (Bullivant \98'J,a,1981b). In

this work he attempted to show how 'the dominant ethnic group in a poly-

ethnic society uses pluralist education and the curriculum to reproduce its

own control over the life chances of children from ethnic-cultural

minorities' and acknowledged his critical attitude to 'all kinds of pluralist

education and especially multicultural education in Australia and overseas'

(personal communication).

Bullivant's later book (1984) moved away from neo-Marxist inspired 'earlier

theories of ethnic hegemony' towards 'a neo-Weberian model ... and a

developing interest in historical perspectives on curriculum development

and education in pluralist societies'. He adopted a multifaceted model of
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pluralism designed to allow for ethnic, cultural, class, gender and racial

'diacritica' being adopted in varying combinations as boundary markers by

minorities, as well as the dominant group, 'in processes of inclusion,

exclusion, and usurpation in attempts to maximize control over shares of

socio-economic resources and rewards' (personal communication). These

ideas formed part of a submission to the L983 Committee of Review of the

Australian Institute of Multicultural Affairs which, together with one to the

Australian Ethnic Affairs Council in 1980, appeared to him 'to have

influenced developments in Australia'. Bullivant perceived 'little hope for

multicultural education surviving in its present tokenistic form; the

emphasis on teaching languages could be politically motivated and due to

strong vested interests ... [while] the Schools Commission's emphasis on

TESL is actually a form of assimilation. Where this leaves equipping ethnic

children with the skills and knowledge to survive and gain adequate life

chances in Australian society is quite problematical' (personal

communication).

Poole was another researcher who investigated the abilities, aspirations and

achievements of children of minority ethnic groups, in the context of

examining their equality of opportunity and life chances (Evans and Poole,

1975; Poole 198La). Her contribution also included a review of research that

had been done in the equality area (Poole 198Lb; 1984). She considered that

her main contribution was editing and disseminating to a wider audience

the most recent research on the issues related to multiculturalism and

education. The book Mosøic or Melting Poú (de Lacey and Poole, 1979), f.or

example, 'was unique and provided the basis for thinking in relation to

initial teacher education; it was the only source book of its kind available'

(personal communication). Another useful review of current research was

Sturman's (1985) discussion paper which scrutinized research on the issues
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of participation and equity not only in immigrant children's experiences of

schooling, but also in their transition to work. There is little doubt that

such books proved of great value in the professional education of teachers

who would otherwise be deprived of ready access to original literature, such

as the article by Isaacs (1979) on the experiences of a child of Greek

background at school.

Jakubowicz (1979) played 'a useful role in triggering what has become

known as the ethnicity class debate, that is an explanation of social

behaviour which does not depend on the utilization of ethnicity as a tool of

analysis'. In particular, he was concerned to explore 'class conflict and class

relations within ethnic collectivities, with particular emphasis on the

development of consciousness and action' (personal communication). In a

later paper fakubowicz's (1984) surveyed the literature on ethnicity and class

in education in terms of a range of concepts such as 'cultural relations',

'social groups', 'access to education', 'control of resources', 'power

relationships', 'accumulation of wealth', and 'conflict between cultural

collectivities'. He concluded that Australian history had reflected 'the rule

of a cultural minority - a ruling class that was predominantly Anglo-centric

and male'.

|ayasuriya (1977; 1984; L985; 1988) was another researcher who expressed

doubts about 'culturalist' models of ethnicity with their stress on cultural

and linguistic themes. He opted, instead, for an 'instrumental' model

which was said to be 'concerned with the more material aspects of living -

in particular, the need for economic, social and political power on the part

of ethnic group members'. His model viewed ethnic groups as minority

groups 'which are singled out for differential and pejorative treatment by

the majority - the dominant group - on the grounds of their ethnicity'.
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From this perspective, minorities appeared as 'stigmatized, oppressed, and

discriminated against' so that their identity as ethnic groups was grounded

in their perception of being objects of 'collective discrimination' (personal

communication). The argument here could be seen to centre on whether it

was possible to assume that the economic and cultural hierarchies in society

were invariably one and the same; or whether the two could be viewed as

frequently overlapping, but nonetheless distinct, so that individuals could

achieve economic success (say, in business) but still be denied linguistic and

cultural rights (say, at school or university).

Other social scientists who sought to extend the definition of

multiculturalism 'beyond' the issues of ethnic languages and cultures were

Foster and Stockley. In their joint book, they undertook an analysis 'of the

role of state vis-a-vis multiculturalism and of the relationship between class

issues and multiculturalism' (Foster and Stockley, 1984 :3). They argued

that 'the concept itself has been washed out of its dangerous elements and

reduced to a study of cultural phenomena and English language difficulties'

(Foster and StockIey, 1984 : 2).

Foster and Stockley's ideological stance prompted them to develop a

conceptual framework, based on 'a sociology of knowledge perspective' and

'a critique of systems management thinking', which they then used in an

analysis of government reports, parliamentary debates and interviews with

'knowledge-makers' ie. leaders in government and community life. Their

investigations led them to conclude that social control in Australia was

being maintained 'through management of knowledge on

multiculturalism and through the deliberate legitimation of a concept

drained of the potential for social change'. By exposing the contradictions

inherent in the concept, the authors aimed to move policy 'beyond
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multiculturalism' by 'providing ways of combining considerations of class

and ethnicity' (Foster and Stockley, L984:1.-2).

There is, of course, the danger of dismissing 'cultural phenomena' a:

unimportant, through the assumption that the researcher's own culture

provided the only legitimate source for all possible variables, whether those

of social class, language or religion. These 'cultural' aspects of

multiculturalism, in line with the meaning of the term itself, were in fact

singled out as crucial by ethnic minority groups themselves. With the help

of social scientists within their membership, they evolved a model of

multiculturalism that was firmly grounded in their own cultures, but also

set in an Australian context in such a way that their cultural maintenance

and development could not be used as a reason for disadvantaging the

minorities in the social and occupational fields (Federation of Ethnic

Communities Councils of Australia, t982, L985a,1985b).

Research such as that of Foster and Stockley, ]akubowicz and Jayasuriya,

which pointed to the disadvantages suffered by students of minority ethnic

background in Australian schools, could be seen to have promoted

government and educational authorities in the mid eighties to propose the

policy of mainstreaming as a counter-measure. The intention of

mainstreaming was to ensure that all members of the Australian

community could participate in the decision making processes of society

and enjoy fair and equitable treatment (see Committee of Review of the

Australian Institute of Multicultural Affairs, 1983). Officially the policy

stated that people of minority ethnic backgrorrnd and those with experience,

expertise and commitment to multiculturalism and ethnic minority rights

would in fact be enabled and encouraged to participate in the mainstream

structures of society.
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Ethnic communities, however, expressed the fear that the adoption of this

poticy could, in practice, represent a more subtle return to assimilation.

They recognised that it could enable those who held power in mainstream

structures and organizations to retain or re-assume control of multicultural

affairs and decide such matters as distribution of funds and government

policies in relation to the needs of minority ethnic communities

(Federation of Ethnic Communities' Councils of Australia, (FECCA), 1985a).

The proposal that Commonwealth funding for multicultural education

projects be given direct to mainstream education bodies rather than to

specifically constituted multicultural education committees in each state

was an example of such a move (Review Committee on Quality of

Education in Australia, L985). According to FECCA (1985a : 23) unless such a

policy involved 'the sharing of "mainstream Powe{", it could only 'result

in the further marginalization of minority ethnic communities'.

Studies Related to ESL Programmes

Although the Child Migrant Education Program (CMEP) was the first

educational policy to recognise the reality of cultural and linguistic diversity

in Australian schools, the area of teaching English-as-a-Second Language

(ESL) for a long time attracted comparatively little academic research. A

number of surveys in the early seventies investigated the extent to which

children of non-English speaking background differed from their peers of

English-speaking origin in terms of competence in English and the

consequent effects of such differences on intellectual development and

school achievement. The Commonwealth Department of Education (1975)

survey of Sydney and Melbourne schools with a high migrant density

showed that students 'suffering learning difficulties through an English

language disability' were more numerous than expected and in many cases
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did not have the opportunity to attend special English classes (Price and

Martin, 1975:42-3).

de Lemos, in h-r work at the Australian Council fo' Fducational Research

(ACER), was involved in several projects that aimed to provide an objective

data base on the education of immigrant children, particularly in relation to

their command of English. In her view, such facts were necessary 'in order

to determine the nature and extent of the problem and to develop

appropriate policies and programs to overcome the problem' (personal

communication). de Lemos (1975) investigated the performance of primary

school children at Grade 2, 4 and 6 levels, not only on a number of

measures of school achievement, but also in tests of general language and

conceptual development and non-verbal reasoning ability. The statistical

analysis of results showed significant differences in the performance of

children from English speaking backgrounds as compared to those of non-

English speaking origin, although these were linked to a number of other

factors, such as socio-economic status, geographic location and educational

level of parents.

Evans and Poole's (L975) study also showed that in verbally oriented I.Q.

tests students of non-English speaking background had lower scores than

native English-speakers. On non-verbal tests, however, there appeared to

be little difference in performance between the two groups. The appearance

of these studies about the same time as the inquiries conducted by the

Commonwealth Department of Education provided further proof of the

need for ESL programmes and undoubtedly helped to strengthen the

maintenance and growth of the Child Migrant Education Program in

succeeding years.
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Another related area investigated by de Lemos (7972) was the extent to

which children from non-English speaking backgrounds participated in

preschool education. This was followed by a longitudinal study comparing

the readiness for school, and achievement at school, of children from

English-speaking and non-English-speaking backgrounds, in areas of both

high and low socio-economic standing (de Lemos and Larsen, 1979). de

Lemos considered that this research drew attention to inequalities 'in the

provision of pre-school education for children from different cultural and

language backgrounds, and led to a greater interest and more research in

this field' (personal communication).

One of the most innovative, and at the same time, most practical research

done in relation to English as a Second Language was the achievement of

Ingram (1979b) and his associates in the development of Australian Second

Language Proficiency Ratings (ASLPR), designed initially for use in the

Adult Migrant Education Program (AMEP). It aimed to provide an

overview of the stages in developing proficiency in a second language,

which could be used as the framework for planning English courses for

immigrants. This schedule for second language proficiency ratings was

defined in terms of specific language skills and assessed by four sub-scales,

one for each language macroskill, namely, Speaking (S), Listening (L),

Writing (W), and Reading (R). Each sub-scale described language

performance by the learner at nine points within the range. There were

only two absolute points on the ASLPR scale, namely, the bottom (inability

to communicate) and the top (native-like proficiency). Learners were rated

on the ASLPR scale as their language behaviour was matched with the

definitions that best described their behaviour. The ASLPR scale proved to

have application beyond ESL programmes for adult migrants. A similar

approach was also used in later initiatives to establish language proficiency
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and assessment levels for other languages being taught at secondaty, teúiary

and further education levels.

One extensive piece of research carried out in regard to English language

teaching was that commissioned by the Department of Immigration and

Ethnic Affairs (1983-5) for its Studies on Adult Migrant Education The

series comprised a dozen volumes, as well as an overview study (Gardini

and Secombe, 1986). One of the most useful volumes dealt with the

principles and methodology of teaching English to adult migrants (Mills,

1984). Another important volume was that provided by Ingram (1984) on

the validation of ASLPR levels. Two other specialist studies were carried

out to determine the extent to which lack of child care provision or physical

handicaps were barriers to participation in English language classes. In

addition, eight community-based studies investigated the English language

learning needs of immigrants in urban and rural centres throughout the

country, and evaluated the effectiveness of existing Adult Migrant

Education courses in meeting these needs (eg. Coppell, Baumgart and

Tenezakis, 1,984; Manton, McKay and Clyne, 1983). All made use of

Ingram's (1984) ASLPR scales to measure their respondents' performances

in English as part of their interview schedules. The results from each centre

strongly reinforced one another in highlighting the respondents' low levels

of English proficiency, especially in reading and writing skills; in providing

evidence of the strong desire of most respondents to become more

competent in English; and in demonstrating the failure of many Adult

Migrant Education classes to meet the particular requirements and learning

preferences of their students. These research findings had a direct influence

on subsequent organization and teaching approaches adopted by AMEP.
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One of the researchers involved in the Adult Migrant Education series was

King, whose work with Palser (1984) on immigrants in the inner city area of

Sydney was concerned particularly with the issues of equity and

participation. They also analysed the extent to which 'ethnic shielding', or

the availability of community help and support in an immigrant's

language, minimized the need to use English. King and Sinclair (1984) later

investigated these issues further with a report prepared for the NSW

Education Commission on the provisions for slow learners of Greek and

non-Greek background in inner city high schools, and a related evaluation

of Participation and Equity Programmes (PEP) being offered. In King's

judgement the danger of many so-called 'multicultural' programmes was

that they resulted in cultural differences being made 'srrnonymous with

disadvantage or discrimination' (personal communication).

Spearitt and Colman's (L983) evaluation of the schooling arrangements and

English language programmes developed for Indo-Chinese refugee children

was an example of research specifically commissioned by the

Commonwealth Department of Education, with the aim of assessing the

effectiveness of existing programmes and suggesting improvements for the

future. Goodnow (1985) also investigated English language learning among

adult Vietnamese refugees. She found some relation between the linguistic-

cultural variations among the Vietnamese group and their interest in

learning English, in particular, the level of proficiency they wished to

acquire in English. Such cultural factors in the motivation for language

learning highlighted the choices open to individual respondents to mainly

associate either with the dominant, or with a minority ethnic group.

Decisions were likely to be made on the basis of what they saw as the value

of learning English as against the perceived cost in terms of time and effort.
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The Nøflonøl Policy on Lønguøges Report, prepared by Lo Bianco for the

Commonwealth Department of Education (1987), emphasized the

importance of ensuring that Australians of all backgrounds were able to

achieve competence in English. (The Report's complementary

recommendations on languages other than English are considered later.)

The growing concern over declining standards of English literacy among

students, not only of minority ethnic background but also from the

mainstream, was clearly reflected in the 1990 discussion paper, The

Language of Australiø, prepared by the Department of Employment,

Education and Training. Throughout this paper (and many subsequent

publications) literacy was assumed to mean the ability to read and write

English, ignoring the fact that for many Australians of minority ethnic

background the acquisition of literacy skills in their home language was not

only possible but also of vital importance.

The concerns over written English skills led to the incorporation of literacy

into the brief of the National Languages Institute of Australia (to be

discussed later). In the years that followed, a number of publications on

literacy in English were sponsored by the National Languages and Literacy

Institute of Australia (NLLIA). They ranged from theoretical studies, such

as Wignell's (L995) account of personal literacy in terms of functional

linguistics to teachers' guidelines for enhancing the literacy of adult

'learners with diverse language and cultural backgrounds' (Dixon and

Lyons, 1995). Among the most innovative and practical studies in this area

was the collection of papers edited by Cope and Kalantzis (1993). Its focus

was the development of a genre approach to the task of writing in English,

as a means of giving all students 'the powers of literacy'.
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Multicultural Education Programmes

Various types of multicultural courses were introduced into schools from

about the mid-seventies. Most often these were aimed at giving all students

a better understanding of the cultures of minority ethnic groups in

Australian society and encouraging more positive attitudes towards them.

Holenbergh (1975; 1977) was one of the first to work directly in this area,

when she developed 'two new undergraduate courses in the School of

Education, Macquarie University, the first of which Culture Contact in the

Classroom began in 1975'. These could be seen as 'the forerunner of those

which subsequently arose in several other NSW tertiary institutions'

(personal communication). On the basis of this work, she helped to draft

curriculum guidelines for projects funded through the Multicultural

Education Program of the Schools Commission. On a more theoretical

level, Holenbergh (1979) reviewed the concept of ethnic identity in relation

to the migration process and the maintenance of bilingualism. This led to

an analysis of the types of programmes existing in multicultural education.

The question of ethnic identity was investigated empirically or theoretically

by a number of other researchers. Taft's (1973) investigation of the ethnic

identification of Jewish youth found evidence of a duality of identity among

his respondents. Smolicz (1979) reported similar results in studies of youth

from a variety of ethnic backgrounds. Joy Harris' (1980) study set out a

theoretical framework for understanding ethnic identity in relation to social

structural variables and analysed the use of the term in official documents,

research writings and the day-to-day practice of education in Australia.

The Buntine Oration of the Australian College of Education, delivered by

Barbara Falk (1978), was also on the theme 'Personal Identity in a

Multicultural Society'. Although not primarily involved in multicultural
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education, Falk was concerned to clarify the conceptual study of

multiculturalism and its educational implications. She helped to bring

scholarly work in the field to the notice of teachers by means of Australian

College of Education 'Leadership Institutes on Multicultural Education' and

the publication that resulted from them (Falk and Harris, 1983). A recurring

theme in her contributions to this area was the concern that there could be a

limit to the tolerance of cultural diversity. She envisaged the situation

where certain usages sanctioned in another society would be termed 'wrottg'

rather than simply 'different' in the context of Australian educational

practice. A later paper by Falk (1985 :22) suggested that two key issues in

relation to multiculturalism at that time were the linguistic and cultural

'rights' of minorities and 'the problems involved in the resolution of

"culture dissonance"'.

Andreoni's (1982a; L982b;1983) approach to multicultural studies was based

on active involvement in developing curricula for schools and in teaching

related tertiary courses. She believed that 'improved cross-cultural

communication is not necessarily achieved through the direct approach ie.

discussing prejudice, ethno centrism'. Instead, she has achieved 'more

favourable results, both in the field and in teaching, by coming at the issues

obliquely. This has been particularly successful using the Arts' (personal

communication). A second feature of Andreoni's research has been

involvement with rural communities. Both of these aspects were

incorporated in the project which combined teaching the traditional art of

Sardinian weaving with language learning in a remote northern NSW

community (Andreoni, 1-982a).

Perhaps the most comprehensive review of multicultural education

programmes was that completed for the Commonwealth Schools
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Commission (1984) by Cahill and a team of fellow workers. Their aim was

to review the first five years of Commonwealth funding for multicultural

education programmes through surveys, consultations, case studies and

evaluative analyses. In conclusion they argued that whether the Schools

Commission continued the existing policy of separate provision for

multicultural education or adopted the approach of mainstreaming, the

focus should be on three main types of programmes : those 'to increase the

educational opportunities and life-chances of children from non-English

speaking family backgrounds'; those which increased 'opportunities for

students in Australian schools to study the languages spoken within their

own families and communities and the languages which are of benefit to

the total Australian community'; and those which aimed to 'educate all

students in intercultural understanding, by studying the multi-ethnic

nature of the Australian heritage' (Commonwealth Schools Commission,

1.984:35L).

Eckermann $99$ was one educational researcher who addressed these

concerns at both a theoretical and practical level. Her study, One Classroom,

Møny Cultures, sought to link theory, policy and classroom practice in

relation to both multicultural and Aboriginal education. She investigated a

variety of teaching strategies, curriculum developments and organisational

innovations which had been developed by teachers in a range of schools.

FIer work focussed particularly on the curriculum areas of language,

mathematics and science, as well as on school-community relations. Her

purpose was 'to record, analyse and explore' innovations which the teachers

involved regarded as successful, so that other practitioners could 'review

their own practice and experiment with alternate approaches'.
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A concern for equality and social justice in education was central to the

writings of Kalantzis and her co-workers. They developed an inquiry based

programme in multicultural social education, which was designed for

students in the noper primary and secondary grades /Kalantzis and Cope,

1983). This practical approach to taking account of cultural, gender and

linguistic differences in the classroom they called 'social literacy'. Their

work on multicultural curriculum strategies, entitled Pluralism and

Equitability, was also notable for being firmly grounded in school practice

(Kalantzis and Cope, 1986). Kalantzis's study of L988 highlighted an

emphasis that was evident in all her research, namely the dimension of

gender, as being equally as important as ethnicity and class.

Another investigation at the school level undertaken by Kalantzis and

associates was completed as part of the OECD based research project on

Education ønd Culturøl and Linguistic Pluralism : Innoaøtiae Schools. Six

schools in Victoria and New South Wales were investigated as case studies

in innovative approaches related to education and cultural pluralism. On

the basis of these findings, a number of models for negotiating cultural and

linguistic diversity in education were proposed, focussing specifically on the

areas of cultural and linguistic incorporation, community participation,

pedagogy and assessment. Different approaches were identified in relation

to the three successive curriculum phases of assimilation (1950s and 1960s);

'cultural pluralist multiculturalism' (1970s and 1980s); and the 'equitable

multiculturalism' of the late 1980s (Kalantzis, Cope, Noble and Poynting,

1990). In a recent collection of papers which she edited, Kalantzis (1995)

stressed the need to redefine the meaning of social justice in education in

the light of the 'new and as yet not entirely clear, political and intellectual

environment' of the 1990s.
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Community Language Programmes

Throughout the whole period covered by this review, Clyne has been

engaged in research related to community languages in Australia and

exnlicating to teachers and administrators the implications of his findings

for education. Much of his work predated 'the new multicultural thrust in

Australia, so it tried to legitimize this area of academic research as well as to

encourage, in a small way, a change of policy' (personal communication). In

addition to publishing widely in academic journals and books whose

readership was restricted to his fellow linguists and socio-linguists in

Australia and overseas (eg. L967; L970; L972), Clyne translated the results of

his research into practical terms for the benefit of language teacherc (1977,

1980,1983a). He thus became known for his early advocacy for the teaching

of languages of minority ethnic groups, which he termed 'Australian

community languages other than English' or CLOTEs. He was also a

protagonist of bilingual education (1968, 1983b) and of the need for a

national language policy (L975, 1985).

Clyne was also active as the editor of a series of papers dealing with various

aspects of language research, usage, and policy in Australia (1976; 1986;

1991b). In addition, his books MultilinguøI Australia (L982) and Community

Languages - The Australiøn Experience (1991a) which were based upon a

meticulous analysis of the language data that was available from t}:.e L976

and L986 censuses, provided the most of valuable source of language

information available up to the present time in Australia.

In assessing the significance of his research upon policy development in

education, Clyne placed greater stress upon 'interaction with like-minded

people through Migrant Education Action or [the Monash] Centre for

Migrant Studies' (personal communication) than upon publications.
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Clyne's further contribution in this area was through his involvement in

the work of such committees as Plan Lang Pol which made a substantial

submission to the Senate Inquiry Report on National Language Policy

(1984), the National Advisory and Coordinating Committee on

Multicultural Education (NACCME), the Working Party of the Victorian

Post-Secondary Education Commission and the joint Victorian State Board

of Education/Ministerial Advisory Committee on Multicultural and

Migrant Education Working Party which produced the paper 'The Place of

Community Languages in Victorian Schools' (1985). He was also closely

involved in the development and work of the National Languages and

Literacy Institute of Australia (NLLIA) which will be discussed later.

Bostock (1973; 1975) was another researcher who from the early seventies

began to challenge the prevailing Australian ideology of monolingualism

and to argue for language planning and teaching (L977a). He described

himself as a political scientist whose special interest in problems of

language, culture and education led him to investigations on the

alternatives of ethnicity in Australia (1977b; 1981). 'His researches have led

him to believe that multicultural education, once the exclusive privilege of

elites should now be made available to all members of society, not only as a

right but as a safeguard of an open and democratic society' (personal

communication).

Other valuable contributions to the area of community language teaching

were made by researchers such as Maria Tenezakis (1975; L979) with her

study of language acquisition among Greek-Australian children; Tamis

(1985) with a study of changes in the Greek language in the Australian

context; and Camilla Bettoni (198La; 198Lb; 1986) with research into the

modification and attrition of Italian in North Queensland and Sydney. In
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addition, a number of evaluative studies have been carried out on the early

community language programs introduced into schools. One of these was

Barbara Mclean's (1982) case study investigation of language programmes

in six different primary schools drawn from several states. She concluded

that, for a variety of reasons, most of the programmes were ineffective in

their principal aim of language acquisition. Barbara Horvath (1980) also

surveyed the types of approaches currently being used in the teaching of

migrant languages and assessed their effectiveness, while Jakubowicz and

Chan (1980) published an evaluation of the mother tongue maintenance

programme at the Cringila St Francis school in New South Wales.

The teaching of minority languages in community-organizecl ethnic schools

was also the subject of research. Lewins and Kringas (198L) investigated ten

Greek, Italian and Slovenian ethnic schools using a case study approach.

Their findings led them to question the very existence of ethnic schools.

Support for ethnic schools in their role of cultural and language

maintenance seemed to them to encourage separatism and the exclusion of

minorities from participation in mainstream Australian life, particularly

the political process. Lewins (1980, L982) spoke later of his concern for

providing 'some intellectual depth to the critical approach to

multiculturalism'. On the basis of his experience with ethnic schools, he

warned of the dangers of 'politically sensitive research' and the need to 'be

cautious of studies being "co-opted" or selectively drawn on by politicians to

support their interests' (personal communication).

Norst's (1982) survey of ethnic schools for the Commonwealth Schools

Commission used a qualitative and quantitative approach in seeking the

views of ethnic school teachers and organizers, as well as students and their

parents, about the current and future role of their schools. The study was
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noieworthy as the first comprehensive and detailed investigation into the

ethnic schools of all minority groups in all states, and for the way it sought

answers from among the participants rather than imposing the researcher's

view. The official report of the survey, however, failed to do justice to the

wealth of data that were gathered (see Commonwealth Schools

Commission, L983).

Bilingual education was another issue which attracted a number of

researchers. A valuable review was carried out by Mills (1982) who analysed

research into bilingual education in Australia as a whole, and provided

particularly useful insights into the Aboriginal bilingual programmes

which had been developed in the Northern Territory and South Australia.

Clyne's (1983b) school-based research sought to develop a viable model of

bilingual education for Australian schools. Gail Robinson's (1978, 1981)

involvement with the development and assessment of community

language programmes in NSW schools led her to investigate the benefits

and possibilities of bilingual education.

Several studies highlighted potential difficulties in the introduction of

bilingual education. de Lemos undertook a collaborative study on levels of

literacy in Italian and English among a group of Italian high school students

in order to provide basic data to schools that were considering the

introduction of bilingual education programmes (de Lemos and Di Leo,

t978). The results showed that the students concerned had a greater mastery

of English than Italian, particularly in literacy skills. de Lemos was

concerned that the introduction of bilingual education programmes under

these conditions would further undermine rather than help the school

achievement of such students. Marjoribanks' (1980b) work on parental

attitudes to bilingual education also had practical implications for any
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school or education system contemplating the introduction of a bilingual

education programme. His finding was that parents from the Anglo

majority often appeared quite well disposed to the teaching of ethnic

languages and cultures to young children who had recently arrived in

Australia, but that this tolerance decreased with the age of the immigrant

children and the length of their residence.

One researcher who was involved for a number of years in the

development of an innovative approach to bilingual education was Marta

Rado (I976a, t976b, 1977). Her work was notable for the way a strong

commitment to the value of bilingualism both as an individual and a

community asset was wedded to a pragmatic recognition of the linguistic

reality of most Australian classrooms. She postulated the ideal of

competent bilingualism, which included 'literacy skills and the ability to

handle everyday and scientific concepts in more than one language'

(personal communication). Students of minority ethnic background who

were bilinguals because of their home domains very often had no

opportunity to gain literacy skills in their home language or extend their

vocabulary and competence beyond the level of family conversation.

Furthermore, even in a class with a reasonably large proportion of minority

ethnic students, these were likely to come from a number of different

linguistic backgrounds.

On the basis of these assumptions, Rado worked for over a decade on a

Multilingual Project which prepared student-centred bilingual curriculum

materials for use at the secondary school level. The project produced a

series of independent study units on topics generally required for junior

secondary school courses, using parallel texts in English and one of thirteen

community languages. Students in the same classroom could thus be
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working on the same topic, but choosing to use texts in a variety of

languages. The possibilities and requirements of this multilingual

approach to classroom teaching were discussed most fully in Rado's (L984)

book. With Foster and Lewis (1980, 1983a,1983b), Rado also carried out two

extensive surveys on student attitudes toward the maintenance of minority

ethnic languages and bilingual education, and on the factors contributing to

language development of children of non-English speaking background.

Rado's most direct influence on educational policy came through her L984

submission on 'The Place of Community Languages in Victorian Schools' to

the Victorian State Board of Education and to the Ministerial Policy

Committee on Multicultural and Migrant Education (L985).

The idea of developing a co-ordinated and coherent language policy for the

whole of Australia was first suggested by Clyne (1975), and was subsequently

reiterated by Ingram (1979a), and Smolicz (1984c). In addition, Andreoni's

(I982a; 1983; l99L) evaluations of community language programmes in

schools emphasized the need for all those involved in teaching languages

other than English to adopt a unified approach, without which

'monolingualism will prevail and we will have pockets of disaffected ethnic

groups increasingly isolating themselves from the mainstream' (personal

communication).

The issue of a National Languages Policy was taken up in the early eighties

by the Federation of Ethnic Communities' Councils of Australia (FECCA,

1982;1985b) which had been formed a few years before. In order to gain

support for this policy, they organized two special conferences which

brought a number of key researchers in the area of language teaching

together with representatives of the ethnic communities and educational

administrators from State and Commonwealth departments. The
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discussion paper prepared for the first FECCA conference by the

Commonwealth Department of Education (1982) represented a distillation

of some of the most significant research in the area of languages and

multiculturalism in Australia. The proposal for a National Language Policy

was brought closer to the level of actuality with the publication in 1984 of

the Report of the Senate Standing Committee on Education and the Arts

and elicited direct comment from a number of researchers (Clyne, L985;

Smolicz, 1986).

The publication of foseph Lo Bianco's NøtionøI Policy on Lønguøges

(Commonwealth Department of Education, L987) could be said to represent

the high point of achievement in policy development for languages

teaching in Australia. Its appearance illustrated how collaboration among

researchers, policy makers and public servants, when linked to the deep

concern of minority ethnic groups for their linguistic heritage, could bear

fruit at the level of specific policy proposals. The report was notable for the

recognition and importance given for the first time to Aboriginal languages

in Australia and for the inclusion of Auslan, the Australian language of the

deaf. Its underlying assumption was that languages other than English,

together with the possibility of bilingualism, were to be regarded as a

potential resource for Australia, rather than a problem (Clyne, 1992). In

relation to education, Lo Bianco recommended a dual thrust, designed to

enable all children to become competent in English as the common

language for all Australians and to have access to the learning of at least one

other language. In the case of children from a minority ethnic background,

this would be, wherever possible, the language of their home. For those of

English speaking background, Lo Bianco recommended the opportunity to

learn one of nine languages appropriate to the Australian context.
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The commitment to languages education for all Australians which was so

clearly enunciated in the Lo Bianco policy recommendations was

subsequently muddied by ministerial attempts in a subsequent Green Paper

to focus on English literacy and foreign Asian languaøes at the expense of

other key provisions (Department of Employment, Education and Training,

1990). The response of researchers in the area of multilingualism and those

of minority ethnic background committed to community language

maintenance was firm enough, however, to ensure that the original

impetus of the 1987 rcport was not lost (Clyne, 1992).

Multicultural Approaches in the University Sector

The appearance of the Lo Bianco Report seemed to coincide with a growing

interest in multilingualism and multiculturalism within the university

sector. Until that time interest in multiculturalism within the universities

had usually been confined to a small group of dedicated researchers whose

work attracted little interest among mainstream academics. Monash's

Centre for Migrant Studies (later Centre for Migrant and Intercultural

Studies), with its lournøl of lntercultural Studies, was one of the pioneers

in this field in the late seventies. It provided an important outlet for the

work of Clyne and had a particular focus on Australian languages other

than English. The other unit established about the same time was the

Centre for Multicultural Studies at wollongong university which

published the early studies on ethnicity and equality by Jakubowicz and

Kalantzis.

By 'J.989, however, the Commonwealth Department of Education was

insisting that all universities collect data on the cultural and linguistic

background of their students. The limitations of the questionnaire adopted

are worth noting; since it failed to include any questions on parental
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background or birthplace, Australian born children of immigrants have

been automatically excluded from the data collected. Nevertheless, its use

did mean that universities were forced officially to take some cognisance of

the cultural diversity within their student population.

In addition, the second half of the eighties saw the establishment of a

number of academic centres dedicated to research and teaching in various

areas of multiculturalism. Holton's Centre for Multicultural Studies at

Flinders University had a focus on economic and labour studies research.

Jupp, as Director of the Centre for Immigration and Multicultural Studies at

the Australian National University in Canberra, was responsible for editing

the bicentenary Encyclopedia, entitled The Australian People, which helped

to raise awareness of the great range of cultural diversity encompassed

within Australian society (Jupp, 1988).

At the University of Sydney, Inglis established the Multicultural Research

Centre, with a focus on public policy, as well as the role of economic and

educational institutions. These interests were evident in her recent policy

paper for the UNESCO programme, Management of Social Trønsformøtions

(Inglis, 1996) and her study on immigrant teachers in the work force (Inglis,

t995). The Centre for Intercultural Studies and Multicultural Education, set

up at the University of Adelaide under the directorship of Smolicz, focussed

not only on multicultural research but also on the wider dissemination of

research through public seminars and publications for schools (Smolicz

1992; L994), as well as the fostering of intercultural links in Europe and Asia.

In the area of languages, the Commonwealth government supported the

recommendation of the Lo Bianco report by providing funding for the

establishment of the National Languages Institute of Australia, later
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extended into the National Languages and Literacy Institute of Australia

(NLLIA). This involved the establishment of a number of key research

centres at various universities throughout the country : a language testing

centre at Melbourne; a language and technology centre at Queensland; a

language and society centre at Monash (under the research directorship of

Clyne); and a language acquisition centre at Sydney. These were linked at

the national level and co-ordinated with policy development in the

languages area through the NLLIA Directorate. Other centrep were added

subsequently, particularly after L99L, when an emphasis on literacy in

English was incorporated into the Institute's range of concerns.

Since its formation NLLIA (or its predecessor) has been responsible for the

funding and publishing of a considerable number of research projects,

including areas such language planning (Djite, 1994); bilingual education

(Liddicoat, 199L; Berthold, L995; Fernandez, 1996); and profiles on fourteen

key linguistic communities in Australia. The Queensland Centre has

published studies on languages in the Technical and Further Education

(TAFE) sector (Baker and White, !99I) and on Australian second language

learning programmes (White, Baker, de ]ong, 1992). Research projects

emanating from the Monash Centre included a study of the extent to which

the linguistic resources brought to Australia by immigrants were actually

being utilized (Kipp, Clyne and Pauwels, L995).

Research Into Inter-ethnic Relations and Cultural Interaction

Interaction between the mainstream group and the ethnic minority

communities in Australia is one key issue in relation to multiculturalism

which aPPears to have attracted surprisingly little research over the last

three decades. This issue includes such aspects as the attitude of members of

the mainstream towards the presence of minority ethnic individuals in
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Australian society, as well as the extent and nature of the actual contact

between them. Yet these factors would seem to be critical for the

maintenance of multicultural policies and their successful implementation.

If ordinary Australians of the Anglo-Celtic mainstream are opposed, or

even indifferent, to the ideal of Australia as a culturally plural society,

political leaders at State and Commonwealth level are.unlikely to support

multicultural policies or provide the funding necessary for them to be put

into practice. Although the so-called 'ethnic vote', referring to the voting

preferences of those from minority ethnic backgrounds in Australia, is a

factor that both major political parties now take account of , its importance

depends to a large extent on whether mainstream group voters are regarded

as supportive or disapproving of multicultural policies.

This issue was raised by Barlow (1986) in presenting what he called 'a voice

from the mainstream' of those Anglo-Celtic-Australians who felt that they

were being 'ignored, taxed, discriminated against and criticised', while

recent immigrants, especially those from Asia, received special privileges

and treatment. The tremendous popular support and press coverage gained

in L984 by Professor Geoffrey Blainey, when he advocated restraint in

migrant intakes, and in 1996-7 by Pauline Flanson, with her anti-Asian and

anti-Aboriginal statements, would suggest that there is much disquiet and

concern over immigration and multicultural policies among at least some

sections of the Australian population.

Such negative views were apparent in the national survey on views about

multiculturalism, which was commissioned by the Commonwealth

government over 1988-89. Half of t}ire 4,502 people interviewed considered

that multiculturalism meant 'migrants get too much help from the

government'. Just under half thought that multiculturalism was
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responsible for depriving 'Australians of jobs' and undermining 'loyalty to

Australia' (Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet, 1989b : 3).

The public face of the multicultural debate, as seen in politics and the

media, was considered by Sawer in a paper prepared for the Office of

Multicultural Affairs. She set out to explore what she called 'the

"respectable" critiques of multiculturalism', as opposed to those that were

too ill-informed to be taken seriously. She focussed, in particular, on

'organisational and media linkages and the resources available to the

opponents of multiculturalism' (Sawer,1990 : l). She concluded that there

were important and well-resourced opinion leaders in the Australian

community who were opposed to multiculturalism. Part of a government

strategy for 'a sustained attempt' to answer such critics should be to use

those who came from the same mainstream group, but held positive views

toward cultural pluralism in Australia. In her judgement, 'within the

mainstream print media, articles by commentators such as Gerald

Henderson or Greg Sheridan or Sir William Keys have carried more weight

than those which can be depicted as emerging from the "ethnic lobby"'

(Sawer, 1990 :28).

Over the last three decades there have been a few attempts to survey the

views of the mainstream Australian population towards cultural pluralism

and the on-going presence of minority ethnic groups in Australian society.

Early in the 1960s Richardson and Taft did a survey o1 171, Australian-born

Perth residents. They concluded that there was a fairly wide-spread

preference for monism based on the belief that immigrants should

'assimilate culturally as quickly as possible' (Richardson and Taft, 1968 :5'J,-

52). The idea of pluralism was unacceptable to most of the respondents and
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only a few favoured the interactionist solution, which was defined in terms

of the emergence of an eventual cultural synthesis.

A more detailed study of this issue, although related only to a restricted

range of the population, was carried out in 1973 by Harris and Smolicz.

They surveyed 369 University of Adelaide students, all of whom were born

in Australia, of Australian-born parents. The questionnaire presented the

respondents with statements about the nature of Anglo-conformism,

interactionism and cultural pluralism derived from the earlier research of

Richardson and Taft and asked them to indicate which they preferred. As

many as 84o/" gave interactionism as their first preference, with 8% opting

for Anglo-conformism and L"/" for pluralism (Harris and Smolicz, L976 :

150). This result revealed a considerable shift from the monism reported by

the original researchers.

The Adelaide survey included other concrete and attitudinal questions

which threw further light on the views of the respondents. Over three

quarters claimed to have at least a few friends of minority ethnic

background, yet about the same proportion felt that they had been

influenced only 'a little' or 'not at all' by the presence of minority ethnic

cultures in Australia. The majorlty (51%) thought that minority ethnic

children should be brought up 'mostly Australian, and only a little ethnic';

43"/" supported the preservation of minority ethnic languages; and 32o/"

were in favour of minority ethnic communities maintaining their own

structures. These replies suggested some degree of contradiction with the

high level of support given for the ideal of interactionism. According to

Harris and Smolicz (1976: 151) the implicit assumption behind the students'

expressed preference for interaction was that
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øny future Austrølian culturøl-synthesis would deriae its øncestry

oaerwhelmingly from Anglo-Søxon sources. OnIy a few of the

students appeared to recognise thøt for interpenetration to occur at
the deeper, cultural, leaels, some degree of pluralism in AustrøIiø

would be required to proaide a firm sub-structure fo, the

interaction process.

A much more representative survey of linguistic attitudes was carried out

'as part of a longitudinal study of the social and psychological impact of the

multicultural television service in Adelaide' (Kee, 1988 : 4). The study

involved interviewing almost 2,000 residents drawn from two samples that

were carefully structured to be representative and randomly selected. One

sample represented the wider Adelaide population, while the second

involved a sample of residents in Census Collection districts which had a

relatively high proportion of people born overseas. Those interviewed

were asked to respond to a number of attitudinal statements concerning the

teaching and use of languages other than English.

Overall Kee reported 'a generally high degree of support for language

diversity among Adelaide's residents'. For example, the statement,

'Knowing a language other than English is useful in everyday life in

Australia,' was supported by 67% of the total sample, including 66"/" of

respondents classified as 'Australian-born of Australian-born parents' and

90% of those of non-English-speaking background. Approval was higher

overall (82%) for the statement, 'All school children should be taught

another language as well as English', with 79% of the respondents classified

as 'Australian-born of Australian-born parents', and 88% of those of non-

English-speaking background, agreeing (Kee, 1988 : 8). Further analysis

showed that both gender and educational background were statistically

significant, in that women and those with higher levels of education were
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more likely to support linguistic diversity than men and those with lower

levels of education (Kee, 1988 : 11).

A very different type of study in the area of inter-ethnic relations and

interaction was undertaken by Clyne $99a) in investigating the influence of

cultural values on intercultural communication in the workplace. He

carried out a discourse analysis of speech acts in English recorded in a

number of work settings where individuals from various ethnic minorities

were interacting with Anglo-Celtic-Australians and one another. In this

way he was able to identify cultural variables that contributed to successful,

as opposed to unsuccessful, intercultural communication. His results

pointed to the way in which communication patterns among second

language users were 'culturally conditioned' and to the need 'for people to

be awøre of variation in discourse patterns and to appreciate their equal

validity' (Clyne, 1994 : 208). Educational authorities and institutions in

particular needed to take seriously the cultural variations in English

language communication among individuals of different ethnic

backgrounds.

In the light of the paucity of Australian research into inter-ethnic relations

and interaction, and the researcher's personal interest in this area, it seemed

appropriate to make cultural interaction and education the topic of this

study. It was also decided to make use of the Anglo-Celtic-Australian

background of the researcher and to focus the investigation on the

phenomenon of cultural interaction from the perspective of the

mainstream group. The chapter that follows attempts to outline a

theoretical framework for understanding the phenomenon of cultural

interaction in a plural society. Its basis is the humanistic sociolo gy of

Znaniecki, as applied in the Australian context by Smolicz.
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CHAPTER TWO

CULTURAL INTERACTION IN HUMANISTIC SOCIOLOGICAL THEORY

A Group's Culture

The humanistic sociological theory developed by Znaníecki (Thomas and

Znaniecki, 1927; Znaniecki, 1963; 1968) and further elaborated by Smolicz

(1.974a; 1974b; 1979; L988; r995b) rests on the assumption that human beings

are to be regarded as active participants in the dynamic on-going process that

defines a group's culture. on the one hand, becoming recognised and

accepted as a member of the group involves learning the shared meanings

related to the ways of thinking, feeling and acting which constitute the

culture of the group. On the other hand, new members gradually come to

use and develop these shared meanings in their own distinctive ways. The

attitudes they adopt, the ways in which they express their thoughts and

feelings, the actions they perform as individuals in living together in the

group/ are part of the process by which the shared meanings of the group,s

culture are sustained and modified, created and recreated from one

generation to the next. (Humanistic sociology tries to take account of the

essential interplay between the members of the group as individual persons

and the life and activities of the group as a whole.)In this way attention is

focused on what Znaniecki (L969: 69) regarded as the key practical issues for

sociology, '(L) the problem of the dependence of the individual upon social

organization and culture, and (2) the problem of the dependence of social

organization and culture upon the individual,.

Viewed in this way, culture cannot be seen as an abstract concept, to be

analysed theoretically in relation to some general, or universal phenomena,

but as the specific meanings shared by the members of a particular group.
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These shared meanings give rise to distinctive observable patterns in the

way Sroup members think, feel and act, and find material expression in the

objects the group members create. Culture is therefore to be thought of as

the collection of meanings which belong to a given group of people. The

group concerned may be defined at the ethnic level as, for example,

Hungarian; or in religious terms, as Catholic; in relation to social stafus, as

working class; or by reference to some particular profession, like lawyers, or

some sporting interest, such as cricket. Each of these groups of people

develops and maintains its own distinctive culture. For some of these

groups the range of meanings shared applies to most, if not all, areas of life,

as in the case of an ethnic group. In other instances, the group's culture has

a more limited application to specific areas of living, as in the case of a

professional association or a sporting club.

Cultural Values at Group and Personal Level

Znaniecki (1968 : 4L) uses the term value to distinguish between cultural

and natural objects. A natural object such as a piece of rock or driftwood has

a physical content; and its existence may have no further significance for the

members of any group who encounter it. If, however, the piece of stone

contains gold which is fashioned into a marriage ring, or the driftwood

branch is shaped into a cross, it becomes in the life of certain groups a

cultural object which, in addition to its physical content, has acquired a

meaning shared by all group members. Among groups that uphold the

western European cultural heritage, a gold ring is the means by which a

man and a woman signify their marriage to one another. Among Christian

SrouPS/ the cross is used in worship as a symbol of the central doctrine of

their religious beliefs.
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In humanistic sociological theory, (Znaniecki, L968: 36; Smolicz, 1979 : 22-3;

Smolicz and Secombe,1981: 6) values such as these are viewed as integrated

into a cultural system which corresponds to an area of life - the group's

system of religious values in relation to the cross; the system of family

values in the case of the marriage ring. Another important example of a

group system of cultural values is its language in which each word, both as a

sound and in its written form, has an agreed meaning within generally

accepted patterns of grammar and syntax. Together these make up the

group's system of linguistic values. Those who, as members of the group,

have learned its linguistic values since childhood can communicate with

one another on the basis of the common meanings they give to the words,

idioms and structures of their language. Those outside the group who do

not know its linguistic values are denied the opportunity of

communication, unless they are prepared to take the step of learning the

new language for themselves.

Such group systems of cultural values can be postulated for all other aspects

of the group's life, such as economic, artistic, religious, recreational, political

and legal. According to Znaniecki (L963 :267) one of the most important of

these systems is made up of ideological values, which represent the beliefs

and ideals, and the norms of conduct upheld by the group. Furthermore, in

terms of the humanistic sociological approach, the group itself is regarded as

a cultural system, in which the individual members represent social values

for one another. In addition to their biological content, they are given

cultural meanings which define their role and identity in relation to the

group itself. They may in the first place be recognised as legitimate

members of the group, as distinct from those who are given the meaning of

foreigners or outsiders. Their cultural meaning within the group may be

further defined in relation to their gender, their age, their position in the
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family, their occupation and their involvement in other social structures.

The meanings given to individuals within these group social systems

determine the way group members act and relate to one another (Znaniecki,

1e39).

The reality of the shared meanings that make up a group's cultural systems

can be demonstrated by the sociologist, through watching the way these

cultural values are used by group members. Flowever, a group's culture has

a reality which transcends the lives of individuals per se. Much of the

group's current system of religious or political or linguistic values, for

example, existed before the present generations of group members were

born and much is likely to be used by their descendants long after they

themselves have died. In this sense(a group's systems of cultural values are

independent of the actual group members.;This represents one fixed pole of

the dialectical interplay between individuals and their cultural heritage - an

interplay which produces that society's current, living tradition. The other

pole is the irreducible personal world of all individuals, the nature of what

they have actually experienced, and the ways they each personally think,

feel, act and express themselves.

The concept of personal cultural systems recognises both the reality of the

inner personal world of individuals and the fact that it is fashioned and

created out of the cultural values they have learned in the life of the group

(Smolicz, 1979 : 41.-6; Smolicz and Secombe, 1981; 1989). As they grow up/

children born into the group learn those cultural meanings to which they

have access through interaction with older members. Because the personal

cultural systems of individuals are based on the group's cultural values,

they can be said to bear a family resemblance to one another. They have

sufficient commonality of shared meanings for individuals to interact with
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one another in achieving personal and group goals. At the same time, the

idiosyncrasies of personality,life experiences, historical setting and social

context mean that personal cultural systems are in many ways unique to

each individual.

In relation to linguistic values, for example, children learn the meanings

which their group gives to particular sounds, and as they grow older, the

written forms that correspond to these utterances. They develop their own

personal linguistic systems as they make use of these words in order to

communicate with others, at first orally and later through reading and

writing. Yet in the act of internalizing and using the group's linguistic

values for their own purposes, individuals set their own stamp upon them,

as is evident in the recognisably distinct ways they pronounce and use the

language concerned.

In the case of social values, personal social systems are developed from the

social contacts that individuals make in the course of their day to day

activities. Each of the various spheres of life - family, work, sporting, leisure

or interest activities - provides a pool of potential social values that can be

used in the construction of personal social systems. It has been proposed

(Smolicz, 1979 : 146-9), that personal social systems can exist at two levels -

secondary and primary. According to Cooley (L909), secondary relationships

are characterised as formal and distant, or casual and transient and limited

to specific areas of life. In contrast, primary relationships not only exist at an

intimate and deeper level, but extend across many areas of life. A person's

primary personal social system is therefore made up of all those individuals

with whom he or she enjoys a primary relationship. All other people who

come within the orbit of an individual's daily life, but with whom no closer
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or deeper relationship has developed, fall within the secondary personal

social system.

In relation to personal cultural systems, the distinction between attitude and

tendency is particularly useful (Znaniecki,1968 : 57-69). The term tendency

is used to refer to the actual activation of cultural values - the act of

speaking or writing language in the case of linguistic values. Mainstream

individuals, for example, who have constructed personal cultural systems

in a language other than English (such as French or Chinese) through

school and university studies, reveal their tendency to activate these

personal cultural systems when they hold tutorial conversations or write an

essay in the language concerned. Once they have graduated from

university, however, they may find themselves living and working in

contexts where they have no opportunity to use a language other than

English. In this situation their personal cultural system in the other

language continues to exist at the level of an attitude which can be activated

into a tendency only when the individuals concerned find themselves in

the company of French or Chinese speakers, read books or watch films in

these languages. Their on-going positive attitude to Chinese or French

coould even find expression in their decision to go for a holiday to a country

where the opportunity to use the language concerned would transform

their attitude into a tendency. The concept of attitude is also applied to the

situation where individuals may not have had the chance to learn, say,

Chinese but feel positive towards the language and express regret that they

do not know it.

Heritage and Tradition in the Life of the Group

The uniqueness of personal cultural systems interacts dialectically with the

cultural values of the group to provide the dynamism of the group's culture
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and ensure that cultural heritage of the group is not simply reproduced, but

modified, adapted and even transformed, by succeeding generations to form

the current living tradition of the group (Smolicz, 1974b;1979 : 35).

This humanistic approach to tradition, proposed originally by Szacki (1969),

reverses the accepted view of tradition as the heavy hand of the past

imposed on succeeding generations. Instead, existing group cultural values

are regarded as the heritage which is transmitted to the children and young

people growing up in the life of the group. Members of the younger

generation, however, evaluate and use this received heritage in the light of

the particular circumstances in which they find themselves. Some

transmitted cultural values may be evaluated positively and continue to be

activated in the life of the group. Others may be judged negatively as

models of action which individuals of the emerging generation specifically

reject as models of action. In the process of this evaluation, cultural values

may be adapted, modified or changed to meet new needs and circumstances.

Heritage that is either positively or negatively evaluated and thus continues

to influence the way individuals act constitutes the group's contemporary

tradition. Other received cultural values which fail to excite any definite

response from members of the current generation and are regarded with

indifference as irrelevant in their situation remain as heritage - unused

values from the past (Smolicz, 1988). Those values which make up the

current generation's tradition are then transmitted to the next generation

for whom they become.heritage to be evaluated. In a literate society heritage

which has been neglected by previous generations but has been recorded in

the books of the period may be re-discovered, positively evaluated and

incorporated into the current tradition, as happened with classical Greek

and Roman texts at the time of the Renaissance. Similarly, the discovery of
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contemporary texts about the first century Christian church has led to a re-

evaluation of the transmitted heritage by both Protestant and Catholic

theologians in the present-day church.

Defined humanistically in terms of the evaluation of current actors, the

concepts of heritage and tradition provide a broad theoretical framework for

understanding cultural change that accounts well for such phenomena as

the re-emergence of minority ethnicity among the grandchildren of

immigrants or what is now being referred to as the re-invention of

nationalism and ethnicity (Alba, t990; Conzen, 1990). Another dramatic

example of the changing generational evaluation of cultural heritage has

been evident in Russia since the fall of Communism. Over the years of

Communist rule the religious heritage of the Orthodox faith had been

officially replaced by the ideological values of Marxist-Leninism. For over

three generations there had been no overt transmission of Orthodox values

and even the outright destruction or appropriation of church buildings.

Within a short time after the collapse of the Communist regime, churches

were being re-opened and filled with worshippers and those destroyed were

being re-built. Many Russians were rejecting the Communist ideological

values of their immediate past and returning instead to a positive

evaluation and open activation of the religious values of their Orthodox

heritage. Similarly, in the realm of music, the baroque works of Bach which

became almost forgotten and infrequently played in the late nineteenth and

early twentieth centuries, have enjoyed a remarkable revival in the last

forty or fifty years.

A Group's Core Values

In small homogeneous societies, where group cultural values in most areas

of life are shared by all members, there are usually some cultural systems
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which are specific to age, or gender groupings (common in African tribes

such as the Chagga peoples of Kilimanjaro), or totem or clan groupings

(found among Australia's Aboriginal peoples). These can be labelled as sub-

cultural groups in that the individual members concerned continue to

participate in the life of the wider group generally. However, in certain very

limited and specific matters, these persons have access to values which

belong to a much smaller and more select grouping, based often on factors

of birth.

Modern complex technological societies reveal an even greater range of sub-

cultural groupings which are determined most frequently by individual

choice and preference. Although the political values that make up a

modern Western European multi-party democracy are shared by alI citizens

to the extent that they exercise the right to vote for those who govern them,

individuals can select which political party's ideological values and policies

they wish to associate themselves with, or retain the possibility of being

committed to none. In areas such as religious belief, sporting interests,

leisure pursuits and occupational and professional activities, individuals

develop personal cultural systems based on their participation in whichever

of these groups' activities they choose to become involved.

Each of these distinct groups has a set of cultural values which are critical in

defining its purpose and activities. These central or core values mark it out

as a recognisable group (Smolicz, 1979 : 57-78; 198La; L984b; Smolicz and

Secombe, 1986a). Those who belong to the group are identified by the fact

that they activate these core values. Very often these values are used as the

test of group membership. Those who have a personal cultural system

based on these values are recognised and accepted as group members, by

both those within and those outside the group. Those who do not have
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personal cultural systems based on these core values are outsiders, excluded

from the group.

In some areas of life these core values may be related to the actual

performance of certain activities or skills, such as singing in a choir or

playing in an orchestra; or being a member of a scientific research group, a

cricket team, bridge or golf club. In the case of the first musical example, one

cannot be a member of a choir, if one cannot sing - unless one has the

complementary role of a conductor or accompanist. In the case of an

orchestra, research or sporting team, there is no possibility of individuals

being accepted as members until they are judged to have developed

personal cultural systems focused on the required core values. If

individuals' activation of these values are seen by their fellows to be

declining or neglected, they may be excluded from the group. The outrage

over scientists who are found falsifying results illustrates the scientific

community's rejection of individuals who have spurned its core values by

not abiding by the fundamental principles of scientific research.

For other types of groups, core values relate more to fundamental beliefs or

ideological values. To become a member of the socialist or'greens' Party, the

Liberal or Labor Pafty, the individual must demonstrate a certain

commitment to the values which the party concerned publicly proclaims as

the beliefs which distinguish it from all other political parties. A similar

situation exists for religious groups. All the great religions of the world

have certain core values which identify them as ]ewish, Islamic, Catholic or

a particular Protestant denomination. Those who belong to these groups

must make an initial confession of their faith, by professing to uphold and

abide by these core values in their lives. In many cases, failure to live up to

these standards is dealt with less severely than a deliberate challenge to, or
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rejection of, the core values themselves. Thus the provision within the

Christian churches for forgiveness and restoration of the penitent is to be

contrasted with the sometimes ruthless determination to excommunicate,

or even in the past exterminate, any heretics who challenge the group's core

values.

An incident in Scotland that attracted much press coverage at the time

illustrates these principles at work in a more subtle way. The British Lord

Chancellor, Lord Mackay, an elder (or leader) in the Free Presbyterian

Church of Scotland, was suspended from duties as an elder and refused the

right to participate in the central rite of the Church (receiving Holy

Communion) because he had attended a requiem mass for a Catholic fellow

judge whom he greatly respected. Lord Mackay's suspension was upheld

after appeal to the highest body of the Church (the synod), not so much as a

result of his attendance per se, but because he refused to accept the discipline

demanded by the Church by publicly repenting of his action in attending a

Catholic mass, and giving an undertaking never to do so again. This case

illustrates well the continuing force of the anti-Catholic origin of the core

values of the Free Presbyterian Church. In the eyes of the elders the

Presbyterian interpretation of Holy Communion remained a defining or

core value for all members of Free Presbyterian congregations. To

participate in, or even attend, a Catholic mass, based on the Catholic

meaning of the same religious rite, was regarded as rejecting and denying its

distinctively Protestant meaning.

In this situation, Lord Mackay chose to renounce his membership of the

Church because he personally rejected this core value. In explanation, Lord

Mackay said,
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The synod høs now ... møde it cleør that I am excommunicated for
øs long øs I remøin of the uiew that my attendance at the memorial

seraice for Lord Russell of Killowan was right ønd refuse to
undertake not to attend a similar seraice in the future ... I høue no

intention of giaing any such undertaking øs that for which the

synod høs asked. Accordingly, I øm from now on no longer a

member of the Free Presbyteriøn Church of Scotlønd (Sharrock,
1989 :6).

His statement highlights both the freedom individuals may exercise in the

construction of their personal cultural systems and the consequences this

may have at the level of group social and cultural systems. The Free

Presbyterian Church of Scotland no longer has the Lord Chancellor as one of

its members; time will tell whether his stance will help to modify the Free

Church's rigid adherence to this particular core value.

Overarching Values

In modern complex technological societies where many alternative or

voluntary groups exist, there usually emerges a cluster of values which are

common to all people who belong to the society, regardless of what other

more limited groups they belong to. These overarching values generally

relate to the political, economic, legal areas of life. All those living within

Western European-style democracies are obliged to accept at least a

minimum of participation in the political and legal structures of society in

electing the government, in paying taxes and in abiding by the laws of the

country.

Often the overarching framework of a given society includes a specific

language as the means of common communication, whether this is

officially stated in the constitution or enforced through long-established

precedent. There are also some examples of countries where a particular
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religion or ideology has been officially part of the overarching framework.

The extent to which other religions and ideologies are tolerated in such a

society varies greatly, but in some cases there is active persecution and

discrimination, at least against those publicly practising or known to hold

different religious beliefs.

Overarching and Core Values in an Ethnically Plural Society

So far the discussion of group values has focused mainly on the situation of

an ethnically homogeneous society and the forms of subcultural diversity

that may exist within it. What happens in a society which is ethnically

plural? In the case of Australia, for example, alongside the diverse cultural

traditions of the original inhabitants, the dominant Bri.tish settler group and

subsequent immigrants have introduced different cultural heritages related

to the whole range of life activities from economics, politics,Iaw, religion

and language to family and child rearing practices, education, the arts, food,

hospitality and eating customs.

The culture of an ethnic group is to be distinguished from the subcultural

variations to be found within it, in that its cultural systems relate to the

wide range of actions encompassing the whole life of the group, not just to

limited sets of activities which are the concerns of the various subgroups.

The difference can be compared to the distinction between a theme and

variations in music. Ethnic cultures represent quite different themes; the

sub-cultures to be found within every ethnic culture can then be taken as

variations on the ethnic theme - differing adaptations and modifications of

the same base cultural heritage.

In the context of an ethnically plural society, the concepts of core and

overarching values are particularly important for understanding the
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various patterns of adaptation possible. Smolicz (1979 : 69; L98ta:2L;1984a:

LL) has pointed out that in many ethnically plural societies there emerge

values which are generally accepted by all members of society, whether they

come from majority or minority ethnic backgrounds. Although in most

instances these supra-ethnic or shared values that overarch all the various

ethnic groups in society have originated in the cultural heritage of the

dominant or majority group, they have come to be regarded as the common

cultural possession of all. Since most modern states or nations regard their

political, legal and economic structures as their salient or critical

institutions, these values very often form the overarching framework of

values in plural societies today. Implicit usually in these structures is the

use of a common language to facilitate both public and private

communication among all peoples within society. In the past nations, and

even empires, have also used religious or other ideological values, such as

Emperor worship, Christianity in its Protestant or Catholic form, Islam or

Communism, as a unifying force for diverse ethnic groups.

In Australia Smolicz's idea of an overarching framework of values has

found an echo in successive government reports dealing with the policy of

multiculturalism. The Commonwealth Schools Commission Committee

on Multicultural Education (1979 : 7) spoke of 'a common thread' running

through the diversity of Australian society. This was provided by common

values which were accepted by all ethnic communities and formed the base

of a national identity. When the Australian Institute of Multicultural

Affairs (1980 : 3) reviewed multicultural and migrant education, it referred

to the way in which the cultural and linguistic diversity of Australia existed

'within a framework of consensus on democratic values and institutions'.

The report of the Australian Council on Population and Ethnic Affairs (1982

: 15-16) stressed a 'common national identity', the shared experience of being
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Australian and the need for multiculturalism to 'be based on support for a

common core of institutions, rights and obligations if group differences are

to be reconciled'. According to the South Australian Ministerial Task Force

on Multiculturalism and Education (1984 : lL-12), the overarching values of

Australian society relate to 'the upholding of the democratic political

tradition; the concept of people being worthy of freedom and respect;

economic pluralism whereby individuals can advance themselves

according to merit, but where state intervention is accepted to ensure greater

equality; and the English language as the basic means of communication

among all Australians'.

A few years later, in commenting on citizenship for immigrants to

Australia, the Committee to Advise on Australia's Immigration Policy (1988

: 68) argued that citizenship could be 'enhanced by linking it to Australian

institutions and principles commonly valued by immigrants and

Australian-born'. The Discussion Paper produced by the Advisory Council

on Multicultural Affairs (1988 : 3-4\ claimed that 'the policy of

multiculturalism has always affirmed the importance of an overriding and

unifying loyalty to Australia's interests and future. It remains based upon a

shared commitment to a common set of institutions ... [and] builds upon

the basic values which underpin Australian society'. The Labour

government's Nøtionøl Agenda for ø Multicultural Australia : Shøring Our

Future (Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet, 1989a : vii) identified

certain principles to be accepted by all Australians, such as 'an overriding

and unifying commitment to Australia' and an acceptance of 'the basic

structures and principles of Australian society'. In this sense overarching

values were seen as 'carefully defined limits' on the rights of Australians to

express and share their cultural heritage - limits which were said to be
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justified as necessary to safeguard social cohesion in a society made up of

various ethnic groups.

In relation to ethnic cultures, the concept of core values refers to those

aspects which are of such fundamental importance for the group's

continued viability and integrity that they can be regarded as the heartland

of the group's culture. They then come to act as identifying values that are

symbolic of the ethnic group and its membership. In the case of a minority

ethnic group, the loss of core values results in its disintegration as a

community that can perpetuate itself as an authentic entity across

generations (Smolicz, L98'J.a; ß&ab). Once core values have been lost or

removed and replaced with cultural values originating from the dominant

or mainstream group, ethnic cultures become reduced to random

fragments, like certain foods, folk songs and special celebrations or festivals.

Such(residues effectively function only at the level of a subculture of the

mainstrearn grotp)

Research evidence has been accumulated to show that ethnic groups differ

in the extent to which they emphasize their native tongues as core values

(Smolicz, 198La; Smolicz and Secombe L986a; 1989; Smolicz, Lee, Murugaian

and Secombe, L990). Many of those who feel strongly Irish, for example, do

not use Irish Gaelic in everyday communication. Throughout the world

there are people who have a strongly developed sense of Jewish identity, yet

do not know the specific Jewish language, Hebrew, or even Yiddish. For

both these groups, religious values - Catholicism in the case of the Irish and

the traditions of the Torah in the case of the Jews - have been central to the

group's ongoing life and survival.
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Other ethnic groups have continually stressed their language as the

principal cornerstone of their culture and relied upon it as their main

defence against any threat of assimilation. The Polish, Baltic and Greek

peoples can be regarded as examples of such groups in Europe, as can the

French in Quebec and the Vietnamese in Asia. In the case of such language

centred cultures, their survival in a viable form is dependent on the

preservation of the mother tongue of group members. The language then

becomes more than just a medium of communication and self-expression

but a symbol of ethnic identity and hence a defining value which acts as a

pre-requisite for'authentic' group membership.

For a language-centred culture, the loss of the native tongue usually heralds

a cultural shift to the periphery. Ethnicity may still be maintained by appeal

to the group's folk-lore, the preservation of family cohesion and in-group

marriage, Once reduced to such residues, minority ethnic cultures come to

be associated with subcultural variables like social class, gender, religion or

life-style. When such a shift occurs the intellectual aspects of culture

evaporate. In these circumstances, the cultural transmission chain tends to

weaken in later generations. Furthermore, in its residual form, an ethnic

culture is not very effective in interacting with the mainstream culture, at

any other than domestic and folk levels. Significant cultural interaction

rarely occurs among groups that are patently unequal in power and status

and the remnants of ethnicity often serve merely to sustain structural

division.

In a plural society the loss of certain minority ethnic values and

institutional forms is inevitable since, if each group retained its political,

legal and economic structures, there would be no single society, but at best a

confederation of separate states. However, the acceptance of shared
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institutions by all groups, and consequent modifications to the culture of

each group, is very different from the excision of core values that are

fundamental to its survival and development. Hence core values can be

seen to mark the boundary between accommodation to plurality and

assimilation to the dominant or mainstream group. However, the co-

existence of overarching societal values and minority group core values is

viable only when there is no conflict between the two. In the context of

Australia, for example, there would be no toleration of any ethnic group

with a core value of totalitarianism or fascism, since this would contravene

the commitment to democracy that is central to the overarching framework

of society.

Smolicz's (1995b : 6) distinction between state and nation is useful in

understanding this essential dilemma of all plural societies. State refers to a

political and territorial unit. In contrast, a nation is essentially a cultural

grouping whose members share a sense of being one people on the basis of

their common culture. There is no necessary link between the two, despite

the Western European ideal of a monocultural nation-state, where the

political entity was supposed to coincide with the cultural group, and was

often made to do so through the imposition of the dominant culture on

minority nations or peoples. Political democracy can be achieved in a

multi-ethnic society by giving individuals the right to participate in the

state, regardless of what nation they identify with in terms of their cultural

activation. The greater challenge for such a society is to encourage the

emergence of cultural democracy by giving full recognition to the diverse

cultural groups within the framework of the state, as integral parts of the

multicultural nation.
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Balancing the maintenance of a minority ethnic culture with its

incorporation into the wider society in a way that fosters interaction with

other cultures is a very sensitive process. On the one hand, some

institutional aspects of each culture must be merged into the over-arching

value system that enjoys the consensus of all the groups involved. On the

other, the adjustment process must not be so severe as to prune away the

heart of a culture so that it is unable to survive in an authentic form which

is able to effectively interact with other cultures. Once the core value

boundary is crossed, minority cultures disintegrate into residues and the

essence of cultural pluralism is lost. For pluralism to survive, and for

cultures to interact, there needs to be a balance of creative tension between

the core values of minority groups and the overarching values of society as

a whole (Smolicz, 1981b))

Forms of Cultural Interaction in an Ethnically Plural Society

As suggested at the end of chapter one, interaction in an ethnically plural

society can be considered as the crossing of cultural borders to participate in

the life of another group (Kloskowska, L996 : 467; Smolicz, 1996). In the

Australian context, this occurs most frequently in relation to individuals

born into the families of ethnic minority groups who have access to the

cultural values of their parents, but also find themselves participating in the

cultural values of mainstream society at school, at work and in leisure

pursuits. In the case of those who belong to the mainstream group, the

circumstances of their education, work, leisure activities and friendship

may bring them into contact with members of minority ethnic groups who

can encourage the crossing of cultural borders and participation in minority

cultural values. Where individuals find themselves exposed to new

cultural values, they may begin to reorganize their personal cultural

systems in order to take account of the new values. In this way personal
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cultural systems derived from the cultural values of more than one group

can emerge in a plural society.

The cultural interaction in which such individuals become involved in the

course of their everyday lives may lead to changes being introduced at the

level of group cultural systems. On the one hand, minority cultural values

may be influenced and modified through contact with the mainstream

culture or with other minority cultures. On the other hand, there is equally

the opportunity for cultural values belonging to Australians of minority

ethnic groups to be incorporated into the overarching values of the whole

society, which most often are initially derived from the core values of the

dominant group.

Smolicz (1979 :79-1.09) has postulated that a number of different types of

personal cultural systems and corresponding societal contexts may emerge

in a culturally plural society such as Australia. The four main types are

summarised in Table 2.1, where (a) stands for personal cultural systems

based on mainstream Anglo-Celtic-Australian group values and (e) stands

for those derived from minority ethnic values. One possible adaptation

occurs when the personal cultural systems of all people in a given society

are based on the cultural values of the dominant or mainstream group (a).

Under this situation society becomes largely monolingual and

monocultural, as a result of those of minority ethnic background forsaking

their own cultures and assimilating to the culture of the mainstream group.

At best, minority cultural residues may be retained at the level of

subcultural variants where the potential for interaction is very limited.

Such a situation prevailed in the United States during much of the

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, as well as in Australia during the

1950s and l-960s (Martin, 1978).



Type of Adaptation

SEPARATISM:
Either (a) or (e) values adopted on
their own, by different individuals

DUAL SYSTEM INTERACTION:
Both (a) and (e) values adopted by the
same individuals, but activated by
them in different situations

SYNTHESIS TYPE INTERACTION:
Neither (a) nor (e) values on their
own, but new amalgam, derived from
both, adopted by individuals

CONFORMISM:
O,rly (a) values of dominant group
adopted by individuals

Minority
Ethnic-Austrølians'
Personal Sustems*

(e)

(eXa)

(ea)

(a)

Anglo-
Celtic-Austrøliøns'
Personal Sustems*

(a)

(aXe)

(ae)

(a)

Nature "fPersonøl Stlstems

exclusive
monistic

dual
system

hybrid
monistic

dominant
monistic

Preaailing
Value

Orientation

EXTERNAL
CULTURAL
PLURALISM

INTERNAL
CULTURAL
PLURALISM

HYBRID
MONISM

DOMINANT
(ANGLo)
MONISM

TABLE 2.1: PERSONAL CULTURAL SYSTEMS IN A PLURAL SOCIETY**

* The symbols (a) and (e) stand for personal systems based upon Anglo-Celtic-Australian and minority ethnic values
respectively.

* * Source: derived from Smolicz & Secombe (1981:20)
o\
rÞ
Þ)
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Another adaptation in which personal cultural systems remain largely

monocultural occurs when different ethnic groups maintain their own

separate communities and people spend their lives largely within the

confines of the one ethnic group. Individuals' personal cultural systems

remain monistic, either (a) or (e), in so far as they are based almost

exclusively on the values of their own group. Personal cultural systems

incorporate values from other ethnic groups, only in those areas of life in

which it is essential for the groups to interact, (as, for example, in the

economic realm, under the apartheid system in South Africa).

Where interaction is a common or accepted phenomenon within a plural

society, two different forms of personal cultural systems may emerge. These

two are not mutually exclusive and may exist side by side, with one form

being seen as more appropriate or convenient in a given area of life. The

dual system type of interaction presupposes that individuals have had the

opportunity to construct two parallel systems of cultural values, both (a) and

(e), in the same cultural area, as, for example, in the case of a bilingual

individual who can use two different languages depending on the

circumstances and the social context. In some areas of life, such as food or

patterns of family life, it is possible to postulate the emergence of personal

cultural systems which represent a synthesis or hybrid of cultural values

drawn from more than one ethnic group, (ae) or (ea), to highlight the range

of possible mixing.

Smolicz's delineation of types of cultural interaction has some points of

similarity to the concept of cultural valence elaborated by Kloskowska

(L993a;7993b;1996) in contra-distinction to national identification. Whereas

the latter refers to a person's sense of national allegiance, as Polish or
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German for example, the latter seeks to take account of the fact that the

person concerned may know and be able to participate in one or more other

cultures (both Polish and German). According to Kloskowska (1.993a: 180),

the term cultural valence involves not only competence in the culture

concerned but also 'the feeling of intimacy, paúicular freedom of expression

and some sense of shared ownership of that culture'. She uses the term to

distinguish between individuals who are culturally univalent and those

who are bivalent, with the possibility in some cases of polyvalence. The

existence of bivalence or polyvalence in individuals can be taken as

evidence of their participation in the process of cultural interaction.

'The Process of Cultural Interaction

Most often the initial stage of the interaction process takes the form of social

contact between people who belong to different cultural groups. The contact

may occur when people from diverse backgrounds find themselves in the

same class at school, in the same workplace, or involved in the same

sporting, artistic or other leisure time activities. Most often the

incorporation of the new individuals into secondary personal social systems

leaves other personal cultural systems largely untouched. The interaction

process remains at the level of social values as long as the persons

concerned do not move outside the cultural framework of the group in

which the initial contact was made. However, where relationships extend

into other cultural contexts, there is the opportunity for these social contacts

to lead to a broader and deeper cultural exchange that eventually results in

changes not only to social but also to other personal cultural systems.

The cultural context in which social interaction occurs is one factor which

influences whether the stage of cultural interaction is reached. If the context

is one in which the cultural values of the mainstream group are activated,
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there is little opportunity for individuals of other ethnic backgrounds to use

and share their values. The one exception could be if they are involved in

interpreting or translating the mainstream group's language and other

cultural values for the sake of someone from their own background. But

even this usage serves only to reinforce the supremacy of the mainstream

values. Where, however, the [context of social interaction)involves the

activation or manifestation of minority cultural values, those from other

groups, including the mainstream, find themselves confronted with new or

unfamiliar cultural values. Going to a Chinese dragon festival, being

invited to a Greek Orthodox wedding or baptism, watching an Indian film

or an Italian opera - all these contexts can provide participants from other

backgrounds with the chance to experience, at least for a short time, cultural

values other than their own.

In the case of individuals of minority ethnic backgrounds the cultural

context of interaction is problematic in another way. As long as thelfamily

maintains the minority culture, it is most likely that they have some

personal cultural systems derived principally from the minority values of

the home and others from the dominant group values which they have

learned through participation in the structures of mainstream society, such

as the school or the workplace. 
. 
Because of their bicultural capacities, such

individuals often find themselves as the pivot of cultural interaction

experiences, in much the same way as bivalent persons in borderland

regions (Kloskowska, t994 : 92-93).

If, however, an immigrant family chooses to set aside its minority heritage

in order to assimilate as quickly as possible to the culture of the dominant

group,\i1s members are likely to activate personal cultural systems based on

mainstream values, even when they had well developed minority value
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systems before migration. Outwardly such individuals may appear little

different from those members of the mainstream group who have had no

contact with minority cultural values. Since their minority personal

cultural systems remain at attitudinal level only, residual or unused, they

cannot contribute in any useful way to any process of cultural interaction,

although there remains the possibility of their minority values being re-

activated in a different context or changing circumstances.

A second factor which may influence whether or not social interaction is

the forerunner of cultural interchange is the í level of relationship ,\ ¡¡¿¡

develops among interacting individuals of different cultural backgrounds.

Vúhere the relationship remains at the secondary level (Smolicz, 1979 : 1.46-

7), th.e chances of cultural interaction appear to be much less. When

individuals interact only within the framework of common cultural values,

in the limited context of the workplace, a sporting activig or leisure pursuit,

there is little or no need to take account of differing cultural values in other

areas of life. Flowever, at the primary level, where relationships are deeper

and more extensive, the possibility that each comes to know and

understand some of the distinctive cultural values of the others is

increased.

Knowledge may extend eventually to active participation in some aspects of

the other's culture as, for example, an Anglo-Celtic-Australian boy joining a

Polish Dancing Group because his two best friends are Poles and he finds

that he enjoys the activities of the Dancing Group. Or a girl from the

mainstream cultural group chooses to study Italian at school because she

has Italian friends and wants to be able to talk to them in Italian and go to

Italy one day herself. Involvement in these minority ethnic contexts

through primary friendship networks thus provides those born into the
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mainstream group with the opportunity to cross borders and interact at the

cultural level through the incorporation of minority cultural values into

their personal cultural systems.

This possibility highlights a third important influence on cultural

interaction. Most often interaction develops at the cultural level, when the

individuals concerned have a (positive attitude)to cultural diversity)in

general and to the new cultural values they have encountered in particular.

Where a positive attitude does not exist, even a context of minority values

and a close personal relationship, may not be sufficient to ensure that

cultural interaction occurs. Marriages between partners of different cultural

backgrounds, for example, may become monocultural through being based

exclusively on the culture of one of the partners. This happens when one

person is indifferent or negative towards the culture of the other, who

renounces his or her own cultural values to a greater or lesser extent. In

this situation, even contact with the other partner's family and their

cultural ways may be avoided or endured as a disinterested or hostile

onlooker. Furthermore, the dominating partner will usually ensure that

the children are brought up solely in his or her culture.

Conditions for Cultural Interaction

According to Smolicz (1979 : I04; 1988 : 391) the íprocess of cultural

interaction, which leads individuals to modify and adapt their personal

cultural systems, is central to the success of building a stable but dynamic

multicultural society. In such a context cultural interaction helps to

minimize the potential conflicts and tensions and maximizes the

possibilities of creative adaptation and development. In his analysis of the

different forms of personal cultural systems which may be found within an

ethnically plural society, Smolicz (7979 : 1.06-7) concluded by setting out what
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he called the essential conditions for cultural interaction to become a

recognised and established phenomenon in such a society. FIe argued that

cultural interaction was essentially a two way process and depended on

individuals from both the mainstream group and the various minority

ethnic groups fulfilling certain conditions. On the side of individuals of

minority ethnic background, these conditions may be summarized as:

they themselves must maintain their ethnic cultures, or in humanistic

sociological terms, they must have some personal cultural systems based

on minority ethnic values;

a

o

a

a

they must be ready to share their cultures with people from other

cultural backgrounds, ie. they must have positive attitudes to the value

of multiculturalism rather than separatism;

they must also know the Anglo-Celtic-Australian culture and participate

in mainstream society, ie. they must have personal cultural systems

based on Anglo-Celtic-Australian values in those areas where they need

to participate in overarching Australian structures.

On the part of the members of the mainstream Anglo-Celtic-Australian

group, the conditions for cultural interaction can be stated as:

they must accept cultural pluralism as desirable for Australian society, or

in humanistic sociological terms, they must adopt positive attitudes to

the value of multiculturalism;
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they must be willing to participate in minority ethnic cultures ie. to

incorporate some elements of minority ethnic cultures into their own

personal cultural systems;

they must accept bilingualism and biculturalism as a model for future

generations of Australians from both the mainstream and minority

groups, ie. accept personal cultural systems derived from more than one

ethnic culture as a viable tradition for all Australians, of mainstream, as

well as minority backgrounds.

Each of these conditions will now be discussed in more detail in terms of

the humanistic model of culture explained earlier.

Minority Ethnic Cultural Maintenance

Cultural interaction can occur only as long as there exist in society cultures

other than that of the mainstream group with which it can interact. If

children born in Australia to immigrant parents of non-English speaking

background do not have the opportunity to learn the cultural values of

their parents, then the possibilities of cultural interaction will largely die

out with the immigrant generation. The same result will be apparent if the

younger generation, despite having access to the parental cultural heritage,

adopts a negative attitude toward it and prefers to develop monistic

personal systems based entirely on the cultural values of the dominant

grouP.

Some minority cultural values, however, are far more vital for the group's

survival than others. In this regard the concept of core values, as elaborated

by Smolicz (198La;1984b) is particularly valuable. It helps to pinpoint those

values which identify the group and without which its cultural life would
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become residual and fragmented. Earlier empirical studies in Australia

suggest, for example, that among groups like the Latvians, Poles and Greeks,

their ethnic language is regarded as a core value. In the case of the Greeks

their language is further reinforced by the complementary core values of the

Greek Orthodox faith and their collectivist family orientation (Smolicz and

Secombe, 1986a).

The significance of an ethnospecific language as a core value may be

acknowledged in general terms, ie. in the sense of being recognised as

indispensable for the group's cultural survival, without individual

members being personally committed to activate and transmit such values.

Some Welsh speakers in Australia, for example, are arvare that there is little

hope of maintaining Welsh culture in Australia without the language but,

at the same time, there are hardly arry young people born or educated in

Australia who are fluent in Welsh, because parents have not made the

effort to transmit the language or to insist on its use in the home (Hughes,

1994). In contrast, Greek-Australians show a high level of ethno-linguistic

vitality in the sense that they not only acknowledge its importance in

general terms, but actively maintain it in daily life. Clyne's (L991 : 62-65)

analysis of the 1986 Census statistics showed a language shift from Greek to

English among first generation Greek-Australians of only 4/". Among

those of second generation in endogamous marriages the shift was 9"/". In

the case of the second generation involved in exogamous marriage, the

shift was 41.% which was still much lower than language shift in most

mixed marriages (85% for those of German-born parents and 7!o/. for those

of Italian-born parents).

Where young people of minority backgrounds, such as the Welsh, are

unable or unwilling to establish viable personal cultural systems in core
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value areas such as their ethnic language, they must draw instead upon the

cultural values of the mainstream group. At best, they may retain minority

values in such areas as food, folk dancing or handicrafts which are only of

residual or peripheral significance in life. In contrast, those who have

positive attitudes and access to the core values of their minority home

culture can learn, for example, literacy in their minority ethnic language.

As a result they are able to build up their minority ethnic personal cultural

systems in a number of different areas of life. Through their activation of

these personal cultural systems, the culture of the group maintains itself in

the new country in a viable form which can interact creatively with the

other cultures it encounters.

The Readiness of Minority Groups to Share Their Cultures

It is not enough, however, for minority groups to succeed in maintaining

their core values from one generation to the next. There must also be

developed within the minority groups' ideological values an outward

looking orientation and readiness to share their culture with those who

were not born into the group, but come into contact with its members or are

attracted to its culture. Such a multicultural value represents the very

antithesis of the ethno-centric attitude to be found among members of those

ethnic groups who seek to restrict the access that outsiders or foreigners

have to their group life, by limiting participation in their cultural and

educational institutions to their own group members. This separatist

attitude is sometimes observed among individuals whose group core values

are based on birth or assumed genetic factors. Unless the minority group as

a whole, ancl its members individually, adopt the ideological value of

multiculturalism with its implication of cultural sharing, there can be little

possibility of cultural interaction in a society like Australia.
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The most obvious evidence of such sharing in the Australian context is in

the area of food, with the proliferation of restaurants of Italian, Greek,

Chinese, Vietnamese, Lebanese and Russian which many mainstream

Australians enjoy patronising. Similarly, minority ethnic festivals and

celebrations like the Italian Carnianle, the Greek Glendi, the Chinese

Dragon Boat racing and the Polish Dozynki attract a wide range of people,

well beyond the confines of the organizing group. At a deeper cultural level

numbers of mainstream Australians have taken advantage of opportunities

to learn a minority ethnic language from a teacher of that background.

Minority Participation in Mainstream Culture and Structures

A third vital condition is that individuals of minority ethnic background

become familiar with the mainstream culture of Australian society so that

they can participate on an equal footing with members of the dominant

group. Such equality is of crucial importance in those areas of life which

constitute the overarching framework of values for all Australians. If

individuals of minority ethnic background do not have, for example, a good

grasp of English (both in its oral and written forms), their capacity to

participate in the structures of mainstream society are severely curtailed.

Similarly, if they have no understanding of Australian political, economic

and legal systems they are not able to play an active part in the various

formal economic, political, and occupational structures of mainstream

society.

Those ethnic individuals who do fulfil this condition, as well as the two

earlier ones, are in a position to play a vital role in the interaction process.

Social interaction between such minority ethnic individuals and those of

Anglo-Celtic-Australian background within the context of mainstream

structures is important. For many of the dominant group this is the only
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oPPortunity for contact with people of minority ethnic background and

learning something about the existence and significance of minority ethnic

cultures in Australia. In some cases this form of social contact may prove a

Pre-cursor to interaction at the cultural level. Moreover, minority ethnic

individuals may find themselves in a position where they can initiate, even

if in a very minor wayt some modification to mainstream cultural values in

their particular sphere of influence.

To summarize, for cultural interaction to occur individuals of minority

background must be bilingual and bicultural in their own and the

mainstream culture, and willing to share their culture with others. In

terms of Kloskowska's terminology, they must be bivalent or polyvalent, a

condition which all the University graduates of non-English speaking

background in the recent research carried out by Hudson (1995) did fulfil.

Such individuals are most valuable and vital catalysts in the cultural

interaction process. The danger is that these minority ethnic individuals

may feel isolated, intimidated and powerless to influence mainstream

culture in any way. Such a sense of alienation can be prevented if Anglo-

Celtic-Australians also re-organize their personal and group cultural

systems in order to fulfil the conditions from their side for cultural

interaction to become a reality in a plural society such as Australia.

The Incorporation of Cultural Diversity into the Overarching Framework

The mainstream group's attitudes toward cultural diversity are critical for

the achievement of cultural interaction. For it is these attitudes of group

members which influence how they respond to any new or different

cultural values they actually encounter. If the mainstream society, both at

the level of government policy and individual action, fails to respond

positively to the reality of cultural pluralism brought by immigrants into
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Australian society, then newcomers are left with the choice of becoming

assimilated to mainstream cultural values as quickly as possible, or of

entrenching their cultures in isolation from mainstream society in all those

areas of life where this is open to them, ¡Examples of other societies shows

that denial of recognition to minorities may lead them to enter the political

and economic arena as sectional parties or associations.

iIf the assimilationist alternative prevails, society could be expected to revert

to cultural monism within one or two generations. I Such an outcome

would ensure that examples of cultural interaction were limited to a very

few individuals, outstanding for their independent outlook and creative

imagination. For the most part, ethnic cultural values would then die out

in the Australian context, and there would be no alternative values for the

mainstream culture to interact with. Where the latter separatist possibility

emerges, cultural differences tend to become so construed in terms of

confrontation and conflict that it is difficult for cultural interaction to occur.

Social contact between groups is likely to be limited to specified areas of life

involving secondary relations only. Except in the areas of essential

overarching values, individuals from both minority and especially

mainstream backgrounds have little opportunity for access to cultural

values other than their own. Those who do seek understanding of and

participation in other cultural values are likely to risk ostracism and

denunciation from members of their own group.

If, however, individuals of the mainstream cultural group are prepared to

reorganize their personal cultural systems to incorporate a positive

evaluation of cultural pluralism in general and a willingness to experiment

themselves in experiencing other cultural values in some areas of life,

cultural interaction becomes a realistic possibility. This positive attitude
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towards cultural pluralism needs to be strong enough, and found among

enough influential individuals to be given public recognition and official

support in government policy, as a value for the whole Australian society.

In other words, it is necessary for the overarching framework to l¡e

reorganized to include multiculturalism as an ideological value.

In theory, at least, the widespread acceptance of multiculturalism would

encourage both government and private initiatives that increase the access

of mainstream Australians to the range of cultures that make up the

heritage of the Australian people. The adoption of multicultural values

would also ensure that Australians of minority ethnic background are given

the opportunity to become fully qualified and take up positions in the

political and economic structures of mainstream society right through to the

highest administrative and executive levels. Recognition of overseas

professional qualifications, for example, is an important issue which has

only recently been given the attention it deserves through the

establishment of the National Office of Overseas Skills Recognition

(NOOSR).

Participation of Mainstream Individuals in Minority Cultures

Participation of mainstream individuals in minority cultures is most likely

to develop when they are interested enough to associate with those

members of minority ethnic background whom they come into contact

with. Once social interaction is initiated, the development of a deeper level

of friendship may encourage participation in minority family, social,

religious, sporting or other distinctive activities. Such individuals of

mainstream background may develop a genuine interest in the art, drama,

music, language or literature of one or more minority ethnic groups and be

prepared to make the effort to participate in the minority ethnic structures
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concerned. Where opportunities exist in mainstream educational

institutions they may study these aspects formally as part of their secondary

or tertiary studies, or in non-award courses, out of sheer interest. In this

way a Catholic priest of Irish background who is working in a

predominantly Italian parish, may decide to learn Italian so that he can say

Sunday Mass in Italian as well as English. He may also introduce into the

life of the parish, and actively participate himself in, the celebration of

specifically Italian feast days and religious celebrations (Smolicz, L995a 43).

Individuals who take up such opportunities are able to develop personal

cultural systems which partake, at least to some degree, of minority culture

values. This can occur in at least two different ways. On the one hand,

there is the possibility of constructing a second parallel personal cultural

system in certain areas of life such as language. Individuals can become

bilingual by constructing a Greek, Italian or Chinese linguistic system

alongside their existing English one, thereby developing what Smolicz (1979

: 1,04) called a dual linguistic system. The components of the dual (or

multiple) linguistic system can then be activated independently, depending

on the social and cultural context. In the area of food, a diversity or

multiplicity of taste experiences is also possible, but most often a blending of

ingredients, recipes or dishes is involved. Such a process of synthesis or

hybridisation is not generally encouraged for language, since in a minority

setting, it often represents a stage towards language extinction, as described

by Dixon (1990) for Aboriginal languages.

For other areas of life, it is difficult if not impossible to acquire an additional

complementary personal system. In the case of family life, for example, it is

not possible to have two spouses of different ethnic backgrounds and set up

two different households based on the family patterns of each partner, at
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least not legally. Nor is it desirable to continually move aged parents

between the family home and the old people's 'home'. What may develop,

however, where marriage partners come from two different cultural

backgrouni. is a synthesis or hybrid system -Í family values lvhich

incorporates values drawn from the cultural heritages of both partners

(Smolicz, 1979 : 1,04). In this way a compromise can be worked out, for

example, between the value of individual independence being sacred, no

matter what the implications for the family, which is often a central value

in mainstream Anglo-Celtic-Australian families, and the opposite value of

family solidarity taking precedence, no matter what the needs of individual

members, which is the assumption in some minority ethnic cultures.

A Mainstream Tradition of Multiculturalism

The processes discussed above could encourage the emergence of an

increasing number of mainstream Australians who were to varying degrees

bicultural and bilingual, in the sense that their personal cultural systems

were derived from the cultural heritage of more than one group. They, like

the bilingual bicultural Australians from minority ethnic backgrounds,

would become models of cultural interaction for the rest of society and

point to the creative possibilities that participation in more than one culture

could bring. For cultural interaction to become securely established as an

important and continuing phenomenon in Australian life, the idea of at

least some mainstream Australians becoming bilingual and bicultural needs

to be accepted as a viable tradition. It would then be passed on from the

current generation of bilingual models to their children, as a development

that is not only worthwhile emulating at personal level, but is vital for the

cultural and economic benefits it confers upon the whole society (Smolicz,

1ee0).
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Where personal cultural systems remain monistic, this fact can be taken as

evidence that the individuals concerned have not been involved in cultural

interaction. This restriction of personal cultural systems may, however, be

the result of lack of access to alternative values. If the principle of cultural

interaction is not publicly recognized and supported to create situations and

structures that encourage cultural interaction, it remains a chance or

random phenomenon rather than an Australian multicultural tradition.

i Orl" important means of achieving a mainstream multicultural tradition is

the education system. Education from pre-school to tertiary can ensure that

the educational experiences of all Australian children gives them access to

languages and cultures other than the mainstream group's through the

curriculum, staffing and resources available to them. To develop a

multicultural tradition, the curriculum should provide the opportunity to

study the languages and cultures not only of Australia's neighbouring

countries and trading partners, but also of Australian ethnic minorities in at

least some schools and universities. ) !

The Focus of Investigation

The present study aimed to investigate the phenomenon of cultural

interaction as revealed in memoirs and personal statements written by

Diploma in Education students of mainstream Anglo-Celtic-Australian

background over the period 1979-1994. The experiences revealed in the

memoirs were analysed according to humanistic sociological principles and

the conceptual framework outlined in this chapter. The analysis was

intended to extend and deepen our understanding of the phenomenon of

cultural interaction in Australia, and the role of education in this, from the

perspective of members of the mainstream group. In particular, the three

conditions for cultural interaction which Smolicz (1,979 : 106-7) postulated
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from the side of the mainstream Australian group were re-formulated as

two basic questions which were used to analyse the memoirs. The first,

derived from the second condition, focussed on the experience of

interaction:

To what extent had the writer experienced cultural interaction,

according to the descriptions given?

The second was an attitudinal question which attempted to pick up in

general terms the implications of the first and third conditions:

What current overall attitude to cultural pluralism did the writer

reveal in the views and ideas expressed?

a

o

Before the analysis of memoirs is presented, it is necessary in the next

chapter to consider in detail the method of memoir collection and analysis

as first developed by Znaniecki and subsequently used by Smolicz in

Australia and Kloskowska in Poland.
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CHAPTER THREE

MEMOIR ANALYSIS AS SOCIOLOGICAL METHOD

Adoption of the humanistic sociological approach has implications for the

method of investigating the phenomenon of cultural interaction. The

assumption that individuals are active participants in their social and cultural

context requires a method that allows the researcher to collect data from the

participants' point of view, by minimizíng and as far as possible, eliminating

the influence of the researcher on the data gathered. Ideally the method should

allow individuals free expression of their ideas, thoughts, feelings and

aspirations, in reflecting upon themselves, their situation as they see it, and

their actions within it. The researcher's involvement with the data begins with

the stage of analysis for the purpose of interpreting the participants' actions

and situations with what Znaniecki (1963 : 132) called the humanistic co-

efficient - as they appear to the human individuals who actually experience

them.

The Use of Memoirs

The work which pioneered such a humanistic methodology was Thomas and

Znaniecki's The Polish Peasønt in Europe and Americø published first in 19L9 and

republished in 1927. They made use of personal documents in the form of

letters which had passed between various family members - those who had

remained in Poland and those who had emigrated to other parts of Europe and

America in the early years of the twentieth century. The authors were able to

gain access to several series of such family letters. This primary source of

personal data was supplemented by newspaper reports, court documents and

organizalional records which the authors used as supporting evidence for their

analysis of the letters. Thomas and Znaniecki also included as part of their
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study a long and detailed life history of the Polish emigrant, Wladek.

Znaniecki considered that such memoirs were a most useful source of data for

a humanistic sociological analysis of individuals as cultural beings within their

given social contexts (Thomas and Znaniecki, L927 :1832) .

The interwar years in Poland saw a number of large scale studies using

memoir methodology under the direction of Znaniecki who at that stage held a

chair of Sociology at Poznan University. The most extensive of these was the

organization of a memoir competition for peasants who were asked to write

about their lives in the hope of gaining one of the number of prizes offered for

the memoirs judged to be the best in portraying the life situation of their

writers (Chalasinski, L938). This study of peasant life was replicated twenty

five years later, when other Polish sociologists interested in tracing the changes

in Polish peasant life, organized a second competition to collect a whole new

set of peasant memoirs (Golebiowski and Jakubczak, 1964-72). Znaniecki

(1931) himself did a study on the city of Poznan 'in the consciousness of its

inhabitants' through analysing the views he had solicited from its people.

Among the more recent Polish studies has been a collection of memoirs from

people involved in the L980 Solidarity inspired strikes in the Gdansk shipyards

(Latoszek, 1988).

Over the last twenty years, Kloskowska has been one of the leading Polish

exponents of the use of autobiographical materials in sociological research.

Her early studies involved an analysis of the 'paths to Polish patriotism'

revealed in the published autobiographies of eight outstanding Polish leaders

in the period covering the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth

centuries (Kloskowska, 1,982 : 73). Her later study of the phenomena of

'national conversion' and cultural polyvalence in the experience of individuals

in the Polish'borderlands' also depended on the anaiysis of materials, such as
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the published writings and memoirs of the scholar, Albert von Winkler later

known as Wojciech Ketrzynski, and of the artist, Joseph Czapski (Kloskowska,

1994). Her most recent research involved the use of tape recorded interviews

with seventy young people of different cultural background educated in Polish

universities. The interviews were transcribed into oral memoirs, over half of

which Kloskwska (1996) analysed in detail in relation to the national

identification and cultural valence they revealed.

In Australia the method of collecting and analysing memoirs was used by

Smolicz and his collaborators in studying the experiences of Polish immigrants

and their children in the Australian education system (Smolicz and Secombe,

1981,; 1982); for investigating the nature of core values among minority ethnic

groups in Australia (Smolicz and Secombe 1986a; L986b; 1989; Smolicz, Lee,

Murugaian and Secombe, L990); and most recently for studying the 'cultural

becoming' of some education graduates of the University of Adelaide (Hudson,

1995). In some of these studies a modification of the memoir method was

adopted, in so far as the participants were not asked to provide full scale life

histories, but were given guidelines to memoir writing which asked them to

concentrate on their experiences in the particular areas of life on which the

investigations were focussed, such as language usage, patterns of family life,

school achievement and sense of identity. Smolicz's co-workers have also

experimented with the use of recorded oral memoirs transcribed from

extended, open-ended interviews with respondents whose backgrounds were

Ethiopian (Debela, 1996), Welsh (Hughes, 1994) and Armenian (Milosh, L995).

Criticisms of the Memoir Approach

The use of memoirs and other personal documents for humanistic sociological

analysis has aroused much debate and controversy, since the publication of The

Polish Peasant in Europe and America in 1919. Critiques have ranged from the
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detailed discussion of Thomas and Znaniecki's work by Blumer (1939) to the

ongoing debate on memoir methodology among Polish sociologists (Sisyphus

Sociologicøl Studies, vo1.2,1982) and to the wider interest shown more recently

by those involved in publishing the regular Biography and Society newsletter -Í
Research Committee Number 38 of the International Sociological Association.

Blumer's main criticism of The Polish Peasønt related to the extent to which the

interpretation of the documents was open to bias and distortion from the

researcher's views and experiences. Other criticism has tended to focus on the

inherent limitations and inadequacies of personal documents and statements as

sources of sociological data.

A recent analysis of contemporary discussion on what is now being called 'the

biographical method' pointed to three objections to biographical materials

often made by those working from within the methodological principles of

empirical research - their lack of 'objectivity; their lack of representativeness;

and their lack of uniformity' (Gi2a,1987 :13). Authors in the December 1988

Newsletter of Biography and Society raised some of the same issues, as problems

that need to be overcome in using personal documents. These included the

need to establish the authenticity of documents, as well as the importance of

recognising that they are not likely to be representative of any society, or any

group within it, or even be comparable to one another in terms of the subject

matter discussed. The sections that follow consider these main criticisms in

greater detail.

Memoirs as Authentic Documents

One of the questions often asked in relation to the use of memoirs as

sociological resource materials is the extent to which the researcher can treat

them as authentic. This matter emerges as a more important issue in relation

to data collected via memoirs than in the case of questionnaires. It is possible
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for those filling in a questionnaire form to deliberately falsify their answers, as

a joke or as a deliberate attempt to conceal their identity, or to frustrate the

purpose of the investigation. In a statistical analysis, however, an incorrect or

false response from one individual, or even two or three people, is not

important. The whole purpose is to calculate a statistical probability for the

population represented by the respondents, with the acknowledged limitation

that this cannot be used to predict single or individual cases. By contrast, in

humanistic sociological analysis where the aim of the research is to understand

each individual respondent in his or her context, the authenticity of a given

memoir would appear to be critical (Kloskowska,1982:72).

How can a researcher be sure that the writers of the memoirs being analysed

were genuine and serious in their intentions and accurately described their

situations and states of mind - at least to the best of their understanding? To

what extent should researchers seek confirmation of the authenticity of the

memoirs they are analysing? It would seem that the approach adopted by

most researchers using humanistic methodology is to treat memoirs as reliable,

by assuming that the respondents have not written fictional memoirs or

deliberately made statements which they know to be untrue, until there is

evidence to the contrary. Such an approach is consistent with Znaniecki's

argument that memoirs must be accepted as the writer's expression of the

thoughts and feelings which directly influenced the way they acted in their

situation. According to Znaniecki (1982 : 1-2), the participants themselves are

the only possible arbiters of their inner states of being. When memoir writers

speak of their fear or anger, their sense of achievement or bewilderment, the

researcher cannot deny or reject these characterizations of their feelings. They

must be accepted in the terms in which the respondents have stated them. If a

participant says,'I hated my father', the researcher must accept this statement

as a cultural fact, while seeking to understand more clearly what the writer
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meant by these words, through reference to other comments in the memoir,

which may qualify the particular sense, event or period in which the hatred

was felt. It may, for example, have been a momentary feeling associated with a

particular er-crt; or have represented a phase in th: .vriter's experiences of

growing up; or it may have been maintained as an abiding attitude which

continues to be expressed irr the writer's refusal to have any contact with the

father.

The discovery that a particular memoir is fictional or that certain statements

made within it are false, may even be welcomed by the researcher in that such

data can provide a means of gaining a deeper, more subtle understanding of

the range of interactions which may occur between individuals and their social

and cultural context. A close analysis of the supposed inconsistencies may

highlight the priority of the participants' attitudes in relation to their actual

actions. Because of the possibilities, as well as the problems, posed by memoirs

which can be shown to be false or misleading in one way or another, it is worth

discussing in more detail some of the practical problems of analysis and

interpretation which may arise.

Sources of Mistakes and Errors in Facts

By its very nature as a reconstruction of the past and a record of the writer's

memories, every memoir involves the possibility that, without intending to

deceive or mislead the researcher, the writer has made some mistake,

especially in relation to specific details of past years. Take, for example, the

case of respondents who genuinely forget the proper year of their birth, or the

date of their arrival in Australia, or inadvertently make a mistake in one of the

ciphers. Such inaccuracies of detail are no justification for the researcher to

reject as worthless the descriptions of feelings and experiences of migration

contained in the memoirs. In the course of the rest of their writing, their
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discussion of memories of childhood or other key events in their lives may

reveal quite clearly that the date of birth, or arrival, which they had written

down was inconsistent and almost certainly wrong.

The researcher also needs to bear in mind that in some social contexts

falsification of personal data such as place of birth may have been a political

necessity for survival. The researcher's discovery of the true place of birth,

perhaps through some other source of information or from other evidence

within the memoir, together with the researcher's understanding of the

historical and cultural background, does not mean rejecting the whole memoir

because of a lack of authenticity. Nor is it simply a matter of correcting the

supposedly 'wrong' information given. Rather the knowledge of both facts

provides the researcher with a unique means of understanding the dilemma

faced by the memoir writer and/ or the family concerned, and the procedures

which were adopted to resolve it.

It is also possible that a memoir will provide some evidence on the basis of

which a researcher would be justified in concluding that a mistake was

deliberate and reflected a particular state of the author's mind. A memoir that

discusses, for example, the writer's fear of growing old and desire to remain

youthful may suggest to the researcher that an incorrect date of birth was

deliberately given.

There is even the chance that the researcher can go one step further. From the

analysis of a set of memoirs, the researcher may be able to draw some

conclusions as to whether the fear of growing old, linked to falsification of age,

is simply the behaviour of one person; a phenomenon to be found occasionally

among women participants of a given age range; or a recognisable pattern of

behaviour apparent among the great majority of adults of both sexes from a
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particular cultural background. In the first possibility, the phenomenon in

question is to be interpreted as the idiosyncratic whim of a single individual.

In the second case it can be recognised as a response commonly found among a

section of people of a given sex and age range. The third possibility suggests a

situation where youth, with its beauty and vitali$, is pized in the culture of

the respondents' group as the pinnacle of life, while growing old has

consequently acquired a negative meaning. Hence it becomes part of the

accepted norm for adults, sà!r never to admit to an age over 35 and to celebrate

namedays in preference to birthdays.

Bias, Self-deception and Misrepresentation

Although it can be argued that inaccurate factual details in no way require a

whole memoir to be discarded as useless, false or misleading statements about

the writer's thoughts and feelings could be regarded as more critical. The

researcher may accept and analyse as genuine a memoir that is totally fictional

or contains a number of misrepresentations. There have been examples of

attempts to deceive researchers for personal, social or financial reasons, such as

the same person writing a memoir as a young girl and an old woman, perhaps

in the hope of maximizing her chances of a prize in a memoir competition or

perhaps just because it was a challenge that took her fancy (Kloskowska 1982 :

72).

More frequently memoir writers misrepresent or falsify certain aspects of their

life stories in order to give a particular impression of themselves. Take the

example of a middle-aged man who continually alludes to the love affairs of

his youth, or the mother who proclaims her devotion to the Polish language

and boasts of her insistence that her children use Polish with her in the home.

If, through access to other information, given with the memoir or available to

the researcher through other means, it is discovered that the former in fact
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married the only girl he ever went out with, or that the children of the latter

always answered their mother in English, does the researcher reject the

memoirs concerned as lies, or can they still be regarded as useful documents

for humanistic sociological analysis? In both cases knowledge of the memoir

writers' statements, when juxtaposed with the concrete information from other

sources, enables the researcher to gain a much more complete understanding

of the individuals concerned in their situation, both at the level of what they

actually do and of what they think and feel about themselves.

In much the same way the researcher has to take account of descriptions and

experiences which, although not falsified, may be heightened, exaggerated or

coloured by the beliefs, prejudices and ideological outlocks of their writers

(Grabski, 1982:18-27). One of the notable features of the memoir competition

organized for Polish peasants between the wars was the tendency of many

participants to exaggerate the physical hardships and poverty of their lives.

Grabski's answer to the question of whether such biased memoirs were of any

value to the sociologist was that it depended on how they were used:

He who wønts to quote gløring formulations f-rom this is most lilæly to be øt

aariønce with the truth ... They [the memoirs of peasants] øbound in

exaggerations, but next to that there is much truth in them, and what is true

suffices to let us see poaerty ønd its aørious cøuses; and eaen whøt is

exaggerated is not without oalue, becøuse it allows us to infer whøt peøsants

think and feel (Grabski, L982 : 20).

Sometimes the issue pertains not so much to deliberate exaggeration, as to the

particular outlook of the writer. Thus writers with differing perspectives may

vary substantially in their interpretations of the same family situation.

Miodunka (1988; 1990), for example, reported notable variations in the

interpretation of the maintenance of minority ethnic languages and cultures

among children within the same Polish family in Australia. Those children
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who had become successful professionals and assimilated to the language,

outlook and lifestyle of their mainstream Australian colleagues emphasized in

their comments the great difficulties experienced by their non-English

speaking parents in dealing with the English-speaking world of work,

commerce and government bureaucracy. They could recall the sense of

conflict they themselves experienced in moving between the minority ethnic

culture of their home and the dominant mainstream culture of the school.

Other children from the same family, interpreting the same phenomena from a

perspective influenced by their active involvement in the social and cultural

affairs of the Polish-Australian group, highlighted in a positive way the

maintenance of the parents' language and culture within the home and the

advantages of having access to two languages and cultures.

From the point of view of the memoir researcher, however, a particular

perspective, bias or prejudice on the part of the author is not to be deprecated

or regretted as an imperfection or flaw which lessens the value of what has

been written. Rather it is the great advantage of the memoir method that it

allows the researcher to recognize the viewpoint or prejudice and see the

relationship between the ideological attitudes of the respondents and their

actions in everyday life. In this way the memoir method is able to take account

of the varying perspectives adopted by different participants toward the same

phenomena, thus enhancing our understanding of the complexities of social

reality.

A further extension of this issue has more serious theoretical consequences.

There are those who argue that people in general, and respondents in

sociological research in particular, cannot be regarded as actors who are

responsible for what they do in their situation. At worst they are to be

regarded as puppets (Berger, L988 : 1,aÐ ; at best they are somewhat irrational
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and limited beings, who have little or no way of understanding the unseen

forces that really control them (eg. Dixon,1973 : 67-87). Personal statements or

memoirs are from this point of view no more than marginally relevant, since

all they show is the writers' ignorance of the powerful political, economic,

social and cultural forces which really shape and determine their lives. Such

criticisms often come from sociologists who consider that their perspective as a

critical outside observer gives them an unrivalled position from which to make

judgements which are deemed to be closer to the supposedly'objective truth'

about social reality.

The limitations of relying solely on the judgement of the sociologist as outside

observer can be seen in an admittedly unusual and complex case known to the

researcher. It concerns the son of British immigrants, who had both died when

he was still a very young child. Subsequently he was brought up in a small

Australian country town by his father's brother and wife, who happened to be

of part Aboriginal descent. Because his fellow students assumed that this

woman was his mother, they regarded him as Aboriginal and subjected him to

name calling and mistreatment, such as rolling him in the mud'

To the sociologist working from available verifiable information about this

man, there was no doubt that biologically he was of British stock and of Anglo-

Australian cultural background. Yet if the sociologist had been prepared to

investigate his inner personal world, the man would have admitted that he

actually felt part Aboriginal. In fact, his sense of identification with Aboriginal

people persisted into adult life, even after he had left the country town of his

childhood. Despite the actual circumstances of his birth and ethnic ancestry,

he had so intemalized his peer group's objectively 'wrong' identification of him

as Aboriginal, that he came to think of himself as Aboriginal, at least in part.

Kloskowska's (1994) detailed investigation of the circumstances and nature of
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the 'national conversion' of the German, Albert von Winkler, into the Pole,

Wojciech Ketrzynski, provides a very well documented example of the social

and cultural consequences of an individual changing his personal sense of

identity and what this meant for him.

The classic defence of the humanistic sociological approach which accepts the

participants' definition of their situation was given by Thomas. In reply to

Blumer's criticisms he argued that 'even a highly subjective, delusional, or

fabricated document has significance, since it represents attitudes which may

pass into action' (Blumer, L939 :83). He elaborated this point by quoting from

his own later writings.

A document prepøred by one compensøting for ø feeling of inferiority or

elaborøting a delusion of persecution is as far as possible from objectiae

reality, but the subject's uiew of the situøtion, how he regards it, may be the

most important element for interpretøtion. For his immediate behøaiour is

closely related to his definition of the situation, which møy be in terms of

objectiae reølity or in terms of a subjectiae appreciøtion - 'øs if it were so.

Very often it is the wide discrepøncy between the situøtion øs it seems to

others ønd the situøtion as it seems to the indiuiduøI thøt brings øbout the

oaert behøuiour ... lf men define situøtions as real, they øre real in their

consequence. (quoted in Blumer,1939 :85)

The Representativeness of a Set of Memoirs

Critics have also raised the question of how representative a set of memoirs is

(Dulczewski, 1982 : 85). Some Polish researchers have even focused their

analysis chiefly on motives for writing memoirs (Golebiowski, 1982 : 145).

Those who choose to write memoirs, whether in response to a competition or

at the request of a researcher, obviously form a self-selected group (Adamski,

1982a: I99), as in the case of experimental work based on volunteers. They can

in no way be regarded as a representative or random sample of the population

at large, or even of a particular group within the overall population. The
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demand that participants in an investigation be representative is necessary

only when the investigation is based on statistical analysis. Then a particular

number of cases must be selected, either randomly or to reflect accurately the

various characteristics of the total population in order to test hypotheses and

predict the occurrence (or at least the probability of the occurrence) of certain

phenomena within that population.

The purpose of humanistic sociologists is very different. They seek to

understand specific individuals as social and cultural beings within their

particular contexts and to understand the interplay between the individual and

the various social and cultural factors in a given time and situation. The

context and responses of each person, in the terms in which they are defined by

each individual as a holistic entity, are important for themselves, in their own

right. The individual's definition of the situation and of the appropriate

response to it are to be accepted and treated as an aspect of social reality which

cannot be denied as untrue or ignored as unimportant. At the same time, it

must be recognised that such cultural data cannot be used as the means of

predicting the future patterns of behaviour of people in a given population, but

rather for the purpose of deepening understanding of social and cultural

phenomena as the product of the essential interaction between personal and

cultural factors in the social context under investigation.

It is of course theoretically possible to speak of a memoir as being

representative or typical of a whole set of memoirs related to a common

phenomenon or experience, in the sense that it describes situations and reveals

attitudes which are discussed in the majority, if not all of the memoirs. In

practice, however, it is often not easy to find one example that typifies all the

others, since each memoir tends to have some unique features. Aspects

discussed in detail in one memoir may not even be mentioned by other memoir
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writers. Some researchers have seen this as a problem of the methodology and

tried to adopt procedures designed to ensure that all memoir writers deal with

at least a common core of issues in which the researcher is particularly

interested. Pot^ntial memoir-writers have been provid^d with guidelines of

topics or issues which they might like to discuss (Smolicz and Secombe,l98'J.;

Adamski, 1982a: 190-L). Others have suggested careful selection from a pool

of potential respondents who express an initial interest in writing a memoir

(Lutynski , \982 87; L988 : 45-6).

Most often, however, the researcher is able to identify a number of memoirs as

being similar to one another in their definition of their cultural context and in

the response they make to it. It may then be possible to construct a typology

which indicates the range of definitions and responses to a particular cultural

context which can be isolated in the analysis of a whole set of memoirs. In this

way, the researcher may sometimes be in a position to judge whether a

particular response is to be interpreted as an individual phenomenon, as

typical of a small section, or as evidence of a cultural pattern among the

majority of memoir writers.

Interpreting Memoirs

In his critique of The Polish Peasant, Blumer (1939: 44) considered the issues of

the representativeness, the adequacy and the reliability of personal documents,

including memoirs, and life histories or records. Flowever, he devoted the

greatest part of his discussion of the methodology of using human documents,

as he often called them, to a consideration of the validity of interpreting them

in terms of the culture of a given society or group. In evaluating Thomas and

Znaniecki's depiction of Polish peasant culture, which they claimed to derive

from their analysis of family letters, supplemented by newspaper accounts,

court documents and other organizational records, Blumer (1,939 : 32)
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acknowledged that'the characterization is convincing and illuminating, and

gives the impression of deep insight and of a high order of intelligence'.

However, in his view, the human documents used were not the sole source of

Thomas and Znaniecki's analysis of Polish peasant society. He argued,

it is clear that the letters get their meaning ønd significønce from the

introductions ønd footnotes [supplied by Thomas and Znaniecki] rather than

aice aersa. Were øn intelligent reøder with no knowledge of Polish culture or

personal life giaen merely the letters to study, it is inconceiaable, in the

judgement of the writer, thøt he could eaer ørrive at the chøracterization of

Polish peasønt society presented by the authors (Blumer, 1939 : 32).

Rather he considered that the interpretation of the letters had been influenced

directly by both the theoretical framework adopted by the authors, and by the

prior knowledge and understanding of Polish culture brought to the analysis

by the researchers themselves.

Thomas andZnaniecki(1927 :76)hadpointed out in their introduction,

Our acquaintønce with the Polish society simply helps us in noting data and

reløtions which would perhaps not be noticed so eøsily by one not

immediøtely acquainted with the liþ of the groups.

In Blumer's estimation this statement greatly underplayed the direct

contribution and even intervention of the researchers in the analysis of human

documents.

It seems quite clear that, in interpreting the letters, the authors høae brought

to bear upon them a frømework of knowledge, information ønd perspectiae

thøt far transcends the letters themselaes. The frømework must høae been

based on an intimate knowledge of Polish peøsønt life, deriaed from a wide

aariety of sources; ønd on a rich fund of questions, hunches, leøds, ønd ideøs

which sensitized the øuthors to special kinds of døtø ønd reløtions. They hnae

giaen expression to this frømework in their generøl introduction, ønd then
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used this scheme for the ordering and interpretation of the letters (Blumer,

L939 :32).

It would seem therefore that the researcher's mind interacting with the human

documents of the participants rather than just the documents per se had

produced the sort of analysis to be found inThe Polish Peasant. The difficulties

of defining just what this interpretative interaction involved was highlighted

by Blume{s (1939: 36) complaint that

there is no way of understanding hout the interpretation was arriaed øt; nor

øre there øny rules which would permit determinøtion as to whether the

interpretøtion is correct or erroneoLts, or the extent to which it is so.

On the one hand, he argued that the letters used by Thomas and Znaniecki

could not be regarded as 'the inductive materials out of which they have

constructed their elaborate analysis of Polish peasant life'. On the other hand,

they could not just be considered as 'rich illustrative material for the

exemplification of their theoretical analyses' (Blumer 1.939 : 38). The actual

relation could be characterized perhaps as one in which the already developed

theory illuminated and directed the analysis, but where simultaneously, the

actual reading of the human situations revealed in the documents could lead to

further theoretical formulations and modifications.

In these circumstances the quality of any analysis of human documents

depends in a large measure on the researcher who seeks to make use of them.

It also follows from this assumption that different researchers bringing

different attitudes, theoretical frameworks and questions to the documents are

likely to produce rather different interpretations from the same body of human

documents. Blumer (1939 :77) concluded,
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the aølue of the nnalysis tuill depend on the experience, intelligence, skill and

fruitful questions of the student. As these føctors aøry, so will the

interpretøtion. The person who has a broad acquaintance with humøn

beings, who as we say popularly, understands humnn nnture, ønd who høs

an intimøtefømiliarity with the ørea of experience thøt he is studying, should

make ø more able anølysis thøn one who is less well equipped in these

respects ... the interpretatiae content of ø humøn document depends

mørkedly on the competence and theoreticøl frømework with which the

document is studied. One person, by uirtue of his experience and interests,

may detect things in a document thøt another person toould not see.

It is important to recognize the limitations and difficulties in memoir

methodology which have been discussed above, so that these may be taken

into account by the researcher. Those who have used this methodology,

however, have pointed to what they consider to be a number of strengths and

advantages in this approach.

Strengths and Advantages of the Memoir Method

One of the chief advantages of the memoir method relates to the quality of data

collected in the form of personal statements, in comparison with other

methods. Kloskowska (1996 : 467) justified her use of personal documents in

her study of national identification and cultural valence by claiming that,

... møss statistical reseørch, when øpplied to nationøl problems often creøtes

or strengthens nøtionøl stereotype by the very method of asking questions.

This is aaoided in autobiogrøphicøl case studies, No suggestions øs to the

"generøI chøracter" of national groups øre used here ønd the føcts of nøtional

awareness are tøckledfrom within the consciousness of the respondent who is

the author of his ownlife story.

Information gathered in a structured way by means of a questionnaire often

proves a useful way of gathering much data in a comparatively short time, but

also suffers from the disadvantage that the terms of the question are in a
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standardised form which may ignore important features specific to particular

groups or individuals. Furthermore, responses which take the form of ticking

the most appropriate box provide the researcher with no means of ascertaining

how the respondents have interpreted the question. Variations in the meaning

given to words by individuals from the same ethnic background, and even

more across ethnic groups, may substantially influence the pattern of

responses. Where the investigator has personal knowledge and experience of

the phenomena being studied, some of these drawbacks may be overcome.

In the case of interviews, much depends on the investigator's ability to set the

respondents at ease and get them talking about the relevant issues. When they

are relaxed and informal, much valuable information may be gained.

Flowever, it is often very time-consuming, and may prove inadequate in that it

does not allow time for the respondents to consider the question and to relive

their memories of past events. The presence of the interviewer in some

situations may have a constraining effect on the respondents, or significantly

influence the extent and nature of their participation.

Asking participants to write memoirs or personal statements about their

cultural experiences in relation the phenomenon being investigated has a

number of important advantages. The writers themselves have control of the

subject matter; they can concentrate on those aspects they consider important

and leave out others which they do not want to discuss. Respondents are also

free to write in their own way with far less interference from the researcher in

expressing their thoughts, feelings, aspirations and assessments. Their

explanations and discussions often provide a cultural and linguistic context for

the researcher to better understand the meaning which the respondents give to

a particular cultural activity or situation. Such comments may provide insights

and breadth of understanding of the phenomenon in question which go
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beyond what can be gained from the ticks and crosses of a questionnaire

survey. In the opinion of Lutynski (1982:91),

An ample and comprehensiae øutobiogrøphical description øIso often enables

the reseørcher to eanluate better the reliøbility of the aørious items it proaides

than the relinbility of the datø giuen in an ønswer to ø questionnøire, which

nre usually analysed sepørøtely and which øs a rule do not combine to form
the whole which an indiaidual's life is.

Another significant advantage lies in the fact that memoirs and other personal

documents (including transcribed oral memoirs), once collected, are accessible

to analysis and interpretation by subsequent researchers and other readers.

This possibility does not exist in relation to statistical or ethnographic studies.

Although in principle, a stack of computer data sheets that represents the

coded responses, the initial analysis and the later statistical manipulation of the

results would be available for later perusal, in practice this is a cumbersome

and unwieldy solution which is rarely pursued. At most any later checks are

confined to the accuracy and appropriateness of the last stages of statistical

analysis. Most often the reader has no direct access to the original responses

of the participants or to the vital stage of how the researcher has chosen to ask

the questions or code and analyse the data collected.

In the case of ethnographic studies, despite the most detailed daily notes of the

anthropologist, it is virtually impossible for later researchers to be able to

experience exactly the same phenomena and situations and get back to the

original experience per se. All that is available is the record of the experience

as observed and written down by the anthropologist. Such a record is, of

course, much influenced by the anthropologist's own cultural upbringing,

research and experience, as well as the local people used as informers.
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to make immediately available to their readers the original data on which their

interpretations are based. This may take the form of short quotations or long

extracts from the documents themselves where these provide confirmation or

illustration of the point being made. This approach can be seen in Thomas and

Znaniecki (1,927); Weber (1982); Smolicz and Secombe (1981; 1986a; 1986b;

1989); Smolicz, Lee, Murugaian and Secombe (1990).

Often whole memoirs or documents are published either as an integral part of

the text or as an appendix to it. Thus the final section of The Polish Peøsønt is

made up of the very long memoir, written by Wladek, a Polish immigrant to

America, and extensively annotated with footnotes provided by the

researchers. The Chalasinski (1938) study of peasant memoirs collected

between the wars included the publication in separate volumes of the two

memoirs judged to be most outstanding.

In Smolicz and Secombe's (1981) study of the educational experiences of

Polish-Australian children, four of the memoirs collected v','ere published in

full as an Appendix. The four concerned were chosen as representative of the

range of responses revealed by memoir writers in the study. Where actual

examples are incorporated into the studies themselves in these ways, it

becomes possible for readers to make their own judgements on the adequacy of

the researchers' interpretations through their reading of the original data.

The analysis of personal documents has also been recognised as providing a

level of insight and understanding afforded b)'few other approaches. In his

review of The Polish Peasant, Blumer (1939 : 35-6) claimed that despite their

shortcomings in terms of the conventional test criteria for research data, the

'use, value and significance' of the family letters analysed by Thomas and
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Znaniecki could not be denied. They enabled the reader to gain an

understanding of what might be termed the core values of Polish peasant

culture (love of the land, family solidarity and religious piety) and an

appreciation of how the loss of these values in the face of economic and

material ambitions leamed in the urban context of the immigrant society, led to

the disintegration of their whole way of life. Blumer (1,939 : 37) recognised that

while the letters taken as separate documents did not meet the criteria he

regarded as crucial for sociological research,

... taken collectiaely they fare much better. There is ø large meøsure of

aerification and support which the letters giae one another; pieced together,

they tend to giae consistent pictures. Since the letters are nLtmerous, since

they were not written with the thought of their subsequent scientific use, and

since the different series were collected independently of one ønother, the føct
that they do fit together ønd support one another must be taken seriously.

Thus, while one might throw out each letter on the ground of test criteriø,

ønd thus throw out all of them, their collectiue considerøtion would compel

one to recognise in them a representatiaeness, a certain adequøcy, ønd a

reliability thøt cannot be ignored.

In trying to reach an overall evaluation of the achievement of Thomas and

Znaniecki in The Polish Peasønt, Blumer (1939 : 76) concluded that the use of

personal documents in sociological research was not so much to conclusively

test the validity of a researcher's hypothesis or theoretical interpretation, as to

'provide human materials which would yield to a sensitive and inquiring mind

such hunches, insights, questions suitable for reflection, new perspectives and

new understandings'. His subsequent description of how he envisaged that

the authors of The Polish Peøsant worked on the human documents they had

collected, can be taken as a perceptive account of how the humanistic

sociologist works in memoir analysis. In his judgement, Thomas and

Znaniecki represented,
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... two excellent minds with a rich experience with human beings, with ø keen

sensitiuity to the human element in conduct, with some fundnmentøI notions

ønd interests, with ø number of importønt problems, with a aariety of

hunches, with ø liaely curiosity ønd sense of inquiry, taith a capacity for
forming :!:stract concepts - two minds, of this sort, ø;';'roaching aoluminous

øccounts of human experience, mulling ouer them, reflecting on them,

perceiaing many things in them relating these things to their background of

experience, checking these things ngainst one ønother, and charting øIl of

them into ø coherent abstrøct and analytical pattern. Perhaps, after ølI, this

is how the scientist works (Blumer, 1939 :76).

Adamski (1982b : 100) claimed that the humanistic sociological analysis of

personal documents could lead to three fruitful lines of investigation. The first

was the study of attitudes 'which are not isolated or taken out of the social

context, which may occur in the case of questionnaire studies, but are deeply

set in the realities of the milieu in which a given individual lives'. Secondly, it

was possible to trace the evolution of particular attitudes in individuals,

together with the factors that influenced their emergence. A third possibility

was to study the changes in attitudes and personality types among individuals.

According to Kloskowska (\982 : 74), data derived from personal documents

were not only an'irreplaceable source of suggestions for research'but

... inform us øboae øll about the complexity and multifaceting of the

phenomenø we study, ønd thus induce the sociologists not to abandon øIl

attempts øt generølisations, which øre the core of his cognitiae work, but to

be cautious ønd restrøined in formulating statements ønd møking

assessments and to compare these with the complex realities of societal life.

Kloskowska's (1996: 467) most recent research has shown clearly how personal

documents can reveal 'the extent of individual variation within a cultural

group'. From the fourteen autobiographies, for example, which she collected

from young people in the western region of Poland, in the formerly contested
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area of Silesia, she was able to distinguish seven different formulations of

national self-identification, varying from'a Pole' to 'a German' and including

'a Silesian, neither a German nor a Pole' and 'a German and a Pole'. In her

l.rdgement, autobiographical materials are the best data for 'grass roots level

research'which is focused on'the personal experience of individual, ordinary

people' (Kloskowska,1996 : 466).

Perhaps most important of all, personal documents give direct access to the

consciousness of individuals and hence to the distinctively human dynamic in

social and cultural life. They provide the means by which a researcher, as well

as other readers, can vicariously share the experiences of the respondents. In

reading such accounts, the researcher is able to stand in the shoes and get

inside the skins of the writers and see the world as it appears to them, through

their eyes. In the words of Thomas and Znaniecki (1927 :1846-7) such sources

of data enable those of us who would be humanistic sociological researchers to

...put ourselaes in the position of the subject who tries to find his way in this

world ... (remembering) that the enaironment to which he ødøpts himself, is

his world, not the objectiae world of science - is nature and society as he sees

them, not øs the scientist sees them. The indiaidual subject reacts only to his

experience, and his experience is not eaerything thnt an øbsolutely objectiae

obseroer might find in the portion of the world within the indiuidual's reach,

but only what the indiuidualfinds himself,

Znaniecki (1982: L1) took these ideas further in later writings.

Unlike the psychologist, the sociologist views the øuthor of øn autobiogrøphy

totally ønd solely in his (the øuthor's) social setting and in øn unseuerable

connection with it; unlike the historian, he aiews the social milieu of the

autobiographer totølly ønd solely with respect to thøt author's person. ln the

sociologist's eyes, the indiaiduøl ønd his milieu form ø single whole.
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Moreover, individual attitudes are in dialectical interaction with group cultural

values in such a way that one individual's personal world is 'not merely his

inner isolated world, but also represents the world of meanings and values of

his social milieu, especially of those groups with which he is connected by

primary group relations'. This means that if we, as researchers, 'are in

possession of empirical data about the language of meanings and values of

single individuals we can draw conclusions and formulate opinions about the

social groups of which those individuals are members' (Dulczewski, L982 : 80).

Lutynski (1982: 90) went beyond these advantages to the researcher to point to

the wider significance that studies based on memoirs and other personal

documents could have for individual readers and for society at large. In his

view researchers who used such data could fulfil a cognitive function in that

they were able to 'more easily impart empirical and comprehensible meaning

to theoretical concepts while providing the reader with instruments for an

intellectual analysis of his own experiences and observations'. This is perhaps

comparable to Chalasinski's (1982 : 49) claim that autobiographies could

'expand and enrich a person's social experience in a way that no other written

source can do'.

Lutynski also saw an important 'social function' for studies based on memoir

methodology, when they were made accessible to a general reading public.

Their influence, he claimed, could be both educational and ideological (in the

broad rather than the narrow political sense) in helping different groupings in

society to better understand one another. A memoir-based study of a

particular group may enable individuals from other social groups to know and

appreciate the cultural patterns and social milieu of the memoir writers. Such

enhanced understanding, Lutynski (7982: 90-91) believed, 'usually means

bringing close together people from different social strata'. It has been
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suggested, for example, that the publication of Chalasinski's study on Polish

peasants led to an increased understanding of and sympathy for rural people

among the Polish urban intelligentsia.

The Present Study

The present study aimed to collect and analyse memoirs written by tertiary

education students on the topic of cultural interaction. It sought to minimize

as far as possible the shortcomings that earlier researchers had pointed to and

to make the most of the particular advantages of the memoir method discussed

above.

As part of a sociology of education subject, which included a consideration of

multiculturalism, graduate students at the University of Adelaide were given

the opportunity to write about their views and experiences of cultural

interaction and cultural pluralism, especially in relation to schooling. The

personal statements of these education students can be taken as memoirs in the

Znaniecki sense, in that the writers were given free rein to discuss whatever

ideas and experiences they wished in rel.ation to the topic. Their memoirs were

limited, however, in so far as the participants were asked to write on only one

specific aspect of their experiences, rather than the whole gamut of their lives.

They were also guided, in that the statements were written after the

participants had attended lectures and been involved in tutorial discussions on

various aspects of cultural pluralism, although the students concerned chose of

their own volition to write on this topic. In length the memoirs ranged from

approximately 1,000 to 5,000 words, with most being around 2-3,00 words.

The forty three memoirs which were analysed for this study are presented in

Chapters 5 to LL. All were written by graduates who were classified in cultural

terms as mainstream Anglo-Celtic-Australian, in that they were of English
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speaking background, born in Australia of Australian-born parents, even

though some of the writers indicated that there were German elements in their

ancestry. The study could be seen to be comparable in scope to that of

Kloskowska (1996 : 466) in her research on national identification and cultural

valence, discussed earlier in this chapter. Kloskowska's data were collected

from seventy young adults who were university educated members of national

minorities and of the mainstream Polish group. They took the form of life

stories, gathered through autobiographical interviews which were recorded

and later transcribed. Kloskowska (1996) analysed forty two of these cases in

detail for the purpose of her study on Kultury nørodowe u korzeni (National

Cultures at the Grass Roots Leael).

In the analysis of memoirs from the present study, Kloskowska's distinction

between the emic and the etic approaches proved a useful guide, particularly

in pinpointing the stage at which the researcher consciously intervened in the

interpretation of the data. Kloskowska (L994: 83) referred to the work of Pike

who argued that in linguistic and cultural studies behaviour could be studied

either from the viewpoint of someone outside the system being investigated

(etic) or from the perspective of a person within the system (emic). Applying

this distinction to the analysis of autobiographical materials, Kloskowska

considered that,

ln the emic analysis the text produced by the subject is considered in terms of

his own explicit formuløtions, meanings and interpretations. The etic

analysis considers the topics discernible in the text from the aiewpoint of

broader theoretical concepts ... Indispensable for this interpretation is extra-

textual knowledge of the liþ-course of the subject, the historical background

and other additionøI biogrøphic materiøIs.

In the interpretation of the memoirs in this study, these two approaches were

integrated, rather than treated as separate analyses. The first step in the
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process was to read the memoirs several times to enable the researcher to

become thoroughly familiar with their content. The memoirs were then

grouped according to the overall answers they provided in relation to the two

key analysis questions outlined at the end of chapter 2 : the extent to which the

writers had experienced cultural interaction; and the current attitude which the

writers revealed towards cultural pluralism.

This classification of the memoirs into groups for more specific analysis could

be regarded as essentially an emic analysis, since it was based on what the

memoir writers were saying about themselves and their situation. The two

questions used as the focus for analysis, however, could be regarded as

essentially etic in approach, as they were derived from theoretical formulations

and distinctions about the phenomenon of cultural interaction discussed

earlier. At the same time, these analysis questions were deliberately framed in

an open way, which encompassed all the very diverse descriptions and

opinions of the writers, in order to preserve as far as possible the emic

dimension in the interpretation of the memoirs.

Concrete and Cultural Facts in the Analysis of the Memoirs

According to Mokrzycki (197I), the process of imaginatively reconstructing

other people's experience from their own writings involves taking account of

everything that is known about them. In practical terms, the analysis of

memoir material requires the recognition of two different types of data. The

first type relates to generally verifiable facts concerning the observable realities

of the participants and the social and cultural context of their everyday lives.

This type of fact includes such information as the gender of the respondents,

their age, place of birth, ethnic background, languages spoken, tyPe and level

of education, occupation, income, and place of residence. Such data have been

referred to as concrete facts (Smolicz, \974a; Smolicz and Secombe, 1981;
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1986a; 1986b; 1989), in that they refer to material realities, the existence of

which does not depend directly on the consciousness of the participants. The

humanistic sociologist is primarily interested, however, in another sort of

information - that which can come only from the participants themselves - their

own description of their situation, their thoughts and feelings about it and

about their own actions in response to it. Such data have been labelled cultural

facts (Smolicz, 1979; Smolicz and Secombe, 198L; I986a; 1986b; 1989) in that

they are a direct expression of the consciousness of the memoir writers.

Table 3.L provides an overview of how concrete and cultural facts were used in

the analysis of memoirs in this study. Concrete information about family

background, present circumstances and life experience of the writers were vital

for the significance of cultural facts given in the memoirs to be fully

appreciated. Although such information was often given by the participants in

the course of writing their memoirs, it proved useful to follow the practice of

earlier studies (Smolicz and Secombe, L98L : 27-8) and ask participants to

complete a brief questionnaire which provided a basic minimum of concrete

data common to all participants in relation to social, cultural and educational

background. These data were used to compile the summary of concrete fact

details of all the respondents which is to be found in the Appendix.

Cultural facts were most readily recognised in the form of attitudes that were

directly expressed by the memoir writers in relation to their particular social

situation and experience. They were often prefaced by words such as 'I fel{ ,'I
think', 'I hope' or 'I wished'. Statements by two writers from the Australian

mainstream, recalling their feelings about children of other cultures at school,

can be used as illustrations. One writer recalled,

I remember that as ø child belonging to the Anglo møjority øt school, I felt
resentful of other children who could conaerse in a foreign tongue. I felt thøt
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TABLE 3.1.: ANALYSIS OF MEMOIR DATA'}

CONCRETE
FACTS

CULTURAL FACTS
Assessments Attitudes

SOURCES L. Information
given (with little
or no comment)
in memoirs.

2. Information
derived from
assessments
made in
memoirs.

3. Details available
to researcher
(e.g. information
on first degree,
schools
attended)

Comments and
remarks made by
memoir writers
concerning:

(Ð their own
actions

(ii) the actions of
others

(iii) institutions,
organizations.

Thoughts, feelings,
aspirations
expressed by
memoir writers
about themselves.

USES L. Needed for
interpretation of
cultural facts e.g.
to know whose
attitudes and
values are being
studied and
what their
social, economic
and cultural
situation is.

2. Give an
indication of
what cultural
values are
actually being
activated.

1,. Provide
concrete facts
about actions of
writers
themselves and
others.

2. Give an indirect
indication of
attitudes of
writers.

3. Supply indirect
evidence of
group values.

1. Are a direct
source of the
writers'
attitudes.

2. Provide indirect
evidence of
group values.

* Developed from Smolicz and Secombe (1981:27)
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I was missing out on something, not simply because I could not understand

what was being søid, bltt becøuse'those children' hød the opportunity to talk

øbout the world in two ways.

The sense of resentment and regret expressed by this wlrer at not being able

'to talk about the world in two ways' was interpreted as evidence of her

positive attitude to linguistic pluralism. In contrast, another author wrote:

I can't help but think, why, if the migrønt has come to Austrøliø to start ø

new life, do they hold to their cultures. If they øre so øttached to them, why

did they leøae their homeland?

In this case the writer's doubts and questionings about migrants maintaining

their cultures in Australia were suggestive of a negative attitude to cultural

pluralism. Statements like the above were taken as direct expressions of

attitudes which reflected those aspects of the social and cultural reality which

their authors had appropriated in constructing their inner personal world.

Such cultural facts were considered to be in every way as real and important in

influencing these respondents' actions as the concrete facts concerning their

personal and family background.

Cultural facts were also derived indirectly from the assessments and

evaluations made by participants of their own or other people's aspirations,

thoughts and actions. The theoretic reconstruction of assessments and

evaluations sometimes proved more revealing of the range and complexity of

participants' attitudes, than a particular attitude propounded in a most explicit

and forthright manner. For example, the first writer quoted above also made

the following generalized assessment:

monoculturølism and homogeneity høae their drarabacks, pørticulørly for
indiuiduals who don't want to be monoculturøI and liae life quite høppily øs

multiculturals.
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Although not expressed in the form of a personalized attitude, this statement

did indirectly indicate the author's preference for multiculturalism over

homogeneity. In this instance the attitude evident in her assessment was

consistent with the personal feelings she expressed earlier in her memoir in

recalling her childhood sense of loss at not being able to speak two languages.

Together these two statements provided strong evidence of this participant's

positive attitudes to cultural and linguistic pluralism.

The author of the second example of a directly expressed attitude also included

a general comment about the great range of cultural resources available to 'be

utilised and shared' in Australia.

Australia is really lucky to høae such ø multicultural society and schools are

the best places for such cultures to be shared.

The generally positive attitude to multiculturalism which seemed to underlie

this statement stood in contrast to the writer's previous personal questioning of

why migrants wanted to maintain their ethnic cultures in Australia. The

juxtaposition of the two statements could be interpreted as an important clue

that the respondent was essentially ambivalent in her attitude to cultural

pluralism in Australia, and, perhaps, that the one given personal expression

had been more firmly internalized in her personal cultural system.

In making use of both these sources of cultural facts, the fundamental aim was

to understand social and cultural phenomena with the humanistic co-efficient,

that is, from the participants' perspective. In theoretical terms, such cultural

facts were taken as indicative of the attitudes and personal cultural systems of

the memoir writers and ultimately of the cultural values of the groups to which

they belonged.
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Before proceeding to chapters 5-1-1., where the memoirs are analysed in detail,

the next chapter attempts to provide more information about Diploma in

Education students generally, as the overall group from which the memoir

writers were drawn.
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CHAPTER FOUR

A SURVEY OF THE ATTITUDES OF DIPLOMA IN EDUCATION

STUDENTS TOWARDS CULTURAL AND SOCIAL INTERACTION

The memoirs which are the main focus of this investigation were written by

tertiary students of mainstream Australian background who were completing a

Diploma in Education at the University of Adelaide. The participants had

already successfully qualified for a first degree, usually in science,

mathematics, arts, music or economics. The course consisted of a year of full-

time, or two years of part-time study, and in the course of the tutorials and

seminars they shared, the students often came to know one another quite well.

A questionnaire survey of Diploma in Education students was undertaken in

order to establish some parameters of this social group from which the memoir

writers came.

It was anticipated in particular that the survey would provide valuable data on

the extent to which students of non-English speaking background participated

in this postgraduate diploma course. The level of involvement of such students

at the various levels of education has not generally been known, partly because

of the reluctance of authorities such as state education departments and tertiary

institutions to gather statistics on parental birthplace and home language. The

only figures available to the South Australian Ministerial Taskforce to

Investigate Multiculturalism and Education (1984: Table 7.1,,p.176) were those

on student and parental birthplace compiled tn a1982 survey conducted jointly

by the Centre for Applied Social and Survey Research at Flinders University

and the South Australian Group of Chief Executives of Tertiary Institutions.
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A few years later a detailed survey was carried out by Professor Colin Power

and his associates (Power, Robertson and Beswick, L985) on the 'class of 1985'

ie. all those South Australian students who completed year 12 schooling in L984

and entered tertiary institutions and/or the workforce in the following year.

This investigation gathered valuable data on the ethnic background not only of

those who actually entered tertiary education courses, but also of those who

did not appty to enter, and those who applied but failed to gain a place. In

addition to asking questions on student and parental birthplace, the

questionnaire asked about language usage in the home, as an important

indicator of ethnicity.

According to Power's figures, 20% of the total group of students who enrolled

in tertiary institutions spoke a language other than English at home, while the

percentage of such people in the South Australian population in general was

only 17 per cent (Power et al., L985 : Table 3.2, p.43). Flowever, there was a

marked difference among the various tertiary institutions, with as few as 9"/" of

those with a home language other than English enrolled at Roseworthy, and as

many as 27o/" at Flinders University. The figure for the University of Adelaide

was 20"/" (Power et a1., 1985 : Table 3.7, p.53). Differences were also apparent

among the various University of Adelaide courses, ranging from 1.'1.'/" in

Agriculture to 34"/o in Health Sciences/Medicine. In the Science faculties 30%

were of non-English speaking backgrounds, but in Arts/Humanities the figure

was only L8%.

The Diploma in Education Survey

The Diploma in Education survey involved all the full-time students who, in

the beginning of the year at a preliminary lecture session, were asked to fill in a

questionnaire anonymously. Only a few chose not to participate. This

procedure was followed in the years 1979 to L981 when 226 students were
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involved. It was repeated again in L987, with 102 students, in order to see

whether the background characteristics and attitudes of Diploma in Education

students had changed over the intervening years.

The respondents were asked to provide concrete data about their gender and

social status characteristics, their ethnic and linguistic background, the

languages other than English which they knew, and the ethnic origin of their

friends. The information collected on these aspects has been summarized in

Tables 4.1- 4.4.

Gender and Social Background Characteristics

As Table 4.L shows, a little more than half of the Diploma students over the

period L979-81. were women. It may be argued that this situation reflects the

fact that secondary teaching has been recognized as one of the occupations

especially suitable for women, both in regard to hours of work and qualities of

character demanded. However, the t979-81gender balance was similar to the

52"/" fernale and 48% male reported among students entering higher education

in 1985 (Power et a1., L985 : Table 3.t, p.41). The slight preponderance of men

revealed in the 1987 enrolments was exceptional for the L979-87 period.

Some indication of the social background of the respondents can be gained

from the data on type of secondary school attended and father's occupational

status ranking (Table 4.1). Over half of both sets of respondents had attended

state schools for their secondary education, with the remainder being divided

almost equally between Catholic and other independent schools. In regard to

their school background, these Diploma students were markedly different from

'the class of 85'. According to the calculations of Power and his associates

(Power et al., L985 : Table 36, p.49) the year 12 transition rate to higher

education institutions was only 25% for students from state schools; from
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TABLE 4.1: SUMMARY OF GENDER AND SOCIAL BACKGROUND

CHARACTERISTICS OF DIPLOMA IN EDUCATION STUDENTS

(All figures are percentages except where indicated)

'a

Characteristic
1979-81

Respondents
1987

Respondents

SEX

Female
Male
No Answer
TOTAL
Number of Respondents

57
43

0

45
53

2

100
266

100
102

TYPE OF SECONDARY SCHOOL ATTENDED

State school
Catholic school
Other independent school
State and Catholic
State and other independent
Overseas
TOTAL
Number of Respondents

57
18
1,4

4
3

4

61,

12
10
3
5

10

L00
266

100
102

FATHER'S OCCUPATIONAL RANKING

Professional
Managerial
Clerical
Skilled manual
Semi-skilled manual
Service, unskilled manual
Retired, deceased
Unemployed
No answer
TOTAL
Number of Respondents

25
15
L6

15
9

6
LL

0

3

25
t7
5
7

12
8

22
5
1

L00
266

100
L02
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Catholic Schools the rate of transition was 32"/", while from other independent

schools 45Y" moved on to higher education. It would seem that many more

former state school students gravitated, on completion of their first degree, to

the Diploma in Education course/ than did students from the Catholic and

other independent school sectors.

The hint provided by these figures on educational background, that the social

status of Diploma in Education students is below the norm for tertiary students

generally, is confirmed by the data on father's occupational status (Table 4.1).

Approximately a quarter of the fathers from both sets of respondents came

from professional occupations, while the remainder was spread fairly evenly

over the managerial, clerical, skilled manual and semi- and unskilled manual

categories. The 1,987 data showed a comparatively large proportion of retired

or deceased fathers. Although the occupational status of the fathers of Diploma

students was considerably higher than the level of 13'/" professional and 12"/'

managerial recorded for the South Australian adult male population as a

whole, it was noticeably lower than the 56% o1 fathers of all L985 higher

education entrants who were in professional and managerial occupations

(Power et al., 1985 : Table 3.5, p.49). Thus although the questionnaire provided

only limited data on the social background characteristics of the Diploma

students, these did provide some clues for plotting their social status within

South Australia.

Ethnic and Linguistic Background

The information relating to the ethnic and linguistic background of the

Diploma students is summarized in Table 4.2. Among both sets of

respondents, 7Io/" were born in Australia. This is rather less than the 80%

reported by Power et al (1985 : 44) among the 1985 first year entrants to higher

education. As many as l3'/" of Diploma students in 1978-8L and 8% in 1987
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TABLE 4.2: SUMMARY OF ETHNIC AND LINGUISTIC

BACKGROUND OF DIPTOMA IN EDUCATION STUDENTS

(All figures are percentages except where indicated)

This classification includes those with one parent born in Australia, and
the other in another English-speaking country.

Characteristic
1'979-8t

Respondents
1987

Respondents

RESPONDENT'S BIRTHPLACE

Australia
United Kingdom and other English-speaking

country
European country
Asian country
Other
No answer
TOTAL
Number of Respondents

7L

15

8
5

0
1

7L

20
5

3
1

0

100
266

1.00

to2

PARENTS' BIRTHPLACE

Both born in Australia
Both born in U.K. or other English-speaking

country*
Both born in continental Europe
Both born in Asia
One parent born in English-speaking, the other

in non-English-speaking country
Other
TOTAL
Number of Respondents

M

1,4

24
5

13

1

M

23
22

4

6

1

L00
266

100
102

LANGUAGES KNOWN

English only
Parents' language, in addition to English
Another language in addition to English as

home language
TOTAL
Number of Respondents

45
32

23

52
28

20

L00
266

100
lo2
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were born in non-English speaking countries of Europe and Asia. When

parental birthplace was taken into account the percentage of those of non-

English speaking origin rose substantially. In the case of one quarter of the

respondents, both parents had been born in a European countv, while another

4-5% had both parents born in an Asian country. In addition, as many as I3'/"

in the years 1.978-81, and 6"/" in 1987 had one parent born in a non-English

speaking country. In all, +herefore over two-fifths of the 1978-81. respondents

and almost a third in 1987 had at least one parent born in a non-English

speaking country.

Such results highlight the inadequacy of the 1989 DEET survey form, which for

the first time enabled the collection of data on the ethnic and linguistic

background of all students enrolled in Australian tertiary institutions. It asked

questions about the students' birthplace and home language use, but not

parental birthplace. The Diploma in Education survey indicated that such an

omission was likely to considerably underestimate the number of non-English

speaking background students in tertiary institutions and would seem to imply

that all Australian-born students had assimilated to the point of being English

monolinguals and indistinguishable from mainstream Australians.

In regard to parental origin, comparisons with the South Australian population

as a whole were made difficult in that the figures readily available referred only

to father's birthplace. Among the South Australian populatiorì as a whole,22"/"

had a father born in a non-English speaking country; for the higher education

entrants of 1985, the percentage was 25 (Power et al., 1985 : Table 3.2,p.43).

The figures on linguistic knowledge served to reinforce this evidence on

birthplace, and provided more exact details of the range of ethnic backgrounds

represented among the students. About a third, although slightly less in 1987,
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claimed to know and use their parents' mother tongue at home. It is worth

noting that this represented three-quarters of the 1979-8I, and two-thirds of the

1987, respondents who had at least one parent of non-English speaking origin.

In all 26 dillerent languages, including 6 from Asia, were mentioned by the

students as their mother tongues (See Table 4.3). This range of minority ethnic

home languages well illustrates a feature of Australian multiculturalism, which

is characteúzed by a great number of numerically small minority groups (Price,

1988). A number of the bilingual respondents in this survey knew a third and

even fourth language as well.

The proportion of those of non-English speaking background participating in

Diploma in Education studies, S2o/o in the 1979-81 and 28'/' in the 1987, was

much higher than the figure of 17% estimated by the Australian Bureau of

Statistics to be found within the South Australian population generally, and

higher than the 20"/" ovenll rate for L985 new enrolments at the University of

Adelaide (Power et al., L985 : Table 3.7, p.53). However, the rate was

comparable to t}re 34% level of participation for students of non-English

speaking background that was evident in the 1985 new enrolments for the

Medical/Health Science areas.

Among the Diploma in Education respondents whose native language was

English, almost a quarter of the \979-8'J., and a fifth of the 1987, participants had

learned one or more other languages. There were indeed several who knew

two or three languages in addition to English. In most instances this was the

result of school studies, but some were university graduates, mainly in French,

German, Japanese or Italian, and intended to teach these languages in schools.



Language
1979-81

Respondents (N)
1987

Respondents (N)

PARENTAL LANGUAGES SPOKEN
Italian
Greek
Chinese
German
Dutch
Ukrainian
Latvian
Polish
Yugoslav languages
Russian
Welsh
Danish
Estonian
Finnish
French
Hebrew
Hungarian
Punjabi
Japanese
Macedonian
Maltese
Malay
Rumanian
Swedish
Tamil
Vietnamese
TOTAL
Number of Responilents

22
1.4

8

I
5
4
3
3
3
2
2
1

1

0
1.

7

7

1

1

1,

1

0
1

0
L

1.

86
266

32
702

OTHER LANGUAGES KNOWN
French
German
fapanese
Italian
Malay
Russian
Spanish
Afrikaans
Chinese
Dutch
Danish
Estonian
Greek
Hebrew
Hindi
hrdonesian
Malayalam
Norwegian
Portuguese
Swedish
TOTAL
Number of Respondents

63
32

9
7
5

3
3

2
2
2
0
0
1

1

2

0
1

0
1

1

14
7
L

8
0
0
2
0
2
1,

1

L

0
0
0
1

0
1

0
0

L35
266

39
L02

L18a

TABLE 4.3: LANGUAGES KNOWN BY DIPLOMA IN EDUCATION
STUDENTS

12
5
2
5
0
2
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
1

1

0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
1

0
0
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Friendship Patterns

In order to ascertain the extent to which students were involved in social

interaction that crossed the boundaries of cultural groupings, respondents were

asked to indicate the ethnic origin of their close friends. Their replies were

summarized in Table 4.4. The number of individuals regarded as close friends

ranged from less than four for two fifths of the respondents to over six for

another fifth. In the case of two thirds of the 1979-81, respondents and about

half of those from 1987, this group of friends included people from at least two

different ethnic groups. Over 80% of the earlier respondents and 90% of the

later had at least one friend from the mainstream Australian grouP.

Although there was a minority whose circle of friends was confined to a single

ethnic group, the responses gave evidence of friends being more often drawn

from varying cultural backgrounds. This could be interpreted as a reflection of

the university context which provided the opportunity for new patterns of

friendship which were more likely to cross ethnic boundaries since students of

minority ethnic backgrounds represented a presence of 20"/"-30% in South

Australian universities at the time of Power's study (Power et al., 1985 : 53)

These figures show a rather more complex pattern of social interaction than

that reported by Harris and Smolicz (1976: 150). As many as three quarters of

their Anglo-Australian respondents claimed to have minority ethnic friends.

The lower figures in the Diploma in Education survey may be explained by the

fact that questions in this survey asked specifically about'close friends'.

Cultural Facts from the Diploma Survey

In addition, the Diploma in Education survey sought cultural facts in the form

of attitudes expressed by the respondents towards the reality of

multiculturalism in Australian society and its implications for school policies.
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TABLE 4.4: FRIENDS OF DIPLOMA IN EDUCATION STUDENTS

(All figures are percentages except where indicated)

The definition of this group excludes those of Anglo-Australian
background, but includes those of other English-speaking backgrounds.

Typ" of Friend 1979-81
Respondents

1987
Respondents

NUMBER OF CLOSE FRIENDS

less than four
four to six
more than six

TOTAL
Number of Respondents

4't
42
17

40
42
18

100
266

100
L02

ETHNIC ORIGIN OF FRIENDS

from only one ethnic group
from Anglo-Australian group, thei¡ own ethnic group*

and at least one other non-English speaking group
from Anglo-Australian group and at least one other

non-English speaking group
from Anglo-Australian group and their own ethnic group*
from their own non-English speaking ethnic group and

at least one other non-English speaking group

TOTAL
Number of Respondents

32

23

20
L9

7

47

T2

34
4

3

101
266

100
t02

FRIENDS FROM THE ANGLO-AUSTRALIAN GROUP

none
one
two
three
four or more

TOTAL
Number of Respondents

t7
18
L9
t9
27

9
5

23
20
44

100
266

101
to2

*
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The students involved were presented with brief statements of a range of

situations that might arise in a plural society like Australia, in relation to the

usage of languages other than English, ways in which languages could be

taught and possible patterns of social interaction among members of different

cultural groups. They were asked to put a tick to indicate their basic agreement

or disagreement with the situation described. The choice of situations

presented was based on views expressed by respondents in a number of earlier

research investigations (Harris and Smolicz, 1976; Smolicz and Secombe, L977;

Smolicz and Lean, 1979). In the analysis of these data, presented in Tables 4.5-

4.7, t}:re respondents were grouped according to parental birthplace in order to

highlight any differences in the pattern of responses for students from

mainstream, as opposed to minority ethnic background.

Space was also provided for the students to make a comment on each of the

situations and explain their response to it. This approach was adopted in an

attempt to incorporate a more humanistic component into the questionnaire

format. In addition to investigating attitudes to multiculturalism through this

means, it was hoped to look at the methodological issue of the extent to which

these comments clarified or qualified the ticked responses made.

Attitudes to Language Usage

The response to statements about language usage are summarized in Table 4.5a

and 4.5b. Overall as many as 87"/" (including 84% of those whose parents were

born in Australia) expressed disagreement with the situation of migrants and

their children'giving up their own languages in Australia'. Almost the same

proportion (86% in 1979-87 and 87"/" n t979) endorsed the situation of migrants

and their children speaking their own languages at home. Two subsequent

questions explored the respondents' attitudes to limiting ethnic languages to

the private world of the home. The situation of migrants and their children



TABLE 4.5A: VIEWS OF 7979.81 DIPLOMA IN EDUCATION STUDENTS TOWARD LANGUAGE USAGE IN AUSTRALIA

(All figures are percentages)

LANGUAGE USAGE SITUATIONS
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TABLE 4.5b: VIEWS OF 1987 DIPLOMA IN EDUCATION STUDENTS TOWARD LANGUAGE USAGE IN AUSTRALIA

(All figures are percentages)

LANGUAGE USAGE SITUATIONS
Australians of
British origin
learning the

language of their
migrant friends and

neighbours.
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0
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countries (N=14)
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F
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'sPeaking only English in public', was rejected by 73/. of thre 1979-81., and 7L"/"

of the 1987 respondents, while 78% ofboth groups approved the right of ethnic-

Australians to speak 'their native tongue freely, whether at home or in public'.

These results represented a much more positive response to cultural and

linguistic pluralism in Australia than those reported by Richardson and Taft in

1,968 and Harris and Smolicztnl976.

Another significant response concerning language usage was to the statement

about 'Australians of British origin learning the language of their migrant

friends and neighbours'. Irrespective of their parental background, as many as

90% of the 1979-8L students and 84"/" fuom 1,987 agreed with this view,

indicating strong support for linguistic and cultural interaction among these

respondents.

Attitudes to Language Teaching

Another group of questions investigated the respondents' views on different

ways in which minority ethnic languages could be taught in Australia (Tables

4.6a and 4.6b). Over 90% of both sets of respondents were in favour of

'migrants teaching their children to speak their native tongue at home'.

Similarly, three-quarters of all the respondents indicated that they supported

the idea of 'migrants teaching their children their mother tongue in special

Saturday schools which they run'. As many as 72/o of the 1979-8L students

(including 66% of students of Australian-born parents) agreed also with the

policy of 'Australian schools teaching children of migrant background to read

and write in their own tongue', thus indicating that they did not wish to

confine languages other than English to ethnic homes and ethnic schools. In

1987, however, the level of support for this situation had fallen to 55%. This

resPonse may reflect greater public awareness of attempts to introduce

languages other than English into the school curriculum and the difficulties



TABLE 4.6a: VIEWS OF 1979-81 DIPLOMA IN EDUCATION STUDENTS TOWARDS WAYS OF TEACHING
ETHNIC LANGUAGES IN AUSTRALIA

(All figures are percentages)

WAYS OF TEACHING ETHNIC LANGUAGES IN AUSTRALIA

Australian schools
giving all students
the opportunity to

learn a non-English,
migrant language.
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TABLE 4.6b: VIEWS OF 1987 DIPLOMA IN EDUCATION STUDENTS TOWARDS WAYS OF TEACHING
ETHNIC LANGUAGES IN AUSTRALIA

(All figures are percentages)

WAYS OF TEACHING ETHNIC LANGUAGES IN AUSTRALIA
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involved in implementing such a policy for children of all linguistic

backgrounds.

The policy which gained almost unanimous support (97%) from both sets of

respondents of all backgrounds was that of 'Australian schools giving all

students the opportunity to learn a non-English migrant language'. Overall,

therefore, the majority of respondents, regardless of their background, were in

favour of children learning ethnic languages and cultures, and hence of

maintaining cultural pluralism in Australia. However, there was a minority, of

no more than a quarter, who were opposed to all these efforts.

These results compare favourably with findings on attitudes to linguistic

diversity reported in other studies. Meade (1983a) reported that 56% o1264

Australian born parents in Sydney approved the principle of children of

minority ethnic background learning their parents' language. In a Queensland

survey of over L,000 year 1.0 students, he found 63% supported this principle.

Smolicz and Lean (1979)'s study of Catholic school parents found that two

thirds of the parents of Anglo-Celtic-Australian background agreed with the

proposition that minority ethnic languages should be taught at home and at

school. In the survey of attitudes to languages other than English among the

Adelaide population at large discussed in chapter L, Kee (1988) reported that

79% of the respondents who were Australian born of Australian born parents,

were in favour of all school children being taught another language as well as

English.

Attitudes to Social Interaction

The statements relating to patterns of migrant settlement (Tables 41a and 4.7b)

evoked rather ambiguous responses. As many as 6L"/" in the period 1979-81,

and 65'/" in1987 agreed with the situation of 'migrants and their children living



TABLE 4.7a: VIEWS OF L979-81 DIPLOMA IN EDUCATION STUDENTS ON SOCIAL INTERACTION AMONG
ETHNIC GROUPS IN AUSTRALIA

(All figures are percentages)
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TABLE 4.7b: VIEWS OF L987 DIPLOMA IN EDUCATION STUDENTS ON SOCIAL INTERACTION AMONG
ETHNIC GROUPS IN AUSTRALIA

(All figures are percentages)
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in the same streets and suburbs as other migrants'. The L979-81 figures,

however, included 66% in favour among those of Australian born parents, but

only 50% agreement rate among those of non-English speaking background. In

1987, 73% of those of non-English speaking background indicated their

agreement. The converse of this situation produced a seemingly contradictory

result. Around 60% of both sets of respondents approved of 'migrants living in

suburbs which mainly have respondents who are Australians of British origin'.

Again this included 68% agreement among those of Australian origin and only

50"/" approval among those of non-English speaking parentage. The students'

comments, to be discussed later, help to interpret these seemingly conflicting

results.

Much more definite and clear-cut was the evaluation of the situation of

migrants keeping up their traditions in their own groups and not mixing with

anyone of a different background. Overall 94% of D79-81 and 99'/" of L987

students disagreed with this statement, confirming what has often been

regarded as general Australian rejection of the idea of ethnic separatism. Both

those of Australian and non-English speaking parentage showed agreement in

this assessment. On the other hand, the situation of 'migrants and their

children establishing their own clubs and organizations where they keep up

their own ways of life'was supported by 88% overall, including9l% of those of

Australian born parents, but only 83% of those of non-English speaking origin.

This level of support represented a considerable increase on the 32% of Harris

and Smolicz's L976 rcspondents who indicated their approval of such a

situation.

The statement that gained the highest level of agreement in relation to social

interaction (96% in L979 and 99'/. in 1987) was that of 'Australians of British

origin mixing freely with migrants and their children'. This was endorsed
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unanimously by those of English speaking background, but had somewhat less

support from those of non-English speaking parents - 89% among tl;re 1979-81,

respondents and 96/o amons those from 1987.

Attitudes Explored

The comments included in the responses were analysed in order to deepen

understanding of the views of students revealed in the 'ticks' they gave in

responding to the statements. Several of the statements from each table were

considered in this regard. Comments on the situation of ethnic groups

establishing their own (or 'ethnic') schools were received from 103 students

(out of a possible 266). Of these, 28 came from respondents who ticked their

disagreement with ethnic schools; the reasons they gave for their opposition

included the claim that ethnic schools were not necessary, or represented an

imposition on ethnic children. However, over a third of those who opposed

ethnic schools argued that it would be better to introduce the teaching of

community languages and cultures into the regular day school curriculum. It is

perhaps even more significant, however, that among the77 comments made by

those who ticked their agreement with ethnic schools, only 17 expressed strong

and unreserved support for the proposal. The others gave only qualified

approval : 20 stressed that such studies should be voluntary; others suggested

specific provisions to ensure that ethnic students were not over-burdened with

studies, or to safeguard the primacy of English as the common language for all

Australians. Another 24 make it clear that they supported ethnic schools only

as a 'second-best' solution, if ethnic languages and cultures could not be taught

in the regular school system.

In all, 90 students wrote comments in response to the situation of Australian

schools giving all students the chance to learn an ethnic language. Only four

students disagreed with this proposal, and another L3, while 'ticking' their
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agreement, added some sort of qualification or proviso. Over one-third of the

comments, however, were statements or exclamations of strong support, such

AS:

- good idea;

- great;

- excellent;

- an øbsolute must

Another third justified their agreements by referring to the way such courses

would contribute to building up Australia as a multicultural society in

comments such as:

- øssists Austrøliøn understanding of other ethnic &roups;
- necessary for future national cooperation;

- let's be føir - Tne're pretty ødamant øbout them learning English.

Comments on the situation of 'Australians of British origin learning the

language of their migrant friends and neighbours'came from 123 respondents

and can be interpreted as a realistic modification of their overall agreement.

Only ten were opposed while seven were undecided about this proposal. Of

the 106 comments from those who agreed with the proposition, L8 nevertheless

revealed a variety of hesitations about the proposal. The main qualification

made by 28 other students was that such studies should be voluntary, not

compulsory. As many as 58, however, made comments that reinforced their

support for such a situation, or suggested that benefits to be derived from

mainstream Australians leaming the languages of their friends and neighbours.

What was significant about their comments was the high degree of acceptance

of the principle involved, provided it was freed from any element of

compulsion, and the recognition of the value of such a situation both for the

individuals concerned and for society at large.
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In relation to the commonly expressed assimilationist position of 'migrants and

the children giving up their own language in Australia', ten of those classified

in the statistical analysis as'undecided'or'no answer'made some comment in

reply. Seven commented on the advantages of migrants learning English,

while retaining their first language. Three indicated that their response would

depend on the situation in which the migrants found themselves, or the extent

to which the migrants themselves wished to assimilate.

Among the 2L who made comments in conjunction with their basic agreement

with the statement, only one expressed the conventional assimilationist

demand, 'If they come to Australia they should learn the English language'.

Seven pointed out that knowing English was an advantage for migrants in

coping personally and preventing a sense of alienation in their new society.

Another 6 stressed that English as a common language was important for

communication, or to prevent discord in Australian society. Nine of the

comments, however, substantially qualified their agreement with the

statement, by referring to the possibility of maintaining their home language

alongside English.

In the case of the 148 who disagreed with this situation and commented on

their position, over two fifths stressed the value of migrants maintaining their

home language, giving a number of different reasons. Twenty-five mentioned

the benefits of knowing another language generally; 1.L the importance of

migrants not losing the languages and cultures they knew; 18 the vital link

between language, culture and identity; and 6 the advantages for Australian

society as a whole. Two commented that forcing migrants to give up their

language would be undemocratic. About a third qualified their rejection of the

statement by mentioning that English should be learned in addition to the

migrants'native language, while 3 went so far as to stipulate that English only
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should be spoken publicly and the use of the migrant language confined to the

home. Eight commented on the tendency of children to change to English

because of peer pressure or difficulties in learning the parental language

properly. There were 5 respondents who considered that the question .,..i

whether the home language was retained or given up was a matter of

individual and family choice.

In relation to patterns of social interaction, 83 of the students commented on the

situation of 'Australians of British origin mixing freely with migrants and their

children'. Of the 74 comments that came from those who agreed with the

statement, two fifths consisted of expressions of positive affirmation and

approval:

- a necessity;

- of course;

- importønt.

Another two fifths wrote of the mutual benefits to understanding and learning

that would follow from such interaction. The problems associated with

segregation and division were mentioned in 9 cases. Another 6 qualified their

agreement by stressing that choice of friends should be a matter for individuals

to decide. Among t}i.e 7 students who ticked their disagreement with this

situation, 5 pointed to the practical difficulties of achieving the ideal of

unrestricted social interaction, such as the existence of prejudices, the

perception of a'gap' , and the fact that most mainstream Australians could only

mix with those who could speak English. The two whose ticked response was

ambiguous both indicated in their comments qualified support for the

situation.
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Overview

The questionnaire survey of all Diploma in Education students enrolled in four

different years provided important background information concerning the

general student group from which all the memoir writers to be discussed in

chapters S-Ll. were drawn. The knowledge gained from the survey provided

an important reference point against which the individual memoir writers

could be compared. This applied in relation not only to the overall

characteristics of the group, such as gender, socio-economic standing, ethnicity,

language and friendship pattems, but also to views and opinions exPressed in

responding to the culturally plural situations presented to them in the

questionnaire.

These Diploma in Education students were clearly not typical or representative

of the South Australian population at large, but must be recognised as an

educationally elite group whose views cannot be extrapolated to the population

at large. Nevertheless, the attitudes of these particular students to cultural

pluralism were worth investigating for themselves, in so far as the views they

expressed in their teaching and modelled in their actions would have a

considerable influence on their future students.

In addition, important methodological conclusions can be drawn from the

comments section of the questionnaire which was completed by so many of the

students. The fact that the respondents were tertiary graduates, used to

expressing themselves in written form, probably helps to explain both the

comparatively high percentage who took the trouble to record their comments

and the quality of their remarks. The detailed analysis of the comments above

revealed the ambiguity of ticked questionnaire responses in that the same tick

covered a wide range of views, with qualifying comments reaching even to the

point of contradicting the primary response. The comments collected in the
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questionnaire survey pointed to the advantages of memoir methodology where

participants were able to write about issues in their own terms.

The chaptcr; that follow are concerned to analyse i.l..u Ír€Íroirs written by flofty

three Diploma in Education students of mainstream Australian background.

These more detailed personal statements provided a context for the views

expressed by the writers in a way that enabled the researcher to come to a far

deeper and more accurate understanding of their experiences and attitudes.
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CHAPTER FIVE

A PREFERENCE FOR MONISM

Chapter five is the first of seven chapters in which the views of the 43

participants of Anglo-Cetic-Australian cultural background are presented in

detail. The discussion in all these chapters incorporates extensive quotations

from the memoirs, as a means of understanding the social and cultural context

of the writers, as well as the attitudes they expressed, in greater depth than was

possible from the questionnaire comments considered in the preceding chapter.

The quotations have been edited minimally to eliminate details which could

identify the writer or were irrelevant to the purpose of this investigation; any

such omissions are indicated by three dots. Words in square brackets are

explanatory comments added by the researcher or needed for the sense of an

edited sentence. Any emphases in the quotations (use of capital letters or

underlining) are reproduced from the original text. Each of the quotations is

identified by the number of the chapter and a letter of the alphabet which

reflects the order in which they have been discussed eg. 54, 7C ot 9D.

The main thrust of the analysis was to ascertain the extent to which the

personal statements of the writers provided support for the conditions of

cultural interaction proposed by Smolicz, by seeking to ascertain what

experiences of cultural interaction the respondents described and what

attitudes to cultural pluralism their comments revealed. This chapter considers

the memoirs of five of the respondents who had had little or no direct contact

with people of other cultural backgrounds and expressed a preference for

Australia to be a society where mainstream culture prevailed. Some of these

writers indicated that they had known minority ethnic individuals at the level

of general secondary relationships in a wider grouping. For the most part,
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however, their memoirs focussed on the arguments for cultural monism in

Australia. Table 5.L provides concrete fact details of each of the writers

discussed in this chapter.

Monism on Economic Grounds

A economics graduate who spent his childhood years in a rural community

considered that the ideal of cultural pluralism was unlikely to succeed in

Australia for economic reasons.

AII commercial ønd legøI transactions øre conducted in English in Austrølia

ønd I would ørgue that ... to suraiae in ø new society the migrant høs to leørn

the host lønguage which means that to some degree the core aalues of the host

group inherent in language are transferred. While it would be fair to ødd

thøt many migrants who came to Australia møny yeørs ago høae stiV to gøin

fluency in the host languøge their children ... often adopted English as their

primøry lønguage naturally andhaaefully participated in the economy.

In many ways the migrønt, as opposed to the refugees of recent years, is ø

unique person. Why do people leøae often trøditional rural communities and

trøoel thousønds of miles to resettle? I would suggest that the motiaøtion is,

more often than not, ø desire for improaed materiøl weøIth ønd status. The

measuring stick for møterial weøIth for different groups is dffirent. I
remember øs a teenager going bøck ,.. to work picking oranges ønd meeting

Greeks who had worked øs casual labourers when my fømily had liaed there.

Neørly øll I knew of had bought fruit blocks ønd measured their success by

the lønd thøt they hød been øble to buy. In rurøI Greece and many other

European countries lønd is n measure of weølth and success. These people

were n "curious" mixture of Greek and Austrøliøn, who hød been øccepted in

terms of the Austrølians in the district becøuse they worked to gøin what they

hød. ln a sense there wøs no conflict of aølues, the Greeks were respected

becøuse they'd worked hørd (something Australian rurøl communities aalue

highly) andhad øchieaed their personal goøl of improaed møterial status.

The British migrants with whom I haae lirted during the pøst twelae years

hød the søme motiaøtion øs the Greek rurøl workers - møterial gøin but they

ualue dffirent items, houses, cørs, carøl)øns ønd things of the like. In Britain
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these øre the measures of wealth ønd personøI success. Nearly all the British

migrønts who emigrated from the 1-950s on were working class (møinly from
Liaerpool, Leeds, Birminghøm and London) with lesser numbers being lower

middle class trødesmen who perceiaed improrsed material status in dffirent
terms.

My ørgument centres around the assertion thøt migrants in leaaing their

own country øre søying something øbout their willingness to chønge their

wøy of life and eaen if the migrant is unwilling to chønge, particulatly the

non-English speøking migrant, the fact thøt the host group's lønguøge is the

economic languøge is in itself enough of ø conforming force (5A).

It would seem that the writer based his views largely on his contact with

immigrants from Greece in rural south Australia and from Britain in suburban

Adelaide. Although he had lived in the same community with them, there is

no evidence that his association with any of the immigrants had been at

anything more than a general secondary level, such as 'knowing of them' as

casual workers on the family's rural property.

For him the critical values in life were economic, in that he saw these as

determining values for people of all ethnic groups. Cultural differences were

recognised only to the extent that they might influence the way economic gains

were spent. Economic values, as the critical determining force in all social and

cultural life, were assumed to be the driving force behind migration, except in

the case of political refugees. All immigrants were seen as prepared to conform

to the mainstream cultural patterns needed for achieving economic success in

Australia. The implication was that there was no need for any specific

assimilation policy since economic factors per se would ensure the level of

cultural uniformity required for a stable society, and even tolerate a degree of

difference in marginal areas of life, such as patterns of consumption. The

possibility of cultural diversity in certain areas of life being maintained as a
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distinctively Australian shared value, or of individuals from the mainstream

group being influenced by minority cultural values was not considered.

The Advantages of Monism from a Social Class Perspective

An English graduate who had also grown up in the country was even more

forceful in his defence of cultural monism in Australia.

I wøs brought up, in ø fømily of four other children, on a farm in South

Australin ... Both my parents were of Anglo-Saxon lineage, hence my

orientation in the home sphere wøs Anglo-conformist. The home wøs

without doubt the greatest influence on my emotional and deeply

unconscious reøctions and attitudes. Intellectually and ideologicølly, its

influence wøs considerøbly less.

I attended [the local] primøry school for the mandatory seaen yeørs, then did

three yeørs at [the local] high school before completing my secondary

education at [ø boørding school in the cityl. The students øt both the

primary and high school were of similør bøckground ønd class, although

most of the Cøtholics went to the sepørøte Cøtholic conaent for their primary

education. School [in my home townl hød aery little influence on my aøIues,

or ffiy intellect (since I did øs little work as I could get awøy with), and only

the peer-group øt school wøs significant, thøt by wøy of shøping my sociøl

and sexuøl out-look. By far the biggest influence (ønd interest) wøs sport, as

indeed it was for the møjority of the boys I knew.

College [in the cityl was quite dffirent. Though less seuere than the plight

of øn ethnic child in a non-ethnic school, I found the alien social milieu at

first trøumøtic, later alienating. I despised the self-søtisfied, liberal

nssurance of the well-to-do (who øccounted for the møjority of the students

there) and deueloped politicøl and morøI ideas which were quite the opposite

of what the school's "hidden curriculum" tøught. For the first time in my

life, I began to cultiaøte øn intellectuøl life, but this was confined to

interaction with trusted peer-group members outside of the classroom.

Out of this context came his belief that minority ethnic cultures were also to be

explained in socio-economic terms. In his opinion the possibility of genuine
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cultural interaction occurring in Australian society was very remote, and the

maintenance of ethnic cultures a threat to Australian society.

.. . much of whøt [is attributed] to ethnicity could be incorporøted in ø broader

socio-economic framework ... the aast møjority of immigrants who cøme to

Australia were forced, either by social sønctions or by uirtue of their lower-

class origins, to occupy the lower rungs of the Austrølian cløss system .,. it

could be thøt their linguistic dfficulties and general cultural differences haae

been the primary cøuse of their flack ofl social mobility oaer the decødes ..,

Howeaer, who is to søy thøt the sociøl mobility of Australiøn-born manuøI

workers is øny greater? It seems probable that for low socio-economic

groups, mobility up the social scale is preaented by the sociøI structure.

Ethnicity møy exacerbøte the problem, but essentially it is an economic one.

Furthermore, a number of reseørchers høve found that working-class usage of

lønguøge differs from that of the ruling class(es) in a significant wøy'

Consequently, children from ø lower-class background høae dfficulty

understanding the more complex transactional languøge used by teøchers,

texts ønd middle-class children. Although inability to speøk English øt all is

a bigger handicøp, it is importønt to realize the preponderance of the socio-

economic question.

... will secondary interøctions ømount to mutual tolerøtion, in which case no

reøIly aaluable culturøl symbiosis will høppen, or will Anglos and Ethnics

meet in genuine rapport? I would predict the former ,.. The øboae problems,

of course, would be exacerbøted ,.. tifl PRIMARY interøction would be

confined to a giaen ethnic culture. lt seems that real culturøI exchønge,

which requires a degree of both respect and emotional inaolaement, would not

occur. In ø climøte of "toleration", monism as separøtism will soon result ...

At bottom [culturøI pluralism] amounts to a preference of European culture

øs against Australiøn culture. Anomie and loss of meøning is a real and

poignønt fact of liþ for many ethnics and their children. Howeaer, they ARE

liaing in ø dffirent culture ...

... ø heterogeneous community zuhose national ønd mutuøl achieuements in

cotntnerce, politics, Iaw etc. are secondary to an oaer-riding ethic of inter-

culturøl respect ... is løudable, BUT, in uieut of whøt l'ae said øboae, unlikely.
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Diaisiaeness of some sort is ineuitable : it may be a smøll price to pøy, in

fact. but it could also lead to the kind of aoliticøI instabilitu which is aørt of

the structure of a number of European cultures. As an Austrøliøn, I don't

want the political and bureaucratic "style" of ltaly, Poland, Greece or Løtaiø

to emerge AT ALL in this country.

The point is, what's wrong with Monism? Proaided øn effectual educøtion

for øssimilation is proaided, and, despite its critics, this is possible without

alienating ethnics, why not witness the gradual decline of minority cultures?

Simply becøuse a culture is old, simply becøuse pørt of the history once

produced great art, is no reason to perpetuøte it. Sure, it might enrich the

host culture, but equally as likely, it might add undesirable elements to the

host culture. Australiø is sexist enough, without incorporating the ltalian

and Maltese øttitude to women. And so on, In føct, the potential

diaisiaeness of a plurøl solution is inteøsed if one or more ethnic cultures

haae supra-aalues which cløsh unaaoidably with those of the host culture,

(58) ,

This memoir gives no indication that the author had ever had any significant

contact with Australians of minority ethnic background. His upbringing in a

country town and later secondary education at an independent boarding

school brought him in contact only with those who differed from himself in

terms of religious practice (whom he tolerated) and those who came from a

more affluent social group (whom he despised). His lack of experience of

primary relationships with those of minority ethnic background was reflected

in his questioning of whether it would ever be possible for 'Anglos and

Ethnics' to relate to one another with the degree of 'respect and emotional

involvement'which he recognised was needed in genuine culfural interchange.

Of all the memoirs analysed, this personal statement could be seen as

representing the most direct and intransigent expression of a negative attitude

to the possibilities of cultural pluralism and interaction in Australia. The

writer's perception of the primacy of socio-economic values mostly led him to
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interpret minority ethnicity as differing only in degree, and not in kind, from

the linguistic and cultural variations to be found among the socio-economic

groupings of the mainstream group. In this sense his attitude can be seen as

similar tc Ll-rat of the author of Memoir 54. Yel .l was not simply that he

believed interaction was unlikely to happen, but rather that if it did occur it

would produce negative effects, such as insecurity, conflict and division which

could potentially undermine the stable ethnically monistic Australian society

he knew and obviously preferred.

The Inevitable Triumph of the Majority

A third respondent who graduated in English and History, argued largely on

the basis of his experiences at secondary school, that the mainstream culture

would prevail through the desire of minorities to become assimilated.

My school, which was stä in the late 60s, the elite state school, contøined ø

aery high continental Europeanpopuløtion (25% in 1968).

English lt)øs a compulsory subject until Sth yeør. An "adequate" knowledge

of English was obuiously assumed, as we raere neaer tested for grammar or

oocabuløry. Instead, the emphøsis was on literøry criticism which, øs the

experiential content of most of the poems, pløys ønd noaels was so far beyond

our oTt)n diaerse but juaenile experiences, ut)as ø meaningless success - TDe

became aery good at reøding critical works, gauging the English rnøsters'

likes ønd dislikes, and then simuløting well-reseørched titiques. It was as

foreign øs Chemistry,hardh¡ Anglo-dominønt; just ønother subject. Thebest

students in "English" [included ø number of European nømes].

History until Sth year raøs predominantly AustrøIiøn, and wøs chronological,

not cultural in presentation. When diaersification came in Sth yeør, eaeryone

wøs fascinøted with the Germøn and ItøIiøn nøtionøl upsurgeflnces ønd, of

course, World Wars I ønd lI, rahich our lrish history møster took pøins to

show us were signals of the deuepitude of Englønd ønd the Empire. I
resented this løtter øt the time, but the rest of my class øgreed with him

wholeheørtedly.
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The whole thing about school wøs that it was not especiølly culturøI

whicheaer way you looked øt it. Its dominani impact was pure pedagogy,

tempered with large doses of ødolescence and footbøIl, which I understønd are

uniaersø\. Its oaert achieuements, under whøteaer Anglo-dominance there

Ttrøs, were definitely not the preserae of the Anglo-Saxons. [Eleaen out of

thirteen school duces in third and fourth yeør hød Europeøn røther than

distinctly Anglo- Austrøliøn namesl,

The heød prefect thøt yeør u)as [of Greek bøckground] ønd the magøzine in

which I found all this wøs edited by [a Yugosløa and ø Greek], both prefects

then, one now an øctor, the other ø Federøl Senøtor. On my last day of school

I went to Granite lsland with three Møløy Chinese ønd two Greeks, so I wøs

deemed a Greekfor the day, to eaen up numbers' It was ø good day.

In my home,I suspect thnt we were reøsonably Anglo-conformist. Howeuer,

our ... feør and insecurity øbout the use of foreign lønguages stemmed not

from xenophobiø but f"rom the føct thøt my mother Tl)øs a brilliønt French

scholør ønd linguist, while my fnther spoke Old and Modern Greek, ønd knew

Aramaic. The result wns thøt my brothers and I were all hopeless øt

languøges except for one who refused point blønk to do them at all at school.

He is now so proficient in lndonesiøn as to høae øn identifiable dialect ...

My peer group was z)ery, by ønd lørge, Anglo-Australiøn, ønd marked in its

dislike of my appørent Englishness (l øm actuøIly fourth and fifth generøtion

Australian). Consequently my best friends øt school TDere øn Austrian, an

ItøIiøn, ø Greek, ønd a New Zeølønd Quaker. Yet in øll this I would høae

considered myself, andbeen uiewedby my friends øs "Anglo-Saxon", ønd my

enaironment øs Anglo-Australiøn ...

Commonalities ønd similørities between øpproøching cultures will only speed

their øssimiløtion and in the finøl synthesis obscure some of their diaerse

origin ... [Yet] there zuill still be remøining strønds of origin ønd internal

diuersities within a society ... [There is ø dønger] of representing melting-pot

øssimilation and synthesis øs an equøIising and demouatic process of

absorntion. It is not - møiorities ølwaus preuøil. (5C)
t 

-
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The detailed evocation of school day memories in terms of contemPorary

students and some of the subjects they studied together illustrates well the

almost daily interaction at secondary level that could take place between

individuals of different ethnic background in the context of a mainstream

structure based on Anglo-Celtic-Australian cultural values.

Despite the final protestation concerning the triumph of majorities, the school

and its curriculum were not recognised as being'Anglo-dominant'. The writer

pointed to the success of students of minority ethnic background in the life of

the school and in subsequent life, but it was clear that they had been expected

to succeed in terms of a school curriculum, which took no account of the

cultural heritages of the non-English speaking background students. Their

success after school was also gauged in terms of their achievement in

mainstream social structures, such as the theatre and the Federal Parliament.

He described both his peer group and his environment as 'Anglo-Australian',

which could be taken as evidence that the cultural values being activated in

their activities were those of the mainstream group. Yet the close school

friends and associates he mentioned came from a variety of ethnic

backgrounds. Despite this contact, the writer gave no evidence of any real

awareness of the cultural differences which existed between himself and his

fellow students,let alone any exchange of cultural values among them.

Indeed the comment that school was'not specially cultural'could suggest that

the writer's understanding of the word 'cultural' was not that of the

anthropologist or sociologist but was perhaps associated more with aspects of

'high culture' which he did not consider to be part of the school curriculum.

Certainly he did not appear to associate the term culture with the taken for

granted reality of life as he knew it at home and school. The fact that he saw
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himself as being singled out in negative terms for his 'apparent Englishness'

was perhaps responsible for his stress on what he called the 'internal

diversities' of society. In his perception the cultural heritages of minority

ethnic groups appeared to be no different from the sub-cultural variants to be

found within the Anglo-Celtic-Australian group. The implication may be that

when reduced to cultural residues, minority ethnic heritages could be accepted

as sub-cultural variants within the overarching culture of the mainstream

group. The attitude expressed - that the majority culture would prevail - left no

room for any recognition of the way the cultures of minority ethnic groups

could be incorporated into an Australian multicultural tradition.

The Dominance of the Anglo-Celtic Heritage in Australia

Another student, who was a law graduate of Anglo-Celtic background, also

argued for the dominance of the mainstream cultural heritage in Australia and

the need for this to be transmitted and understood by people from all ethnic

backgrounds.

I write as a W.A.S.P. culturøl product and wish to defend my ethnic culture

upon perceiaed øttøcks ønd downgrading by person(s) of dffirent cultural

background(s), I say a 'W.A.S.P. culturøl product' because of the Celtic

content assimilated already so successfully beþre my birth thøt Anglo-Søxon

is taken now to include Anglo-Celtic ...

First I wish to exømine the alleged aalues which møy be shøred aalues of

Austrølia, What is Western pørliamentøry style demo*acy? ls it
gol)ernment of the people, by the people, for the people OR ls it goaernment of

the people, by self-interested politiciøns on behølf of the most influentiøl

Iobbyists? Do representøtiaes in our 'democracy' (representing the møiority

of their party which mønaged to get the møjority of uotes) øct for the whole

nøtion QR for 5L% of 51% which meøns øbout 26% of the totøl electorøte

(eaen ignoring the many aoters who do not belong to a politicøl pørty) ...
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Likewise the notion of freedom of the indiuidtnl is without substance

ultimøtely for me as ø determinist, Also be it economic or political'freedom',

I would suggest that the indiaiduøl seeks to better his personal condition and

thøt is only for ø smøIl minority that intellectual 'freedom' is necessary and

that economic 'freedom' is releaønt to only ø few in our cøpitalist society

haaing the meøns to use it .,, Many immigrønts come to Australia because

they expect ø better materinl lifestyle ønd do not understønd about liberalism

or democracy. Consider here, recent Southern ltaliøn immigrønts f-rom rurøl

areas raho møy not reølize Austrølia is a democrøcy and neaer get naturalized

to aote, but when they cøn finally ,fford a trip to the 'old country,' get

nøturalized to make re-entry eøsier. Møny immigrants øre the spouses or

children merely following the breadwinner who decided to emigrøte. Møny

immigrants did not decide to go to Austrølia; to leaae their old country was

the real decision.

I wish now to exømine the transmission, or lack thereof, of my ethnic groups'

eørlier aalues ,,.Why should modern ethnic cultures expect to be treated

better thøn the older Anglo-Celtic culturøl groups? Some examples will
illustrøte.

So many Cornish, and to a lesser extent Welsh, miners came to South

Australia løst century for the Burrø, Moontø etc. mines ... Cornish pøsties

seem to be the sole discernible contribution to our culture of a large

significant group. If the ltnliøns contribute pøsta, pizzø ønd terrazzo floors
then they haae added proportionally more thøn part of the allegedly dominant

Sroup ...

The destruction of a sepørate Scottish identity would be complete except for
(i) 'funny sounding surnaffies' (like McArthur, McAlister, McGowøn etc,);

(ä) ethnic societies (eg. Royøl Caledoniøn Society); (üi).folkloric dønces (eg.

Scottish country dancing - dancing which I personølly used to do L3 yeørs

øgo - or Highland dancing); (ia) "funny" costumes (men in dresses, how

funny - they cøIl them'kilts' don't theyT)

The 'destruction' of Celtic culturøl input can be ouerstøted. Much has been

contributed to our existing culture and lønguøge. Pløce nømes such øs

Burnside, Glynde, Strøthølbyn, Urrbrae ... a word such as 'reck' (to cøre or

think about) suruiaes in 'reckless' or 'reckoning' though not in its root form.
(Interaction, not mere assimiløtion, occurred!) ... Old Austrøliøn culture
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øctuølly consists of a plurølity of cultures with sometimes opposing core

aalues eg. Old Australiøn working-clnss aølues such øs collectiaism, and

frankness, and Establishment indiaiduøIism ønd'politeness' ,.. Within [my

own) supposedly mono-cultural family, there was ø persistent wør between

two cultural behaaiour pøtterns : between the brusque, rude working class

behaaiour of my father ønd øn effusiae, polite Adelaide Establishment

behaaiour pøttern of my mother ,.,

[On teaching prøctice] I wøs shocked uthen the year 1,Ls expløined that they

did not know ønything øbout Møgna Cartø, the Act of Supremøcy, separation

of Church and State, the L689 Glorious Reaolution establishing the

supremacy of Pørliament, or eaen anything about Australian history except

its initial discouery. They had been taught the history of Indonesia ønd our

near neighbours insteød! ...I see this as 'Internøtionalism' run rampønt. The

school also teaches ø number of community lønguages because of its 25%

ethnic proportion of students.

I see this as anti-Anglo conformism ønd internationølism throwing the baby

out with the bath wøter. The institutions of our society, such øs

Pørliømentøry Democrøcy haae grown out of English and Australiønhistory.

In failing to teøch'Anglo' history, we fail to instil any deep appreciøtion for
democratic etc. aalues ønd make dfficult the crention of such aølues being

shared, core uølues for Australian society.

Considerøtion for the 25% or so of our population's non-Anglo cultures, does

not meøn thøt the'Anglo' history of the old 75% should be ignored. Anglo

history is now the common heritøge of all Austrøliøns becøuse it *eated the

existing trøditions of democrøcy and economic freedomfor us now.

In asserting democracyt economic and indiuiduøl freedom should be shared,

core aalues of øll Australiøns, 7þe øssert the required/desired dominønce of

core ualues of certain groups within the Anglo-culturøl heritøge. I høue no

objection to the continuønce of culturøI differences where they do not conflict

rnith these aølues; but just øs all need to knont the English language to

suraiae in Austrøliø, for Australiø to suraiae as a democrøcy aII groups need

to learn ønd to øppreciøte the centrøl core Anglo-heritøge which has shøped

ønd created lf. (5D)
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Although this personal statement provided little evidence of the writer's

contact with individuals from minority ethnic cultures, it revealed an

understanding of what had happened to Celtic cultures in both Britain and

Australia, as well as the conflict of sub-cultural differences in his pare^-.ls'

relationship. As with Memoir 5C, the writer's assumption appears to be that

cultures of minority ethnic groups are just other forms of sub-cultural

variations within mainstream culture, comparable to the Scottish and Cornish

residues, or the social class and life style differences he recognised in the

contrasting behaviour patterns of his mother and father.

His experiences with secondary school students on teaching practice left him

convinced of the crucial significance of transmitting the Anglo Saxon cultural

heritage to all students in Australian schools, no matter what their ethnic

origin. Without this commonality of knowledge and understandi.g, the very

existence of Australia as a democratic society was, in his opinion, endangered.

He was not opposed to the maintenance of ethnic cultural differences,

provided that they did not conflict with what he regarded as the essential core

values for all Australians.

The expression of attitudes in this memoir was more complex than in those

discussed earlier. The real dichotomy of attitudes which can be discerned

makes it an interesting example of some of the issues of interpretation raised in

the chapter on memoir methodology. In the first paragraphs of his statement

the writer was cynically challenging the operation of democracy and individual

freedom in societies like Australia, and arguing instead for determinism and

materialism. Yet in the last section he expressed his concern and shock at

finding that the students he was teaching knew nothing about English history,

which at that stage he claimed was 'the common heritage of all Australians

because it created the existing traditions of democracy and economic freedom
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for us now'. This can be interpreted as an example of apparently conflicting

attitudes being expressed by the same writer in the course of the one memoir in

a way that allows the researcher and the reader to gain greater understanding

of the sometimes contradictory attitudes that may co-exist within the one

individual, To the persons concerned, of course, these attitudes could be quite

consistent, since their expression could be related to the different social or

intellectual contexts in which the individuals found themselves.

Indifference to Cultural Interaction

Another writer, a graduate in geography and herself the mother'of school age

children, spoke of her disinterest and 'apathetic attitude ... toward the

encouragement and development of cultural interaction'.

My vølue orientøtion is predominantly Anglo-conformism and ... my initiøl

reaction to the deaelopment of educationøl policy to accommodøte the

oarious cultural influences was more closely aligned wíth those who would

be identified as integrationists. Whilst not denying the aarious ethnic

groups, and indiaiduals, particulørly those of the second ønd third

generations, øccess to their culturøl heritage, I would see benefits øccruing to

them røther than to those subscribing to the dominant culture ...

My formøl schooling, both øt secondøry and primøry leael, was within the

confines of ø priaate girls' school, where both støff and students were øImost

uniþrmly Anglo-Australiøn. ln keeping with trødition, I pursued Løtin as

my møin languøge until the end of secondøry school, while French, the only

other lønguøge taught at the school, was dispensed with after first year,

Moreoaer, the only history topics offered were either Ancient or

BritishfEuropean history. The løtter wøs simply indoctrinøtion in the past

glories of the British Empire and a reinforcement of Anglo-Søxon culturøl

ualues. At this støge topics such øs Australian or South-East Asian history

were not included in the school curriculum, ønd indeed were seen to haae

little releaance in ø formal academic educøtion bøsed on educationøI ideøIs

borrowed from Britain. In addition, my home enaironment, both family ønd

friends, were exclusiaely Anglo-AustrøIian, and øs I recøll both my pørents

and grøndpørents, whilst welcoming some of the post-wør immigrøtion
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policies, assumed thøt the immigrants would aery quickly øssimiløte' Hence

it is not surprising that my attitudes are aery heøaily tøinted with Anglo-

conformism, with little opportunity, at least within my personal orientøtion,

to be dffirent.

In retrospect, howeaer, it is dfficult to reconcile my current attitudes with

perceiaed influences which I cøn assume Tt)ere øcquired f'rom my schooling

and early home enaironment, What is perhaps more pertinent, is the

influence of my children's øttitudes and øssociations with ethnic children,

and my limited associøtion with their pørents. Indeed, at times I øm

surprised by the terms in which my elder daughter (who attends ø high

school where there is currently 36 per cent of the children with parents of

ethnic origin) addresses many of the children from ethnic backgrounds.

Eaidently, there is aery little cultural and social interøction between

Austrnliøn ønd ethnic children, ønd in møny instances thete appeørs to be

animosity between them. Whilst my upbringing was almost totølly deaoid

of competing cultural influences, which can be seen øs responsible for my

generøl indifference, my daughter has mønøged to form aery definite

attitudes which can be labelled at best ambiaalent '..

ln my own work experience, which is currently teaching at tertiøry leael, I

find that most of my colleagues øre Anglo-Australian ønd that euen in this

enaironment there is little exposure to different culturøI aalues. Those

ethnic students with whom I do høae contact appear to be well acculturated,

and yet maintain extremely tight-knit social groups, lt can be argued that

these groups are ø response, or ø defence mechnnism, adopted to combøt

perceiued ølienation, imposed whereaer Anglo-conformism is the

predominant cultural system ...

With the exception of my eating habits whichhøae undergone quite dramøtic

change due to the many dffirent 'ethnic' foods now readily aaøiløble,l find
my lifestyle little fficted by the wide rønge of culturøl aølues now eaident

in Australian society ...

I feel many educationists in the pøst høae ignored the fact that educøtion

cøn't compensøte for society nnd that it is the politicøI ønd economic system

whichhas to undergo change to ølleaiate or ømeliorøte inequalities. To what

extent the nrguments for expenditure on the deaelopment of educøtional

progrøms to promote greøter cultural interøction are dependent on notions
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to ultimately improae liþ chances for ethnics and eliminøte prejudice and

discrimination will in the long term obaiously høue to be øccompanied by

economic and politicøl chønge. Hence, in my aiew ørguments centred

primørily on culturøl rather than politicøI and economic aspects of society

are røther simplistic, which is most probably a reflection of my own

uniaersity educøtion, whereby the stratification of society by class has

generally been seen to be more releuønt ...

[Recently] a notice sent home by [my daughter's] school aroused much

dissension amongst parents (primørily of Anglo-Søxon origin but ølso of

other nationalities) towards the Greek parents of the school. It zoas sent to

øll pørents of children øttending the school Obaiously, the inaitøtion [to

øttend a meeting orgønized by the Greek Parents Committeel was extended

to nll pørents to foster øn understønding of the øims of the Greek parents'

committee ønd to interest pørents in allowing their children to participøte in

Greek studies. Despite good intentions, most recipients raere annoyed as

this notice arriaed beþre the notificøtion of ø 'general' pørents' AnnuøI

General Meeting, and thereþre u)as seen by tnany (quite interestingly by

many British immigrants) as nn excuse to form their own pnrent committees

to counter-øttack the Greelc. (Not that this eaentuated) ...

I personally aiew the existence of a Greek Pørent Committee as a retrograde

step which, whilst møintaining and deaeloping Greek culturøI identity, høs

Ied to conflict and alienation of persons who might haae responded if such a

proposal was put forwardby abody, of no ethnic ffiliøtion, that might haae

simply been formed to promote culturøI diaersity. I haae no iden to which

extent the Greek Pørent Committee, or other similar øffiliations, are ø

normal pørt of the current school scene, howeaer in the light of my oery

superficial contact I feel thøt such groups are diaisiae, pørticularly when

they manage to øpportion to themselaes a greater shøre of scarce educøtional

resources ... Whilst I would agree thøt culturøl interøction is ø worthwhile

goal to work towørds, I personally would be more likely to retain my

indffirence, but can see positiae influences for my children. (58)

It is clear that the socio-cultural context of this writer had provided little

opportunity for contact with people of minority ethnic origin. Educated in an

independent girls' school, where the students came from a similar background
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to herself, she had only as a tertiary teacher become aware of the reality of

living in the same community as Australians of other cultures. Contact with

her students had never extended beyond the level of secondary relationships

within the value framework of a mainstream tertiary educational institution.

In her opinion, the minority background students were responsible for the lack

of cultural interaction, since they were either culturally assimilated, and

therefore not a source of alternative cultural values, or maintained closed

primary networks, from which she as an Anglo-Celtic-Australian was

excluded.

More recently she had been confronted with multicultural issues in what she

regarded as a more provocative way, with the discovery that a Greek Parents'

Committee existed at her daughter's high school. Her direct questioning of the

desirability of Greek parents establishing a separate parents' committee, points

to an assumption that schooling should be based on mainstream cultural

values. The underlying fear was that structures based on any other cultural

values would lead to separatism and division.

Throughout the memoir her comments revealed an Anglo-conformist attitude

which was opposed to the incorporation of cultural pluralism into the shared

value framework of Australian society, although she accepted that there could

be benefits to ethnic individuals in having access to their cultural heritage. Her

preference was for cultural monism, although she did admit to taking

advantage of the variety of foods available since the European and Asian

groups settled in Australia. She also thought it possible that her children who

had been educated alongside those of non-English-speaking background might

adopt a different attitude to hers.
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Overview

Overall, these five statements from individuals whose attitudes favoured

monism rather than cultural pluralism, and consequent interaction, though

they did so from varying perspectives and on rather different grounds. Their

comments indicated that the extent of minority cultural variation that they

would be prepared to tolerate were residues like food, life-styles and customs

that could be accepted as sub-cultural variants of the mainstream Australian

culture.

It can be argued therefore that these memoir writers fulfilled none of the

conditions postulated by Smolicz as necessary lor interaction to take place on

the Anglo-Celtic-Australian side. None of the five statements provided any

evidence that their writers had ever directly experienced or participated in any

aspect of minority ethnic cultures. Furthermore, none of them revealed a

positive attitude to cultural diversity. All of them expected that the future

cultural patterns of Australia would be derived almost exclusively from the

mainstream Australian group. If the views and experiences described by these

respondents were found to be widespread in Australian society, cultural

interaction would be a rare phenomenon.
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CHAPTER SIX

ACCEPTING THE PRINCIPLE OF PLURALISM

This chapter considers the views of those respondents whose memoirs revealed

some readiness to accept cultural diversity in Australia, although the

circumstances of their lives had given them little or no contact with cultures

other than their own. However, the extent to which they embraced this

principle varied considerably. Some expressed only qualified support; others

recognised that their attitudes had little chance of being activated, while in a

few cases the comments revealed sensitive appreciation of, or strong support

for, minority ethnic cultures in Australia. In the discrrssion that follows the

memoirs have been arranged to illustrate similar attitudes, as well as common

features in the writers' background and experiences. Table 6.L presents the

concrete facts related to each of the participants discussed in this chapter.

A Qualified Recognition of Minority Cultures

Two respondents who had grown up in country towns both revealed a cautious

attitude to cultural pluralism in Australia. One, a graduate in English and

French, described in detail how the monocultural outlook of her early life

formed her attitudes to cultural and social interaction.

There wøs nothing to disturb the Anglo-Søxon nature, in fact, the Anglo-

Søxon Protestønt nature of my home life. Geographical locøtion is the most

significønt reason for this. ln a small country town we were untouched by

the immigration policies of our Goaernment. The religious dffirences which

prouided the only aøriety were riualled only by the diaision between country

duteller ønd city dweller. This wøs the other significønt cultural distinction.

Thereþre, it wøs with some curiosity and wonder thøt we regørded the

presence of the new Polish fømily in our midst in the 60s. Language did not

øffrct us for they spoke English. Thereþre their Polish remøined at the leael

of ø curiosity. Their dfficulties with Nazism during the war were like
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something out of a storybook, far remoaed from our experience, like

eaerything else in the world, for the geographic isoløtion was not just of our

township but of our nation as well. There were rumours of "exploitøtion",

but there was ølso acceptønce and assistance on the part of my own fømily
who belieaed in giuing eaeryone a "føir go". My føint memories record tha!

the local Cøtholic priest utas not oaer-accepting of his new parishioners. They

experienced dfficulties in getting work, haaing to go to the city for
employment. I remember my føther explaining reluctantly, that the

newcomer seemed to thinkhe was "ø bit good" for the employment ffired in

town. Here wøs ø direct cløsh with the ethos of the AustrøIian experience of

the past - the age of the "swaggie" and of the depression : work should be

taken whereuer it could be obtøined and whateaer it was. The Protestant

work ethic dominated our society .,.

Nothing has since grently fficted or chøllenged my Anglo-Australian

experiences. Encounters with non-Anglo-Australians haae been brief ønd

superficiø\. Neaer has the opportunity deaeloped for conflict with other

customs, øttitudes or aalues. Neaer has my surviaal depended upon the

speaking of ønother lønguøge. Neuer høae dffirences been greater than the

differences met betuteen my family, where one has to adjust to that particular

fømily's social system ...

My schooling coaered the post-war yeørs (1945-L956) and it wøs only in later

yeørs that I reøIised the cultural significønce of my schooling. It was not

Australian, though the English might haae thought so. It wøs English,

though the English might høae recognised many AustrøIiøn characteristics.

History textbooks told of English kings and English success in bøttles, the

British Empire and thøt Cøptøin Cook "discouered" Australia. Stories

reuolued øround country lanes, jam tarts, hedgerows and good children.

Nature studies reflected oak trees and robins. There was minimøl Australian

history, ønd it was not until my uniaersity studies that I realised thøt apart

from Pøtrick White there wøs a respectable body of Australian literature

beyond Banjo Patterson ønd Henry Lawson. The Pøcific regions didn't exist

at all ønd Asia only in relation to trøde, Eøch 24th Møy, Queen Victoria's

birthday, we receiaed ø medal to commemorøte Empire Døy, ønd ølI

schoolchildren became members of the Gould League (of bird loaers) by

buying ø badge, We took to school food pnrcels for Britain, Iistened to B.B.C.

news broadcasts wøaering oaer the wireless, søt up løte for broødcasts of royøI

weddings, coronations, and of course cricket test møtches. We bought British
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goods whereaer possible becøuse these were of "good quality". People who

hød neuer been to Britøin ønd hød seaerøl generøtions of family born in

Australiø, called Britain "home" ,,,

The cultural distinctions of my childhood were not ones of ethnic origin but

ones of religious distinction Noú only was AustrøIia mostly Anglo-Saxon

but it wøs also Anglo-Saxon Protestønt. Protestønts went to the støte

primary school, Cøtholics to the local conaent school. Their culture was ns

mystifuing, fønned by a residual Protestant bigotry of preaious generations,

as any ethnic culture. It was ø case of "neaer the twøin shall meet" at

primary school leael, but becøme of little importance at high school leael,

ushere the "cultures" mingled, and friends were møde on the bøsis of "shared

unlues" røther thøn dffirences (which were easily tolerated). At High

School, in my experience, only two people represented or reaealed the migrant

presence, but that is recognised in retrospect. At the time they were simply

school mates and were significant only by ø moderately outstanding skin

colouring (a blonde and oliae colouring in the case of the ltølian) and unusual

names. "lmmigrant" '(þøs ø word we didn't heør at this leael..

As most immigrants Tt)ere of Orthodox or Catholic persuasion, ønd my own

denomination was Protestønt, I was further shielded ftom the migrant

presence.

To heør a foreign lønguage or see a foreign word was a notable eaent. ln the

kinds of circles I moaed in, youth clubs, tennis clubs, ffices, eaen in the 60s,

my experience of the migrant presence was almost non-existent.

Language experience was restricted to school French, which precluded the

speaking of the lønguøge. Encounters with any culture other than Anglo-

Søxon Tt)ere spasmodic and superficial. It wøs necessary to trøael to

experience ønother culture. But the cultural charøcteristics of the aørious

groups began to haae their effect upon Austrøliøn society, and when I
returned after seaerøl yeørs' øbsence, it was noticeøble in the large cities, It
still has not penetrnted to the country towns except in the form of Chinese

takeøwøy restøurants or Pizza houses. It wøs with eøgerness ønd excitement

thøt we observed the influence. Nonetheless, el)en though our home is now

situøted in an areø which is remarkøbly well populated by the ltaliøn

community, the cultural interøction is øt limited leuel. Foreign lønguøges are

heørd only øt the supermarket or on the bus. This perhøps points to the lack
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of cultural interaction in the form of lønguøge in the media. Ethnic rødio is

isolated from the møinstream mediø as is ethnic teleaision where it is

aaailable. There is no call to listen to other than English, or read other thøn

English. The institutions catering for the ethnic communities øre isoløted

from the møinstream culture ...

Speaking ønother language is a nice ideal, but it is dfficult. lt becomes

øpparent that the need to speak another lønguøge is the most compelling

reason for doing so. lt is an easy møtter to try other food, eaen to learn ø new

dance, but to learn ø new lønguage requires efþrt which calls for great

motiantion. The Anglo-Austrøliøn community does not høae this motiaøtion.

The ethnic community must haae it if the pursuit of opportunity is to be

encouraged in an English speøking society. (6A)

In this memoir there is no suggestion that the writer was opposed or hostile to

minority ethnic cultures, but rather the impression that she had been for much

of her life unaware of them. In retrospect she recognised that her schooling had

actually involved the transmission of the cultural heritage of the English ethnic

group and she retained a certain detachment from participating in another

culture. For her, the only meaningful differences were those to be found

between Protestants and Catholics, between rural and urban people, or among

family members. Her French studies, her travels abroad, and her current life in

a suburb which she recognised was shared with many Italian families, had not

led to any changes in the personal cultural systems which she activated in

everyday life. Even her social contacts with those of other backgrounds

remained'brief and superficial'.

In her judgement, mainstream Australians had no motivation for making the

effort to learn a language other than English in order to participate in the

cultural life of another ethnic group. Learning French in her own case had not

led to any cultural participation or interaction in the Australian context. She

appeared to have no objection to minority ethnic groups maintaining their
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cultures in Australia, but she saw these as rather separatist activities in which

mainstream Australians had no interest.

Another participant who graduated in History and English had grown up in an

Anglo-Scottish family in a rural district interstate. While recognising some of

the benefits of multiculturalism, she was doubtful of it ever succeeding as an

ideal among mainstream Australians.

My own Anglo-Austrølian parents and school trønsmitted [their] aøIues to

me ns ø child, ønd they were aery much taken for granted ,.. uølues instilled

in my childhood [included] the importance of always doing whøt one belieaes

to be "right" ønd keeping one's word, and these aalues were so strongly held

by *y pøternøl grandfather and my heødmistress, both Presbyterians, that I
think they were more than just pørt of moral training but had the status of

côre vølues. The rest of the family, a mixture of Anglicøns and Catholics,

belieaed in these aalues too, but they were a fundamentøl part of these two

elderly Presbyterians, ønd indeed my føther. AII my contemporøries, most of

whom were country children, held a strong attøchment to the Australiøn land

.,. which could be described as ø core aalue, but it was not so eaident in school

friends who came from Melbourne. On the other hand, my mother's fømily
hnd come to Australiø from Englønd in the first years of this century, and

though she was born here my mother for most of her life has referred to

England øs "home", ølthough she rørely does now. She has ølways hød ø

strong øttachment to the monørchy, like many Anglo-Australiøns of her

generation, but this was countered in my upbringing by my father's slight

løcobite tendencies.

My childhood wøs certninly Anglo-Celtic-Austrøliøn, and in the early years

the only other ethnic people I saw were the Aboriginals who liaed in kerosene

tin huts along the town's riaerbønk, or who cøme to the town occøsionally by

horse ønd cørt from the reserae thirty miles away. There was ølso the one

remøining Chinese market gardener and the rare Afghøn trøaeller, but they

remøined curiosities ønd disøppeøred in the eørly L950s. From about thøt

time the labour needed to build the post-wør irrigation works ... wøs largely

supplied by Europeøn migrants, who initiølly were referred to øs Displaced

Persons (whether they had been or not), D.Ps or Døgoes. My føther
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employed them too, ønd they came from the migrønt camp to fulfil their two

years' løbour beþre they were nllowed to retreøt to the city and establish

small shops, ø dream rnøny of them had which surprised my brother and me.

Perhøps it wøs partly because of our small knowledge of some of the

experiences that these people had endured, the føct thøt the Wør was still

føirly fresh in people's memories, ønd øIso the whole climate of the Cold Wør

period, thøt the adoantages of the Australian politicøl system and the idea of

Australia as the best country to liae in were transmitted both øt home and at

school; perhaps, too, it was ø result of the insulørity of Australia in the

1.950s.

During this period the goaernment's policy towørds migrønts, who were to be

called New Australiøns, wøs øssimiløtionist. We assumed that the children

we cøtte into contact with would leørn to spenk English well, and their

pnrents to speøk it adequøtely, but I do not think we assunted they would be

totølly assimiløted, They would øttend Austrøliøn schools and fit in with our

way of life, in other words accept our oalues, but at home they would liae øs

we imøgined they would liae in Europe. We certainly did not adiust our wøy

of hfe to theirs, apart from chønging our eating habits slightly, and Anglo-

Austrølians in the district welcomed the improaement to the Sreen Srocer

shops and cafes as they were graduølly øcquired by one Greek family.
HoTueaer, the social lrft of the town remained separøtist, ønd the head of the

Greek fømily continued to be øttached to Greece and eaentually sold his best

delicatessen and retired to Capri [or perhøps Crete] .,.

Some second generøtion ethnic people in order to fit in better with their

Austrøliøn contemporaries, høae rejected the culture of their pørents. In

møny cases children who are spoken to by their pørents in their ethnic

Ianguage reply in English, and ølso conaerse with their siblings in English,

Often the third generation haae tried to rediscouer their culture but, unable to

learn the languøge properly and not høuing had the core aølues trønsmitted to

them, they haae tended to adopt folk customs instead, such as dancing. This

tendency can stü be seen in the Australiøns of Scottish descent who learn

Highlønd dancing and to play the bagpipes. My føther's family laid great

store by the wearing of the "correct" tørtan, and my brothers øt one støge

(unfortunately for the rest of the fømily) øttempted to leørn to play the pipes
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While I support the teaching of languøges I høae graae doubts about the

practicality of this system, ønd feel thøt it would not produce bøInnced

bilingual speøkers,let ølone bicultural people. In contrøst to the situation in

Canøda, we høae so møny dffirent ethnic groups ønd ineaitnbly the smaller

ones would be neglected. AIso a good spoken ønd written command of

Engtish is essentiøI to participate fully in the social ønd economic life of

AustrøIiø, and I øm not øt all conainced that bilinguøl schools would proaide

this for ethnic children or for those Austrøliøns who have any dfficulty with

written English øt aIL..

I øm pessimistic about the chønces of øny but a aery few Anglo-Australians

becoming biculturø\, ønd ølso, with the process of interaction, pessimistic

about the chances of most ethnic Sroups maintaining their cultures ønd

Ianguøges in ø "pure" form. Neaertheless, I do belieae the schools should

prouide multicultural education for øll children, and should aalue, and teach

all chitdren to aalue, the diaerse cultures and languages to be found in

Austrølia. Moreoaer, I belieae in the prouision of the better teaching of ø

wider uøriety of languøges to children, but I am concerned thøt if
"community" lønguages øre to be tøught, pørticularly through bilingual

education, those children speaking ø small minority language will be

forgotten and feel their own languøge is not aalued.

In conclusion, then, I belieae that schools should continue to teach the shøred

uølues of Australian society, ønd should integrate multiculturøl education

into their curriculø. Eaen if Austrølian society tends towørds cultural

sepørøtism, there will be some interøction between groups so that all cultures

will be somewhat modified by eøch other, with the dominant Anglo-

Australian culture høaing the strongest influence, øt the same time being

modified itself. I belieue Austrølia will be ø multicultural society for a long

time to cotne, ønd the role of the schools will be importønt in deciding how

much ønd in whøt form the dffirent ethnic groups will retøin the culture ønd

aalues they høae brought with them, ønd how much interøction there will be

among the groups. (68)

One of the attitudes which this writer claimed was taken for granted in her

childhood was the assumption that the languages and cultures of other groups

would continue to be activated, but only within the confines of the home. Such
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an attitude represents the privatisation or domestication of minority ethnic

cultures, which puts them on a level with the activation of family traditions

and personal religious beliefs or participation in other voluntary or interest

sub-groupings within Australian society. Her doubts that only a few

mainstream Australians would ever become bicultural could be seen as a

reflection of her early enculturation and her observation of the way the people

in the district responded to the presence of 'New Australians' in their

community. Her support for an increase in the teaching of community

languages was tempered by an Anglo-Celtic-Australian concern for faimess to

all which, in its extreme form, would rather deprive all minority ethnic

children of the opportunity to study their home language rather than favour

some groups or individuals over others. In arguing for multicultural

education, she saw the possibility of mainstream culture being influenced to a

limited extent by minority ethnic cultures, but remaining essentially dominant.

Such comments suggest a recognition of minority cultures, but doubts about

the extent to which they could interact meaningfully with the mainstream

culture.

Re-evaluating the Transmitted Anglo-Conformist Heritage

Two of the memoirs gave evidence not only of the exclusively Anglo-

Australian (as opposed to Anglo-Celtic-Australian) heritage transmitted

through their school, but also of their re-evaluation of this heritage in the light

of subsequent experience. One English graduate, who began by describing the

overwhelmingly Anglo-Australian orientation of his schooling, went on to

express an appreciation of the importance of cultural interaction.

My own education was øt ø leading independent boys school. Out of a senior

school of about seaen hundred there utere seaerøl lews, ø couple of Greeks ønd

one Asian prince (øn honorøry white). While there utas nothing in the

curriculum or the comments of staff to influence opinions on other cultures,
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there was øn øppreciøble amount of 'subdued antagonism' to those who were

not Anglo-Søxon. It is possible that eaen if the influences of the home do not

contribute directly to it, the aery øct of coming from all oaer Adeløide to a

school ølmost exclusiaely Anglo-Søxon and Protestant, cnnnot help but

creøte an -i.itnic and cløss consciousness. To be øble tc ,,,etriculøte øt the nge

of eighteen without eaen speaking to or knowing someone of ø difþrent

religion or ethnic background does not pøae the wøy for a multi-culturøl

society with any culturøl interaction (øt least for some people).

The øccepted uiew in the home wøs aery much .,. a mixture of detachment

and subdued øntøgonism to ethnic minorities. This møy be more so in the

case of families uith men who fought in World Wør II ønd then søw migrants

from deþated countries (ie.Italy) come to Austrølia to størt ø new life.

The øttitudes of my peer group were non-committal; the subject of ethnic

groups was really a non issue. Apørt from signs on the school gøtes in Greek

and ltøliøn saying "Priaøte Property Keep Out" and listening (nnd

smirking) when people spoke on the bus in foreign languøges, rne hød no

contact with any other cultures.

For the most part the same wøs true for the Church. The Church of England

does not communicøte with ltølians and Irish who are Roman Catholic or

Greeks who øre Greek Orthodox or møny other ethnic groups who haue their

own churches. We just ignored them; whichbrings me [to the point that] .,.

I feel the minority ethnic groups would prefer euen more inter-cultural

tension proaided it meøns there was interøction, Nobody likes to be iust
ignored while their culture withers øwøy. The older people who can trønsmit

some of their liuing trødition often cønnot do so; their children utho wiII be

able to (perhøps) may not want to. (6C)

This writer revealed a perceptive awareness that both the independent school

he attended and the Anglican church in which he was brought up functioned

as separatist structures for the benefit of the mainstream group and to the

almost complete exclusion of minorities. Those who belonged to upper class

Anglo-Australian organizations were effectively kept apart from, and in

ignorance of, their fellow Australians who belonged to minority ethnic and
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other religious groups. The writer's sense of irony in pointing out that the

school's only recognition of the multicultural reality of the surrounding

suburbs was the 'Keep Out' signs in Greek and ltalian, can be interpreted as an

^,.lication of his own awareness of the separatist heritage into which he had

been acculturated.

He himself expressed a preference for the principles of cultural interaction,

even at the expense of some minority ethnic grouPs experiencing greater

tension, as the means of at least recognizing the presence in Australia of people

whose cultural background was different from those belonging to the

mainstream Australian group. His comments did not provide any clue as to

the factors or experiences that might have influenced this attitude. Nor was

there any evidence that the positive attitude he expressed toward cultural

interaction, had yet found any practical reflection in the activation of his

personal social and cultural systems.

In the case of an honours English graduate, his memories of his Anglo-

Australian oriented schooling revealed his current more positive evaluation of

multiculturalism in Australia. It is interesting to note that he had attended the

same school as the previous writer, and the author of Memoir 58.

My own experience øt home and øt school exemplifies the dominønce of

Anglo-conformism. The suburb where I haae liaed most of my life is

staunchly Anglo-Austrøliøn. Until recently it wøs unusual euen to see

people of non-British stock in the streets. This møy be largely øttributed to

the high cost of housing in the ørea. The majority of ethnic migrants haae

come from the poorer øreøs of southern Europe since the wør, while most

Anglo-Austrnlian families in this suburb would høae been here for severøl

generøtions and høae had the opportunity to øcquire the necessary ffiuence.
By the søme token, this ørea is staunchly middle cløss, Of course to me øs a

child this lack of ethnic (ønd class) diaersity tttøs unobtrusiae.
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Anglo-conformism was reinforced, not explicitly, but with as much power øs

if it had been. My core ualues, in other words, were those shared by other

fnmilies in the neighbourhood and tøken for granted as exclusiue throughout

Australia. Their Anglo-conformist nature was pnrticularly peraasiae since

my English grandpørents liaed with us for seueral yeørs. While England,

needless to søy, wøs not under constønt discussion, the aery existence of

English magøzines in the house, references to childhood in Britain and eaen

my grnndmother's lingering øccent, no doubt encouraged an awareness of

my Anglo-Australiøn heritage, eaen if at ø subconscious leael There was

one AustrøIia, and it wøs inhabited by Anglo-Austrøliøns'

lf British ancestry ønd home liþ created my Anglo-conformist aalues, these

were reinforced ønd extended by eight yeørs of schooling which, since [the

school'sl foundation høs been self-consciously British in chøracter, AU

heødmøsters, søue the present one, høae been English clergymen. The school

has eaen borrowed its nøme from an Oxford theological college, Founded

shortly øfter [the state itself, the school] høs set out to proaide the State with

goaernors, laza-giaers, clergymen, politiciøns, doctors, scientists ønd other

professionøl men - the key links in our ideologicnl system and especially

required in a young colony. lnculcated in øll these men, as in all its students

howeaer prominent in løter yenrs, haae been the core aøIues under which our

Anglo-conformist system was estøblished ønd is now møintained. U
Australiøn schools in generøl høue been slow to acknowledge the

multicultural nature of our society, [this college] has been especiølly so. As

utith housing in middle-class areas, many migrant families haue been unable

to ffird to send their children there. The ethnic children who høoe attended

the school haae come from fømilies thoroughly attuned to Anglo core aalues.

These fømilies wønt such aalues implnnted in their children so thøt they utill

succeed in economic terms under the preaailing system. Qf course, many

southern Europeøn migrønts are Cøtholics and do not wish their children to

øttend the school euen when they can ffird it).

The 'good' educøtion [prouidedl is primørily øcødemic, øimed øt 'good'

qualifications and a 'good' job. To become ø surgeon or a judge it has not

been necessøry to acquire linguistic or cultural knowledge of the ethnic

groups in Austrøliø. In fact, owing to the conseraatism of such professions,

ethnicity has been a definite disadaantøge. On the other hand, knowledge of

different cultures has become increøsingly useful in the prøctice of these

professions (eg. medical treatment ønd legal ødaice for migrants). The
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languages which haae been included in the curriculum, such øs French and

German, høae not only failed to represent the diaersity of ethnic groups in

Australia, but haue been taught in an exclusiaely acødemic fashion - an extra

quatificøtion stripped of prøctical usefulness. The English language, as ø

core aøIue, has been the 'only' language of any real aølue - in itself, for
communicøtion, in literature, or whateuer. This høs been true of many

schools, but while some are now including modern ethnic languages in their

curriculø, øt [this college] Ancient Greek has recently been restored' While

this is not øt øll discreditøble, the løck of ø parøIlel course in modern Greek

reueals ø continuing insensitiaity øt the school to the multiculturøl nature of

our society. Where a non-trøditional language høs been introduced, like

Indonesian in the eørly 70s, it has not been handled aery seriously,

remøining little more than ø token response to changing educational

føshions. The boys considered unøble to cope with Løtin were giaen

Indonesiøn in much the same wny as they were giaen woodwork and

ørithmetic instead of integrøI cølculus. Før from contributing to

intercultural knowledge and understønding, the language - studied as it was

by the'weaker' boys - itself acquired øn øura of insignificance.

The Anglican religious core aalue peraøded øll leaels of the school more

prominently than at home. This not only refers to the rituals of prayer øt the

beginning ønd end of the school day, but to the uery presence of buildings

like the Chøpel ønd ... HaIL lust as the absence of migrants in my

neighbourhood and school implicitly reinforced øn acceptance of the Anglo-

conformist nature of our society, so did these buildings by their sheer

physical presence serae øs ø constønt, subliminal reminder of the solidnrity,

permønence and worth of the aølues for which they stønd. For me at least

there wøs not so much the conaiction that migrønts would haae to adapt to ø

British-style existence, or eT)en thøt the Anglo-core aalues were superior to

ølI others - merely, these aøIues seemed the only aølues; the migrønt

presence was scørcely noticed, if øt all ...

The ødaantøges of a multiculturøl society, in terms of the mutual enrichment

of the dffirent cultures, øre too obaious to need enumerntion here. A way

must be found to make the most of these ødaøntøges, to ensure the

maintenance both of the core uøIues of indittiduøI groups and of the common

aølues shøred ømong them. Educøtion can pløy a aitøl role here' (6D)
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This statement, like the previous one, reveals the current positive attitude of

the writer toward multiculturalism, despite what he describes as the

overwhelmingly monistic Anglo-Australian values to which he was exposed in

the home, the school and the neighbourhood environment. He has in fact

evaluated his family and school experiences from the perspective of his current

awareness of the benefits of cultural pluralism. He did not, however, indicate

what factors had influencecl him to favour multiculturalism or the extent to

which his attitude found expression in interacting with minority cultural

values either through meeting people who activated them or through reading,

travel or some other way. Nevertheless, the attitudes exPressed by this and the

previous writer show that childhood monistic experiences at home and school

are not necessarily and always perpetuated in Anglo-conformist attitudes in

adulthood. Ideological values transmitted informally in the home and more

formally at school can be re-evaluated, modified and changed by young people

as they encounter different individuals, ideas and contexts, in growing up and

moving into the tertiary education system and the wider world.

A Positive Response to the Principle of Cultural Pluralism

A music graduate, who admitted that he had little personal contact with

Australians of minority ethnic background, was prepared to recognise positive

aspects in their cultures.

In my own experience, just obseraing the Italian people in the community in

which I liae, they, by dint of frugal liuing and hard work shøred with their

fømilies, seem to høae made better use of the economic improaement øaailøble

in Australia than the Anglo-Australians høae. I think the indiaiduøI

independence so fiercely maintøined by Austrøliøns is actually ø

disadoantøge, especially when trying to finnnciølly better oneself, while the

ItøIiøn fømily unity ønd interdependence supplies a cheøp løbour force, ølI of

whom benefit from the work of the group. lt would seem then thøt the

minority cultures do readily øccept ønd shøre aalues with the Anglo-
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AustrøIian møjority but just as important to each culture is their own

indiaidual cultural identity ...

As an Anglo-Australiøn though, when confronted with the same question, I
haae much dfficulty in describing thøt which is uniquely Australian.

Personølly I reject the støndard list of football, meøt pies, kangaroos and

Holdens because I cøn still be called Austrølian without the løbel of

"Ockerism". After considerøble thought some øspects of Australiøn culturq

or attitudes øre obaiously descendant from Anglo-Søxon culture, eg. the

independence of the indiaiduø|, with the øssociøted notion thøt an

"Englishmøn's home is his castle", no møtter how big or smøIl ..'

Significøntly in the søme Tt)ay that English islønders tend to be isolationist,

Australians øre indiaidually and collectiaely eaen more so, though we liae on

ø much bigger island. One øttitude peculiarly Australian is the empathy

with the land. Not as ø European rural peasant or a plains lndian. The

AustrøIian landscøpe is øu¡esome ønd hørsh ønd bitter experience has

nurtured greøt respect ømongst all AustrøIians whether town or country

dwellers. The underlying feeling seems to be that we are all aisitors to a

place which høs no beginning ønd no end, and shøll remøin foreaer despite

any man's attempts to chønge it ...

ldeally a multicultural education would not only increase the child's self-

esteem ønd self-identity, but it would ølso reduce the gulfs "f
misunderstanding between cultures. As øn Austrølian I know thøt my

knowledge of the cultures around me is almost non-existent and I feel safe to

assume the same is the cøse for the møjority of Austrøliøns. (68)

Despite the fact that this respondent had had little personal experience of

cultures other than his own, he revealed the capacity for a sensitive analysis of

the essence of mainstream Australian cultural values alongside a perceptive

recognition of other cultures and their importance for the group members

concerned. In this sense, his personal ideological system can be said to have

incorporated a positive attitude to cultural diversity. He also appreciated the

importance of multicultural education in fostering the self esteem of children of

minority backgrounds and provide opportunities for those of the mainstream
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group like himself to gain greater knowledge and understanding of minority

grouPS.

Another music graduate also expressed a generally positive attitude

I øttended ø primary school in the northern suburbs of ... [ø city interstøtel.

Becøuse of the ørea and economic situøtion the percentøge of ethnics in the

community Tt)as aery low. As ø result, httle attention wøs giaen to migrants

ønd their culture when they entered the school There were no language

lessons in the entire school (øpørt from English), and there were no special

Ianguage classes for any of the migrant children. They were expected to

assimiløte with older children ... I attended .., high school [in South

Austrøliøl at ø time when the percentøge of ethnic groups raas just størting

to escaløte. I found thøt, in each year leael in nbout L973 to 1975, ethnic

students were generally placed in the same class, presumøbly in øn øttempt

to isolate øny problems they had from other students. Once øgøin the genernl

attitude was thøt their ethnic culture was ignored, and all students were

expected to behaae in ø similar mnnner.

The aiew held in my home on ethnics retøining their culture dffired from
thøt of either schools. My pørents held the aiew that ethnics do need their

culture ønd should maintøin their own languøge ønd culture, but in
restricted circumstønces. They do not like migrants speøking their nøtiae

Ianguøge in public, and consider it to be extremely rude, They belieae that

the ethnics should keep their own culture, but belieae thøt they should also

hold, ønd use, some Anglo-Saxon culturøl aøIues, such as speaking English

in public.

Because I høae not euer been closely inaolaed with many migrønts, it is hard

to determine exøctly what uiews were held in my peer group enaironment.

On reflection, it øppeflrs thøt culture u)as, to ø large extent ignored. It wøs

ignored by the ethnic students themselaes, in their attempt to be øs

" AustrøIian" as possible, and by the non-ethric students who hød probably

neaer really been inaolaed in the ethnic students' "out-of-school life" .,.
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I think the aalue of interaction is self-eaident. There øre benefits to all those

inaolaed, ønd it cøn only help towards promoting støbility within a society.

(6F)

This respondent, too, had had little contact with people of another culture.

Although there were students of minority ethnic background in the secondary

school which the respondent attended, she made no specific mention of any

direct relationship with them. This could have been explained partly by her

comment that the minority ethnic school students seemed to have been

separated into a class of their own, away from the other students. It is ironic

that had the students themselves sought such separatism, it would have been

discouraged as undesirable and divisive. Moreover, in her judgement, the

response of minority ethnic students was to behave as much like the

mainstream group as possible, so that students of all backgrounds tended to

ignore any cultural differences that might have existed among them.

Yet, despite the fact that her school and peer group had failed to recognise

ethnic cultural differences and that her parents believed in the confinement of

ethnic cultures to the private domain of the home, she herself expressed a

positive attitude to cultural interaction, because of the benefits which she

considered it brought both to the individuals involved and to society at large.

At the same time it must be recognised that her views were expressed in very

general terms, and her memoir contained no evidence of personal commitment

and involvement.

A third respondent who graduated in music with a specialization in singing

pointed to her tertiary studies as important in raising her awareness of other

languages and cultures.
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I belong to that group of Austrølians whose øncestors were among the

original white settlers in Australiø; whose culture wøs deriaed from the

British economic, politicøl ønd sociøl system, The history of Anglo-Søxon

settlement in AustrøIia is aery short, spanning two centuries, whereas the

Aboriginal y eople høa e lia ed here for thousønds of y ears'.'

The Aboriginøls were expected to integrate with white society and absorb its

culturøI aalues. Mission schools were estøblished towards this end. It seems

that it has only been in recent times that "white society" høs in turn

øttempted to understand ønd fully appreciøte Aboriginal culture; ønd eaen

øssisted Aboriginal people to retain certøin key øspects of their culture and

expløin its ualues to Aboriginal ønd non-Aboriginøl people alike.

An important øspect of this process which I haae obseraed, is the teøching of

Aboriginøl music ønd through it certain cultural aalues, at the Adeløide

lJniaersity Music Department, through its ethnomusicology course '..

A central øspect of the Austrøliøn culture is I feel, the dominønt position of

the English lønguøge. My own educøtion largely emphasized the English

language and traditions. This wøs reinforced at home as well as at school. lt
was only once I størted music studies in earnest at tertiary leael, that I begøn

to øbsorb other lønguøges ønd ø deeper undetstanding ønd øppreciøtion of

other cultures.

I see this country in which I liae fast becoming ø diaerse multicultural, røcial

society in which those Anglo-Saxons related to the eørly British pioneers will

eaentuøIly cease to be the lørgest group, with the most widespread cultural

influence. There will be a gradual integration with other raciøl groups and

cultures of that pioneer race I øffectionately think of as the "føir dinkum

Aussies".

It seems to me thøt there is øn increøsing awøreness and emphøsis taith those

concerned with formøl education thøt we need to work towørd teating a

cultural plurøIist society which preseraes the heritøge of the dffirent ethnic

groups while increøsing the harmony ønd understønding between dffirent

groups. (6G)
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In the course of this discussion, the author explained the influence which she

believed had given her an understanding of the reality of cultural pluralism in

Australian society. As part of her music degree, she had taken the subject

ethnomusicology, which had looked at the musical heritage and traditions of

the Aboriginal peoples of Australia. These tertiary education experiences gave

her the first window into the world of ethnic cultural differences. As a result

she revealed a positive attitude to multiculturalism in education which she felt

could help to deepen and extend young people's understanding of cultural

variations and thus enhance societal harmony.

There is some evidence, however, that this positive attitude to multiculturalism

might have remained at a fairly superficial level, which as yet had failed to

radically restructure her ideological attitudes or her personal cultural systems

in other areas of life. This interpretation is based on her comment that the

pioneer white settlers of Australia, the group from which she herself was

descended, were 'the fair dinkum Aussies'. The unstated implication behind

such a remark could be that peoples of other cultural background are somehow

less than proper Australians. On the other hand, she viewed in positive terms

the possibility of Anglo-Celtic-Australian culture existing alongside and

interacting with the cultures of minority ethnic SrouPS.

Overview

The memoirs discussed in this chapter revealed a cautious acceptance of

pluralism. Unlike those considered in the previous chapter, these writers were

not opposed to the idea of cultural pluralism, although some pointed to the

problems and difficulties that needed to be resolved. Unlike the authors to be

discussed in the next two chapters, none gave evidence of having been

involved in social interaction with individuals of different ethnic backgrounds
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from their own, let alone of participating in any cultural interaction, as was the

case with those respondents to be discussed in chapters 9-11.

What is perhaps most notable is that many, though not all, of them expressed

positive attitudes to the possibilities of cultural pluralism and interaction in

spite of the fact that they had had little if any personal experience of it. Indeed,

almost all had been exposed at home and school to ideological values that

emphasized monism and conformity to the cultural values of the Australian

mainstream. Yet the context of their lives, and the realities of the Australian

society they saw around them, had resulted in some of these writers changing

and modifyi.g the values transmitted by their parents and teachers.

In fact these memoirs showed evidence of a change in their writers'attitudes,

which seemed to have occurred after they had left school, as a result of

experiences in tertiary education or later life. The study provided no way of

knowing, however, whether such attitudes ever found expression in actions

that were supportive of cultural pluralism or involved the writers themselves

in the process of cultural interaction. Rather the memoirs as they were written

illustrated the way mainstream Australians of Anglo-Celtic cultural

background could continue to pursue their lives without any direct contact

with Australians from other cultural backgrounds.

Nevertheless, some of these memoir writers can be said to have given evidence

of beginning to fulfil the first of Smolicz's conditions - the development of a

positive attitude to cultural diversity.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

EXPERIENCES OF SOCIAL INTERACTION ON

MAINSTREAM TERMS

Social interaction, in the sense of having contact with people of other ethnic

backgrounds, can be regarded as a common, though by no means universal,

experience of individuals growing up in Australia's multi-ethnic society after

the Second World War. In the survey conducted by Harris and Smolicz (L976:

150) (discussed at the end of chapter 1),76% of the University of Adelaide

students they sampled claimed to have 'at least a few ethnic-Australians in

their circle of friends'. The results of the survey of diploma in education

students reported in chapter 4 also revealed a considerable degree of social

interaction between individuals of mainstream and minority ethnic

backgrounds. Among tlre L979-SL respondents two thirds had friends drawn

from more than one ethnic group, and almost a quarter had friends from at

least three different groups (Table 4.4). In the case of the L987 respondents, just

over half had friends from more than one ethnic grouP; only a tenth did not

have any mainstream Australian friends and in the case of nearly two fifths,

their friends included both mainstream and minority ethnic individuals.

Figures derived from surveys such as these provided little indication, however,

of the nature and context of such relationships.

A number of the memoir writers focussed their attention on discussing their

experiences of social interaction with Australians of minority ethnic

background in a way that often provided a greater understanding of what

these relationships involved. For some respondents this experience had only

been short-lived, while in other cases the relationships had proved to be more

prolonged and at a deeper level. The comments of the writers quoted in this
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and the following chapter were sufficiently detailed to provide an

understanding of how they evaluated and related to the minority ethnic

individuals they encountered. This chapter discusses those writers whose

comments revealed that they regarded the minority ethnic individuals with

whom they came into contact as little different from themselves. Those

respondents whose statements revealed the way in which relationships with

minority ethnic individuals influenced them to develop positive attitudes to

cultural pluralism are considered in the chapter that follows. Concrete facts

concerning the writers discussed in this chapter are provided in Table7.l.

Contacts with Minority Ethnic Children at School

One agricultural science graduate gave a fairly generalised account of her

memories of fellow students of minority ethnic background at school.

There were møny ltalian children, in pørticulør, and eaen [other] ethnic-

Australiøn children. Although øt the time,I wøs not conscious of what was

actually occurring, looking back on my school yenrs, I can see the great

conflicts between cultures andhow eøch group deølt with them ... Schools,

themselaes, haae not forbidden the use of other languages, but through peer

pressure and the need to conform they are not spoken or euen encouraged,

An ltalian child thøt started school with me, could not speak much English

and soon becøme ostracised ...

At high school, the only ltalian or Greekwords used were sweør words, there

n)fls no genernl conaersøtion in nøtiae tongue. I can't help but think, why, if
the migrant høs come to AustrøIia to start a new life, do they hold to their

cultures. lf they øre so øttached to them, why did they leøue their homelønd?

It is stä fascinøting, when considering the enormous pool of culturøl

bøckgrounds present in Austrølia ønd the wealth of information they could

proaide. In such a multiculturøI society, ølI these cultural resources should

be utilised and shared. Australiø is reølly luclcy to haae such a multiculturøl

society and schools are the best pløces for such cultures to be shared ...
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I think eaeryone would like to be able to speak another languøge, especially

monolingual English-speøking people, but they øIso need to learn about the

culture to understønd the meaning of the language. I am greatly in faaour of

multicultural education, pørticularly from the beginning of primflry school.

It is a fact thøt a young child can leørn ø new languøge far easier thøn an

older teenøger or ødult. The child grows up being nssociated with many

cultures and positiuely awøre of the ethnic peers' (7A)

This respondent remembered the presence of Italian children in her school, and

even in her class, but she did not mention becoming friendly with such

classmates in the way described by some of the writers considered in Chapters

8 and 9. FIer remarks also indicate that there were sufficient Greeks and

Italians at the high school she attended for their swear words to have become

common currency among the students. This would seem to be a small scale

example of the sort of peer group hybrid discussed in more detail by the writer

of Memoir 10E. Her own contact with these minority ethnic Peers appears to

have been fairly minimal and not to have touched her personally at all.

Furthermore, the remarks in this memoir appear to reveal an unresolved clash

of attitudes within the writer's personal ideological system. On the one hand,

in recalling the plight of non-English speaking children subjected to Peer grouP

pressure to conform to the cultural and linguistic norms of the mainstream, she

expressed the dominant monistic view that the migration process inevitably

involved leaving behind one's original native culture with the homeland and

adopting the culture of the new country from the time of settlement. On the

other hand, she gave evidence of a generally positive attitude toward the

learning of other languages, in so far as she claimed it was something everyone

would like to leam. In addition, by advocating the development and sharing

of Australia's manifold linguistic and cultural resources through the provision

of multicultural education programs, she was exPressing support for the

multicultural values underlying the educational policies concerned. Which of
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these valuations of minority ethnic languages and cultures found expression in

the writer's actions would probably depend on the particular context in which

she found herself.

Making Friends with Migrants

One respondent, who had completed all her education, including an Applied

Science degree, in Tasmania, pointed out that she had had little opportunity to

make contact with cultures other than her own. Yet she did mention meeting

and socialising with those whom she referred to as'migrant people'.

I grew up in, ønd receiaed my primary, secondary and tertiøry educøtion in

Tasmania. Tøsmania is not ø plural society. The eørly English settlers killed

the aboriginal people thus totøIly eliminøting any cultural interaction. The

feza migrønts who do settle in Tasmønia are mainly English and Dutch and

øre børely distinguishable from the locals øs they reødily join in the existing

sociøl structure. At uniaersity there are a small number of Asian students.

Møny of these haae been educøted in English speøking countries and do not

expect to speøk their nntive tongue whilst at uniaersity or when socialising

with Australiøns, Many of them reael in the Australiøn fteedoms ønd break

their own religious ønd cultural taboos during their støy here but are

prepøred to go home and re-enter the society of their homelønd .'.

Both my pørents were actiae during the last world war. My father has øn

intense høtred of the Asiøn peoples particularly lapønese, I was brought up

to be proud of my country ønd I øm proud to be øn Australian. I cønnot

imagine choosing to liae in any other pløce in the world. As an Australian I
reølise that I am lucky. As øn Australian I expect migrants from other

countries to leørn the lønguøge of their adopted country. The main reason for
this is to open up communication. I do not belieae thøt the English language

is intrinsically superior to øny other lønguøge - it just is the lønguøge of this

pørticulør country.

Cultural interaction to me is a døy to døy, person to person occurrence.

Because of my upbringing, education, life experiences I øm who I øm' When I
meet people I don't cløssifu them but see them øs ø person. lf they øre of

ethnic origin that is just ø føcet of the totøI personality. As u¡ith all
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knowledge, I høue generalised my opinions somewhat eg. Greek men are aery

egotistical but Nick is Nick, George is George.

I am possibly inclined to be more tolerant than the øaerøge Australian.

Because I gt tn up in an atmosphere free of cultural t€l,u,utts I am able as an

ødult to make røtional decisions, not emotional inculcøted responses about

this particulør issue. The clubs I haae played sport for haae often been

multiculturøl in recent years. SociøIising with migrant people from middle

cløss backgrounds I find easier thøn with others from working class culture.

The Church is too hypocriticøl on so many issues for me to tnke much notice

of her teachings. The møss mediø høs presented me with opportunities to

aiew foreign produced films. Like all films some nre good, some are bad.

Likewise with people some are good, others bød and this has little to do with

their ethnic origin, (78)

This writer considered that she had experienced cultural interaction in so far as

her circle of friendships and acquaintances included those from different

cultural backgrounds. In her case the area of life which brought her into

contact with such people was sport where the cultural values being activated

would have normally included no recognition of ethnicity and been generally

free from ethnic cultural connotations. She seems to have followed this pattern

of evaluating those she associated with, since she claimed to see people as

individuals and judge them on personal criteria. In the process of interaction,

however, it is apparent that she communicated with them on her own cultural

and linguistic terms in a way which took no account of their cultural

background. Her comments reveal a greater awareness of social class over

ethnic cultural values, in so far as she said that she found it easier to relate to

those of middle class minority ethnic background rather than to individuals

whose behavioural patterns reflected working class cultural values. By

implication it would seem that the minority ethnic individuals with whom she

was associated were well assimilated into mainstream ways and did not

activate minority ethnic values in her presence.
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In her opinion, the tolerant attitudes she displayed could be traced back to

growing up in a country free of 'cultural tensions' (despite her father's attitude

to Asians) and to the consequent possibility of individuals incorporating

'r".iicnal' values into their personal ideological systems. Overall her comments

would seem to indicate that this rational tolerance extended to personality and

socio-economic, rather than to ethnic and cultural differences. Her expectation

was that migrants would learn the English language and fit into the existing

structures of Australian society.

Treating Everyone as a Human Being

A French graduate acknowledged that he had gained a greater awareness of

cultural differences through his language study, but he saw this as less

important than inter-personal adjustment.

My school was typicøl of most ten yeørs ago when eaerybody did nll the same

subjects with no special consideration giaen to your cultural background.

Eueryone receiaed the søme perspectiae, the same history - trøditional

lønguøges were ffiredbut not community languages. The Anglo-conformist

approøch tøken at school wøs reinforced øt home where, being Anglo'

Australian, the Anglo-Australiøn outlook wøs propflgøted. Preiudice øgøinst

any minority ethnic group wøs the 'norm' ønd comments were expected to be

made. Eaen ømong my peers, møny of whom were ltaliøn and Greek, Anglo-

conformism was the major influence. Eoeryone was treøted the søme, no-one

escaped the nøme-calling, for no pørticular one u)as picked on. We øll acted

as we were 'expected' to øct. Eaeryonehød to speak English (but then no-one

wønted to speak ltalian or Greek), we øll wore uniþrms, etc.

In føct,l neuer reølly thought about culturøI differences until recently. As ø

foreign løngunge student, I opened my mind to new countries ønd new

cultures ønd neuer once questioned the way other people chose to liue. I
thought that if the French want to eøt snails ønd frogs' legs, thøt's their

business. It hød nothing to do with me. I still don't cøre. I understand more

about the culture now, but I don't feel thøt it is of aital importønce. lf you

treøt someone øs ø humøn being and not øs a member of a pørticulør ethnic
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group, then this is more important thøn cultural interøction. I do realise,

howeaer, that it is important to recognise that the søme action in one culture

may mean something totølly different in ønother, but you can only learn the

truth through experiencing the different cultures yourself.

Haaing become føirly well øcquainted with people of differing culturøl

bøckgrounds, I høue come to reølise the trøumøs life can hold for these people

who øre in the process of finding their niche in life. A colleague øt my school

was born in ltaty of ltøliøn parents. To become accepted into the Anglo-

Australian community he has adopted the bicultural øpproach. To all

outsiders (non-members of his ethnic group) he is a beer-swilling, English-

speaking, foul-mouthed Australian male who høs ltøliøn parents, yet to his

fnmity and friends he is ø calm ltølian-speaking ltalian boy ...

The major problem I haae in determining anything about cultural internction

is thøt I øm a member of the dominant Anglo-AustrøIiøn group who can't

identifu with the problems of interaction because I don't really understand

my own cultural group ønd I feel as if I don't belong, knowing full well at the

same time that I do. W dilemmø is that I'm not ethnic here in Australiø and

don't haae the problems øssociøted with cultural interaction becøuse the

pressure is not on me to remain a member of the dominant group (for I am

nlready) but røther on the non-members of thøt group to join or ødøpt to it.
lf I were ethnic, I would be able to more fully understand the problems of

interaction, but unfortunøtely as øn Anglo-Austrølian person, I øm not

sfficientty awøre of problems with cultural interaction to be too concerned

about it, for I feel that two people can liae together as one no matter which

cultural group they belong to, as long øs they øgree on whøt sort of

compromise they are going to make.

Mnybe for me it is the lack of strength pløced upon my culturøl roots which

leøaes me in this predicøment for øIthough others feel thøt culturøl identity is

important to their liues, I do not. I belieue in people, being themselaes, not a

representøtion of ø culture, ølthough I know it is dfficult for the person to be

diaorced from their roots, Neaertheless, cultural interøction must occur on ø

person-to-person basis not one &roup aersus ønother. Compromises must be

sorted out if people from uørying bøckgrounds øre to co-exist in ø plurøI

society, otherwise we wiII not høtse øn integrøted society but røther ø whole

series of communities totally diuorced from each other. The problem to be

solaed then must be thøt use should understand ourseloes ønd our own
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culture beþre we can interact with other cultures for we need to know

ourselues beþre we can understønd others. Thereþre it is necessary to teach

culture,lønguage and history of all the groups to all those who øre interested

in order that øn integrated, well-informed and ødjusted plural society may

deaelop. (7C)

Some of the comments in this memoir exemplify the supposedly egalitarian

ethos to be found in many Australian schools, where the content and structure

of the curriculum, as well as the attitudes of teachers and students, assume that

equality means that everyone should behave and be treated in the same way.

Despite the opportunity to learn a language other than English at school

(French), the fact that he referred to this as a foreign language was indicative of

a personal ideological system that drew a sharp distinction between the

cultural values of what he saw as his own group and the cultural values of

other groups. Experiences in learning French had taught him to recognise the

reality of cultural differences, but part from this academic exercise in the

context of the school curriculum, he had no desire to experience for himself or

participate in any cultural values other than his own.

Both during his time at school and later, he associated extensively with

individuals of non-English speaking background, especially Greeks and

Italians. Flowever, their evident concern to appear as Anglo-Celtic-Australian

as possible in the school and other public domains, meant that such contacts

provided no opportunity for cultural interaction. For his part, the writer did

not consider that cultural interaction was a goal worth striving for; accepting

people for their worth as human beings was more important. As a result the

problems of cultural interaction were seen as no more or less than issues of

interpersonal social adjustment which took no account of cultural factors

which could be influencing the individuals involved in the relationship

concerned.
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In this sense his ideological system appears to have been little changed or

modified by his experiences of learning French and interacting socially with

people of different ethnic backgrounds. The values he expressed could be seen

as representing a belief that focuses on the universality of being human, and

neglects or discounts the reality that individuals achieve their humanity

through becoming cultural heings and members of some particular social

group. Such a value may be seen to underlie educational policies that stress

social justice and equality of opportunity, without making any provision for

the cultural and linguistic maintenance of minority ethnic individuals.

This respondent's remarks suggest that other ideological attitudes also

underlie his hesitancy in relation to the possibilities of cultural interaction.

Being born into the mainstream group left him with no conscious sense of

cultural and ethnic identity, perhaps because Anglo-Celtic-Australian cultural

values, were so all-pervasive at home, at school and in society generally, that

they assumed a 'taken-for-granted' reality whereby they automatically

received formal educational support without being raised to the level of

manifestly conscious enculturation. As a result of the circumstances and

experiences of his life, he had begun to wonder about his identity. The feeling

that he did not properly understand his own group and cultural identity led

him to advocate the teaching of the culture,language and history of all SrouPs

in schools. This suggestion would imply that greater knowledge and

understanding of ethnic cultural heritages and identity could make a Person

more ready and open to participation in cultural interaction.

Friends of Different Personalities

Another respondent (a History and Psychology graduate) realised that the

school friends she had from different cultural backgrounds were so well
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assimilated that, like the previous writer, she thought of them as different only

in terms of personality.

Although I dislike høaing to be cløssified as belonging to ø cultural çroup,

the ideø of which seems to me to encourage a certain degree of stereotyping at

the expense of one's aiew of oneself as being øn indiaidual ... I must describe

mysetf as being of the Anglo-Australiøn culture ... I haue hød friends of

different cultural bøckgrounds from my oTDn but they are probøbly best

described as being "anglicised". In my mind they represent different

personøIities rather thøn being of ø dffirent culture .'.

My own cultural bøckground would be seen øs that of Anglo-Austrølian

although it is in a sense ø hybrid, in that it is a synthesis of both an lrish ønd

an Engtish bøckground .,. I haue no recollection of øny migrant children in

my primary school but there Tt)ere a nuffiber øt the college I attended, The

school tended to haae a aery flexible policy with respect to the bøckgrounds of

students, for example, although it rttas a Cøtholic school, Cøtholicism was not

ø criteriø for entry into the school and non-Cøtholics were treated like

eaeryone else. Most of the students from ethnic backgrounds were ltalian

and they tended to øssociate with eøch other in groups although not

exclusiaely. ln retrospect the school tended not to føcilitøte any form of

culturøl interaction between the two types of cultures. Throughout my time

øt the school only one of my friends in my "pcer group" wøs of ltalian

background. She had some knowledge of ltaliøn ør.d spoke this øt home,

although I am unsure whether this was a diølect or not. Certainly no

proaision wøs møde by the school for these students to study ltøliøn.

Whether or not this was due to the aery few numbers of ltaliøn students in

the school or because the school had ø løtent conformist attitude is something

I cønnot estimate ..,

I do, howeT)er, remember the stigmø of "TDogs" being ascribed to such

students from time to time. Certøin schools were ølso giaen the støtus of ø

"*og" school if a tot of the students øppeøred to be ftom ethnic bnckgrounds

... Whilst [minority ethnic students] ... Taere not discourøged in theory ftom
retaining their ethnic identity there existed øn undercurrent stemming from
the fact thnt they were in some wøy not Australiøn ftom the Anglo point of

aiew which may høae had the søme effect. Neither Sroup wøs reølly

encouraged to interøct in the sense of ø culturøl interøction ..'
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ln discussing this [question] with my føther, I wøs mildly surprised to

discoaer his position on this issue; since studying Germøn ns a second

lønguage ouer the pøst three years, he strongly øduocøted the ideø of

bilinguøtism, as well øs the ideøl of ø culturøl interchønge with ethnic

groups, claiming thøt he considered that of the Anglo-Austrøliøn to be a

føirly "empty" culture. (7D)

The opening sentence of this memoir gives evidence of a similar ideological

value to that discussed in relation to the previous writer - belief in the

valuation of people as individuals and the corresponding reluctance to classify

them according to ethnic or cultural 'stereo-types'. The Catholic school she

attended gave her the opportunity for making friends of non-English speaking

background, but on mainstream cultural terms. This effectively prevented any

meaningful form of cultural interaction, yet provided no guarantee that those

of non-English speaking background would be fully accepted as proper (ie

Anglo-Celtic-) Australians. The practical outcome of such cultural assimilation

and social rejection, as this writer noted, was often a separation which was

difficulty for any individual to bridge.

The writer's assessment, in the final paragraph, of her father's change toward a

positive attitude toward bilingualism and cultural interchange after embarking ,

upon studies of German provided interesting evidence of the way an

individual's attitude, even later in life, could be modified in resPonse to new

experiences. His reported evaluation of Anglo-Celtic-Australian culture as

'empty' found an echo in the views expressed in other memoirs, such as 8]. In

this instance the father would appear to have adopted a more favourable

attitude to cultural pluralism than his daughter revealed in her comments and

been more positive than the parents mentioned by a number of other

respondents (eg. 8D, 8F, 8D.
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Enjoying the Exotic

In the case of another respondent, the impetus for cross-cultural contacts and

experiences originated informally in the home, rather than in the formal

structures of the school.

As ø student I attended ø school in the country where there were relatiaely

few Europeans represented, in fact, there were probably less than fiae out of

two hundred who hød recently migrated to Austrølia. At school I cannot

recall euer hearing any languøge spoken other thøn English, except by a

rotary exchange student now and then. The only other group present was a

population of "nboriginals" who liaed in ø town nearby ... Howeaer, there

were no aborigines in the ørea who did not haae some Anglo-Saxon or

Europeøn blood so this is perhøps a poor representation of the true aboriginal

culture. When I look bøck øt it, our school was aery Anglo-conformist

because there appeøred no immediate need for multicultural education. AU

white children attending the school had opted for the Anglo-Saxon culture

from atl outwørd appearances ønd there wøs no discriminøtion between them.

Certainly the Aboriginøls were a sepørate Sroup but at the same time they did

not øppear to haae any distinct culture of their orun '.'

In my home ... we did not come into contøct with other ethnic groups. We felt
no prejudice towards the aboriginals and receiaed none from them, This

could høae been due to our eørly contøct with them ... [in another town

wherel there were pure blooded øboriginøls and trøces of their own distinct

culture. My parents becøme aery friendly with one fømily in pørticulør ønd

as a young child they Ttrere some of my best playmates. Perhaps it wøs ftom
this eørly contøct that we deaeloped ø closer reløtionship ønd

understanding of ... øborigines ...

As well øs this, more recently we høae øcted as one of the host fømilies to

seaerøl rotøry exchange students, especially one from Brøzil (Priscilla) ønd

one from løpan (Hiromi). ln both circumstances u)e øll learned some of the

lønguage spoken by the two girls ønd shared foods ønd some customs ... As ø

result rae now høae meøls unique to these countries quite often ønd will drink

green teø. In fact, lapanese food seems to tøste better when using chop sticks

so TDe use them when eøting such meøIs. In Anglo-Søxon tradition, my føther

prefers meøt in øll his meals so when steak wøs ødded to lapanese aegetøbles
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and cooked in soya søuce he was quite satisfied and now enjoys Suki-yaki

regulørly. AIso my mother has been oaerseas seuerøl times and likes to

experiment with French ønd ltalian foods and so on ...

As the culit,ary delights from other cultures is one of ,i'. few øreøs we haae

been contact with, it is the only one we haue adopted, although some of my

fømily can speøk pieces of French that, now and then, we try ønd

communicate in - for interest more thøn anything. lncidentølly we did not

Iearn this from school but during trips to Frønce where we picked up some

words ønd phrøses to communicøte. We did not wønt to forget it completely

so u)e use it occasionølly.

During my earlier school years my peer Sroup environment wøs Anglo-

conformist, agøin møinly because of the lack of other ethnic Sroups øround ,..

Houtever, øfter beginning courses øt ø tertiary institution in the city and

being able to come into contøct with other cultures I høae found my new peer

group more receptiae to cultural uariations. There are no apparent preiudices

ømongst this new group although my older ftiends still are ,.. although we all

recognise the dffirent cultures represented and do not wish to ølter them, I
don't think øny of us u)ant to adopt ethnic customs or aalues of these

alternate groups. (7F')

For this respondent the predominantly Anglo-Celtic-Australian nature of his

early schooldays was counteracted by contacts at home with Aboriginal

playmates and some occasional overseas visitors. The presence of two Rotary

Exchange students whom they hosted led the family members to experiment

with other cultural values in the area of food. They learned to cook Japanese,

and later French and ltalian dishes and continued to enjoy these foods.

It could be argued that such actions are in a limited way examples of cultural

interaction, in so far as it clearly involved the activation of cultural values

drawn from ethnic cultural heritages other than their own. Flowever, the fact

that these activities appear to have been within the context of their mainstream

Australian home, rather than in a specifically |apanese, French or Italian
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setting, suggests rather the adoption of a few highly selective ethnic trimmings

or flavourings, within a basically Anglo-Celtic-Australian cultural pattern.

Travel to France resulted in the family learning French for basic

c;;nmunication purposes abroad, and occasionally using it for fun within the

family on their return.

Yet in this case, these experiences of activating cultural values from other

groups outside Australia had not led to attitudes that were strongly supportive

of cultural interaction among various ethnic groups within Australian society.

In his concluding comments, he acknowledged the influence of his peer group

on his present attitudes. Cultural variations were recognised; the rights of

others to maintain their cultures were accepted; but he and his peers drew the

line at cultural interaction, except where interesting exotica could be

comfortably incorporated into their cultural world on their own terms.

Overview

The memoirs analysed in this chapter could be said to describe the mainly

secondary relationships that these respondents of the mainstream group

established with members of minority ethnic groups in Australia (MemoirsTA,

78,7C,7D) or temporary visitors from abroad (7E). Mostly they described

these contacts in a general way; only Memoir 7D made mention of a specific

friend, while 7E named the Rotary Exchange students involved. The others

seemed to be referring to more peripheral or transient contacts. The evidence

of their statements suggests that all of these had occurred in mainstream

contexts where Anglo-Celtic-Australian cultural values prevailed, such as the

school classroom and playground in memofts 7A, 7C, and 7D, sporting

associations in the case o178, or an Anglo-Celtic-Australian household (7E).

Such relationships must therefore be classified as essentially examples of social

interaction, which did not extend to the kind of cultural interchange and
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participation in the cultural values of another group seen in the memoirs to be

discussed in chapters 9, L0 and Ll-.

One of the most illuminating aspects of these memoirs is the evidence to be

found concerning the way the participants evaluated the individuals they

encountered from minority ethnic backgrounds. In so far as they regarded

their minority background classmates and associates as little different from

themselves, these mainstream respondents appeared to be attributing to the

minority individuals with whom they associated the meaning of being

Australians as they were. However, the underlying expectation of such an

evaluation would seem to have been that their minority origin peers would

adhere culturally to Anglo-Celtic-Australian values, in the form of one or other

of the acceptable variants within it, In these memoirs there was no recognition

of minority ethnic acquaintances and contacts as cultural beings whose identity

was linked inextricably to the heritage of the family and group into which they

were born. This evaluation of minority individuals as basically acceptable as

new members of the mainstream group was consistent with the way they were

regarded and treated in school structures and by many of the teachers. Indeed,

it was often exactly the meaning that the minority ethnic individuals learned

from their surroundings to aspire to - at least in school and other public

domains, where many strove to ensure that nothing in their behaviour

provided clues to their minority origin.

Ironically, as a number of the respondents remarked, the efforts of minority

individuals to be accepted and 'pass' as Anglo-Celtic-Australians, by making

their behaviour conform to the cultural norms of the mainstream, did not

succeed in many cases. Physiological features, distinctively ethnic names, or

recognisably non-English accents often provided the clues by which members

of the mainstream recognised them as individuals from a minority group
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whom they evaluated more or less negatively, as people to be excluded from

any form of primary relationship. For interaction at the cultural level to occur

members of the mainstream would have needed to recognise and identify

minority individuals as belonging to a culture other than their own and to

regard the difference positively as an advantage or benefit in friendship.

Other respondents explained quite explicitly that they evaluated the people of

minority background whom they encountered on an individual basis. Often

this was stated as a matter of belief and principle - that all people were entitled

to be judged and treated on their individual qualities and merits. Yet when

this attitude was further investigated, it could be seen to be based on the

assumption of cultural uniformity - that all individuals in Australia shared the

same culture, which in the final analysis was taken to be that of the

mainstream. Although such an evaluation was supposed to avoid the evils of

stereotyping and prejudice based on ethnic variations, the refusal to recognise

the reality of cultural difference effectively denied minority individuals the

right of identifying with, and activating their ethnic heritage. As a

consequence, it also precluded any possibility of cultural interaction.

This analysis of the meanings attributed to individuals of minority ethnic

background, may perhaps help to explain why the respondents involved in

social interaction who have been considered in this chapter do not give

evidence of positive attitudes to cultural pluralism and interaction. Instead

they have been classified as 'ambivalent' in the case of 7A ot'negative by

default' (78,7C,7D,78). Atthough they do not propound the advantages of

monism, as the respondents discussed in chapter 5, the attitudes of the writers

in this chapter stand in contrast to some of those discussed in the previous

chapter, who had little or no personal contact with individuals of a different

culture, but expressed their support for the principle of cultural diversity (6D,
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6F,,6F,6G). Like the respondents of chapter 5, therefore, those discussed in

chapter 7 do not satisfy the first of Smolicz's conditions for cultural interaction.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

SOCIAL INTERACTION IN THE PROCESS OF DEVELOPING POSITIVE

ATTITUDES TO CULTURAL PLURALISM

This chapter seeks to analyse the memoirs which not only revealed that

their writers had some experience of social interaction with minority ethnic

individuals, but also gave some evidence that the resPonse to these

encounters had been positive. At one end of the continuum, not far

removed from the memoirs discussed in chapter 7, t}:re writers' responses

were expressed simply in vague regrets that the experience had been limited,

superficial or transient, or that the circumstances of their lives meant that

there was no opportunity to interact at a more meaningful level with those

from other cultural backgrounds. At the other end of the continuum were

memoirs in which the writers took time to describe how their experience of

social interaction had deepened into friendships that had changed their

attitudes to cultural pluralism. There was no indication, however, that any

of these respondents had reached the stage of activating the cultural values

of another group. Concrete facts related to the writers discussed in this

chapter can be found in Table 8.L.

A Variety of Contacts

A graduate in English and History remembered having contact with

minority ethnic students in the country schools he attended and with Asian

students in his later secondary and tertiary education in Adelaide.

I wøs born in [an industriøl country town] of Austrøliøn parents. I
utas educated øt [the locøI primøry and high school; ø boys' boørding

school in Adeløidel ønd the Uniaersity of Adelaide. [There are] a

large percentage of migrønts in its populøtion of 30,000 people. The



TABLE 8.L: CONCRETE FACT PROFILES OF MEMOIR WRITERS IN CHAPTER 8

BACKGROUND DETAILS OF WRITERS

Other Key
Factors

Languages
Other than

English
Known

German
(yr 3 uni)

German
ftasic)

Indonesian
(vr 12)

Subject
Specialisation

Chemistry
Mathematics

Law

Classical Studies
History
German

Music

Economics
Geoqraphy

Biology
Chemistry
Geography

English

Degrees

BSc

LLB

BA

BA

BMus

BA

BSc

BA

BAHons

Tyrye of
Secondary

School Attended

State Rural High School
+

Independent Boys College
State Primary

+
Independent Girls College

State High School

State High School

State High Schools

State High School

State Rural High Schools

Independent Boys College

Independent Boys College

Childhood
Residence

CountryTown

Subu¡ban

Suburban

Suburban

Suburban

Subu¡ban

CounbryTown

Surbu¡ban

Suburban

Age at
Time of
Writing

26

24

20

27

23

21.

30

21

23

Sex

M

F

F

F

F

F

M

M

M

Memoir No
+

Year Written

8A
1981

8B
1983

8C
1980

8D
7979

8E
7982
8F

1982

8G
1980

8H
1980

8l
1981

+
æÈ
Þ

a
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city is diaided into two sections, øn older section with well

established homes with røther spacious gnrdens. This areø is

inhabited predominantly by Australiøns, who work in professional

or semi-professional jobs. The second section consists of cheaper

housing packed closely together with small gørdens. This area is

inhnbited predominantly by migrønts who nre unskilled or semi-

skilled.

In the eørly 60s the compøny that [dominøted the town] wøs faced

with a shortøge of unskilled workers ønd wøs only too pleøsed to

høae large numbers of migrnnts to fill its work force. Howeaer,

the large majority of migrønts coming from supposedly lout socio-

economic regions were placed in ønd could only afford the cheøper

accommodøtion and the professionø\, mainly Australiøns were

offered nnd could øfford the better øccommodøtion. A large

number of migrants went to [the town] in search of a better life for
themselaes and their children ønd øs such a large number tf
children I went to school with were ethnic Australians. It is in this

enaironment that my primary educøtion began

The primary school tended to ignore any differences between

children from different cultures No reinforcement of ethnic

culture was made ... In primary school there wøs ø lot of peer Srouq

pressure to conform to Anglo-Austrølian cultural aalues.

Austrølian rules footbøll was one such aølue. lt wøs aety rare that

øn Austrølian boy would pløy soccer. Ethnic-Austrøliøns were

urged to giae up pløying soccer. There u)øs a strong feeling among

my peers thøt migrønts were of low sociøl støtus ønd inferior in

most other respects. This feeling of superiority would haae been

reinforced by their pørents,

My father wøs støtioned in Italy during the war and øs a result

Iearnt to speak ltaliøn. This experience ølong with his Christian

føith giaes him ø high respect for ltaliøns ønd their culture .'. My

family øs a whole is aery tolerønt of ønyone (person or group)

uhose ideals were not the søme øs theirs ...

ln first yenr [øt secondøry school] I wøs able to make ø choice

between French, Latin and Woodwork. A high percentnge of the
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class were ethnic-Australiøns, howeaer no classes were offered in

Greek ønd Italian. I feel ffiy peer group continued its dislike of

ethnic-Australiøns into high school. Expressions like dago ønd

u)op were preuølent. I am presently employed as ø housemøster at

[ø college in Adelaide] and derogøtory f €tttø¡ks about ethnic-

Australians are still in aogue.

Through boørding school I wøs introduced to Asian students.

Asiøn students didn't høae an inferiority tøg pløced on them by

their peer groupt possibly because they cøme from pørents of high

stønding in the community. In fact one of the Chinese student's

føther hød been the Møyor of Darwin. This is in contrøst to my

peer group's øttitude to ethnic-Australians in [my home town] ...

Most of the students at the school were Anglo-Australians ønd no

progrøms to øssist ethnic-Australiøn students 'were employed by

the school.

At the llniaersity of Adeløide I again liaed øwøy from home and

boørded at a uniuersity residence, The residence tttnsn't strictly

disciptined and with aery little family contact the cultural aøIues I
accepted came møinly from my friends øt Unit¡ersity. Once øgain

Asian students made up the lørgest ethnic body ... Some students

especiølty where they had been tøught English in their old country

appeared to conform completely to Australian cultural aøIues.

One student whose mother tongue Tt)as øn uncotnmon dialect

actually preferred to tølk in English ns he had lost fluency in his

own languøge.

Other Asiøn students kept to themselaes and tølked mainly to
other Asiøn students ønd only leørnt what English they needed to

get by. They mixed socially with other Asians and møde no

attempt to ødopt Anglo-Australian aølues Possibly the reason

why they made little attempt to øccept Australian aølues wøs

because when they hød finished their degree they intended to leaae

Austrølin ønd return to their homelønd. My friends øt uniaersity

didn't like these students øs to them these Asiøn students Tuere

snobs.

t
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The students I got to know the best Taere usually inaolaed in sport

(tennis, table tennis ønd squash). One Vietnamese student who I
play table tennis with has two completely different circles ,f
friends. One circle of friends is completely Vietnamese and the

other is Australian. He mixes quite freely and is accepted by both

circles of friends. He is fluent in both lønguøges ønd would be

considered a biculturøl indiuidual. (84)

The writer of the above memoir highlighted some of the difficulties he had

observed in establishing social interaction between students of different

ethnic backgrounds in schools and institutions of tertiary education. His

experiences of minority ethnic students in a state primary school in a

country city, and with Asian students in an elite boarcling school and later at

university, enabled him to draw some interesting comParisons. Outside the

classroom, minority ethnic students were kept apart from the mainstream

because they lived in lower social status suburbs and played what were

regarded by the Anglo-Celtic-Australian group as inferior sports. In contrast,

Asian students were recognised as of higher social status, but the tendency of

many to associate mainly with one another (often the result of their

transient student status in Australia) led to them being regarded as snobbish

by students of the mainstream group. What emerged as the one possible

point of contact from the comments of this writer, as in memoir 78, was that

sport could provide the medium whereby social interaction took place -

provid.ed the sports were recognised and played by the mainstream grouP.

The writer saw himself as rather more tolerant and accepting of individuals

from other ethnic backgrounds because of the influence of family values,

some of which he attributed to his father's wartime experiences in Italy, and

the family's religious values. Nonetheless, these positive attitudes within

his ideological system did not extend beyond social interaction with those of

non-English speaking background to incorporate the possibility of cultural
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interactioî, by participating, for example, in the other cultural world of his

bicultural Vietnamese friend.

A Childhood Openness to Other Australian Cultures

A law graduate who completed education studies on a part-time basis

recalled some early contact with children of minority ethnic background at

primary school. Although this ceased when she transferred at secondary

level to an independent school, her home and peer Sroup reinforced a

general attitude of readiness to acknowledge and accept other cultures than

her own in Australian societY'

I started primøry school in the early sixties. I can recall uery little of

my infønt education but I do not seem to remember that there were

aery many if øny migrønt children in my cløss. I cønnot søy

whether this is becøuse there tueren't or because it was not an

important factor to my fiae yeør old mind. A lot of children from
my school cøme from working cløss homes and many hød fathers
who worked at Holdens and so in my primøry yetts I remember

quite ø number of Greek ønd Italiøn children and a lesser number

of German ønd Dutch. Their numbers were not lørge but there

would høae been I estimate øbout 5 in eaery cløss of about 35 so

they were not an insignificønt çroup. I don't recall being

pørticulørly prejudiced øgøinst them but I do temember noticing

the difference but with no malice. I remember they had different

names but then so did I. I remember they were mostly Cøtholic

ønd thøt they sometimes liaed in houses the decorøting of which

wøs definitety not " Australian". I ølso recall that some Greek

children raent to Saturdøy school which I thought wøs similar to
Sunday School only they had it on a different day, which I put

down to the føct thøt they belonged to a different Church. As I
recøll they were no more or less intelligent thøn the rest of us ønd

certainly most seemed to høue more ødaantøges thøn the children

who cøme from poor families whose pørents didn't care.
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Looking bøck what I do find remarkable is thøt we spent a lot of

time on social studies leørning about Canada, New Zealand, the

Llnited Støtes ønd of course AustrøIiø ønd no time øt øIl on

ønything to do with the countries of these children's origins. We

certøinly didn't leørn øny languages. We learnt folk dancing

mainly Scottish country reels. The music zue learnt with few
exceptions was Anglo-Austrøliøn. We pløyed footbøll, uicket,

softball ønd netball At the time it didn't occur to me that we could

høue leørnt something of their cultures. It certøinly would høae

fostered greøter understønding. The migrønt children were always

something tf a mystery, an unknown quantity. I remember

admiring their ability to conaerse in two lønguages, One friend in
Grøde 5 tried to teøch me some ltaliøn ønd the sole word I cøn

remember is luna fo, moon. I also belieaed that learning a

lønguøge inaolaed memorising the equiaølent utord. lt neuer

occurred to me that grømmør might be different ..'

We moaed to [a more socially exclusiae suburb] when I størted

secondary school ønd thus commenced the next phase in my life. I
went to a priaøte Protestant girls school and therefore ølmost

without exception (there u)ere one or two) my fellow students were

of middle class Anglo-Austrøliøn bøckground so the question tf
cultural interaction wøs academic only. I do think some genuine

efforts were made to broøden the curriculum pøst the traditionøl

concentrntion on English lønguage ønd history. I remember in first
yenr our history course included some ancient Greek and Roman

history ønd the history of Mølaysiø and other Asian areøs. Asiøn

history wfls offered in Leaaing and for the other years Modern

European History did indeed mean Europeøn ønd not English. I
recall becoming aery interested in the Russian pre-reaolution

literøture while studying the Reaolution. I studied French for fiae
years and most girls studied for at least 3. The course included

some culturøI studies in aspects of geogrøphy, history ønd literature

but øt thøt støge French wøs the only language offered.

Because the school zt)øs lørgely Anglo-Saxon it cøtered for the

demønds of the students or at least their pørents. [Yet] I do not

think the school wøs narrow minded in its approøch ...
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Because my home ønd peer group enaironment is largely Anglo-

Austrøliøn there høs been little need to formulate øttitudes. The

søme is probøbly true of my church. The attitude of all these

groups has been accepting of ethnic groups and they høae shoran

some readiness to leørn of their cultures but little readiness to

adopt them themselaes. (88)

In this memoir, the respondent provides quite detailed recollections of her

childish curiosity and interest in the children of non-English speaking

background who were her class mates at primary school. Her positive

attitude to cultural pluralism at that stage is perhaps best revealed in her

admiration of their ability to speak more than one language. For a short

period at least this attitude extended to actual involvement in cultural

interaction, through her efforts, if only perfunctory, to learn Italian from a

school friend. But the fact that she remembered this detail can be taken as

indicative of her positive resPonse to this involvement.

Such experiences may have helped to maintain her generally positive

attitude to cultural interaction even when she moved to an almost

exclusivety Anglo-Celtic-Australian Protestant girls' school at secondary

level. In her view, this attitude was maintained and fostered by courses in

Asian and European history, even though these remained at the level of

academic interest only. She expressed no surprise or concern that the school

was content that the cultural experience of the students remained within the

confines of their parents and teachers' worlds. In fact, as she herself

recognised, she had never to that point in her adult life found herself in a

social context in which she needed to activate her generally positive attitude

into a tendency by actually participating in the cultural life of another grouP.
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Social Contact but No Opportunity for Cultural Interaction

Another history graduate with friends of Greek and Italian background went

as far as expressing a positive attitude to participation in another culture, but

recognized that she had no opportunity to do this.

Coming from øn Anglo-Celtic bøckground whilst in attitude I

føaour a bicultural Australia, my tendencies reflect the extreme

Anglo-conformistic ualues thøt were generated øt home, in my

school ønd to a certøin extent by *y peers. In the last group,

houseaer, there was ø slightly vøried attitude, because many of my

friends were of Greek nnd ltalian extrøct. From my obseraøtion,

howeuer, most of my peer group compønions expressed offence øt

being labelled øs betonging to a certain ethnic Srou7 (usually

because the "labelling" wøs done in the most derogatory terms) ønd

at leøst uthitst in the company of AustrøIiøns they tried aery much

emuløte Australian føshions, mønners ønd the English lønguøge.

very few would confess to speaking their own natiae tongue

fluently, ønd in møny instances this was in fact true.

Both the schools I attended [at ptimary ønd secondøry leael]

consisted "f n high ethnic student population, !€t, dominant

monism, at least in the school enaironment, seemed to be the

attitude ødopted by both ethnic and AustrøIians alike. The school

itsetf perpetuated this øttitude, øs do most schools, øs mny be

eaident by møking English ø compulsory subject until yeør eleaen.

The tnoae towørds incorporøting ltnliøn ønd Greek as curriculø

languages, ffiaA be recognised as some encouragement fo,
interøction between the two cultures and the host culture. Yet in

my experience øt school, the møjority of students tøking ltølian

were ltalinns, ønd most of the Anglo-Australiøn students selected

Germnn or French if they selected ø lønguøge øt øll, similørly, the

Italiøn Club, organised by one of the teøchers øt my High School,

TDns intended to promote interøction between the Australiøn ønd

Itøliøn students. The result wøs a committee comprising øll ltøliøn

students, ønd the majority of the people øttending the functions
were ltaliøn ...
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Both parents came from a rural background and were unfamiliar

with the fact that such a cultural diaersity euen existed within

Austrøliø besides being unaware of øny of their cultural ideologies.

Interaction occurred only with members of the Anglo-Austrølian

community the ethnic communities are tolerated, but no

øttempt to become inuolaed in their cultural øctiaities was made.

Ary clubs, sporting or sociø\, that I ioined were recognisably

Australiøn; ønd in fact this Anglo-conformism aalue orientation

peraaded and continues to do so, øll øspects of my social and

culturøl trf, Thus whilst I say thøt my attitudes øre oriented

towørds biculturølism [h\øaing had a constønt influence and

being inaolued onty with one culture, I am unøwøre of first, the

conflicts of møny migrønt children when trying to construct their

olt)n personøl systems; ønd secondly of the other aølue systems

øaailable to me. (8C)

This respondent, too, revealed a positive attitude to the principles of

cultural pluralism and interaction. Her contact with students of non-

English speaking background had given her some understanding of the way

they felt obliged to conform at school, while maintaining their ethnic

culture at home. She also realised that the school's efforts, under the

cultural range of the curriculum by introducing Italian, had in fact seemed

to intensify the separation between students of the mainstream and

minority ethnic groups. Although these experiences had led her to modify

the Anglo-conformist values she had been exposed to in her family and peer

group environment in favour of supporting the principle of a multicultural

Australia, she recognised that the constraints of her present circumstances

ensured that she did not have a chance to activate this attitude in any

concrete way through participating in another culture'
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Friendship at school with children of minority ethnic background was an

important part of the experience of another respondent who was a graduate

in German.

I went to støte schools from the beginning of 1964 until the end of

1975. I wøs neaer particulørly øu)are of cultural differences at

school. I come from øn Anglo-Australiøn family (4th generøtion)

and for ffiê, school uJas an extension of my own culture. In

retrospect, I now regard the schooling I receiaed to høae been

bøsed on nn Anglo-Australian lifestyle.

I went to ... Primary ønd a large percentøge of the children øt the

school came from Italiøn ønd Greek bøckgrounds' Other

nøtionølities which Tt)ere represented in the school were Polish,

Estonian, Lithuønian, Hungørian, German, Maori, French

Cønadiøn, French and Swedish.

There u)ere nel)er, to my knowledge, aflA fights cøused by cultural

dffirences, and I suppose that I wøs obliaious to the føct that being

Italiøn-Austrølian was any different to being Anglo-Austrnlian. I
remember regarding the Italiøn and Greek children (I wøs øt least

aTnøre thøt they were ltøliøn ønd Greek!) øs disadaantøged and poor

- they were usuølly the ones who got the free books,

I think that the school was at øn ødaøntøge becøuse the numbers

were smnll, ønd øIl the children knew one ønother. The situøtion

øt high school wøs different. It was only when I got to high school

that the nøme-cølling started [It wøs] ø lørge school, with øn

ethnic student populøtion to møtch ,..

I wøs in the top streøm, ønd only got to know those students who

were in my cløsses. There raas a føir percentøge of ethnic-

AustrøIiøns in my classes, ønd they all did well at school, ønd fitted
into Anglo-AustrøIian society uery well. Howeaer, I do know thøt

some of the kids hød problems with their parents oaer cultural

differences and aalue systems.
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Two girl friends, who are ltalian-Austrøliøn (born here of ltalian

parents) r.aould ner)er (while they were at high school øt least)

speak ItøIian in public, and they maintøined thøt they were

Austrølians and not ltøliøns - they were born in Austrøliø ...

I alutøys had friends from ethnic backgrounds, and any differences

"f opinion were neaer culturølly based. Perhaps this great

camaraderie was just a product of how well they fitted into the

Anglo-Australiøn wøy of lrft - a product of whøt ø wonderful iob

the school was doing in assimiløting them into society ...

My family life has been predominøntly Anglo-Austrølian. My

pørents haae brought up the fømily to be considerate of others, but

there is alwøys (on my parents' behøIfl an underlying mistrust of

'foreigners', which has resulted from some unpleøsønt past

experiences. A case of once bitten - twice shy' My parents would

ølways be the first to søy, "There's good ønd bad in aII

nøtionalities!"

I høae hød quite ø few ethnic-Australian friends, (actually most of

my friends høae been ethnic AustrøIians) ønd my parents høae

alwøys øccepted them, ønd I haae been accepted by their parents ...

Most of my friends øre at uniuersity nolþ, They haae met the

problems of ethnicity in a basicøIly Anglo-conformist society, ønd

høae succeeded. Schooling can be møde eøsier for the ethnic-

Australiøns. Why should they be Anglicised at the expense of their

ou)n cultures, especiølly when other less problematic alternatiaes

exist? (8D)

This memoir writer, too attended schools with a wide range of minority

ethnic students in their population. Neither at primary nor secondary level

did the school give an recognition to, or make special provision for such

students. What it did was to provide those who managed to cope with the

academic demands with the chance to proceed to higher education and

professional occupations. In her own judgement, the schools did 'a
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wonderful job' in assimilating minority ethnic students into Australian

society. The minority ethnic students who were her friends in this top-

stream class, were seen to have succeeded so well in these terms that, she

had no chance to learn about, or participate in the other cultural values they

activated at home.

There is, however, one small piece of evidence from the way she described

her minority ethnic friends that her own attitude to cultural pluralism was

not as exclusively monistic as the ideological values to which she herself

had been exposed both at home and school. Her concluding comment also

recognised that Anglo-assimilation was not the only policy alternative for

Australians today and that the transmission of minority ethnic cultures

could be beneficial for children belonging to these grouPs.

Developing a Cultural Awafeness through School Friendships

An music graduate recalled her experience with ethnic groups at secondary

school.

The State all-girls school I attended TDas situated in an ørea "f
migrant concentrøtion and consisted of approximately sixty Per

cent Greek girls and the remaining forty per cent Austrøliøn and

other races. Although the school was zoned for a particulør aren

there were cnses of ethnic girls liaing outside this zone who were

permitted to øttend the school as their pørents hød a strong

øntipathy to the idea of a mixed school and did not wish them to

øttend the local co-educationøl school. The school wøs streamed

and the streøming u)øs bøsed on øcademic øchieaements and lQ
testing. The majority of the Greek and ltalian girls were in the

Iower streams, This perhaps did not mean that the ethnic group

hød lesser øbility but thøt they may not haae been øble to coqe

because of their background. Not øIl their parents were able to

speak English and in a number of cases they did not haae øcndemic
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aspirøtions for their døughters and expected them to get work øs

soon fls they left school.

Greeks were the dominating ethnic group ønd they did not appear

to be worried øbout their ethnicity in ø school thnt hød a pro-

Australian culture. They mingled well with the Australiøn and

other røces but they grouped together as friends and there were

rarely any non-Greeks in their friendship group, AII the aarious

ethnic races assimilated well into the school system and accepted

the Austrølian ualues the ethnic groups in the thirteen to

seaenteen age group had aery similar outlooks on life to the

Australiøn girls. A school friend tf mine who is Løtuian

øssimilated well into the school situøtion and zaas popular with

both students and støff. At home she was made to speak Latrtian to

her parents and she øIso øttended Løtuiøn language cløsses. She

coped extremely well and Tþas one of the few successful biculturøl

indiuiduals at school øt the time ...

Most of the ethnic girls I knew could speøk in their own lønguøge

ønd seemed proud of this link with their heritage. Sometimes they

would use this øbility and speøk their nøtiae language to discuss

subjects or to speak about people when they didn't wish the

English-speøking girls to understand which underlined this

pariicular group's emphøsis on language øs n core aalue. AIso

there were traditionøl aspects of life with which the ethnic parents

expected their døughters to comply. One Greek girl in a senior class

became engaged to a boy ønd the engagement had been arranged

between her parents and the boy's parents. AIso a number of Greek

girls had to be chøperoned (usually by ø male member of the

family) at the school sociøls which contrasted with the freedom of

the Australian girls. These and other of the ethnic traditions øre

non-existent in the Australian culture. Becøuse of this some Greek

girls often thought thøt this treøtment by their parents wøs unjust

and consequently they rebelled agøinst these traditional
constraints. Often this resentment manifested itself by uery

precocious behøaiour from these girls.

Thus these ethnic girls who were the second generøtion migrants,

u)ere assimilated into the Australian school culture but not
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completely as they still retained or ut)ere expected to retain core

ualues such øs language and other traditions. (8E)

The writer of this memoir attended a state school where students of non-

English speaking background were in the majority. Her description of them

as 'Greeks' and 'other races' in contradistinction to those termed

'Australians' probably reflected the unthinking tendency of many members

of the mainstream group not to consider members of ethnic groups other

than their own as real or proper Australians, which they took for granted

meant Anglo-Celtic-Australian. Despite the pressure for conforming to

mainstream values within the domain of the school, she seemed more

aware than other respondents discussed earlier of the maintenance of

minority ethnic values in the private world of the home.

She was able to compare the position of many of the Greek and Italian girls

who, in the structure of the school, were given little chance to succeed

academically and hence later to find employment in high status occupations,

with that of her Latvian friend who did very well at school both in terms of

educational progress and social acceptance. Moreover, she compared the

situation of some of the Greek girls, who often experienced a conflict

between the values they were expected to activate at school and those the

family upheld at home, with her Latvian friend who had been able to

achieve a successful balance between the two cultures of home and school.

Her sympathetic description of the situation of her fellow students of

minority ethnic background and her acceptance of the bicultural adaptation

of her Latvian friend could be taken as implying, even though there was no

overt statement, that these experiences had helped her to become positive in

attitude towards cultural pluralism.
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A geography and economics graduate outlined in some detail the nature of

the social interaction she had had with young people of backgrounds other

than her own at secondary school and as friends since.

there were aery few New Australiøns øt the [primaryl school U

nttendedl and those thøt were there tended to be ... caucasiøn and

usually second generøtion øt leøst. Here the Anglo-Conformist

approøch was dominønt and considering the type of student at the

school and his/her bøckground it is not hard to see why. Similørly

it is not hørd to see why the system no only existed but also worked

quite hørmoniously.

Quite apart from my more liberøl fømily bøckground the secondøry

school I attended was quite a chønge. I went to ... High school

which had quite ø large Sroup of New Australians in attendance.

There were of course ø lørge number of ltøliøns and Greeks but

there utøs also ø reasonøbly lørge number of other cultutes which

were significøntly represented. The school had øn exchønge student

prograffi with Germøny and øIso had øn ev)en lørger grou7 "f
students from Møløysiø and a few other Asian countries, at møtric

level ... The teachers made good use of this situation, particularly ín

social studies and languøge cløsses I øttended. We often had lessons

where we discussed different cultures first hønd as it were with the

students from different cultures I learnt a lot from the time I
spent there, gaining ø much better understønding of other cultural

aalues. Certainly the teaching støff encourøged us to learn about

eøch other's different culturøl bnckgrounds pointing out the

benefits of broødening our minds, trying to breøk down senseless

prejudices, deaelop øn awareness of different languages ønd its

function and in turn leørning more about our own lønguage in the

process, etc.

My family bøckground is aery Anglo-Saxon in the sense that eaery

member of it is of an Anglo-Søxon ethnic background. Nor have

their been any marriages in our family between mixed cultures'

Howeuer, my upbringing wøs aery liberøl in this regard together

with my secondary schooling and the fact thøt I hød a number of

friends, both in school and at uniaersity who were from different
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cultures. Certainly I was always encouraged to mix with people

from other cultures. Haaing øIways hød ø number of friends from
different cultures, including øn ex-boyfriend who was ltalian ønd

ønother who was lrish, it has certainly giaen me nn insight into

different types of cultures ønd the difficulties they face in suraioing

in our socíety. For the Irish boy life was not so dfficult, the only

problems he hød were with people (particulørly children during

school years) teasing his accent. Howeaer, he could speøk English

aery well ønd so did not høae to go through the traumø of høaing

to learn a new language ønd face øll the problems associated with

thøt.

On the other hand, the ltølian boy had oery rnøny more problems.

First there wøs the dfficulty of leørning ø neu languøge. This was

quite ø problem for him, haaing to use English øs a first lønguage at

school and ltaliøn as ø first language øt home. iLe søid øs a child he

had a lot of dfficulty understønding this situøtion; Further to thøt

he was teased ø lot at school for being ltølian and said that at his

Cøtholic school it worked out thøt the children would diuide into

two groups or gangs, namely the ltalians aersus the othets, ønd

they would often fight. Certøinly there was ø lot of segregation

between the cultures. Outside school he faced the sflme

discrimination being cølled names such øs; 'døgo' and 'wog' and

høaing people (usuølly groups of youths) fight him. Consequently

he is still aery sensitiae about his ethnic bøckground and it seems

to me thnt he often tøkes it out on his pørents. By that I mean that

he treøts his pørents with contempt as if he is punishing them for
what they høae put him through by coming here to Australiø.

Høaing been born here he wants to see himself as Austrøliøn and

not ltalian and so ov)er the years he høs denied his ltølian

background so much so that now he will often refuse to participøte

in the ltøliøn culture. Unfortunøtely he does not fit, or øt leøst is

not øccepted thøt well, into the Anglo-Saxon culture either ønd so

he høs had quite a dilemma ønd identity crisis in his life.

As for other agencies in my life such as the church ønd clubs I
attended they were aery Anglo-Saxon in their content but I would

not say thøt they were intolerant of other cultures. Instead [the
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matterl neaer came up because there Tt)as

members of such groups. (8F)
only Anglo-Søxon

At secondary school level this memoir writer had the opportunity to mix

with students from a wide range of non-English speaking backgrounds. She

was one of the very few respondents who mentioned that the school had

actually provided opportunities for all students to learn something about

the languages, heritages and histories of the different ethnic groups

represented in the student population. In addition, she felt that the tolerant

attitude of her family had encouraged her to have friends from other

cultural backgrounds.

Her comparison of her Irish and Italian boy-friends revealed an awareness of

the predicament of the latter, who had rejected the Italian cultural heritage

of his parents without finding full acceptance within the Anglo-Celtic-

Australian group. Implicit in this account is the reality that despite her

considerable experiences of friendship with those of minority ethnic origin,

their interaction was always on mainstream cultural terms.

Understanding an Australian Minority Heritage

One respondent who grew up in a rural area settled by German immigrants

in the early days of European settlement revealed a more positive

understanding of cultural pluralism in Australia.

I øttended ... high school in the heørt of the Barossa Vølley. The

aren u)øs settled by Germans many, many yeørs ago, ønd there is no

doubt thøt the Germøn culture is øliae and strong. How much of
this is "residual" I am not sure, becøuse the areø is aery strongly

tourist oriented. The people are proud of their øncestry and it is

not uncommon to hear (older) people speaking German to eøch

other in the streets. The lønguage still thriues in the VaIIey but by
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no means is spoken by a majority. Many of the people thøt I went

to school with must haae been at least third generation German-

Australians, and it amøzed me thøt most still had a slight German

accent. German wøs tøught at school and cløsses were fairly large.

Houteaer (øt school) there were, at the time, more Anglo-
Australians thøn German-Australians and it Tþas clear thøt

students with obuious trøits of the German culture Taere open to

slight but constønt ridicule. Apart from the lønguage classes there

TDas no "social studies" in German culture that I u)as aTt)are of ...

The area tenaciously hangs on to its German roots and traditions,

but I belieae thøt subtle pressures at school from the Anglo

majority of students, cøuse a moue to Anglo-conformism. There is

certainly interøction between the Anglo-AustrøIian culture and the

ethnic German, but it is (I belieae), mostly at the peripheral leael -

ie such that tourism will remøin an important industry ...

Forgetting the school and looking at the townspeople, it is also

clear that there is a hard core of øt leøst second, and probably third

generøtion Germans. Some of the older people seetn to speak

German all of the time and stick to their ou)n groups, Their

clothing ønd rnflnners seem quøint and "old country". Thus I
belieae there is cleør eoidence of separøtism; but as I høae

discussed aboae, the pressures on the progeny of this hard core

minority in the school ønd other enaironments, ensure thøt his

will not continue for much longer. There øre probably ø few
indiaiduals who øre (ønd will be) biculturøI ...

A knowledge and understanding of different cultures ca.n only

enrich ønd enhance one's life. The study of the dffirent cultures

giues one different aiews of coping with life; its puzzles ønd

problems. With knowledge comes understanding of other

cultures' characteristics. Understønding remoaes irrationøl fear
and prejudice. I think thøt øn appreci'ation of these føcts ølone,

proaides a powerful argument fo, a moaement towards a

biculturalist direction in the education of øIl Austrølians. (8G)

This memoir is the only one that gives evidence that the writer grew up in

what he recognised had been an ethnically plural community for some
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generations. Although the German language of the early settlers continued

to be taught, (mostly as a 'foreign' language) the school gave no other

recognition of the ethnic origins of the valley. In his judgement the general

orientation of the school and the majority of students was Anglo-

conformist. The community at large seemed to be interested only in those

residues of German heritage that were economically viable as tourist

attractions. His concern that the maintenance of German culture was being

limited to the older generation, who lived largely apart from the rest of the

community, highlights his own positive attitude to cultural interaction

through the development of bicultural individuals. Yet it must be

recognised that there is no evidence in the memoir about the writer's own

tendencies in this regard.

Positive Attitudes to Cultural Pluralism through Friendship

One respondent, who traced a long Anglo-Australian family heritage,

considered that his friendship with an individual of minority ethnic

background had been important in modifying his attitude.

I am a fourth generation Australiøn, and my fømily's hetitøge has

been Anglo-Australian for the pøst two hundred yeørs. I identifu

aery strongly with Australiø ønd all of my personal cultutal ønd

social systems are deriaed from an Anglo-Australian bøckgtound'

Throughout my education in primary school, on reflection, I
realise thøt my school trønsmitted almost entirely Anglo'
Australian culturøI aalues. I remember aiaidly eaery Fridøy

morning, assemblies in the lunch yard. where we øll pøtriotically

saluted the Australian fløg ønd mørched øround to the tune of God

Saae the Queen! The majority of students were born in Australiø

and had Australiøn parents, ønd so there wasn't really much scope

for cultural interaction with other ethnic groups. This was much

the same picture in my years of secondøry schooling where I
attended a college run ølong aery trøditional Anglo-lines. My peers
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in this situation were ølso aery strongly oriented towards

Australiø, and my sense of identity with Australia, as it still is now,

wøs increøsing rapidly. Tertiary education, for me, was the turning

point, ønd it wøs here thøt I cøme into close contøct with a number

of people from differing ethnic backgrounds and indeed became

aery good friends with one particular person.

This experience enøbled me to become more ølþøre of other ethnic

groupst their aølues and orientations, and their social mannerisms.

I wouldn't go as far as to say thøt I chønged my Anglo-conformity

orientøtion but I did certainly take more cøre in understanding the

u)ay other cultures worked. I became aware that cultural

pluralism was eaident in our society and that it lnøsn't such a bød

thing at øll. This wøs quite a radical chønge from my earlier døys

when I held the øttitude that ønything thøt wøsn't Australian

wøsn't worth knowing about. (8H)

Although few details about the writer's friendship at university with

someone of a different ethnic background were given, the person is

described as 'a very good friend', in a way which suggests that the

relationship was both long-lasting and at a deep level. Certainly, there is no

doubting the clear assertion of the respondent's belief that the relationship

had had a significant influence on his ways of thinking and acting. Given

his earlier attachment to things Anglo-Australian, and his dismissal of other

cultures as not worth knowing, the recognition that his commitment was to

the cultural heritage of his own Anglo-Australian grouP and that the

contribution of other cultures to Australian society was 'not a bad thing' can

be seen to represent a definite, if limited, modification of his attitudes.

A second respondent also claimed that friendship with those of other

cultural backgrounds had been one of the key factors in changing his

attitudes to cultural pluralism in Australia.

't
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My olt)n upbringing has been almost without exception, a

linguisticøIly ønd culturnlly monistic one. My parents are from
Anglo-Søxon stock exclusiaely, both their ancestors being members

of the eørly South Austrølian squøttocracy. Both had uniaersity

educations, ffiA føther pursuing a [professional] career in which he

has been highly successful ... My domestic environment wøs thus

middle class, and one of considerøble weølth ...

The immediøte family structure u)as, oaerall, regørded by its
members much more øs a group of indiaiduals rather than a

single, collectiue entity. This wøs due to some extent to the friction
in the relationship between my pørents [My mother's] dictums

[on the freedom to pursue one's olt)n interests], together with the

clear example of success embodied in my father, instilled ø high

leael of indiaiduølistic, competitine ambition in both my sisters

ønd mysetf. Both my older sister and I were able students, and we

cultiaated our abilities to stay at the "top of the pile". The Anglo-

Søxon school structure, which encourages and fosters competitiae,

røther thøn cooperatiae work, proaided the means by which we

could enhance our støtus through academic effott. Our peers were

regørded more as fellow competitors on ø secondøty leael than

comrades on a primøry leael, øIthough certainly uJe hød many

"school friends" ...

The school, houteaer, like most Anglo-Søxon schools, stressed

collectiuist ethics in reløtion to secondøry structures. We were

tøught to be responsible citizens, who would, through the exercise

of our tølents, serne society as ø whole. As is typical, these

collectiaist sentiments were mønifested more on the sportsfield

thøn the cløssroom.

My parents do not regard themselaes as Anglo-Saxon ie of British

descendancy, but øs quite definitely and distinctly Australian' They

identifu heøaily with the Austrølia of 30-40 years ago (ie non-

multicultural) ønd regard the influx of migrants as ø "corrupting"

føctor. Both see AustrøIia as an improaement on Britain, with its
better climøte, supposed lack of cløss tension ønd inequølities, and

the greøter chances of indiaiduøl deaelopment and freedoms. I
u)as brought up on Australian literøture - C.l. Dennis, Banjo
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Pøtterson nnd Adam Lindsay Gordon - as my pørents haae little

conception of British or European literary, artistic, political or

philosophical culturøl øctiaity. Both parents haae been to Europe

ønd expressed little interest in the cultures they encountered. My

mother, in particular, was relieued to come home, being almost

xenophobic in relation to foreign lifestyles. Both are quite

nationalistic ønd øre against the emergence of a multiculturøl

society in Austrøliø. My føther aiews Southern Europeøns as

potential "Mediterrnnean back ache" compensation cases, ølI

English as potential militønt unionists, ønd the Lebønese ns shødy,

aaaricious wheeler-dealers. My mother was against the

estøblishment of ethnic radio and teleaision, belieaing that if one

migrøtes to ønother country one must "do as the Romøns do"

My interests in literature and the arts høae fortunately modified

my outlook, and my aarious friendships with those "f other

culturøl origin (l-Ikrøinian, Greek, Iewish, ltøIian, Scandinaaian

and Polish) haae in føct brought me full circle' These cultures,

with their historical achieaements and their more intimate, less

øggressiaely indiaiduøIistic ideological orientøtions, øppeal to me

more thøn the Australiøn mainstream culture as it exists today,

with its rather insensitiae, unreflectítte, materialistic and often

ignorant øttitudes. (8I)

The ideological values that this writer had been exposed to at home were

clearly not just indifferent or ignorant of minority ethnic cultures in

Australia, but rather completely opposed to them. His schooling reinforced

this confinement to the upper middle class Anglo-Australian values of his

home. As with the previous writer, it was only after he left school that he

had the opportunity to encounter people of different cultural backgrounds.

In his case the medium for making relationships with individuals from a

whole range of different ethnic origins was his interest in literature and the

arts. These relationships brought him into contact for the first time with the

cultures of other ethnic groups and led him to critically evaluate aspects of

his mainstream Australian heritage, including its hostility to other ethnic
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cultures, and express an appreciation of the cultural achievements of other

ethnic groups. Although there seemed to be an implication that such

cultural diversity would be beneficial for Australian society, the memoir

provides no evidence that this positive attitude to other cultures actually led

to his participation in them.

Overview

Only two of the respondents discussed above claim that their social

interaction with individuals of different ethnic backgrounds had influenced

them to evaluate other cultures as worthwhile. In both cases the friendships

had developed when they were young adults attending university or

involved in literary and arts activities (8H & 8D.

In contrast, few of the contacts made in the context of the school classroom

or playground had proved to be so long lasting or influential. The best that

had been achieved was an enhanced level of understanding and awareness

of cultural differences. For the writer of Memoir 8E, for example, the

experience of boy-friends of Irish and Italian background had made her

aware of the difficulties which such people have in surviving and

assimilating into mainstream Australian society. Three (8C, 8G, 8I)

indicated their preference for a multicultural Australia.

What in fact emerged in a number of the respondents considered in this

chapter, as with a number of those discussed in chapter 6, was the extent to

which they had been brought up in an mainstream Australian world which

had isolated and separated them from contact with people of minority

ethnic background. The middle class Anglo-Australian and Anglo-Celtic-

Australian cultural values of the home were reinforced in the experience of

the writers by the same values to be found in the school, as well as the
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church, sporting and peer groups with which they were involved. Several

of them (8C, 8D, 8H) explained how difficult it was for them to break out of

the confines of this monocultural world. In contrast to the respondents to

be discussed in the next three chapters, the circumstances of their lives had

not resulted in them experiencing cultural interaction.
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C HAPTE R NINE

PARTICIPATION IN CULTURAL INTERACTION

The respondents whose memoirs are to be discussed in this and the

following two chapters all revealed evidence that their experience of

interaction extended to personal involvement in the cultural values of

other ethnic groups. The memoirs of those for whom cultural interaction

took place within the context of the education system are considered in

chapter ten, while those of the respondents involved in intercultural

marriage are considered in chapter eleven.

This chapter focuses on those writers whose experiences of cultural

interaction were the result of friendship or travel. There was a wide

variation not only in the extent of these experiences but also in their context

and long-term outcomes. In one case the experience proved ambivalent

and ultimately left the respondent with a negative feelings of alienation. In

the opinion of others the benefits and advantages outweighed the

difficutties of mutual adjustment and cultural adaptation.

The writers' descriptions of their involvement in other cultures were often

quite long and detailed. Their comments have been quoted at length

because they help to throw light on the cultural interaction process. In a

number of instances, the details provided in the memoirs made it possible

to trace attitudinal changes to cultural diversity across time, generations and

differing social contexts. Table g.L provides concrete facts concerning the

memoir writers considered in this chapter.



TABLE 9.1.: CONCRETE FACT PROFILES OF MEMOIR WRITERS IN CHAPTER 9

lived in Malawi

lived for a year
in Canada

trained as a chef

lived and
worked in France

travelled in

lived in France &
North Africa

classical

travelled in
Europe & Asia

and studied

Other Key
Factors

2
F¡ench (Hons)

Greek

French (yr 12)

Chichewa

Languages
Other than

English
Known

Physiology

Politics
Mr¡sic

Geography

English

History

Subject
Specialisation

History

History

French

Physics

BA

BA

BA

BA

BA Hons

BSc Hons

BSc

BA

Degrees

BA

State High School +
Adult Matriculation

Independent Boys College

Independent Boys
Colleges

State High School

State Rural High School

T¡re of
Secondary

School Attended

State High School +
Adult Matriculation
State High School +

State High Sdrool +
Catholic Girls

State High School

Suburban

CountryTown

Subu¡ban

Sr¡burbart

Suburban

Suburban

Suburban

Suburban

Suburban

Childhood
Residence

2L

23

28

Age at
Time of
Writing

38

2l

23

c.24

30

28

M

M

M

M

M

F

M

M

M

BACKGROUND DETAILS OF WRITERS

Sex

9G
L982

9rI/70F'
7990

eJ
1980

9B
1981

9C
1980

9D
1,993

9E
1981.

9F
7979

Memoir No
+

Year Written

9A
1.980

NO
æ
D'
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Cultural Interaction through Friends of Other Ethnic Backgrounds

Some of the respondents focussed their memoirs on their experiences of

friendship with people of other ethnic backgrounds and described the way

these relationships had provided an opportunity for cultural interaction.

Their accounts showed clearly how they had moved beyond the boundaries

of social interaction described by the writers who were considered in

chapters 7 and 8. The respondents discussed in this chapter gave evidence

of actually participating in the culture of a group other than their own. The

contexts in which these friendships had emerged were varied. Often the

initial contact was the university; sometimes it was at home; at other times

in the work situation; only occasionally did friendships leading to cultural

interaction begin at school. In the recollections of a history graduate his

contact with minority ethnic cultures occurred first at home and later at

school.

As øn Austrølían of Anglo extrøction the most preaøiling influence

upon ffiy early education wøs Anglo-conformism. Early its
influence helped to deaelop in me a strong sense of nationølism

ønd the idea thøt my cultural heritage was superior. I attended

school in the late forties and fifties. During my soiourn in the

Australian education system there was little concern fo, the

problems and cultural mores of other ethnic Sroups.

Holaeuer, this wøs not the case at home .. My mother kept ø guest

house, We had between 30-40 boarders "f mixed European

nationølity øt øny one time. Within the house [culturøl pluralisml

preaailed and wøs T)ery stimuløting. I was introduced to many

facets and aalues of møny European countries. It wøs appørent thøt

outside the house most boørders tried to come to terms with [the

dominant culturel since their jobs and prospects depended upon

their assimiløtion and the oaercoming of preiudice ønd suspicion.

We hød, in six yeørs, four suicides,
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My peer group enuironment was mainly Anglo-dominøted but

since my best friend was Greek, I experienced [contøct with another

culture throughl his pørents ønd their friends [Differences]

reaolaed mainly about the øttitudes ethnic Srou7s had toward

fømity. I witnessed the dilemmø of Italian ønd Greek girls.

Retigion too, utøs a focus of transmission ... To function [in these

intercultural relationshipsl one had to be more uniaersøl in one's

behaaiour as experience wfls aaried and notions of hospitality,

expression and manners were seen quickly to serae ø Purpose

røther thøn haae aølue in themselaes. One, of course, can noTD see

thøt peculiørities of cultures øre attractiue ønd unøttractiae in

themselaes. Tolerønce ønd understanding then, were the møin

springs of any relationshiP ...

I suggest that there møy be influences at work in Austrølia stronger

or as equiaølent in persuasion øs cultural forces. Mønning Clark

expresses this notion well, [when claiming thøt] ... "in Australiø the

spirit of the place makes ø man all)are of his insignificønce, of his

impotence in the presence of such ø harsh enuironment" ' If place

in Australia does haae such øn effect, then certainly øll cultural

groups wiT be subject to the aortex. ln generations notions tf
cultural interøction in Austrølia møy be unnecessøry. (94)

For this writer, awareness of the existence of other cultures had come

initially through the boarders in his mother's guest house. His friendship

with a Greek boy was not described in detail, but it clearly went beyond the

domain of the mainstream Australian school and included involvement

with his Greek family and friends. As a result he not only came to

understand differences in religion and family life, but also began to modify

his own behaviour in areas like 'hospitality, expression and manners'. His

own interpretation of this participation in the life of another SrouP was not

in terms of learning its cultural values, but of functioning more effectively

in a given context by becoming more 'universal' in his behaviour.
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The attitude to cultural pluralism revealed by this respondent appeared

quite complex. His recognition of group differences was clearly indicated

when he wrote of the need for 'tolerance and understanding'. But his idea

of the Australian environment as an homogenizing force to which all

cultural groups in Australia were subjected suggested an ultimate solution

of monism, at best a synthesis, rather than a plural society which would

encourage cultural interaction.

Another respondent described the way his own and his family's cultural

outlook had gradually been modified through a series of contacts and

friendships with people of different ethnic backgrounds.

My home ønd family Tuere extremely Anglo-Australiøn in outlook

eaen fiae years øgo, but seaeral eaents høae happened since then,

During one of my periods of leaae from the Army, I brought a Thøi

friend home to Adeløide for a fortnight. Although they did not

encourage my ideø initially, they enioyed his aisit extremely and

øsked him bøck the next yeør. My elder sister married a builder

whose mother is Chinese. The fømily wøs diaided, but the

mørriage høs worked well, and the mother-in-løw is now well

respected.

Although ffiy parents øre not German, some of their best friends
øre, so three years ago they joined the Germøn Club of Adelaide

ønd are still members. My pørents and I øttended the Hungøriøn

Club's New Year's Eae party, ønd my home proaided ø party for
officers of the lJ.s. Naoy who aisited Adelaide løst year. My fømily
now høs greøt tolerøtion for non-Anglo-Australians, far more thøn

before we møde the effort. My peer group enuironment øt the

lJniaersity is mainly the Dip,Ed. students teaching History. This

group høs a small proportion of Anglo-Austrøliøns, so for airtuølly

the first time I belong to the minority! we øre øIl good friends,
especiøIly after a restaurant dinner and the Martindale HølI cøm7.

We would probøbly like to think of ourselaes øs being biculturø\,

ølthough none of the Anglo-AustrøIians speaks Greek or ltøliøn.
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In ffiy reading I høue found that the humøn charøcter is well

formed by late adolescence. Thereþre [my school], my home and

ffiy peer group up until that time formed the foundations of my

cultural aalues. As I stated beþre, these followed a møinly Anglo-

Australian outlook which was reinforced by the Army when I wøs

[in fficer training for three yeørsl.

Since completing my degree, I haae become much more araare of

the aalues trønsmitted to me by *y school, family and peer çroup.
Houteaer, øfter attending Adeløide Uniaersity, going to church

agøin and joining ciailian clubs, I høae become aware of other

cultures as being vøIuable ønd rewørding. Many Anglo-

Australians including myself, øre enaious of the ethnic festiaals
ønd celebrations which its members can shøre in by knowing the

language and group norms of their special culture. It therefore

seems a pity thøt Anglo-Australiøns haae been so eager to discard

their old lrish, Scottish, Welsh and English dialects ønd traditionøl

skills. (98)

The author of these comments could probably be regarded as a case

comparable to Memoir 8H, whose experiences appeared to lie on the

borderline between social and cultural interaction. He has been included

among those respondents who gave evidence of cultural interaction

because of the way he and his family participated in German and Hungarian

culture. Although this behaviour represented a rather limited experience

of cultural interaction, it should be recognised that attendance at the

activities of minority ethnic clubs is comparatively rare among mainstream

Australians. There was no doubt, however, of his positive attitude to

cultural pluralism and cultural sharing, which was directly expressed in his

awareness of other cultures as being 'valuable and rewarding' and his

recognition of the decline and loss of Celtic languages and cultures.
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This writer's comments on his Diploma of Education peer group also raised

an interesting point in relation to 'the experience of majority as minority'.

From the description given the contact among this group was probably best

seen as social interaction, perhaps flavoured by a few of the cultural values,

such as food, from the high percentage of minority ethnic students in the

group. It might well have functioned to give Anglo-Australian students

insights into ethnic differences because they were in a grouP that

appreciated cultural diversity so that the minority individuals concerned

were confident enough to talk more readily about their own multicultural

and bilingual experiences. However, the fact that the SrouP would have

included students from several different backgrounds, such as ltalian,

Croatian, German Greek and Serbian, would have meant that the basic

cultural patterns being activated were mainstream Australian since those

were the ones shared by all.

One young woman who was a graduate in French had experienced a

prolonged period of exciting cultural interaction through coming to live in

the household of an Egyptian-born French teacher.

I was born ø third generøtion Australian, descending on my

mother's side from Germøn Lutherans who fled their homeland

during the løst century in order to escape religious persecution. My

grandparents ønd pørents considered themselaes through ønd

through Australians - I recollect stories being told me by my

grandmother of my øncestors in their early yeørs in Australia, but

nothing connecting them with any other culture than the Anglo-

Austrølian one I wøs being tøught. My maternøl grandfather was

the last in the line to speak Germøn - the reason my mother giaes

for not understanding a word of this lønguage is that her føther
refused to teøch his children ø language towørds which there was

much hostility in the community during the War. She speaks with

aague regret at losing that final link with the culture, for eaen in

my grøndføther's doy the fømily hød broken aarny from the
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Lutherøn Church after a seemingly trioial dispute with a minister

The culturøl aalues transmitted to me by my home thøt I can

distinguish were basically of møterial possessions equalling success

in life; also a high ualue was pløced on tidiness (in ø female),
cleanliness, independence ("standing on one's own feet"), hørd

work ("the deail makes work for idle hands") and good liaing
(honesty and sexual morølity), My family expressed suspicion "f
other groups in the community who didn't agree with such aalues.

lews, for example, who would "stick together in ø tight groupt

helping each other and keeping honest Australians excluded" u)ere

the subject of many abusiae jokes. ltølians (or Greeks or Yugoslaas

- they were airtually indistinguishøble) could be spotted because

they wore such bright clothing and painted their houses so gaudily

too. Their children were inaariøbly hølf-witted and bødly behaaed

at school - no doubt øs ø result of their home life - their pørents

were always screaming at them, eaen in the street! The family
liaing across the road from us wøs an exception - ølthough they

were Itølian (or Greek?) the wife kept the house quite cleøn nnd I
was øIlowed to pløy with their son - Møri. I apparently took this

young boy "under my wing" in our early school days which. was

considered ø generous act towards this unfortunøte (being a

migrant) boy ...

Perhaps it Tt)as ø aague nostalgia for her lost cultural ties with

Germany that led my mother to enrol me in Germøn in my first
year at high school For some teason I can't recall I wøs quite

determined to study French because my brother had most of the

required text books ølreødy from his two unsuccessful years

compulsorily studying French. There was not much eaidence tf
multiculturalism being øn øim tf the French course in the

suburban high school I øttended, The course lafls ø fairly
progressiae audio-IinguøI course, but modern languøges in the

school were tøught øs ø discipline and ability in the field wøs used

to streøm the junior school into A,B,C,D,E classes ...

ln the finøl years of high school - I was attending a smøIl low-støtus

(ie. inexpensiae) Catholic college run by an order of nuns which
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originøted in France. French in this school was ø high støtus subiect

especially in my møtriculøtion year when the øll-science subiect

girls lrft the college to attend the 'brother' boys school neørby in

order to take adaøntage of the føcilities. In six yeørs of French I
gleaned aery little knowledge of the French culture from my high

school course - I was obliged to learn two or three short poems off

by heørt to recite in the ønnuøl Alliance Francaise exøms; I leørned

that the French øte uoissants and escargots (snails) during ø Bøstille

Dry celebrøtion one yenr when I also may haae heard the

Mørseilles. I lrcørd some popular French music in the classroom

one year, one of my tenchers belieaing in singing as a method of

drilling correct intonation ønd pronunciøtion. ln fact, when I look

back I can recall møny isolated bits ønd pieces of French culture

which u)ere scattered øround my classes, but these pieces u)ere

net)er linked to any meaningful whole - they were presented rather

øs idiosyncrøsies of ø aery peculiør (but likeøble) people. I don't

think I cøme across a reøl French person during my whole high

school French course, I'm not eaen conainced that I belieaed such ø

person actually existed!

Howeaer, these cultural ref erences were saued from
meaninglessness for me by a close friendship I formed during high

school with ø woman who just chanced to be øn Egyptian-born

modern lønguage teacher. T------ spoke both ltaliøn and French as

her natiae tongues ølong with English which she had learned at

school in Austrølia, haaing ørriaed here at the øge of four. I found
myself strongly attrøcted to her rich cultural bøckground which

contrøsted strongly, I felt, with my ou)n Poaerty in this area. I was

fascinøted by her exciting ancestry - Gypty, French, ltaliøn, Austriøn

and Møltese blood wøs in the fømily. Her paternøl grøndparents

u)ere Maltese liaing in Egypt where her father Tþas born. Her

mother's family had ended up in EWpt as a result of a disapproaed

marriage between øn Austrian ønd øn ltalinn while the two

countries were warring; the couple could not mørry in either of

their home countries so they had run awøy to liae in Egypt. As

well as these diaerse cultural influences in the family, T-----s aunts

ønd uncles hød married into such distinct culturøl groups øs

Southern ltølian, lewish and English liaing in England.
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At the age of sixteen, for aarious rensons, I cøme to liae with T------

ønd her fømily which meant close contact with pørents, uncles,

aunts, cousins for the extended fømily wtts ø core aalue of the group

Diølogue in French, English and ltalian was ølwøys punctuated

with borrowed expressions from the languages not being used, as

well as with the occasionnl German or Arøbic borrowing, if these

happened to express what was being søid more accurately or

concisely, or if they came to the mind more quickly ...

Food in T------'s family was øgøin an exømple of a mixing "f
trøditions - I remember ø Christmas dinner consisting of lobster,

and fresh mayonnaise, pasta øl forno, salads, fresh fruit, Lebanese

cøkes, Christmas pudding with sixpences hidden in it, and Turkish

coffee.

It now seems obaious why I deaeloped such ø proþund and lasting

interest in leørning French - the more I learned the more I became

inaolaed in and accepted by the fømily, and the more I
comprehended of the domestic conaersation and could contribute

to it.

During my uniaersity years, as I motted alþøy from the influence of

the family, ffiA interest in French moaed from øn interest in the

language and through it in inaolaing myself in ø European'

Egyptinn culture, to a loae of the French culture in its own right

and an adoption of some minor øspects of the culture as my own.

Liaing and working for almost a year in Pøris intensified my

identificøtion with this culture.

Høaing left [my adoptedl family, no longer liaing in Frønce, and

being somewhøt estranged from my own fømily by my changed

culturøI aølues øs a result of experiencing liaing in different

cultural groups ønd øssimiløting certain of their aølues; I find
myself as uncomfortable an Australian-øs-cøn-be. I find I haae

rejected aalues I wøs brought up to belieae in, in føaour of aølues I
feel guilty øt borrowing, (9C)
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This writer's experience of cultural interaction had been quite extensive

through coming to live in a household made up of individuals from

various ethnic heritages. What she described as the patterns of language

use, and meals can be interpreted as the spontaneous emergence of a

synthesis or hybrid family culture which she found stimulating. Later a

period spent in France had given her the opportunity for participation in

the French culture at the wider societal level as well. Her experience of

cultural interaction was extensive and meaningful enough to have

substantially changed her personal cultural systems, in a way seen in only a

few other respondents.

Her comments evoked vividly the nostalgic sense of loss and homelessness

that she felt on her return to Australia. Her experiences of cultural

interaction had so changed her cultural values that she was left feeling

uncomfortable, isolated and alienated from those Australians who had

never had the opportunity to transcend the values of the mainstream

Australian cultural group. It was not the experience of cultural interaction

per se that she regretted but the fact that at the time of writing it had left her

feeling that there was no grouP to which she belonged.

Another respondent, who recalled being fascinated by languages other than

English, used the opportunity of interacting with Greek and Dutch friends

he had met at university to learn their languages.

My own experiences of coming into contact with other cultures

than the mainstreøm høae been numerous and fulfilling' My

interest in other cultures høs øIways begun with languflge. In eørly

high school (which for me took pløce in rurøI South Australia), I
wished to study a foreign languøge (l do not recøll why), but the

school offered none. Hence I begøn to study French by

correspondence with a school in Adeløide. This proaed a dfficult
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ørrangement, and the study did not continue pøst the first yeør.

The experience did howe'oer giue me my first taste of another

Ianguøge and the joy that it could bring. My parents haae brought

ffie up øs an open-minded indiaidual; howeaer, I øm sure thøt the

experience of studying ø foreign lønguage can do nothing but

increøse empøthy ønd tolerønce towards other nøtionalities. This

fascinøtion with lønguøges continued in my learning (together

with friends), Germøn sweør words and a few incidental words,

which we would use amongst ourselaes for amusement. The fun I
experienced in this context deaeloped in me ø habit of trying to
commit to memory any new words from other lønguages that I
cøme across.

Through my early studies in uniaersity, I met many students from
minority ethnic backgrounds, pørticularly Greeks and Italians. I
deaeloped close friendships with ø few Greeks, ønd through these

friendships I was graduølly introduced to the Greek culture.

Impromptu aisits to ø friend's house would see me rewarded with

ø meal cooked by his mother. I was somewhat tentøtiue when it
came to trying 'strønge' foods, but eventually I cøme to loae the

spønakopitø, dolmøthes ønd baklaaa, which I was introduced to. I
wfls always fascinated heøring the strange language spoken

between my friends ønd their mothers (the føthers usually spoke

English welt). Little did I know that one day I too would be øble to

speak the language. These Greek households were bilinguøl;

howeaer, I belieue thøt when the children Tt)ere not around, Greek

was the languøge spoken ølmost exclusiaely ...

Through a particular Greek friend with whom I was liaing øt the

time, I begøn to learn n few Greek taords, ønd my fledgling ffirts øt

communicøtion were so rewarding that I determined to teøch

myself to speak the languøge. I purchased dictionaries and some

second-Ianguage books, and with Greek childrens' books which my

friend dusted off for me, I set øbout the task of gaining ø basic

knotnledge of the grømmar and ø basic domestic aocøbulary' I wøs

fortunate at the time to be working in the Casino, øn enaironment

which brought me into contact with many Greek ftten eøch doy.

Being able to practise on them was ø decided adaantage, ønd they

were always delighted and ø little ømazed to see an Anglo- young
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mnn trying to speøk their language. lt is ø sød føct which reflects

the føct that it is exceptionally rare to find people of Anglo

background with the need or desire to leørn a minority ethnic

language, particularly Greek, which uses its own ølphabet. The

Greek men Tt)ere ølways aery encouraging, and it wøs only a matter

of months beþre I had a working knowledge of the lønguage.

My interaction utith Greek people through learning their lønguage,

brought me also more fully into contact with the Greek culture,

which becøme t)ery ffieøningful for me øs I could see ønd heør it
more through the eyes of a Greek-Austrølian more thøn an Anglo-

one. In my later traaels to Europe and Greece, in particular, I
became more fluent in the language and genuinely felt øs if ø part

of me was Greek. I was always well øccepted ønd was often asked if
my parents were Greek. My experiences ouerseas did much besides

this to deuelop in tne the attitudes ønd to some extent the

linguistic abilities of a multicultural indiaiduø\. Liaing in several

European cøpitals for periods upwards of ø month wøs fascinøting,
and an 'eye-opener'. The perspectiae of being øn indiaiduøI from ø

minority ethnic group @hich I experienced when liaing in Prague,

where I hød no Czech lønguage skills), wøs inaaluøble ønd

increased my understanding ønd empathy for such Sroups in
Australia, mønifold.

Another associøtion with ø minority ethnic group which I høae

had wøs with Dutch people. Seueral years ago I hød ø girlfriend

whose father wøs born in the Netherlands and whose mother was

born in England. The fømily seemed to beør no traces of English

culture (at least none which were different from the Anglo-

Austrølian mainstreøm), but there was quite a Dutch influence in

the house. It was eaident that the father hød all but lost the ability

to conaerse in Dutch (eaen though he was ø teenager øt the time of

migration). The only time he would speak Dutch was on Mondøy

nights when his føther would aisit for dinner. I was present at

møny tf these meals, and experienced Dutch dishes such øs

Rookwurst ønd Søuerkraut and meøtbøll soup. Dutch Billjørts wøs

played after dinner, ønd I would often join the men for a gøme.

Fascinated by the lønguage used at these times, I set about teaching
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myself some Dutch. Howeaer there was neoer much

encourøgement øpparent, and my efþrts euentually ceased. (9D)

The comments of the above writer give evidence of participation in the

culture of another group in outlining his efforts to learn the language of his

Greek and Dutch friends. He is one of the few examples of such

spontaneous self-generated learning of Australian community languages.

(Another is described in Chapter 11). Most Australians from the

mainstream cultural group associate language learning with formal

theoretical study at school and university which in the past was focussed on

grammar, vocabulary and translation rather than oral and written

communication skills. His own positive attitudes to cultural pluralism

were most clearly expressed as tendencies in his informal learning and self-

initiated study of languages. It is significant that he was not able to get such

opportunities within the context of the school curriculum where little

enough encouragement was given to those of English speaking background

to learn traditional school languages like French, let alone community

languages. His travels in Europe had reinforced his interest in languages, as

well as enhancing his understanding of cultural diversity in Australia.

Experiences of Cultural Interaction Abroad

Several respondents wrote about the cultural interaction they had

experienced abroad. Their comments can be compared with the earlier

discussions of a number of memoir writers who had also mentioned their

travels abroad (64 and 7E). In the earlier cases their time overseas had not

led to any changes in the patterns of their cultural activation or to any

noticeable influence on their attitude to cultural pluralism in Australia.

According to one science graduate, participation in another culture overseas
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had given him far greater understanding of cultural differences than his

study of French and Latin at school.

My formal schooling was conducted in the 'Anglo-Australian'

tradition. I nttended the same single-sex church grnmmar school

for both primary and secondary educøtion ...

My language experience is bøsed on exposure to rigorous formøI
English grammor of a type not now pursued in schools, together

with exposure to tzuo of the 'øcødemic' Innguøges - Latin and

French. I learned the difference between ø gerund and a gerundiae,

although this did not seem to be of greøt significønce at the time;

English grammar was eøsy because ølI I had to do was write down

what sounded 'correct' and it was inaariøbly correct. Language

leørning øt school mirrored uthat wøs learned at home - exøctly.

Formøl interaction with lønguage leørning stopped when I
møtriculated with French øs a 'foreign' language and English.

Ten years further on I becøme acquainted raith French culture in
metropolitan France ønd in North Africa. It was something of ø

surprise to experience øt first hand - my idea of the French as ø race

and ø society had hitherto reaolued øround tedious disputations as

to the ownership of a pencil, or the whereabouts of somebody's cat -

transløtion into English neaer proaided much insight into ø

nøtionøl culture ... The Europeøn experience was in many ways a

disappointment - once the difference in lønguage was set aside,

nothing else wøs really nouel ...

The North African experience wøs røther different. For the first
time I was able to confront a culture which 71)as as different to mine

as those of Southeast Asia (my only other culturøI experience), but

here I was øble to communicate directly with the bearers of the

culture in ø wøy which was impossible in, søy, Thailand, since I
cøn't speak Thøi. Arøbs were obliged to use their second lønguøge

but despite this I gained profound insights which would otherutise

høae been denied to me I spent some fifteen months without

speaking English except to an occøsional Americøn tourist, by the

end of which time I was beginning to think like a child becøuse
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French wøs still not adequate to express the more abstrøct needs,

desires and feelings which English allowed me ...

Nothing in my lønguøge experience at school had suggested to me

thøt lønguage u)as a culturøI actiaity deeply endowed with the core

aalues of the group which spoke it. I had neuer experienced ø

culture which proaided spoons to those who (as I did), løcked the

dexterity to eat elegantly in public with their fingers. And this in ø

slightly condescending way ...

I was not awøre of growing up in ø multicultural society' No-one

øt my school had a funny nøme or hød their sandwiches cut in a

different way. During the 'assimiløtion' phøse of ... the 1'950s, my

pørents øctually shopped for fresh fruit and aegetøbles at the

Centrøl Market - a føct which I sought to conceal from my school

friends ns late as my early teens! I much regret that my own

multicultural education was so long delayed ..' Would that I had

been exposed to øn Australiøn community languøge at an eørly age;

I might then høue cotne to øn earlier understanding tf the

significance of ethnic culture not only to those speaking the ethnic

tongue, but of the significønce thøt it was going to høae for me ... as

øn Anglo-Austrølian (9E)

Like a number of respondents discussed previously, this writer's

overwhelmingly Anglo-Australian education at an independent college for

boys provided no opportunity for cultural interaction. His later experiences

of living in French-speaking North .Africa profoundly affected his attitudes

to cultural pluralism. Although the personal cultural systems he learned

during this time, evident at least in areas such as Arab food and hospitality,

French language and North African life style, could not be activated on his

return to Australia, the positive attitude to other cultures he gained

through these experiences was not abandoned. Rather they gave him the

insight to recognise for the first time the reality of Australia as a

multicultural society. This was especially evident in his comments on
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language learning, in which he contrasted his own academic study of

French and Latin with the benefits of cultural understanding and

interaction that could have followed, if he had had the opportunity to learn

an Australian community language.

Another respondent, a music graduate, felt similarly that his cultural

horizons had been broadened by travel.

I think thøt my pørents' generøl aiew of migrants u)as that they

should be forced to øssimiløte. My pørents appeør to haue an innate

belief in the superiority of Anglo culture and would ørgue thøt

immigrønts to Austrølia come from second rate countries and

thereþre should haue no desire to preserae their pøst'

Cultural monism wøs reinforced through my schooling. I was sent

to a string of priaøte schools that n)ere not iust WASP [White

Anglo-Søxon Protestøntl oriented but also single-sexed [and

eaentuøIly tol the school which to this døy prides itself in offering

educøtion for children of Adelaide's 'best' fømilies. I recøll that

white øttending thøt institution, only one student wøs of a different

ethnic origin. He was Italiøn and I remember that he wøs expelled

for sløshing a seat ... The schooling was bøsed on discipline with ø

strict hierarchy, with plenty of exfltns ønd beøtings to keep students

on the strøight and narrow ...

Academic subjects that were tøught included the predictable

curriculum of English History, foreign lønguages aoid of other

øspects of culture, maths, sciences, Western music, and Protestant

religion. Chapel seraices were compulsory ønd coupled with

religious instruction ønd English-centric history directly helped to

instil beliefs in the superiority of WASP upper middle cløss culture.

The only contact with ethnic people within the school was with the

cooking and cleøning staff; they were predictøbly øround, but

behind the scenes ...
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The ideology transmitted through priaate schools hid the need for
øny student to knota about ethnic cultures let alone that culturøl

interaction could be at øIl beneficial to Anglo-Australiøns'

On the leael of social mflnners ftry parents' standards reflected

conformist middle-clnss norms. My føther is neaer seen without a

tie, el)en when gardening, and my mother is always dressed

conseraatiaely but well. Food has alwøys been English oriented.

Greetings haae alwøys been formø\, handshakes for men and cheek

kisses for ladies. European greetings Tuere judged as ostentatious.

Culture on this leael was thus aery monistic.

Interaction with people of other cultures in my experience only

begøn when at l.Iniaersity I øssociøted with ø few Anglicised ethnic

peopte of my own age. I remember haaing cricket and football
møtches with Greek friends but their influence had little cultural

significance beyond just personal friendship. They did the bending

to our ways but little did I realise thøt they were actually doing

anything different,

Perhøps the most interesting shock effect that any eaent hød on me

wøs at the age of 25. I arriaed home from my first oaerseøs trip ønd

øt the Sydney airport ooerheard ø group of 'Ocker' business men

talking in a broød Australian øccent. I realised for the first time that

Austrølians hød a distinctiae language of their own. It took that

experience of ørriaing home after being immersed in different

cultures in South Eøst Asia to reølise the distinctiae nature tf
Anglo-Austrøliøn culture. lt wns a shock but probøbly one of the

most educatiae experiences of my life. Høaing seen something else

it møde me reølise thøt ethnic differences øre important in our

Australian context ønd thøt øssimilation must be so hørd for
migrønts. Subsequent journeys haae reinforced my ideas of ... the

narrow confines of mono-culture.

Looking back on my education ønd taking my ltfe interest of classic

guitar into account, I wish I'd had the opportunity to study Spanish

culture and languøge. Such influences I belieae would be

importønt for interpretation of music as well as broadening life's
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experiences in generøl which is *itical for ø prøctising musician.

(eF)

This writer had attended the same boys college as a number of the previous

respondent" (eB. 6C, 6D). In voicing his 61i1in;"6 of its monocultural

outlook, he expressed his current feelings of regret that his formal

education had failed to give him any understanding of other cultures. The

university had offered him, for the first time in his life, a context where he

could associate with contemporaries from a different ethnic background to

his own even though, as he recognised at the time of writing, the cultural

values being activated were those of the mainstream grouP to which he

belonged. Only after experiences of immersion abroad had he become

aware of the reality of ethnic cultural differences. In his case the area of his

music specialization, classic guitar, with its integral link to the culture of

Spain, had heightened his cultural sensitivity. In this self generated

activity, we have the most direct evidence of his participation in another

culture.

For one respondent, living in Malawi where his parents worked as

missionaries for a number of years, was the experience that changed his

attitudes to cultural and racial diversity.

tJ.ntil the age of sixteen I liaed in øn enuironment thøt was defined

ønd structured by the AustrøIian wøy of life thøt hød euolued since

the foundøtion of South Australiøn history. My øncestors wete on

the first ships from England ønd were of good Methodist stock!

Thus, much of my cultural frame of reference, if not all, wøs bøsed

on the aølues handed down oaer many generøtions of South

AustrøIians. My fømily's interøction was almost exclusiaely with

others of the same cultural bøckground and thus I hød little close

contøct with people of different ethnic bøckgrounds. lt wøs not that

there was any anti-ethnic feeling ...
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During my primøry school yenrs, I came into contøct with children

of ethnic origin and some became my schoolyørd friends,
Howener, eaen this contøct was of an artificial kind, We came

together at school, played together, worked together and fought
together, but our relntionships ended at the school gate. Because

their home life raas so unknown to me ønd mine so unknown to

them, there was neaer øny suggestion of spending time at each

other's pløce. After school we retreøted bøck into our own fømiliør
world with those of our oron cultural background, Thus, eo)en

though we spent time together øt school, we neaer interacted

culturally, and thus, our reløtionships u)ere artificiø\.

The school curriculum TDøs Anglo-Søxon in orientøtion ønd ethnic

children just hød to leørn English to be øble to cope ... The school

nel)el tried to øffect the ethnic child's øfter school actir¡íties either

ønd the child would go home and re-enter the fømiliør world of

his parents.

My peer group enuironment neuer included thoughts of culturøl

interaction. We just did whøt we ølways did. We would come

home from school, pløy cricket or footbøll on the back løutn, and in

high school we would do our homework, go to cricket, footbøll or

basketbøll prøctice, or discuss how maraellous our girlfriends

were!! Cultural interaction, or leørning to enjoy ønother culture,

npørt from struggling through German øt school, TDas never

releaant to our way of life. kten if we did leørn a language other

than our ol.t)n, it neuer becøme pnrt of our frøme of reference

outside of school ... It was something to be leørned ønd forgotten at

the school gate. The cultural ualues of other groups u)ere neaer

presented to tts, except for the tnsty appeøl of pizzas, Iasøgnøs and

tortilløs ...

Howeoer, in L977, our family moaed to South Africa, initially, and

then on to the tiny country of MaløwL Suddenly our whole frame
of reference wøs challenged and found totally inødequøte to allow

us to relate to the people øround us. There were those whites in
MøIawi who segregøted themselaes from the reality of their

enaironment and created their own little Britain or Americø in
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their own homes. Howeaer, because tf our inaolaement as

missionøries we came in contøct with the Mølawian culture

constantly, ønd in eaery doy situøtions. This Tt)as the major

difference between our Australian experience and the situation in

Malawi. At home our only contact with another culture wøs in

the ørtificial enaironment of the school, but in Malawi, zt)e were

føced with another culture the moment we woke up till the time

for bed ... Oaer time in Maløuti ,., our liaes had to accommodate for
the culture of a people totølly foreign to our whole way of life. We

størted to speak much tnore slowly, our English became

interspersed with Maløwian words, our style of dress chønged, we

began to hold hønds with our Mølawiøn friends without looking

around to see ,f anyone was watching, our diets chønged

dramatically ...

On returning to Austrøliø, we found ourselaes faced with as much

a culture shock øs we did when we arriaed in MalawL Eaeryone

spoke so føst, el)eryone wns so well off, dressed beautifuIly, ønd

living øt such a fast røte. Cars were eaerywhere, there were no

beggars, no cripples outside the supermarkets, no reøl markets ønd,

most strangely, no bløck people! I once saw an Aboriginal in

Victoria Square (!) and my heart leøpt with excitement, ønd I so

wønted to touch him, hug him and lose myself in memories, Our

liaes hnae been reuolutionised by our time in Africø, mainly

because the MøIausian way of life hød become part of our liaes ,..

My life in Malawi høs permønently fficted (so far) my peer group

enaironment and my Uniaersity life bøck here in Australiø. I see

things differently, I høae different attitudes, I react differently
(sometimes quite embarrassingly!) ønd desire different things thnn

my friends ønd acquøintances.

Since being back in Austrølia, I haae hød a different outlook on

people of different cultures (mainly the Aboriginøl people). I can

understand them ø lot better and the obstacles (sometimes

mountains) they must face in øttempting to liae in ø totølly foreign
enaironment, I think that tae as Australiøns høoe liaed før too

Iong unøTaøre of other cultures and høue become stifled in our

thinking and outlook on life, I know that my life in Maløwi has
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nllowed me to haae a choice of reactions to situations, to be able to

see situations from two different aiewpoints and to be øble to
experience life much more fully. (9G)

The comments of this writer provide clear evidence of the way he learned

to participate in the day to day life of Africans in Malawi on their cultural

terms rather than his own. He also described in some detail how this

experience of cultural interaction changed his attitudes to cultural

pluralism and people of minority ethnic background on his return to

Australia. In his judgement the ability to evaluate situations from two

cultural perspectives was an advantage that he personally appreciated. He

recognised, however, that his current cultural duality put him on the

margins of his own peer group. His discussion of his positive response to

Aboriginal people of dark skin colour is particularly significant. Such an

attitude would have marked him out among his white contemporaries

who would have had tittle or no contact with Aboriginal people and most

likely would have had indifferent or even negative attitudes towards them.

Family Interaction in a Country Town

For another respondent, cultural interaction was essentially a family

experience, which occurred as his family made contact with a number of

Greek families in a country seaport.

I am the first child ... of parents of Germøn (fa.ther) and English

(mother) descent. I am unsure of the origins of my mother's

English øncestors, but I øm certain they arriaed in Austrølia at

some støge during the preaious century. A family geneølogy does

shed some light on my father's origins. I øm fifth generøtion

German, my ancestors haaing a well documented history thøt

expløins the immigration to South Australiø in L847 as ø response

to the religious persecution preaalent under Friedrich Wilhelm llI,
Emperor of Prussia øt the time. My lack of reøl knowledge
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concerning my Germnn flnd English ancestors rightly suggests that

my ethnicity will reflect little of the middle-European (German)

influence in specific terms. I haae only eaer felt aaguely

'connected' to these origins ønd belieae thøt the aalues I shøre with

the Germanic culture of thøt period represent only the most broad

of Western core aalues ...

I was born and røised in [ø country port]. At the time of my

departure from the town the population was approximately

traelae and a half thousønd. Støtisticølly, the dominønt population

(over 70%) was Anglo-Australiøn, with a few thousønd people

making up the Aboriginø\, Yugosløaian, Greek ønd ltalian

minorities within the community ... During my earliest years (pre-

school) I wøs lørgely unaware of the existence of a culturally plurøl

society within [the town]. Almost øll of my interøctions were with

my parents and younger siblings. I grew up leørning only one

language, English, hardly ørnøre of the føct that other languøges

existed. My kindergørten ønd primøry school years were aery

similar. I would cøIl my childhood 'sheltered' in this respect. I
remøined naiae for ø long time. All my interøctions with other

children from my own and other ethnic Sroups were based uPon

communication in English. There wfls no question thøt any other

languøge would høue been used ...

the primøry school in ffiy personøl experience reinforced the

aalues I leørned and øccepted in the home ønd among my white

Anglo-Australian peers I was sheltered from the possibility of

exposure to an obaiously different or 'other' ethnic cultural system

ønd øIso too young and naiue to know any different ...

At the time of [my secondary schoolingl my fømily was becoming

good friends with a Greek fømily in the town. I went to school

with their first-generation children, which extended our

relationship to both the social front ønd the school enaironment ...

[ønd resulted in ø] relationship with this family ønd løter the entire

Greek community

On n smøll scale family-to-fømily leuel, successful interaction

within the town's plural society TDøs øchieoed. Similørly, our
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Greek friends perpetuated and made use "f their own ethnic,

cultural resources, u)ere willing to share their culture with non-

ethnic others and were øble to møke these choices because of their

fømiliarity with Anglo-Austrølian culture and systems I found
myself the only Anglo-AustrøIian in an otherwise all-Greek soccer

team. Similarly, I resisted the Pressure to play 'Aussie-Rules'

footbøIt (øn øctiaity loøded with obaious indications as to the real

leael tf commitment to and participation in Anglo-Australian

culture), and to this døy haae neaer played a game of Austrølian

Rules. I also found the møjority of my fømily social interactions to

occur in the compøny of our Greek friends (ø community of ten to

fifteen families), often with my fømily being the exclusiae Anglo-

Australiøn guests, Our diet øt home ølso chønged, with ø new

emphasis on spinøch pies, pork shøslicks (most Greek professionøls

... u)ere pig førmers), tzaziki, baclaaa and a range of other Greek and

continentøl foods. Our incorporation of Greek culturnl elements

into our personal pøttern(s) of life became most øpparent ,..

Apart from the preaiously mentioned examples, we began to

undertøke formal lessons in Greek døncing. Our socíal life søu) us

wining and dining with the Greek community more frequently.
Curiously, nt this point of constnnt ønd deep interaction, hatting

been heøaity immersed in the Greek culture for øround two yeørs,

I reached ø støge where I began to consciously re-ertøluate my own

Angto-Australiøn culture, The long-term experience "f basic

culturøl ømalgamøtion which my family wøs experiencing led me

to aiew my ou)n culture in a new light ...

I came to realise that my culture really did differ from the Greek

culture which we had come to øppreciøte, understand ønd embrøce.

I now aiewed my ourJn culture in terms of 'øbsence', or'Iøck'. lt
seems to îfl€, (still, to this døy) thøt we øre able to define our

dominønt Anglo-Australian culture by what it does not høae, or

whøt we øs an Anglo-Australian majority don't høae ie. 'culturøl

absence'. I came to aiew our culture as conseraatiue and dull in
comparison to the precious and colourful culture of our Greek

friends ...
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This eaaluøtion process, once complete, did not cause me to deny

my own culture. lnsteød, I had reøched øn understanding of the

aalue "f ethnic culture, its traditions ønd heritøge. An

appreciation "f Greek culture influenced a personal desire to

inaestigate my oun culturøI origins in the hope of reøctiaating

uørious traditions from the German and English heritøge, in order

that my present Anglo-Austrøliøn culture could be giaen ø culturøl

boost. Of course, these hopes were nothing more than unreøIistic

teenøge musings. As much as my øttitude towørds ethnic cultures

had become posiiiae and generally accepting ønd my tendencies

often indicøted a personøl decision to inaestigøte nineteenth

century Germnn tradition (for instønce), øll these changes occurred

within me ...

Through this ongoing experience ... I søw myself øs enioying the

benefits of two cultural utorlds. I was a priaileged and frequent
pørticipant in Greek culture, while simultaneously I retained my

position as an Anglo-Austrøliøn in the dominant group. Rather

than incurring a destabilising effect, my inaoluement in two

different traditions offered tne ø 'richness' in my life thøt other

Australians like myself were denied ...

I consciously møde decisions about these different cultural
experiences despite my parents' influential øctittities. We acted as ø

family, but of course each indiaidual member exerted his or her

opinions, øctions and thoughts throughout the oaerall experience.

Although our friendship and inrtoloement with the Greek

community høs reduced in intensity (pørtiølly due to many

fømilies moaing to Adeløide or elsewhere), the entire experience

has lrft me in no doubt øbout the need for ønd the aalue "f
[cultural interactionJ for øll Australians ... I consider myself

fortunate to høae enjoyed a primørily family ønd social experience

thøt instilled an øwøleness in me of ... cultural plurølism, despite a

Iack of the same culturøl impetus within the school experience'

Cultural subtrøction is not the pøth lo become ø 'proper' Austrølian

Being an Anglo-Australian, realising thøt I belonged to one of

rnøny ethnic groups in Australia, wøs one of the first indiaidual

steps I took in beginning a steødy history of interøction with people

from other culturøl groups. (9Hl10E)
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The cultural interaction described in detail by this writer involved not just

himself, but his whole family. The country town in which he grew uP was

noted for an historical concentration of Aboriginal-Australians and the later

arrival of European immigrants both of which were largely ignored by the

mainstream group, even though the minority ethnic children were clearly

evident in the school population. The possibility of one mainstream

Australian family of professional standing interacting on a level of

acceptance and equality with Greek-Australian families in a country town

where Anglo-Celtic-Australian rural values had long been entrenched

might not be deemed a very likely occurrence. Yet this respondent gave a

vivid description of the way he and his family came to take part in such

interaction. His account also made it very clear that this experience was not

only exciting and invigorating in itself but also challenging to his cultural

development. It left him with a very positive attitude to other cultures as a

result of which he not only re-evaluated his own cultural background but

also sought out friendships with individuals from cultural backgrounds

different from his own.

The fact that the writer's was the only non-Greek family participating in this

interchange meant that many of the values activated were Greek. More

importantly, some of these values were evaluated so positively that the

writer's family began to incorporate them into the pattern of their own

lives. The Greek food they had enjoyed as guests came to be regularly eaten

at home. The family had lessons in Greek dancing, while the writer

himself chose to play as the only mainstream Australian in the Greek soccer

team, instead of joining his Anglo peers in Australian rules football. In

contrast to the writer o19D, however, this experience of cultural interaction

did not extend to learning the Greek language.
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Acquiring a Taste for Cultural Interaction

Another respondent realised only in retrospect the cultural diversity to be

found in his neighbourhood among the children with whom he grew up.

He could also reconstruct in detail the ethnic backgrounds of his fellow

students at school. Yet his first experiences of cultural interaction did not

come until he was an adult, working as an apprentice chef.

"I øm øn Australian. I loue my country. I salute the flag. I honour

her Queen. I promise to obey her laws."

During the [postwør period] øt least once a week, if not more

frequently, a mass of innocently nøiae primary school students

would unemotionølly recite the øboue oøth, followed always by

"God Saae the Queen", the then national ønthem. This then is the

ntmosphere of the times in which I wøs brought up. I øm a third

generation Australian-born person reared by an Anglo-Australiøn

fømily in ø predominøntly Anglo-Australiøn working-cløss

neighbourhood. Obaiously then all that occurred in my life wøs

oriented around this Anglo-Saxon core. Howeaer, I think in all

honesty n)e really regørded ourselaes øs dinkum Aussies, neuer

considering for one minute thøt rþe zþere remotely English. I haae

since discouered thøt our fømily is of English-German extract.

llntil aery recently it hød neuer occurred to tne thøt we as

AustrøIiøn-born Anglo-Saxons hød modified the English culture

and transþrmed it into our own uniquely defined Austrølian sub-

culture. Nor had it døwned on tne that our neighbours, being of

different nationølities, øctually had their own beliefs ønd øttitudes

according to their culture. Sure, the had a funny sounding nøme

ønd their føther droae a big Americøn car, but they weren't aery

different. We still pløyed with their kids. The Rocklffi spoke in

øn unusual English way but they weren't different, they were O.K.

The Gregs, howeaer, u)ere discernibly different. The children

spoke English but their parents øIways jøbbered øway with loud,

high-pitched uoices in a foreign language. They were obaiously

ItøIiøn - well, that's uthat we as children assumed anywøy.
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Within thøt relatiaely small area of four house blocks were four

families eøch different in their national backgrounds, and

therefore probably organising their liaes according to beliefs and

attitudes that they may høae brought with them to AustrøIia,

together with those thøt they møy høae øcquired in this country ...

The øttitude adopted by møny Australiøns to any and all

immigrønts [is thøt] they (the Australians) haae pioneered and

made this greøt country what it is. Consequently, whateaer is good

fo, Austrølians is good enough for migrants as well. ln this

situation the ethnic individuals toould harte to leørn English and

adapt themselaes to the "typical" AustrøIiøn way of life. It is in
such a light that I oiewed my aarious migrant neighbours. They

were different in some ways but they seemed to øct, work and liae

in much the same style as us Austrølians ..,

A migrønt ørriaing in Austrøliø as pørt of ø social grouq continues

to promote ønd øccept those cultural norms within thøt context.

Howeuer, outside such ø group, for example øt work or at school,

the constrøints placed on an indiaiduøl by the other culturøI Sroup

mny necessitate the modificøtion of his ethnic culture so thnt he is

readity øccepted in the alternate situation. Although I did not

reølize or recognize it at the time, my ltalian neighbours, the Gregs,

particulørly the children, would haae been in such a situation. At

school and when playing together they spoke English øs we did,

but in their own home they conaersed with their pørents in their

natioe language ...

ln ø state primøry school.. I cøme in contøct with, and on occasion

associated closely Tt)ith, children of diaergent culturøl bøckgtounds.

The school I attended was reløtiztely small and was only recently

opened in ø deaeloping residential areø' By far the maiority of

students were Australiøn or of Anglo-AustrøIiøn descent. I cøn

recall aery few "foreign" children, let alone any "foreign" støff'

Consequently the educationøl thrust "f thøt school, similør to

many others øt thøt time, wøs one of British and Australiøn

nøtionøIism. Anglo-Saxon Australians were the dominant sociøl
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group and those who didn't fit into this category hød to be

integrøted, or øssimilated into the dominant culture ...

I remember ø tall, heaaily-built blond girl named Reginø. lt didn't

take us kids uery long to assess her as foreign. Our dossier of

"facts" included the way she wore her braided hait, her large round

flat face, her aery quiet and shy ways (not 'uery conclusiae

eoidence), and that she liaed alone (so 1oe assumed) with her

grøndmother, a short, wizened old lady with wispy, Srey hair ønd

who spoke ø different languø7e ..' Together with Regina, whom I
belieae was Polish' I was acquøinted with søncia (sri Lankan)'

Eaonne (Aboriginøl), and Michael (German). Despite this small

body of nøtionølities in only one class of the school, there wøs no

impetus whatsoeaer to generate a heølthy interest in people from
other nøtions with varying cultures, I cleørly remember United

Nations Day eøch year, but arøs our oTþn tiny United Nations

allowed, or eaen requested, to demonstrate their unique ønd

dioergent cultures? No. The underlying impetus to conform to

the Austrølian culture was aery strong indeed.

In the two secondøry schools I recently aisited, both incidentally

with ø high proportion of migrønt students, støff and students

u)ere responsibly au)øre of their school's situøtion regarding the

ethnic groups and their cultures. Italian lønguøge studies wøs part

tf the curriculum in both schools, together with the more

øcødemic French and German. Certøinly not øII the students took

this subject but the fact thøt it is an option at ø school speaks for the

attitude of the støff. Neørly all students tøking ltaliøn in one

school were of ltøliøn descent ...

After obseraing ønd teaching in a school where I thought the staff

and students seemed to understønd and appreciate the presence of

different ethnic groups, I was taken nback when a teacher,

confronted with øn incoherent or bødly-written piece of work,

would comment to the effect, 'Well, look at his nøme, Whøt else

do you expect?' Ineaitøbly the student in question hød a foreígn
name. This occurred on more thøn one occøsion' The problem

then was pløced solely øt the feet of that pørticulør ethnic çroup,
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and what is eaen more concerning is that a student's ethnic

bøckground was seen ns the reason and cnuse of the problem ...

My limited experience with people possessing cultural behøaiour

different to mine, høs at least ingrained upon me to be øware of

what the other person Possesses and to appreciate the fact that they

too haae a perfectly anlid reøson for acting ønd thinking øs they do,

Perhaps my greatest øwøreness thøt people had different cultures

wøs not during my school yeflrs, in the usuøl sense of education,

but when I undertook an øpprenticeship course in cooking at a

suburbøn hotel. My fiae and a half year soiourn as an employee of

thøt particular establishment had a profound effect on my

perception of other social Sroups. The influence eaen went to the

üctent of permeøting to my immediate fømily. Although I møy

not høae been aware of it øt the time, in fact l'm quite sure I was

not awøre, I utøs pørticipating in culturøl contact, exchange and

diffusion.

As with most hotels or restøurøflts, the støff rosters reød like ø

session of the LI.N. General Assembly. There Tuere Greeks, Italians,

Poles, Hungarians, Chinese, lapanese, Sløtts, Germøns, Austrians,

French, Spønish, Turks, Swedes, English, and øt some time or

other øn occasionnl Austrøliøn. I'm sute I could recall some more

if I tried. Despite this øgglomeration of peoples though, I curiously

came to regørd eaeryone as the søme; encoffipassed in a net tf
internøtionalism. We were øll working for long periods of time in

ø aery closed ønd close enaironment We all cooperøted (with

the occflsionøI disruption) ønd worked together' ønd it møttered

not that the person next to you Tt)øs a Swede or ø Yugoslaaiøn.

They alt spoke English, albeit haltingly ønd usuølly with a oery

broød accent. They dressed similarly, ønd the reløtionship between

the staff øs employees ønd as indiaiduals was harmonious, ønd to

a degree egalitørian. with the exception of the Hungøriøns, I
doubt whether I eaer really identified them according to their

respectiae nøtionølity and culture. At the same time I was

learning from them, they perhøps u)ere gaining something in their

contact with me.
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During the course of my trøining I was learning and gøining

knowledge according to the time honoured møster/øpprentice

reløtionship as well øs through the teachings of the trade school

Concurrent with this formøl technicøl training wøs an educøtion,

atbeit subtle and unstructured, into the culture ønd lifestyle tf
Hungøriøn immigrants. Maybe it u)as becøuse they formed a

møjority group in this situation, or possibly becøuse they were

women ønd being ø shy, nøiae, young lad fresh out of school I
needed some øffectionøte mothering to help me through the

traumøs of my first job. whøteaer the reasons, in the following
yeørs I willingly and eagerly leørned aspects of their culture. Not

knowing, or haaing met any Hungøriøns in theit natiae land, I
cannot deny the possibility that the culturøl aølues transmitted to

me møy haue been influenced ønd modified by their contact with

the AustrøIian communitY.

working in a food industry one might be forgiaen for thinking

thøt eøting woutd be the last thing we would do or tølk øbout.

Howeaer, cooks haae to suraiae as well, and my extrø-curriculør

actiaities in the sampling of Hungørian foods certøinly broødened

my culinary horizons, if not my wøistline. I learnt thøt møny of

their national dishes suruiaed the migration without any

alterations at øll.

Hungøriøns apparently haae ø penchant for cream of the soured

aariety. Presented with ø lørge bottle brim full of luscious looking

cream I proudly presented it to my mother who went into raptures

about farm fresh cream and supplied us with recollections of her

Iife on ø rurøl property. Cream 'usøsn't exactly cheap for our fømily
at thøt time so it unfls considered a aalued and welcome

indulgence. Heaping it løaishly on our breød ønd jøm we øll dug

in. Horror of horrors!!
'LIgh, what's that?'
'Whnt's wrong with this cream?'

'Yr.tck'

'Where the hell did you get this?'

The transformøtion of their føcial expressions was a wonder t o

behotd. lolted by this unexpected dinner tøble crisis I suddenly

recalled thøt Hungørians prefer ø cultured, sour cream. I think I
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hastily experimented with some Hungarian food in the following
feut days so tts not to waste their well-intentioned gift.

The greøt sour cream disaster of L969 øt least in retrospect turned

out to be an object lesson in culturøl perspectiae. Still clinging to

aspects of their culture after twelae or more years in Australiø,

they inødaertently øssumed thøt other people would enjoy the

satne foods øs themselaes, I too erred in my judgement as I
assumed the cream to be 'ordinøry' and not cultured.

Lønguage ølso became ø aehicle for cultural interaction if only on a

one rony basis. My fellow kitchen utorkers conaersed freely in
Hungariøn and it didn't tøke long for me to leørn some simple

phrases and salutations. I felt wonderfully proud as my aocøbulary

grew and I could add the numbers L-20 to my repertoire. I suppose

I enabled them to understand English a little more, as I could only

talk with them at length using it. But only on ø few occasions did

they øsk something specific øbout English grømmør or expression.

In our tiny international community øssorted languages echoed

frequently atnong the pots ønd pans with English the common

denominator. Whether others 'exchanged' lønguøges ns I did, I
don't exactly know. One curious phenomenon I noticed wøs the

deuelopment tf a purely oerbal/oral lønguage made from a

combination of two or more other languøges - ø hotch-potch tf
English, Germøn and Hungørian words and phrøses. Listening to

it reminded me of ø secret lømes Bond code, and I began using it,

too, but with limitations. My German u)as, and stü is atrocious.

The interøctions occurring between the cultures of the uarious

ethnic groups or indiaiduals in that kitchen were to a degree

superficiøl but there wøs interaction nonetheless. OnIy on two

occøsions did I eaer get to glimpse their fømily life and how it was

structured, and then the aisits were too brief to be of any influence

now. Suffice it to say that food ønd languøge were the obuious

indications of a different culture.

As a third generøtion

situøtion and life u)ns

Australiøn of English stock my home

to say the least Anglo-Saxon. While
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demeaning the 'poms' and their habits, we were the inheritors
who lioed, dressed, ate ønd talked according to the western English

edicts. There u)as aery little if any interaction between our family
and any ethnic groups until I started work. Eaen when some

degree of peripherøl cultural interaction occurred, such as when I
brought around some 'foreígn' friends, or when I would cook

some 'unusual' foods, it TDas usuølly greeted with wøtchful

scepticism. I don't doubt for one minute thøt I and my family hnae

benefited from such influences. Meals øt our table now yield some

inaiting ønd exciting surprises. Eoen my father, the stølwart of all

that is Australian, has grown øccustomed to certain '*og' foods.
But I still feel he is dreading the day when one of his offspring

marries into a migrønt family. (9I)

In this writer's experience the context of interaction was a hotel kitchen

where, as an apprentice, he worked with chefs from Hungarian and many

other backgrounds. The interaction took place in two main areas of culture

- food and language. In neither case did the actual experience of interaction

appear to have been great although it was an on-going involvement in the

confined quarters of a hotel kitchen over a period of years. Through the

hotel kitchen, and even more in contact with the Hungarian family who

were the proprietors, he had the opportunity to taste, and later experiment

with, various dishes belonging to the European, particularly Hungarian

culinary traditions. In the case of language, the writer's interaction took the

form of learning a few words of Hungarian and participating in the

emergence of a hybrid of English, German and Hungarian, the main

languages known by the kitchen staff. Because a number of the workers had

only a limited command of English, this ad hoc mixture functioned as the

means of communication among them. This example of cultural

interaction is comparable to the family language which memoir writer 9C

encountered in a multilingual household.
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Yet this seemingly trivial experience of cultural interaction was sufficient to

cause in this respondent a fundamental change of attitude to cultural

pluralism. It gave him an 'awareness that people had different cultures'

and exerted what he described as 'a profound effect' on his perception of

other groups. This new attitude can be seen to have exerted considerable

influence on the description he gave of his own schooling and in his

assessment of the two teaching practice schools he attended.

Another notable feature of his account was the way in which the writer

gradualty succeeded in encouraging the members of his family to share his

taste in cultural interaction. Although they appeared so deeply set in their

Anglo-Celtic-Australian cultural ways, he arranged for them to meet some

of his minority ethnic friends or try some of the new dishes he cooked for

them. In this aspect of family involvement, his account could be compared

to that of 98.

Overview

The above accounts indicate that for some of the memoir writers cultural

interaction emerged as a consequence of prolonged exposure to living in

another culture, whether abroad, as in 9E,9F, and 9G or in a minority ethnic

home, as in 9C. For others (94, 98,9D) it was repeated or on-going contacts

with minority ethnic individuals in contexts such as homes and

community organizations where minority ethnic languages and cultures

were predominantly activated. In one case (9I) the context was the

workplace in which the writer found himself surrounded by fellow workers

from a variety of non-English speaking backgrounds whose knowledge of

English and mainstream Australian culture was still limited.
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Most of these respondents expressed the view that their experiences of

cultural interaction had proved beneficial and rewarding for them

personally. For one writer, however, when the contexts of an adopted

ethnic home and living overseas came to an end, and there was no

mainstream Australian group to which she felt able to return, she was left

at least temporarily rootless and destabilized.

The memoirs also gave evidence that the positive attitudes to cultural

diversity formed by the writers as a result of these experiences were not a

transient or ephemeral enthusiasm but had become internalized into their

personal cultural systems to the extent that they were subsequently

activated in other times and contexts. This was shown very clearly in the

case of those whose travels abroad had given them a new awareness and

appreciation of the cultural differences they observed on their return to

Australia. The existence of an internalized positive attitude to cultural

pluralism is also evident in the evaluations and assessments that some

writers recorded in their memoirs. In memoir 91, f.or example, the writer's

memories of the children in his street and his fellow students at primary

school have been filtered through, and re-interpreted, in the light of his

new understanding of the reality of cultural diversity in Australia. In the

majority of cases (98, 9D, 98, 9G, gFl/10F,,9]) their comments indicated their

clear preference for Australia to develop as a multicultural society.
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CHAPTER TEN

CULTURAL INTERACTION THROUGH THE EDUCATION SYSTEM

This chapter, like the previous one, analyses the memoirs of those writers

who not only revealed a positive attitude to cultural diversity but had

actually participated in some way in the culture of a group other than their

own. In addition, however, the respondents indicated that these attitudes

had been stimulated and their actual cultural participation encouraged

through the opportunities provided by the education system. Reference to

schools and universities appeared in many of the memoirs considered in

previous chapters. Some memoir writers in chaptet 6, for example,

described the schools they had known as agents for the transmission of

mainstream Australian cultural values. A number of those discussed in

chapters 7 and 8 indicated that the school was the context in which they had

associated with students of minority ethnic background and sometimes

established a firm friendship.

The focus of this chapter, however, is not so much on the education system

as a context for social interaction among students of varying ethnic origins,

but on the cultural values transmitted by the school in its central learning

and teaching function and the patterns of cultural activation to be found in

the classroom and playground. Four of the respondents indicated that the

curriculum of the school or university had given them access into the

language and culture of another ethnic group. Two other writers focussed

on a quite different manifestation of cultural interaction in the school

situation. They described in some detail the distinctive cultural patterns

that emerged spontaneously in schools where young people of indigenous

or minority ethnic background formed a considerable proportion of the
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student population. Table L0.L summarizes the concrete facts for each of the

respondents discussed in this chapter.

The Influence of Studying a Language Other than English

Several of the writers considered that the subjects they had studied at

secondary and tertiary level had been one of the key influences in

developing their interest in other cultures. In two instances this awareness

had come through learning a language other than English. In both cases the

respondents described at least one other factor in their situation which they

saw as reinforcing positive attitudes to cultural diversity.

One science graduate explained the long term consequelrces of her studies

in fapanese, while pointing also to an early influence from her mother.

During my school years I liaed in ... ø suburb with a moderøtely

low concentration of ethnic-Austrøliøns. I øttended a girls'
grømmar school ønd cannot remember ønyone of non-English-

speaking bøckground at øll in my year. Similørly both my pørents

and all my grøndpørents were Anglo-Australians My løte

mother [a doctor working in øn ørea where a high proportion of

minority ethnic-Australiøns liaedl talked at length about the

differences between Anglo-Austrølian culturøl aalues and those of

the Italians, Greeks ønd White Russiøns whom she treated in her

surgery ... I often accompanied my mother on her medicøl rounds

and would see the exuberønt greetings giaen by the ltalian

relatiaes to each other ... This wøy of expressing affection to friends
is now pørt of [my own way of behøaing] ...

At school there was no proaision møde for students who were

not fluent in English, probably since they hød neaer hød a pupil øt

the school who wøs not, ln lapanese lessons, howeuer, we were

encouraged to leørn øs much øs possible øbout the culturøl ualues

of lapønese society. This I found extremely interesting ønd there

seemed to be the beginnings of ... [øn interest in pørticipøting in
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another culturel I haae studied the lapønese language, culture

nnd ø little history for almost nine years and spent six weeks liaing

with ø family in Tokyo only recently .,. [but] six weeks in lapøn is

not sufficient [Recent education studies haae] reconfirmed my

desire to leørn more øbout ethnic cultures and to try to become

[more fully bilinguøU ... (104)

In the experience of this writer, the nine years of studying Japanese at

secondary and tertiary levels had enabled her to build a skeletal personal

cultural system in Japanese language and culture. The brief visit to |apan

had served to extend her opportunities for participation, reinforce her

positive attitude and make her eager to become more effectively bilingual.

This memoir would seem to provide an example of school language studies

giving a student the opportunity to enter another cultural world. What is

remarkable is that hers was the only memoir that described such an

experience, even though most, if not all, the other participants would have

studied a language other than English at some stage in their secondary

school career. Her real enjoyment of the lessons and desire to internalize

the language that she was learning at school were very aPParent in her

remarks.

Japanese has been taught in Australia as a modern Asian language,

important as the language of one of Australia's most powerful neighbours

and most extensive trading partners. The interest of this respondent in

studying the language and learning to understand the culture that was

integral to it was such that she continued her studies at tertiary level. She

arranged to do it as a major in her Science degree, in what at that stage was

regarded as a most unusual subject combination (Personal communication).

At the end of these studies she won a scholarship to study for six weeks in

Japan. A chance conversation with her a number of years later revealed
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that even though she was well-established as a Science teacher in a leading

girls' school, she still harboured an unfulfilled desire to introduce the

teaching of Japanese into the school.

Another respondent who graduated in German recalled her early response

to hearing languages other than English spoken by some of her classmates.

I personølly høae come to realize that human beings of different

cultures haae similør problems ønd although the processes tf
solaing them often differ ønd the solutions aary, the same concern

is often frk ...

I remember thøt as a child belonging to the Anglo majority øt

school, I felt resentful of other children who could conaerse in a

foreign tongue. I felt that I wøs missing out on something not

simply becøuse I could not understønd whøt wøs being søid, but

because 'those children' had the opportunity to tølk øbout the

world in two wøys. Haaing since studied Germøn ønd French ønd

lived in Germany for ø yeør, I realize that lønguage is more than

just ø means of communication. lt is øIso a function of culture ønd

øs such shapes the way u)e aiew the world. For exømple, the

Germøn word Weltanschauung implies øn entire philosophy tf
life and implies much more than the English transløtion "world

uiew" ,,.

Some høae ørgued thøt multiculturølism will be irrelettant in fifty
years' time and that we will all either be Australians in øn Anglo-

mould or a new hybrid culture will haae deaeloped. While this

may be so, multiculturalism is not irreleaant today. The shape of

future society will be determined by what we do today. Moreoaer,

monoculturølism and homogeneity høue their drawbøcks,

particularly for indiaiduals who don't wønt to be monocultural

ønd liae life quite happily as multiculturals. (108)

In this case the influence of the study of French and German had been

considerably heightened by the respondent's opportunity to spend a year in
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Germany as an exchange student. Her concluding paragraph pointed to her

positive evaluation of the benefits of multiculturalism for those

individuals who desired it, while simultaneously recognising the

continuing assumptions of monoculturalism among many people in

Australian society. She herself revealed a positive attitude to languages

other than English, from the time of her childhood envy of fellow students

who could speak more than one language. Moreover, as a bilingual adult,

she expressed a personal appreciation of the integral link between the

language and culture of a group, as well as the essential complementarity

between problems experienced universally by human beings and the

particular solutions to them developed by different cultural groups.

The Contribution of Studies in Music

A graduate in music compared her memories of the mainstream oriented

ethos she had experienced at school with the multilingual context and focus

on the cultural values of other groups which she had encountered in her

tertiary music studies.

In infønt school, the only clear memory I høae of øny culture other

than the Anglo-Saxon dominønt culture being introduced wøs

when Alice, a new girl from Germany, wøs øsked to speøk øbout

Germany to the class. She euen tøught us øbout three words of

Germøn. The episode wøs not repeated, howeaer.

In att my schooling, only English was offered as a trønsmitter of

knowledge. The migrønts at school had to 'sink or su)im' with

regards to speøking English. There was only one person in my cløss

høndicapped by this øttitude, but that wøs more than enough. He

was ø French migrønt who hød migrøted in his late childhood and

was extremely quiet in class. He wøs quiet becnuse he could not

always follow the teacher. He got lota grødes in both English and

other subjects through his løck of understanding ønd hød few

friends at school. In French lessons where he was expected to be
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outstanding, he zuas not. He could not understand instructions, his

grømffiar was incorrect, and he spelt incorrectly. He had moaed

from France before he had møstered the French language and could

not master English. It is no surprise that he left school early to

become a manual labourer.

One other migrant I knew while I was øt school left eørly to work.

He was from Belgium and his parents did not like him mixing

with his school friends out of school. This could be construed as

his pørents wishing him to retøin his Belgian identity without

being influenced more than necessary by his predominantly Anglo-

Søxon school møtes. This theory strengthens when he himself

testified thøt he did not want to leaae school so young (the end of

9th yeør) but his parents wønted him to work in the fømily florist
shop, and not see his school friends øny more.

At school it was always aery 'safe' to be Anglo-Saxon. The whole

system was designed for Anglo-Saxons, ønd as I went to a aery

trnditional school, the system was being perpetunted in eaery wøy

possible. At school I was taught to reød ønd write in English,

express myself in English, ønd øssume that AustrøIia is based on

Anglo-Saxon culture thereþre I was doing the 'right' thing in being

exclusiuely Anglo-Sflxon. Eaen our French lessons were conducted

in English as some form of knowledge røther than an alternøtioe

culture.

When I began my tertiary studies, the aalues transmitted by my

faculty at |,lniaersity raere aery different. I studied music, and I
discouered that other cultures had contributed so much to music

and 'we' were quite insignificant by compørison. lt was necessary to

study other cultures to understand subjects more fully, ønd I
suddenly discoaered the importance of knowing other lønguøges.

My instrumentøl teacher could speøk three lønguages fluently, and

hød traaelled extensiaely, yet he wøs aery 'Anglo-Saxon'. Other

students were bilinguøl as weII and stressed the ímportance of

being. OnIy this yeør I wøs in an orchestrø rehearsing with n

Germøn choir, and the entire rehearsal was conducted in German.

The aølues transmitted in my tertiary course were not of Anglo-

Søxon dominance, but røther of øn equølity of ølI cultures...
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At home my family is second generation Australiøn with the

British Isles being their country of origin. Our relatiaes are Anglo-

Søxon and most of our friends are Anglo-Saxon.

Our church høs been actiae with people of the Pacific region,

howeuer, and hostsfamilies from this region. ln this wøy, we høae

become fømiliar utith other cultures øt home, but they haae not

actiaely nltered our fømily life in any way ...

My peer group enaironment høs møinly been Anglo-Saxon in

content I include in this group, friends from church, friends

from school, people I høae worked with, and neighbours. One

exception to this, houteaer, is a formerly aery close friend of Greek

origin. She hød an effect on øll her friends as she Srew older ønd

introduced them to Greek culture. She introduced us to Greek

food, fømily, customs, ønd friends. She ølso acted ns mediator

between her 'aery' Greek friends ønd Anglo-Søxon ones [Thus]

eaen my Anglo oriented upbringíng has been unøble to stop øll

interaction with other cultures. (10C)

Chronologically the first important influence in this writer's involvement

in other cultures was her apparently long-term relationship with a girl of

Greek background. Through this Greek girl's readiness to share her culture

with her Anglo-Celtic-Australian friends, she had initiated them into a

memorable experience of interaction with Greek culture.

At university she experienced the actual transmission of music originating

from many different cultures, as well as involvement in a situation

conducted in a language other than English. Important also were the living

models of bilingual or muttilingual usage that she encountered in her

music teacher and her fellow students. In these ways the actual subject

content and teaching patterns in the Faculty of Music, together with the

quality of the teaching staff in terms of competence and interest in
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languages other than English, proved effective in enabling her to have

some experience of cultural interaction. She recognised that without these

educational opportunities and contact with her Greek friend, the

circumstances of her home, wider family and peer group networks would

have kept her within the confines of her own cultural group, as had been

the experience of many of the writers in chapters 6 and 8.

A similar experience of music studies providing a memorable experience of

cultural interaction is described in the extract that follows. The main part of

the memoir will be considered in the next chapter that considers examples

of intercultural marriage. Of mixed German, Irish and English ancestry

herself, the respondent's meeting with the son of Spanish immigrants led

eventually to marriage. As the means of strengthening her ties with her

future husband and his family, she undertook university studies in the

Spanish language, as well as in music. In the extract that follows, she

compared the effectiveness of these two learning experiences in enabling

her to participate in the life of the Spanish-Australian community.

When I leørnt Spønish øt ,.. Uniaersity the emphøsis øt thøt time

Tt)ns more on imparting øn intellectual and criticøl understønding

"f certøin well-known Spanish liternry works, amongst which

'Don Quixote' reigned supreme, røther than on the acquisition of

the languøge and direct experience of the culture embedded within

thøt language. Howeaer, the course stimulated my interest

enough to seek out ways of øpplying the lønguage in ø creative

Tþay. It wøs in fact the Ethnomusicology course at ... Uniaersity

which proaided me with the perfect opportunity to blend my

existing musicøl knowledge ønd prøctical øbility with my newly

acquired second lønguage and thus a passionøte interest in Spanish

folk music deaeloped. Through the type tf education I had

receiaed I grew up with the notion thøt music, ørt, and enen

lønguøge u)as a unique ønd sepørøble humøn actiuity rather thøn

an integral part of culture or øs reflectiae of culture and the aalues
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inherent in that culture. The Ethnomusicology course presented

me for the first time with the concept of the inseparøbility tf
lønguøge, music and people and thøt the cultural expression of a

group as manifested through language and music needs to be

comprehended before reøl cultural understanding cøn take place ."

My deaeloping interest in Spanish music, language ønd culture

ersentuøIly found practicøl øpplicøtion in the formation ønd

musical direction of a Spanish folk-singing group which proaided

the means for practical inaolaement in the Spønish community

ønd the community øt lørge. My field of inquiry deaeloped eaen

further when, as pørt tf my work fo, Ethnomusicology I
undertook research within the Spanish community in an attempt

to understand something of the processes of cultural, music, and

languøge transmission at work in this particular community in its
multi-cultural setting. Working closely with members "f the

Spanish community, listening to them recøll their experiences in

Austrølia, and their memories of Spain and the intimøte

importønce and sometimes unimportønce they øttøched to

møintaining certøin culturøI ttølues, I not only leørnt more of [my

husbønds'l cultural bøckground but I began to find reference points

fo, my own culture, People often søy that leørning ønother

lønguøge teøches you a lot øbout your oarn lønguøge. I cøn øIso søy

thøt getting to know and understønd another culturøl Sroup has

tøught me fl lot about my own culture ønd has brought me face to

føce with ø lot of my own deeply entrenched, culturøIly biased ønd

ofttn arrogant (through ignorance) attitudes. I suddenly realized

the position of dominønce in the world of music which I hød

ascribed to the European cløssicøl music trødition. 'Folk' music

høsn't been a aery big pørt of our musical heritage in Australia.

Institutionølised music has generally been celebrated ønd

acknowledged more thøn music which is transmitted by fømily or

community members. I had been guilty too of placing aølue on

the institution to the exclusion of the family as ø transmitter of

aalid knowledge and musical expertise. This is not necessørily ø

bad aølue øs such but I becøme alaøre of the obstøcle this presented

to, in this case, certain members of the Spønish community, in

terms "f maintaining'their'musicøl traditions which had

traditionally been trønsmitted by the fømily. (1,0D/ 11D)
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The teaching of Spanish described by the above respondent had proved to be

mainly a study of Spanish literature. What she had been hoping to gain

from her language studies was communicative competence and an

understanding of Spanish culture so that she could participate in the life of

the Spanish community in Australia. Until very recently almost all

language study in Australia, at both tertiary and secondary levels, was an

academic pursuit for the most able, designed to give them a thorough

knowledge of the grammatical structure of the language and the vocabulary

needed to read the literature of the language concerned and to translate it

into English. Only in the last ten years has the emphasis shifted to studying

a language for the purPose of communicating with others in the

contemporary world, both in oral and written forms. At the same time

there has been a growing recognition of language as the dynamic creation of

a group, linked inseparably to its culture in a way that requires that the two

be taught together.

In this writer's experience it was the subject ethnomusicology, which gave

her insight into the way music and language formed integral parts of a

group's culture. In addition, the assessment of the subject demanded actual

interaction with another cultural grouP. This provided her with the

opportunity to put into practice the Spanish language skills she had

acquired through her university studies in communicating with the

members of the Spanish-Australian community for an investigation of

Spanish folk music in Australia. This essentially educational activity led in

turn to her developing an on-going participation with the community as

the leader of a Spanish folk singing grouP.
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Cultural Interaction in a School Setting

Two respondents gave descriptions of their involvement in patterns of

informal, spontaneous cultural interaction which had emerged in the

context of the schools with which they had been associated. The first

developed within an adolescent male peer group which included students

from a number of different linguistic backgrounds. The writer of memoir

9H, who described his family's interaction with a number of Greek families,

recalled a different form of interaction which emerged among his fellow

students, despite the school's refusal to recognise their cultural diversity.

on the school front, I was grødually becoming arÛare of the

school's 'mono-culturøl' øpproøch to educøtion. In the ørea "f
lønguøge, this was most evident. Despite a population of other

(ethnic) lønguøge users within the school, the only lønguages

offered were French ønd German, Iønguages which were nøturally

of no use to the community at large. Within the normø\, daily

classroom experience, teøchers failed to recognise or welcome the

føct that students of aørious ethnic backgrounds brought with them

aaluøble ønd different experiences ønd expectøtions. Some of the

teachers themselaes were quite noticeøbly racist. It became cleør to

me thøt the school did not seek to proaide ø ttariety of progrømmes

that would encourage ønd maintain the plurality of interacting

cultures within the school and outside in the wider society.

Educøtional actiaities that made use tf multiculturøl ualues

seemed to occur outside of school. The Greek lønguage proSrøffi,

fo, instønce, was priaately tøught out of school hours. The

languøge wøs leørnt exclusiaely by the children of the town's Greek

immigrønts. I soon discoaered thøt some of my Greek friends were

øttending. Clearly, the secondary school ztthich I was attending øt

this time, did not proaide the thorough socialisation required for
immigrant children. lnstead of being gioen the opportunity to

møintain and deaelop their own culture and the dominant Anglo-

Austrøliøn culture, they (and we) gained a mono-cultural

education in a mono-culturøI school ...
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[Despite this] my entry into ønd ensuing experience throughout

secondøry school ... was a departure from my insulør and narrow,

culturølly monistic childhood ...

I quickly reølised beyond doubt thøt I TDøs n pørt of a dominant

Anglo-Austrølian group tf peers who regularly differentiated

between 'us' ønd 'them'. RaciøI and ethnic discrimination was

oaert and common at secondary school. Discriminøtion wns ø

concept thøt I had ne'uer known at home, at least not in the

obaious sense mentioned preaiously. My parents had certainly

neaer encouraged me to think of Aboriginøl of nny other children

øs different ønd unequal to myself, but at school I wøs unøaoidøbly

'inducted' in the school grounds, merely by spending time with my

Anglo-Austrøliøn peer group, Terms like 'dago' and '*o8' were

regularly exercised to denote otherness in students tf Greek,

Yugoslaaian and ltalian origin. I soon realised thøt words like 'abo'

and 'coon' u)ere derogøtory terms used with the intention to hørass

and betittle. As I wøtched my peers and fríends adopt this

terminology at school with regular frequency, I discoaered myself

using these terms on occasion, although I knew I was pløying out

the role of the 'all-Austrølian lad' and neaer felt comfortable with

these aerbøl actions. The school experience certøinly set up ø clear

understanding of the 'otherness' of different ethnic SrouPs, but not

necessarily their 'difference'. In fact, I thought that most Greek,

Yugosløaian and ltølian students 'u)ere similar to me and my

friends. lt wøs the Aboriginøl students, whose truønt ønd often

unpredictable indiaiduøl ønd collectiae behøaioui, not to mention

their obaious colour difference, who prouided me u)ith the seeds of

øn understanding "f cultural difference. While AboriginøI

children remained the most culturølly alienated from my often

abrøsiae Anglo-Austrølian Peers, I found thøt students of Greek,

Italian and Yugosløaian origin hød been or were being øccepted

into our ou)n formerly 'ethnic-Iess' peer Sroups. The derogøtory

terms were still bøndied about, but in ø more friendly or 'møtesy'

mønner

Interestingly, with the assimilation of ethnic peers into our peer

groups (which operøted under the unspoken principle : Austrøliøn

first, ethnic second), the linguistic system of almost øll the students
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I knew øt school (younger ønd older) seemed to change. Perhøps ø

certain sløng terminology Tt)øs pøssed on and assimilated

throughout the younger students (of whom I was one). Howeaer

these chønges occurred, I noticed a 'neu)' set of terminology. Words

like 'mara' (hønd), 'boogadees' (shoes), 'bulyu' (cigarette) and

' jobuty' (fool, idiot) were all deriaed from the Pitiøtiatjøran

Iønguage spoken originøIly by the Aborigines who originated from
the Port Lincoln flrea. A long list of populør, easy-to-remember

terms came to replace their English meønings when talking

exclusiaely among peers, While this phenomena represents the

assimiløtion-in-miniature of some aspects tf the AboriginøI

linguistic system into the dominant Anglo-bøsed linguistic system,

it in no wny herøIded the breaking of other culturøl børriers

between black ønd white Australians in [the town]. The integration

of select Aboriginal terminology, I hazard to guess, høs its origins in

tlrc notion of hip, street-wise assumptions thnt correspond with a

similar method of speech, much akin to American røp-tølk. The

colourful words ødd spice to an otherwise standørd languøge

(punctuøted elsewhere only by the usuøl unimøginatiae Aussie

slang) and represent an exclusiae membership in a certøin Sroup;

in this case, a widespread teenage (school-bøsed) populøtion.

(1oE/eH)

In this extract the writer focused on the student population and the patterns

of student interaction in the secondary school he attended in a country port.

A substantial proportion of the students came from a minority ethnic

background, but no one group predominated. In addition to students of

Greek, Italian and what was then referred to as Yugoslav origin, there were

many Aboriginal young people, mostly the descendants of the original

inhabitants of the district. In the judgement of the writer, the school's

curriculum and teaching approaches took no account of this cultural

diversity among the students and some of the teachers even revealed a

hostile attitude towards it.
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The students themselves seemed to take greater cognisance of their cultural

differences, which was reflected negatively in the hierarchy of status they

evolved. For the writer's mainstream Australian peer group students of

Greek, Italian and Yugoslav background were 'dagos' or 'wogs' who

eventually found some degree of acceptance at the level of what might be

called 'second class citizens'. Students of Aboriginal origin, however,

remained outside this network, being regarded as beyond the pale both on

account of their visibly darker skin and their recognisably different patterns

of behaviour.

Yet it was the socially rejected Aboriginal group that provided the cultural

materials for the creation of what could be seen as a teenage 'counter-

culture' language. It came to function as an identifying mark for male

students of all backgrounds, including the Anglo-Celtic-Australians, who

made up the peer group of the writer.

A second memoir compared the writer's experience as a teacher in a

Catholic secondary school where the majority of the girls were from an

Italian background with what she remembered of her own school days.

I øttended a conaent girls' school in the 1.950s ønd 60s. The school

was staffed by an order of nuns emønating om Irelønd, but with

the majority of sisters being Australiøn born. The school vl)øs

situated in a suburb close to øn øreø of relatiaely high ltøliøn

concentrøtion. As such the school population consisted of øbout

30% of chitdren with ltaliøn background ønd the remøinder tf
Anglo-Søxon background. It is not surprising that øt this time, in

Austrølia, there u)as little, if øny, interaction between these two

cultures. The ltaliø students ødhered to their own culture and

similarly the Anglo-Saxon students.
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From the Anglo-Saxon side there 'were no attempts øt interøction

The ltaliøn girls and "Austrølian" girls did not associate at øll with

one ønother : there were two quite distinct groups. It did not eaen

enter my head to ask an ltalian girl to my home or eaen to speak

with her øt school. Most of the Itølian girls performed poorly

academically, did not play sport and were not øIlowed to attend

school dances and social gatherings. These were importønt

achieaements for the dominant group ønd føilure to be inaolaed in

these aleas meant exclusion from the dominant group. It is

interesting to note thøt only one ltalian girl remained øt yeør 1-2 and

this girl mønaged an entry into the dominønt Anglo-Saxon group.

No accommodøtion TDas møde for the obaious language dfficulties

of the minority group. The girl who remøined in year L2 hød møde

accommodation to the Anglo-Saxon majority ønd not aice aersa.

As ø final, if not proþundly importønt, point : these were not the

days of søIømi, oliaes, pizza and thick bread, Such lunches were

eyed with suspicion and eaen disgust. These were the døys of thin

white bread ønd Kraft cheese!

In størk contrast I now refer to my last teøching appointment ... in
South Austrølia This is ø similar school to the one I attended

being ø school for Catholic girls. ln most other respects it is quite

radically dffirent ... ln this school about 80% of students øre from an

Italiøn background with the remaining 20% being mainly of Anglo-

Søxon background. Approximøtely 30 to 40'/" of teachers are also of

Italian background. In this enaironment ... eaidence of interaction

between the two cultures is cleørly apparent. Obaiously this is aided

considerøbly by the føct thøt the ltalian group form the maiority.

Examples of the peculiør chørøcteristics of this school illustrate well

the forms of interøction. In the first place the study of the ltalian

lønguøge is undertaken by øll students in the first few years of high

school. With so møny teøchers of ltalian bøckground there is no

difficulty in proaiding støff for this tøsk. But on the other hand two

full-time multicultural teøchers nre proaided to øssist ltøliøn
students with English learning dfficulties. The aboae exømples,

referring to lønguage, show the excellent manner in which there is

øccommodation on both sides to the different lønguøges : a sharing

ønd exchange of one of the most basic aspects of culture. This
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exchønge is not limited to the cløssroom. AII importønt notices to

parents are sent home in both English ønd ltaliøn, At social

occasions øddresses to parents are møde in both languages' For

exømple an address to pørents on teleaision was made in Italian øs

well as English; at a Mathematics Week celebration ø mathemøtical

Bingo game was called in both lønguages.

With respect to social manners many examples of interaction are

eaident. For rny own part, I was quite surprised by the warm

manner ia which the girls reløted to one another. It wfls not

unusuøl to see girls embracing one another and feeling comfortable

to casually catch hold of a teacher's ørm to attrøct his or her

attention. It was not a form of interaction with which I was

familiør, but, it was fl mflnner of relating which I appreciated and

adopted myself. The ltalian girls were "cflrriers" of their sociøl

mflnners, manners which Tt)ere shared with and often adopted by

the Anglo-Søxon group of both students and teøchers.

Another exømple tf interaction ønd mutual accommodøtion is

eoident in organisation of such functions as school cømqs and

dønces. Møny ltølian parents were reluctant to allow their daughters

to attend such functions. lt wøs felt thøt the appropriøte pløce for
socializøtion of this type should be within the confines of the family
structure. But despite this initial reluctance accommodøtion was

møde on both sides to ensure that such functions proceeded. ln

some cases parents accompønied the girls on school camps or

brothers escorted sisters to dances. There wøs a generøl willingness

to come to some compromise.

Perhaps I høue painted ø røther rosy picture of this enaironment,

but certøinly in contrast to ffiy oTt)n school of the 50s and 60s,

interøction hød come ø long wøy. No longer was the Krøft cheese

sandwich king! The gifts of ltøliøn torte ønd wines brought to the

støff by students and teachers ølike were greeted with delight ..'

Both of my parents were born in Austrøliø, and their parents alike.

One maternøI greøt grøndpørent was born in lreland hence my

øttendance øt a Catholic school. Within thøt group widely labelled

Anglo-Saxon, our family wøs pørt of the lrish contingent. There
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were extremely strong ties to the lrish background through religion,

and, on the lighter side through songs ønd superstitions. As ø child

our famity hød no contacts at all with members of any culture

outside the Anglo-Søxon. To this døy my father regørds members of

other cultures as "foreigners" ...

The majority of my friends are of Anglo-Saxon background but

many of them høoe traaelled otterseas and høae lived, or are lioing,

in inner suburbs which høae trøditionølly been the home "f
cultures other than the Anglo-Saxon. I liae in a suburb of Adelaide

which høs the highest concentration of ltaliøns' As such I øm

familinr with ønd øppreciøte mnny of the aalues of my neighbours.

I know the appropriate manner in which to behatse in social

situøtions. Obaiously my behaaiour differs when I am in the

coffipøny of my ltølian neighbour and conaersely with my English

neighbour. With the former, coffee and cake reiected møy nppear to

be an insult. With the latter, the inaitation for tea and scones møy

take some time to arrioe! ...

As ø pnrent with two children, the cultural orientntion of my fømily
tife is no longer connected significantly to that of my parents' As

preaiously alluded to, the cultural orientation of ffiy

neighbourhood is thøt of cultural dualism. Similarly, the culturøl

orientøtion "f my peer group, those with whom I shøre mY

recreation ... cøn certainly be identified as culturølly heterogeneous.

(10F)

In this memoir the writer focused on the contrast in interaction patterns

she had observed in the two Catholic girls schools she had known. Girls of

Italian background made up approximately a third of the school population

in the school she had attended as a student. In the life of the school,

however, they remained a separate group, excluded from the mainstream

by both their lack of acádemic success and their failure to participate in

sporting and social events.
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In the school in which she was currently teaching, girls of Italian

background made up over three quarters of the student population and,

most significantly, about a third of the teachers were of the same origin.

Such a high proportion of teachers from minority ethnic backgrounds

would have been found in very few secondary schools in South Australia,

particularly in the state sector. Although graduates of minority ethnic

background made up about a third of students undertaking education

studies to become teachers in the University of Adelaide's Graduate

Diptoma in Education course, as the figures in Chapter 4 indicated, it would

have been most unusual for such a high proportion of one particular ethnic

group to be found in one school.

The second school provided an example of the best that has been achieved

by the Catholic Education system in responding to the presence of so many

students of Italian background in their schools. Italian was a compulsory

language (up to Year L0), not just for those of that ethnic background, but for

all students in the school. This provision was matched by English as a

Second Language (ESL) support for those who needed it. Italian was used

alongside English on formal school occasions, in school notices and

communications to parents. Chaperoning arrangements were set in place

for out of school activities in recognition of the concern of Italian parents.

All these provisions were indicative of the culturally inclusive approach

adopted by the school.

Nevertheless the focus of the memoir was not only on the formal

achievements of the school in incorporating Italian language as part of the

curriculum and day to day functioning of the school. In addition, the writer

described the informal patterns of interaction between student and student,

students and staff members which had emerged as a distinctive part of the
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school culture. Its source was not the Anglo-Celtic-Australian pattern of

social relations to be found in mainstream society and most school contexts

as described in other memoirs, but rather the cultural values of the Italian

girls who formed the majority group within the school. The spontaneous

and warm physical contact, the Italian food that was shared, the generous

expressions of gratitude, these all became taken for granted patterns of

behaviour among staff and students of all backgrounds.

The writer herself not only expressed her approval of these patterns of

interpersonal interaction but also claimed to have adopted them as her

own. But she recognised that her access to these patterns of behaviour had

been via the Italian background staff and students in the school who had

been prepared to share their cultural values with those of other ethnic

origin.

Outside school she had on-going contact with her Italian-Australian , as

well as her Anglo-Australian neighbours. Her tendency in this regard could

be contrasted with that of Memoir 64, whose author also lived in an area

'remarkably well populated by the Italian community' but who considered

the two communities remained so isolated from one another that cultural

interaction was not really possible. In the present writer's evaluation, the

patterns of her own family life had moved away from those of her lrish-

Australian childhood towards a more multicultural lifestyle as a result of

the Italian-Australian influences which she had encountered and

responded positively towards.

Overview

This chapter sought to identify those memoirs in which there was evidence

that the formal educational structures had contributed to the participant's
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experience of cultural interaction. Perhaps the most remarkable feature

about them is their paucity. Only four writers gave the education system

credit for making them aware of the reality of other cultures and giving

them the opportunity to participate in the language and culture of another

group. Given the comparatively high proportion of students of minority

ethnic background in some of the schools and the supposed advent of

multicultural education policies from the late seventies, it might have been

expected that more schools would have provided mainstream Australian

students with the opportunity for cultural interaction through the

curriculum and teaching approaches adopted.

In fact it is known that a number of other respondents discussed in the

earlier chapters (6A,7C,8D, for example) had in fact studied languages other

than English at school and even at university level, but they had not seen

these language studies in terms of providing access to the cultures of other

groups. In contrast, another of the music graduates discussed previously

(6G) indicated that her music studies had helped to make her aware of the

existence and importance of the languages and cultures of other ethnic

grouPs.

The other unexpected finding from this group of memoirs was the evidence

of the spontaneous cultural interchange that emerged in the situations

described in the last two memoirs.
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C HAPTER ELEVEN

EXPERIENCES OF INTERCULTURAL MARRIAGE

The phenomenon of intercultural marriage, unlike the patterns of social

and cultural interaction described in chapterc 7-L0, has been the subject of

earlier sociological investigation. Most often this has taken the form of a

statistical enquiry concerning its frequency and the ethnic backgrounds of

the partners concerned. Price (1988; 1,994) has been interested in

intermarriage data for the generations since European settlement largely in

order to calculate what contribution the various ethnic groups have made

to the current Australian population. Pauwels (1985) has made use of

intermarriage figures in studying the effect of interethnic marriage on the

maintenance of minority languages.

The four intercultural marriages discussed in this chapter are seen through

the eyes of the mainstream Australian partner, who in each case was the

wife. Table L1.1 gives concrete facts related to the four respondents

discussed. Two of the respondents had married partners of Greek

background, while the other two were married to husbands from the

Chinese and Spanish ethnic groups respectively. From Price's figures, it

would appear that these represent ethnic combinations that are not

common, either as a result of high in-group marriage rates, or because the

group concerned was comparatively small in Australia. The table drawn up

by Price (I99a:\ lor Second Generation ln-Group Mørriøge over the period

covered by the memoir writers indicated that of all ethnic groups in

Australia, Greeks had the highest in-group marriage rates for bridegrooms,

varying from 55% in the period 1981-86 to 60% in 1991,-92. The

corresponding figures for Chinese bridegrooms were L5% and 28"/o, while
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for Spanish bridegrooms they were as low as 16/" and 87o, but the latter two

groups represented a much smaller proportion of the total population than

did those of Greek origin.

Where the social contract of marriage involves one mainstream and one

minority ethnic partner, it does not necessarily result in cultural interaction

in the ways described in the two previous chapters. There are important

differences between the relationship of marriage considered in this chapter

and the level of acquaintance and friendship discussed in the earlier

chapters. Since marriage is intended as a long term relationship, which

involves living together, almost inevitably cultural difference emerges as

an issue that requires accommodation and solutions at the level of day to

day actions. In addition, the fact that marriage is essentially a publicly

acknowledged partnership embracing many areas of life puts the

relationship under far greater strain than a friendship limited to one area of

life or regarded as belonging to the private world of the individual. Further

complexities and cultural choices often arise where there are children in the

marriage. Some of the issues that may emerge in this situation are

poignantly described in the third memoir of this chapter.

As a result of these factors, the cultural activation to be found in

mainstream-minority marriage is most likely to be based on the dominant

culture which prevails through the overwhelming force of its pervasive

presence, particularly where the mainstream partner is the more forceful

personality. The amount of time and effort required to reach competence in

the minority language and culture is usually a prohibitive factor, even

where the mainstream partner is eager and willing to attend lessons and

visit the home country. The best that can be achieved in these

circumstances is the emergence of some form of hybrid or synthesis as a
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compromise between the partners' cultures in certain specific and limited

areas of life, such as food or household furniture and decoration. Often,

however, an Anglo-Celtic-Australian partner may be positive in attitude

towards the other's culture, but have no practical opportunity to learn the

cultural values needed for participation in a meaningful way. For these

reasons there is much less chance of a marriage being based on the culture

of the minority partner, or being bicultural, in the sense that both partners

can switch from one culture to another, as appropriate to the context.

A Challenging but Worthwhile Relationship

One respondent married to a Hong Kong Chinese, discussed the general

attitudes prevailing in the mainstream Australian community that she had

had to come to terms with in marrying a husband who was visibly, as well

as culturally, from another ethnic group. In particular, she referred to the

commonly held, but in her view, arrogant attitude,

expressed by contemporaries of my grandpørents who feel aery

definitely thøt any 'Neut Austrøliøn' who chooses to come to

Australiø should be prepared to fit in with our way of life, ønd

learn to speøk proper English!

I do not belieae that this attitude has wholly died ønd been

supplanted in all Austrølian minds. A number of my uncles and

øunties who are lørgely from lower-middle class or working-class

backgrounds, still hold the aiew thnt "migrants who høae, after all,

come here to tøke adaantage of our good life, ought to recognise

their obtigations and be pleased to fit in with our ciailised way of

tife ønd not tøint it with their foreign customs and lønguøge". My

primøry and secondary schools too, møde no recognition at all of

the (25%) ethnic proportion of our Australiøn community.

My pørents, although coming from a similør social background do

hold less extreme attitudes towards the non-Anglo members of our

community. I think that higher educøtion, religious beliefs and
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occupation, nnd wider contacts with other u)ays of life through

work and Rotøry haae probably øll influenced my føther's more

accepting attitude, Our family was tøught to respect all people

equally, øccording to the motto - "All men, brothers are we."

Presumably lt)omen too haae a place in this as well. My parents, I
belieae, would support øn "interactionist" oiew of AustrøIian

society, ølthough my mother would probably øssume that a larger

percentage of elements "f Anglo-Austrøliøn culture would be

present in a future society, thøn those of ethnic groups .,.

During my years of undergraduøte study at Uniaersity I first
cøme into close contøct with ethnic people who [reaealed] a

duølism of cultural aalues and lønguage. My parents accepted *y
friendship with a number of Chinese people, jokingly referring to
my efforts to "increase internøtionøI understønding". They

approaed of my marriøge to a Hong Kong Chinese, encourøging

me to learn Cøntonese. These øssociations haae been aaluable to

me, broadening my experience and appreciøtion of ønother culture.

It is interesting to obserae how my friends would choose to use the

language that best suited the topic of conaersation eg. Cantonese

when playing Mah long; English whilst discussing current car

models; Shanghai when conaersing with pørents. Visits to Hong

Kong, which is a truly multiculturøI society, were føscinøting.
There, aørious Asiøn ønd lndian cultures exist within the English-
qdministered colony. People tnooe within one, ttoo or more social,

cultural and røciøl circles with eøse and familiarity. Schools for
different groups are proaided, although education and its aalue

from each institution is not truly equal.

Howeuer, within Australiø, the smøller number tf ethnic

minorities tneans that the perpetuøtion of ethnic cultural aølues,

attitudes and customs is less certain. Without support øt schools

for ethnic cultures, the reinforcement of ethnic groups is aitøl for
the trønsmission of cultural aølues from one generation to the

next, Otherwise those features thøt do not seem releuant or useful

to the second generation children can eøsily be dismissed by them -

eg. writing ønd reading Mandørin, or understønding the releaønce

of some religious customs.
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My personal experience, through contacts with both Anglo-

Austrølian ønd ethnic-Austrølian people confirms the belief thøt ...

cultural pluralism certainly enriches the liaes of indiaiduøIs and

surely, too, of society itself. (114)

In the beginning of this memoir the writer traced what she saw as a

generational change of attitude to people of minority ethnic background

living in Australia. The assimilationist views of her grandparents and

many of her aunts and uncles had been modified in the case of her parents

to an acceptance of people as they were. Certainly they did not oppose her in

going as far as making friends with students of Chinese background and

even gave their blessing to her eventual marriage to a Chinese-Australian.

From the comments in her memoir it is clear that her interaction with

these Chinese-Australian friends involved Chinese cultural contexts, such

as the extended family and the playing of Mah long. In these situations she

learned to understand and activate Chinese cultural values, even to the

extent of learning Cantonese, although it is not entirely clear from her

account how much she actually learned. Her opportunity for participation

in Chinese cultural values was extended through her visits to Hong Kong,

where she learned to appreciate the advantages of bicultural, and even

tricultural individuals in interacting competently and effectively with more

than one cultural group.

In practical terms she recognised that the multiplicity of small minority

ethnic groups in Australia made the maintenance of these cultures among

the younger generation more problematic. Her understanding of the

difficulties encountered in the Chinese-Australian community led her to

consider that the transmission of minority cultures and languages, like

Mandarin, needed to be re-inforced through formal teaching in the schools.
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From the perspective of her own experience of the benefits of an

intercultural marriage, she considered that such provisions were important

to maintain Australia as a plural society.

Cultural Shock and Trauma

The memoir of the English graduate that follows began with a detailed

description of the cultural background of her home and school, which is

vital for understanding what happened in the course of her relationship to

a Greek-Australian.

Possibly one tf my earliest childhood memories illustrates the

blind acceptance by *y family of the Anglo-conformist aalues with

which I wøs brought up. We liaed on a sheep stntion ,.. ønd at thøt

time there u)ns fl reløtiaely large Aboriginal population in the areø.

These people had been møde homeless by the post-war subdiaision

of the thousønds of square miles of land ... The Goaernment then

decided thøt it was impossible and impracticøble to allow a lmge

and obaious group of people to hang around in the towns with

nowhere to So, møking "nttisances" of themselaes. They aery

generously decided to build these people houses ønd prouide them

with all the facilities that were considered necessary fo, a

"reasonable støndørd of liaing". The street those houses were

buitt along, euen though it was øbout twenty kilometres out "f
toutn, had its oTDn nøme ønd signpost just like et)ery other street,

this one wøs called Nømøtjira Aaenue. They were prooided with

running Tnøter, rainwøter tønks, a school bus ønd money.

Not only were my pørents outraged øt the ingrøtitude and sheer

peraersity of the Aborigines when they føiled to settle down, Iiue

in these houses, send their children off to school on the school bus

ønd find jobs, but so u)as eaeryone else. No-one could understønd

how it could be possible that, giaen all those wonderful

opportunities, these people could still want to go on walkabout ønd

sleep out along the rioer under trees or in humpies. The question

of Aboriginal cultural maintenance raas nel)er raised. It was

simply assumed thøt the lifestyle ønd culture of the Anglo-Saxon
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møjority wns so much better, ønd that the Abotiginal people 'if
they had øny intelligence at ø11", would iu*p øt the opportunity to

become anglicised. Their føilure to do so added the estimation of

personal utorthlessness to the ølreødy established attitude that the

Aboriginal culture was worthless.

The mono-culturalism of my home enaironment ønd the

Angloconformist aalues tf the surrounding community were

furthered with my educøtion øs a boørder at a ... Girls Grømmar

school. Conformity to the ideals of the Anglo-Søxon heritage

seemed to be seen by this institution as the most aaluable goø1,

eaen more uøluable thøn øcademic success' Along with the

standørd (Anglo-conformist) curriculum necessary to PrePare

students for the final P.E.B. [uniaersity entrance] examinations, we

were tøught drømø, elocution, deportment, music, debating,

religion (in large doses) and expected to play a wide aariety tf
competitiae sports. No room, let alone time, was left in the agendø

fo, any excursions, whether Sroup or solitary , into different

culturøl bøckgrounds of other Sroups of people ...

The øcødemic units were tøught by a group of carefully selected

women, the uiteria fo, their suitøbility being their obaious

ødherence to the aølues of the school. At that time the school

policy n)ñs seen to be uely progressiae and prided itself for its open-

mindedness in offering løpønese as fln "alternatiue" languøge to

French. While both the teachers of these languages were born in

lapan and Frønce respectiaely, the courses taere almost entirely

lønguage oriented.

As ø result of this I wøs poorly equipped to cope with the plural

society into which I stepped when I left school and entered

uniaersity. None ,f my Anglo-søxon school friends entered

uniaersity with me ønd so I wøs forced into the position of haaing

to establish new friendships. A large proportion of these people

came ,from a aariety of backgrounds thøt were not Anglo-

Austrøliøn in origin. Not only wøs I so nøiae øs to blindly øccept

Anglo-Austrølian aalues, I had neaer hød øccess to any ølternøtiae,

but I thought that those aalues thøt were the most important to

me, thøt is the Anglo-AustrøIiøn core aølues, must lie øt the heørt
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of the aalue system of all "rational" people regardless of ethnic

background,

You can imagine the shock I receiaed when my first generation

Greek-Australiøn boyfriend took me home to meet his fømily and

to announce our engøgement, to be met with open hostility and

"culturøl conniaing". Perhøps the usage of the term "cultural

conniaing" is a bit strong, howeaer euen now, thøt is stiU how it
seems to me. My ex-husband's pørents, speaking only in Greek,

rapidly decided that u¡e would go to a Greek dance that eaening.

At the dønce the sense of his oneness and belonginç, not only to a

Greek ethnic group, but to a Greek family, were to be re-ffirmed.

tJsing the medium of a traditionally møle only dance, from which

I wøs of course excluded, the intention was that my ex-husband's

ethnicity would be møintøined.

My ex-husbønd's pørents were doing this not only in øn øttempt to

møintain his øcceptability to the Greek community but also their

own. At thnt time I did not understønd whøt it meant to a Greek

person to "lose face" in the community. I think I do now ... When

one "loses face" within the Greek community that person has

føiled to maintain one or ø number of core Greek aølues and in so

doing risks expulsion from the group.

For people of my ex-husband's pørents' generøtion, this would

tneøn ø complete loss of cultural identity. Regørdless of the length

of time many of these people haae spent in Australia they still, on

the whole, drara only from the Greek culturøl stock, speøking only

Greek and understanding only Greek trøditions and oalues. On

the other hønd, for those of Greek pørentøge who ut)ere born in
AustrøIia, Iike my ex-husbønd, there are two sets of cultural values

to which they øre exposed and can therefore utilize øccording to the

situation. This does not necessarily mean that those aøIues øre

compatible, it means that an indiaidual can choose from one or

other set of anlues when deciding on a course of action. My ex-

husband's decision to go øhead with the mørriøge without his

fømily's consent, was made using Anglo-Austrølian core aalues

these being, I am øn adult now ønd must øssert my indiaiduality

and independence to direct my actions in this matter,
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The consequences of these actions usere rather drastic for all those

inaolaed. [My ex-husband] was cast out by his fømily. They møde

it clear that they did not condone such wilful refutation of Greek

ideological aalues. As ø direct consequence of these two øctions he

wøs nlienated from the Greek community as a whole. My blind

and naiae insistence thøt a hybrid cultural solution would be the

ansTþer to our problems failed to take into øccount the enormous

personal ideological loss that [my former husband] suffered during

this time. An indiaidual cønnot function without a aalue system

that is an acceptøble determinant of his or her behaaiour or that

can at leøst proaide a cross reference thøt can be relied on for easy

decision-møking about how to act in certain situøtions, His

behaaiour, without this personøl ideological guide, becøme tnore

ønd more erratic, øggressiae and ønti-sociø\, and he wøs eaentually

certified, or so I haae been told.

There were of course ø wide range of indiaiduøl factors inaolaed

in this situation. I stü cønnot accept, based no doubt on my Anglo-

AustrøIian aølues, what [my former husbønd'sl pørents did when

they ostrøcised him. I think now thøt they would not hnae found
it necessøry to deaelop such rigid personal ideological systems ¡n

øn øttempt to maintain their ethnicity, ,f they hød not been

confronted with eaentuøl cultural annihiløtion by the preaailing

aalues of Anglo-conformism within Austrølian society. (118)

The circumstances described by this respondent epitomise the cultural

conflict which many opponents of multiculturalism regard as the almost

inevitable consequence of allowing more than one culture to exist in a

given society. They point to the personal trauma and social cost of marital

breakup and personal disintegration that can result when people are

exposed to the competing cultural demands to be found in a plural society.

Yet this is the only memoir that dealt with such a conflict, although several

others observed the signs of cultural conflict in the experience of friends or
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fellow students of minority ethnic background (Memoirs 7C, 8D, 8E, 8F &

eA).

In the case of this relationship, it appears that both partners had been

brought up largely within the confines of their, own cultural group.

Nothing in their previous experience had prepared either of them for the

shock of cultural differences which confronted them when their

relationship became serious enough for them to contemplate marriage and

the respective families were consulted. In this regard it should be noted that

the memoir says nothing at all about the response of the writer's own

family to the marriage.

The Greek husband in this relationship had initially remained

predominantly within the culture of his family and ethnic community. If

the implication of the memoir - that he was one of the students of minority

ethnic background whom the writer met at university - is true, this would

mean that he had accommodated himself sufficiently well to the

mainstream Australian school structures to reach the academic level

required for university entrance. The memoir also suggested that his

exposure to mainstream culture, probably through school, university and

media, had led him to internalize at least some of the Anglo-Celtic-

Australian values related to personal independence, which were at odds

with the collectivist family values maintained strongly within the Greek-

Australian community. From the writer's account he certainly had little

appreciation of the great cultural divide between his family and the young

woman he introduced as his prospective bride.

On the writer's side, her Anglo-Celtic-Australian upbringing on an outback

grazíng property and at a girls' boarding school meant that her only contact
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with people of another cultural background were the Aboriginal people she

saw in the nearby township. She grew up with the assumption that the

cultural values she regarded as most important were common to all

'rational' people everywhere. This form of majority SrouP separatism, with

the accompanying tendency of its members to 'univercalize' their own

ethnic values, has already been referred to in relation to the experiences

reported in memoirs 6D and 7C. University studies provided the context for

her first personal encounter with people of other cultures. Forced to make

new friends at the university, the writer found herself in a grouP of

students from a wide range of ethnic backgrounds, without understanding

the different cultural realities they represented.

The writer interpreted her former husband's decision to proceed with their

marriage in terms of the conflicting values he had internalized, but laid the

blame for his subsequent personal breakdown on his family's decision to

cast him out as a son for his open defiance of the Greek core value of family

collectivism. Cut off from the cultural base of his personal identity and his

ideological roots, his whole personality and character disintegrated.

Contrary to what might be expected, however, her traumatic experience of

intercultural marriage did not make her revert to the monocultural

separatist values she had learned at home and school. Her description of

the marriage and its subsequent breakup reveals her genuine attempt to

understand, if not fully accept, the Greek cultural values underlying the

actions of her former husband and his family. She showed appreciation of

the almost impossible situation her husband found himself in, trapped in

an alien culture and cut off from the community of his primary

enculturation. Though critical of the family's ostracism of her former

husband, at the time of writing she could even understand that this action
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represented a tenacious clinging to Greek cultural values in the face of the

overwhelming assimilationist forces in Australian society.

In all this the writer showed a willingness to accept other cultures, to

understand how they differed from her own and even to make some effort

to develop compromise hybrid situations incorporating some of her

husband's Greek values. She could analyse the reasons for the failure of

this effort and recognise the need for individuals to be culturally grounded

in their primary ethnic groups. It may not be surprising therefore to know

that when she later re-married her second husband was not Greek, but did

come from a minority ethnic background (Personal Communication). It

would appear that the whole experience had left her not bitterly opposed,

but rather positive in attitude to cultural diversity. This is perhaps most

clearly apparent in the discussion of her parents' attitudes to Aboriginal

people in which she revealed her own recognition of the importance of

Aboriginal cultural maintenance.

Identity Issues for the Child of an Intercultural Marriage

Another English and History graduate described the way she and her Greek

husband were able to reach accommodation. The chief concern of her

memoir was the effect of their intercultural marriage on their son.

IMV own immediate fømilyl group consists of myself a

third/fourth generation "Anglo-Australian"), my husband, (who

wøs born in Athens, Greece ønd grew up there ..' ), ønd our son, who

wøs born in Sydney, ønd who will turn fifteen yenrs of øge [Iater this

yearl ,..

My husbønd's family are ølI still in Greece, Wherens under such

circumstønces it cøn be possible to participøte in Greek ethnic life in
Australia, under the "umbrellø" of a local community such øs those

for Møcedoniøns, Rhodiøns, Cyprians, Imbrians ønd so forth, there
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is no such group for "Athenians", and my husband does not identify

himself with the ailløge districts of either his mother or father (and

neaer has). In fact when we aisited Greece [seaeral years øgo] we

had some dfficulty finding the aillages only a few miles apørt ønd

two hours from Athens, and it took some time to oaercome the

"hostility/reserue" of my husbønd's sudden flppearønce there for the

first time in his life. (His family of I brothers and sisters in Athens

"summer" each yeør in the respectiae aillages, ønd also make

regulør aisits there).

There øre any number of exømples which could be giaen of the

"shared aalues" between myself and my husbønd, but perhøps the

most dominant is that of the belief in democrøtic ideals and the

rights of att people to economic security in ø world of peace. (Such

ualues held our relationship together in the early days, øs we

struggled with ø Greek-English, English-Greek dictionary to
accommodøte some of our "core aalues"). Educøtion is another

aery important "shøred ualue", as is the concePt of neighbourhood

and community ... Howeaer, such oølues as both my husbønd and I
shøre do not necessarily reflect the present Anglo-Australian society

in which our son is growing ilP, but røther those from our

respectiae backgrounds which haae changed in so many arøys ...

For both my husbønd ønd myself, a ?)ery important "core aølue" is

to consider ourselaes Austrølians. This was not a aalue imposed or

transmitted by me, but ø decision tøken by *y husband before we

met - not to cast off his "Greekness" but to be ø member of the

Australian coffimunity, ønd cultural heritøge. Upon arriaal in
AustrøIiø my husband worked in a factory until he had learned

enough Engtish to bøsically communicøte, and more importantly

know the nømes of his tools of trade (plumbing). He then obtained

ø job with øn Australian company, (the only Greek employed there)

ønd he høs continued to liue, work ønd socialise with Australiøns

eaer since, røther than the Greek ethnic community. Howeaer, I do

not want to giae the impression thøt my husbønd has discørded

his Greek cultural heritøge, for thøt is not so ønd it would be

impossible for him to do so. Particulørly in the cøse of community

my husband finds the Australian community cold and reseraed,
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with families hidden in boxes or behind high fences, with little or

no street contact euen with neighbours ...

Perhaps some mention should be møde of "møsculine

dominance" within the Greek cultural heritnge. With my

independence from an early age, eaen by Anglo-Austrølian cultural

støndnrds [becøuse of fømily circumstances], and my relatiaely "Iate"

marriage at the age of 27, this aalue was n greøt dfficulty which we

had to ouercome. Some accommodations were made, although øt

times I resent my role øs "chief cook and bottle u)asher" when

studying, particularly øt examination or essay time. My husband

does help a little, but is "shamed" if "caught" by o aisitor bringing in

the washing from the line or prepøring a meal while I "just sit ønd

read" ,.,

Our son begøn his schooling in NSW ... but [a yeør later we moued

to South Australiøl close to my brother and his family ønd my

father, stepmother and two adopted sons ,,. thereby gioing our son ø

family he had not had before ...

It was three yeørs, nnd rnany emotional problems later on the pørt of

our son, before u)e realised the øttitude of his peer Sroup øt the

school. Our son was the only oliae skinned, dark eyed/høired child

øttending at the time, the balance being from Anglo-Australiøn,

English, Dutch and German fømilies and rather more "coloured"

ølong the lines of blond høir, blue eyes ønd "lþhite" skins. When

during one Christmøs holidflys ... we sent our son to Athens to meet

and støy with his Greek fømily things really cøme to ø head.

llntit that time his Greek cultural heritøge øs øn integrøl pørt of

Anglo-Australiøn multicultural society hød reøIly not been tøngible

to him. He returned to Australia speøking Greek and thrilled and

proud with his Greek family, but such was not øt øIl accepted by the

children at school. The øppelløtion of "nigger" ønd "*og" becøme ø

daily distress to the child, ønd so much so thøt we moued ... so that

he could attend a school with ø Greek ethnic peer group.

But, that too in ø wny was not wholly successful. His fnmily wøs not

øccepted as "Greek" because Mum was an "Anglo", and so his close
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friends and peer group became those from the ltaliøn ethnic çroup.
(Howeaer, he did cease to be a "nigger" or a "luog"), The languøge

policy of the school wøs/is for the Greek ethnic children to learn

Greek, the Itølian ethnic children to learn ltalian and "others" to

choose either Greek or ltølian. On alternøtiue years øn "Ethnic"

night is held - one year Greek ønd the next year ltalian. Such

eaenings are aery weII øttended and ø financial success for the

School Council, but seem to be a policy which separøtes the

community and children into cleørly defined and distinct ethnic

groups rather than being pørt of an oaerall multicultural society.

AII the Greek pørents, reløtiaes and children 8o ølong one year, and

the ltølians the next, whilst the "others" either don't go along or

høng around on the fringe of the eaening's perþrmance ønd Sroups

Our son chønged peer grou7s øgain when he began his secondary

education at [ø city high school], where, much to his delight he høs

been øccepted by the Greek ethnic peer glou7t (the lørgest in the

school). Howeaer, this too has cøused enen more problems thøn

before, because the lads seem to "ooer identify" with their ethnic

cultural heritage ønd some distortion of "core T)alues" haae come to

the fore. Firstly, ølthough born here, they are not Austrølians - they

are "Greeks", and when they all turn 1-8 they are øll "going home".

Shockl horror! when told thøt the Greek Goaernment is not going

to accept 'pløne loads of 1.8 year old Australiøns who claim to be

Greek. To be " Anglo" , or to høae any connection with such, is iust
too awful to contemplate - so much so that I wøs øsked not to go

near the school because it was too "embarrassing" for my son

Atthough [more recently I høue been] permitted to øccompany the

one ltøliøn ønd fiae Greek members of the tennis team to their

gømes on Saturday mornings, I øm being accepted øs a necessary (for

transport) but stight øberration ønd, being the only parent or teøcher

who turns up eøch week, møking some headway - eaen to being

designated the "unofficiøI coøch" of the teøm! ...

We feel thøt much of the problems lt)e hørte encountered and the

diuisiaeness in the community ... are caused by attitudes within the

educationøl structure, beginning øt primary school ønd continuing

on into secondøry school ønd further ... Past ønd present educational
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poticy and curriculø in Australia today høs ønd does leød to a

separøtion of the multicultural ethnic communities and groups. In

spite tf the window dressing tf languages ønd accompanying

"cultural" courses for the children, there is no concerted ffirt to

apply them fo Australian multiculturøI society ns ø whole, but

rather their oery structure leads to diaisions within the school yørd

and the immediate outside local community. Oaerall there does

not seem to be any Senuine øttempt to implement educational

policy or curricula to oI)ercome these differences. They only øpqear

fls "bandøid patches" to get the dominant Anglo-Australiøn society

through the period of the next twenty years or so, when all will be

soloed by the old "assimilation umbrella" '

Even if o truly multicultural Programme of lønguøge and culture

rþere introduced into the educøtional system, how rþould it be

npptied? what happened to the lnnguage skills leørned by the

"others" at [our son's second] Primaty school once they had gone on

to secondøry schooling and hød no contact with Greek or ltøIian

communities in which to practise their skills? Without constantly

speaking a leørned lønguøge, one cannot become bilingual ønd

quickly loses them ...

I began to leørn Greek, høae a fair aocøbulary - not much grømmøt -

ønd can read slowly with a few errors. But øs English is the lønguøge

spoken at home, and we do not mix a great deal with the Greek

community, that too is quickly going. So how can a bilingual society

be achieaed in Anglo-Australiøn society, if the ethnic communities

øre being to a large degree separated by the aery educøtionøl system

thøt is to be used to promote such ø progrømme? Which group does

the Australiøn bilingual ioin, when often the balønce tf the

curricula [in community languagesl promotes hostility towards

" Anglos" ? The history curriculø to yeør 1,0 is øn integral pørt of the

educøtion system, yet the øccent is heøaily weighted towørds Anglo

world histories ønd conce7ts ,,,

Our experience of multicultural society in Austrøliø today høs been

such that in Sydney our social friendships extended to those of the

Greek, ItøIiøn, Russiøn, Polish, Aboriginø\, chinese and Germøn

[groupsl. In Adeløide, [they are] a little more limited, but include
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Armenian, Greek, Turkish, Italian ønd oaerall of course Anglo-

Australian. We haae neaer found amongst the ødults any desire to

separøte their ethnic groups off one from the other, but rather a

desire fo, all to keep their " core" heritage and mix within

Australian society, It is only amongst the children, once they moae

into the educational systems, thøt a distinct separatism becomes

gløringly øpparent, with ø strong anti-Anglo element ...

Australian society has been greatly enriched by the cultural heritages

brought to it by so møny different ethnic Sroups, and will be all the

poorer if such øre not encouraged and øllowed to participate and

giae more "f their cultures to the dominant Anglo-Austrøliøn

group which preaails at present (11C)

In contrast to the previous rnemoir, this account of the marriage between a

mainstream Australian woman and a Greek man described the basis on

which the partners were able to build an enduring relationship.

Undoubtedly, the fact that her husband had migrated as an individual and

had no ties to any primary ethnic group in Australia made their mutual

adjustment easier. The respondent pointed to the importance of focussing

on values they shared, such as democratic ideals, the importance of

education and belonging to a neighbourhood community, as well as a

commitment to Australia. This could be interpreted as an assimilationist

move on the wife's part, designed to ensure that mainstream Australian

values were the basis of the marriage. The respondent herself, however,

stressed that these were values each had acquired from their own cultural

heritage and came to recognise as overlapping commitments or ideals,

which could be used as the 'overarching' values of their marriage.

The chief area of contention in their marriage concerned what might be

termed 'gender values', in particular, the roles of husband and wife. In

relation to the performance of household duties and responsibilities, they
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found a somewhat uneasy compromise between the conflicting heritages in

which they had been enculturated.

The writer had made some effort to learn Greek but, since the home

remained an English speaking domain, she had no context in which she

was obliged to use the language and reinforce her learning. Her positive

attitude to Greek language and culture, however, was seen in her

recognition of the importance of the Greek cultural heritage to her husband,

although this would appear to have been mostly at the attitudinal and

ideological level (like the 'shame' of being found doing 'woman's work')

rather than any overtly Greek actions. It was also apparent in the steps she

took to ensure that the son had the opportunity to study Greek at school.

The main thrust of the memoir, however, was the negative experience of

the son in the school system, particularly in relation to his acceptance as a

genuinely Greek-Australian child, and the behaviour of student peer SrouPs

in the various schools he attended. The writers of memoirs 10D and 10E

also highlighted the very significant influence of school peer grouPs on

students' attitudes and actions. The son experienced three different peer

groups in the course of changing schools, specifically for the purpose of

finding a congenial and accepting Peer Sroup and a curriculum which

included Greek. At the first South Australian school he was rejected by the

overwhelmingly mainstream Australian children, on the basis of his

physical differences. At the second school, with a mixed ethnic population,

he found the children of Italian background more accepting than those of

Greek parentage who objected to his mainstream Australian mother.

When he went to high school, where he was one of a high proportion of

minority ethnic students, he found himself accepted as a member of a
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strong Greek peer group which was very separatist in orientation and

exclusivist in relation to those from other backgrounds.

The writer had some fairly trenchant criticisms to make of the education

system and its failure to incorporate minority cultural heritages into the

school curriculum in a way that fostered interaction rather than division.

The pattern of community language teaching, for example, with each

language being offered only to those of the related ethnic background,

proved in the son's schools to be the means of consolidating exclusivist

minority ethnic peer groups - an observation also made by the writer of

Memoir 8C. Unlike the teachers in the secondary school described in

Memoir 8F, no-one had attempted to use the ethnic diversity of the students

as a resource to give all of them an understanding of the cultures

represented in the school population. In this way the school could have

developed the sense of multiculturalism as a value that all Australians

could share and enjoy.

On balance the culture of the marriage would appear to be weighted toward

mainstream Australian values while, in a departure from the normally

observed shift toward the mainstream culture among children of

intercultural marriages children, the son seemed to be weighted more

toward Greek values.

An Attraction of Cultural Opposites

The last writer's discussion of her marriage with a Spanish-Australian

began with a discussion of her own mixed parentage.

I am proaiding this bøckground informøtion because I recognize

thøt my ou)n personal experiences at home and later at school and

the cultural ualues presented to me in both institutions don't exist
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in isolation from the experiences of my parents or grandpørents.

ln føct, seen in the context of the pøst my personal experiences

høae assumed greater meaning for me,

My mother's marriøge to a man of lrish-English stock wøs the first
cøse of intermarriøge on the German side since migrøtion in 1-837.

She grew up in the strongly German area of the Børossø Valley and

øttended a Søturday morning Germnn school until it was closed

down becøuse of anti-German feeling which arose when the wør

broke out. At thøt time the Lutherøn Church emerged as øn eaen

stronger cultural reinforcer for the Germøn community than it hød

been before. Religion in one form or another høs always been the

aery basis of our own family structure [while] the Lutheran

Church [høs been] a røllying point for møny people in the

Germøn community

Religion ønd music TDere, not surprisingly aølues which ïny

mother strongly ødhered to. She wns 'øppointed', according to the

European tradition, as the organist at the age of fifteen at the ,.'

Lutheran Church ...

The music trødition continued when my mother øt great financiøl
søcrifice ensured that I leørn the closest thing to the pipe-orgtn,

being of course the piøno. I begøn my musical pursuits firstly
howeaer with the recorder at the age of seuen when I was sent to a

brilliønt musician and teacher who happened to be of Germøn-

speøking background. I continued priaøte tuition in piano for øIl

my school yeørs, acquiring my Grøndfather's great loae for the

Europeøn classical music trødition, which put me in øn immediøte

position of isolation at school as I was rarely, if euer ølþøre of the

'pop' music scene. To like, let øIone play cløssicøl music øs a child

put me into quite a lare group. Consequently I becøme aery

prioate øbout my music ønd euentuølly reiected it for n number of
'deaiant' yeørs.

When my mother mørried a mfln who was committed to the

Church of Christ, culturøI conflict cøme into pløy tahich resulted in

a compromise on her pørt. She was committed to the Lutheran

Church, which ølso represented ø strong link with her German
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heritnge, but also to the belief that ø wife should submit herself

totølly to the husband ønd his identity. To the disappointment of

her fømily she assumed my father's religion ...

I happened to grow up aery close to my [paternal] grandparents

[who were of lrish-English bøckground] and I wøs affected directly

and indirectly by their fømily values ...

At home, religion formed the aery basis of the fømily and dictated

our lifestyle more than any other factor. Life for me reuolaed

nround the Church which became, euen more thøn school, my

møin sphere of sociøl interaction. Sociøl interøction outside of the

Church and the family zþas nel)er encouraged.

With my mørriage to a person of Spanish-speøking background

howeaer, ø whole new chøpter of my life was opened up as I was

flurg into a deep ønd intimate inuolaement with the Spanish

community and culture. My relationship with [*y husband's]

pørents wøs tense in the beginning. Although they could both

speøk quite good English often they chose to speøk to me through

[my husband] in Spønish who would then translate into English.

Of course I took this personølly and aisits to his parents' home

were often frøught with misunderstøndings ønd teørs on my part.

My'typically' unaffectionate and reseraed German-Austrølian

nature eaen proaed to be ø source of misunderstønding for these

'typicølly' affectionøte Spanish-speaking people. My løck tf
physicøl affection wøs interpreted øs being rude.

lMy husband's| parents hød ø positiae attitude towørds leørning

English from the moment they arriaed in Austrøliø and his

mother was soon teøching English to other migrants in the Sarage

øt their home .,, The strength of the Spanish community in thøt

ørea wøs such thøt they were able to maintain their own languøge

øt home ønd with friends. If Spanish wøs to be the lønguøge used

in [my future husband's] home I had no alternatiae, øpart from
remaining culturally isoløted, but to leørn Spanish. Thus, I
enrolled in the beginners Spanish course at ... Unittersity ønd after

doing weII in the first year I decided to pursue n Bøchelor of Arts

tøking on Music ... øs my second major, My leørning Spønish not
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only gained me my acceptance into [my husband's] fømily, it also

reinforced their culture for them which gaoe them a greøt sense of

pride not only in me but in their language. As my awøreness of

the cross-cultural forces øt pløy in our society deaeloped and as I
wøtched my mother-in-law more closely I cøme to reøIize thnt she

had actually been embarrassed about her English when I wøs first
introduced into the fømily. Now we øre both on equal footing as I
am embørrassed too sometimes about my Spanish,

My'adoption'of the'Spanish culture'has literally opened up the

world to rt€, extending the rønge tf possible choices and

experiences for my life. The European Classicøl Music trødition is

no longer the only worthwhile music tradition in the world and in

fact it took second place for seaerøl years when I wøs so intensely

inaolaed with the Spanish folk-singing Sroup ... [described in the

extract L0Dl

Howeaer, my inaolaement with the Spanish community høs not

been without conflict ølthough I haae generally receiaed nothing

but encourøgement and praise for my decision to learn [*y
husband'sl first languøge ønd for my work with the folk group.

The folk group wfls well øccepted in the community eaen though

only one member wøs of Spønish-speøking bøckground. I recøll in

particular after one performønce øn old'Spanish' gentlemøn

approaching me with tears in my eyes' He put his hand on his

heørt søying, 'You touched my heart' (translation). I realized then

the aalue of the group øs ø culturøI reinforcer. Not being 'Spønish'

houteaer, I often felt like øn intruder ønd sometimes wondered

whøt right I had to øssume such a position in the community. I
knew that the attitudes of møny of the members towards non-

natiae Spønish lønguøge teøchers in the schools 7þøs less thøn

føaourable, øn øttitude which puts me in øn unusuøI position now

as a future teøcher of Spønish, but what I wøs doing in terms of

representing their music traditions øppeared to be aerY warmly

receiaed and øccepted. Clearly, languøge transmission is a much

more serious møtter, Møny people were disøppointed when for
aørious reasons the group took an extended breøk.
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A couple of years ago I suddenly found myself in the uery strnnge

position of being more inoolaed and more openly enthusiastic

øbout things 'Spanish' thøn [*y husbønd] was himself. Friends

eoen began søying that I wøs more 'Spanish' thøn he u)as.

Obaiously this was pørtly due to the nelvness of my cultural
discoaery, I too wøs questioning my identity and reølized that I
wøs losing my footing in my otln culture ønd also losing touch

with my classical musical heritage. When the folk group decided

to break for a time I took the opportunity to secure thøt footing in
my own culture and re-establish the links with the music

traditions I had been exposed to since the age of seaen. I was

øctually feelíng culturally displaced in my own culture ønd felt the

need to reinforce my own culturøl identity in much the same way I
presume as the Spanish community and other groups need to

reinforce for themsektes who they øre and where they come from.
So, for ø time I stepped outside the Spønish community and started

to learn the cello, øn instrument I hød held a passionøte loae for
seaeral years ønd which demønded all my øttention. While I still
maintain thøt ø firm footing in my culture is aital for me I haae

since come to the conclusion thøt my identity does not haae to be

støtic. Sometimes I feel Spanish ønd I like to identify with the

Spanish culture while øt other times I choose to reinforce ffiy

German, lrish-Anglo background. ln møny ways the two identities

høae become interwoaen. A part of me is expressed through

speaking Spønish and singing Spønish songs which is not

expressed through speøking English or playing cløssicøl music

eøch lønguage I speak ønd each music trødition I engøge in cørries

with it a different world of meønings ...

On a aery personøl leael, it is my belief thøt ø sure knowledge of

[my husband's] lønguage ønd the culturøl aølues inherent in that

Ianguage høs resulted in more 'accurøte' communication with
him, with his family and with the Spønish community in
Adelaide. For the time being at leøst, I haae bemused those people

beøring 'lob's news' thøt mixed mørriøges neaer work. (11D)

The writer's explanation of her grandparents and her parents' intercultural

marriage was presented in summary form as a comparison with her
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marriage to a Spanish-Australian. In addition, the discussion of her Anglo-

Irish-German ancestry can be taken as an example of the way the statistics

calculated by Price can figure in the living consciousness of individuals and

influence their interpretation of their personality anrl destiny. It also

illustrates how the cultural dimensions of ancestry can survive over

generations, even when reduced to residues in the Australian context, as

with the German and Irish heritages in her ancestry.

The respondent's account of her early contacts with her husband's family

was reminiscent of the difficulties (in a much more extreme form) described

by the writer of Memoir 1L8. The frustrations of communication via the

son's interpreting and the subtle cultural differences in the expression of

feelings and affections led to misunderstandings and tensions. Her

initiative in learning the Spanish language and Spanish folk music broke

down these barriers and enabled her to participate in a meaningful way both

with her husband's family and the wider Spanish-Australian community.

What is most remarkable about this respondent is the extent and success of

her efforts to become bilingual and bicultural in order to be able to

communicate more effectively with her husband and his family. Her

university studies of Spanish gave her the linguistic knowledge, while her

work in Ethnomusicology (discussed earlier under 10D) brought her into

direct interaction with the Spanish-Australian community and gave her

access into the wealth of the Spanish folk music heritage.

FIer success, like the intense enthusiasm of the new convert, engendered

other problems. She came to be perceived as more Spanish than her

husband and felt herself that she was losing contact with her own cultural

roots. This problem she dealt with by withdrawing from performance with
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the Spanish folk music group and returning to the classic Western musical

tradition by learning the cello.

Her capacity to interact so effectively with the Spanish-Australian

community led also to a questioning of her own identity. To what extent

was she still the Anglo-Irish-German-Australian of her early enculturation,

or had she become Spanish? Certainly it was possible to observe that the

combination of her Spanish married name and her long dark hair led her

fellow Diploma in Education students and teachers to consider her Spanish.

This assumption was no doubt reflected in the way they interacted with her

and intensified the issue of who she really was. While she took steps at that

stage to try to strengthen her original identity in an effort to restore the

balance of being bilingual and bicultural, it is clear that she had achieved a

most unusual degree of identification with the minority culture of her

husband. It is doubtful, however, if she could have achieved this without

the opportunity to study Spanish and Spanish folk music which the

education system had given her.

Her comments on her sense of the extension of her personality through her

involvement in Spanish culture are worth noting. A part of her was

developed, she felt, and found in the Spanish culture a means of expression

which had not been possible within her parental cultural heritage. As

primary relations with people of varying personality and character can bring

out different qualities in an individual, so perhaps the opportunity for

participation in other cultures at a meaningful level can extend the

individual's range of cultural options and life possibilities. This is

consistent with the view that a single culture is only able to provide a

limited range of solutions to the basic problems that confront all human
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beings; access to other cultures can therefore extend the number of choices

for action available to individuals and grouPs.

Overview

Of the four cases of intermarriage identified in this group of memoir

writers, none were negative or hostile in attitude to her husband's culture.

One (the author of memoir 118) had little understanding at the time of the

extent of the cultural differences her marriage was attempting to bridge.

The writers of both memoir LLA and LLC showed genuine interest in the

cultural heritage of their husbands and had visited the respective

homelands.

Three of these memoirs gave evidence of the Anglo-Celtic-Australian

respondent participating in some way in the culture of her partner. In two

instances (11A, 11C) this appeared to be limited in scoPe and the

development of personal cultural systems in the husband's culture had not

proceeded very far because of practical issues such as time and opportunity

to learn and apply them. As a result, the culture of the marriages might

have been expected to be predominantly Anglo-Celtic-Australian, largely by

default. However, the one writer (11C) who discussed this issue considered

that an intercultural marriage involved discovering common values and

negotiating a form of hybrid compromise in areas where the partners'

values were in conflict. Only in the case of the writer of memoir LLD, did

the wife's cultural knowledge and competence in the language enable her to

interact with the ethnic community concerned. It would have been possible

therefore for the culture of her marriage to be mainly Spanish, but in fact

the writer said almost nothing about the nature of her relationship to her

husband or the cultural adaptations of their married life She did, however,

describe how her relationship with her husband's family and the Spanish-
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Australian community generally developed and the ways in which she

interacted with them.

Theoretically it would have been open to the writers of Memoir 11A and

Memoir 1LC to undertake university studies in Chinese and Greek, as the

author of LLD had. But this is to oversimplify the situation and deny the

differences in the personal circumstances and contexts of the respondents, as

well as the differing priorities they gave to learning their husband's

language in comparison with work and home responsibilities. What can be

noted is that the opportunity for such language studies was non-existent at

tertiary and secondary level until about twenty years ago when Chinese,

Greek and Spanish became university subjects. In the last ten years the

development of the South Australian Secondary School of Languages

(SASSL) has enabled a wide range of the smaller minority ethnic languages

to be taught at senior secondary level and taken as university entrance

subjects. A number of the students enrolled in these courses have been of

mainstream Australian (or other minority background) who came in order

to learn the language of their spouse.

In relation to the three conditions for cultural interaction postulated by

Smolicz, it could be argued that all four of the respondents discussed in this

chapter gave evidence that they accepted cultural pluralism as desirable in

Australian society. Furthermore, three had incorporated some elements of

their husband's minority ethnic culture into their own personal cultural

systems. The extent of this incorporation varied from limited in the case of

the writer of Memoir L1A to very extensive for the writer of Memoir 11,D.

In two instances (114 and 1LC) the respondents also clearly expressed the

view that formal educational support was essential for minority cultural

maintenance among the children of intercultural marriages. Without the
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opportunity for this sort of learning reinforcement at school there was little

chance of them becoming bilingual and bicultural adults. The existence of

such Australian born second generation bilingual and bicultural

individuals would represent the first step towards the emergence of a

tradition of personal pluralism in Australia - at least for a potentially

influential minority.
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CHAPTER TWELVE

CONCLUSIONS

The Question of Memory

The use of memoirs as the distinctive, but not exclusive method of

humanistic sociology stems from the view that memory is an essentially

human quality - and one that is as much cultural as personal.

Remembering is a uniquely individual act as a person sorts out in his or her

mind the experiences life has brought, evaluates their significance, recreates

and relives them in imagination. Writing a memoir thus involves the

author in some way in recreating his or her past life, together with the

context in which it has been lived, as a coherent whole. At the same time

memoirs represent a revelation of the social and cultural life of the grouPs

to which the writers belong. For all individuals are social and cultural

beings whose every thought, feeling and act, no matter how deeply

personal, is in some way an expression of their culture and a reflection of

the people with whom their past has been shared.

The memoirs discussed in the preceding chapters illustrate well the way in

which memory is essentially creative and collective (Levitt-Olsen, L995).

For the individuals concerned, the act of writing the memoir was not

simply a derivative recounting or regurgitation of the past. It was not like

looking through an old album of photographs which had been fixed forever

in historical objectivity by the camera. Rather it involved the writers in

selecting, reliving and reinterpreting past events from the perspective of

their present moment and their purpose in writing down their thoughts. In

this sense their act of remembering not only recreated the past as a means of

interpreting and making sense of the present moment, but also shaped the
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direction of their future action, in the light of the remembered past. In this

way the memoirs became an important source of their writers' present

attitudes.

What these writers were recalling, however, were not simply psychological

states of mind, or personal events limited to themselves alone. Rather they

were essentially social and cultural experiences they had shared with

members of their family , teachers and classmates at school, fellow students

at university, or friends they had met at work or in their travels overseas.

This explains why the personal statements used in the present study proved

so useful for humanistic sociological analysis as a source not only of the

writers' present attitudes but also of mainstream Australian cultural values.

The capacity of individuals to re-interpret and re-define past, present and

future cultural reality in the light of their ideological perspective of the

moment is important for understanding experiences like religious

conversion (Berger, 1988 : 64-5) or changing pattems of identification which

some post-modernists refer to as the 'invention' of ethnicity or national

identity (Alba, 1990\. The capacity to re-evaluate and re-interpret the

cultural heritage received in the light of personal experience could be

regarded, however, as a distinctively human quality which has been

apparent throughout history. The methodology of humanistic sociology

adopted in this study proved useful in revealing evidence of a number of

individuals who were in the process of re-evaluating the ideological values

of cultural monism transmitted by parents and teachers. Their comments

showed how they were making an attitudinal transition in favour of the

new values of multiculturalism they had encountered in later contacts and

experiences.
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The bulk of the conclusions that follow is presented in two parts. Part I

shows the way the memoir method was able to reveal attitudinal change

and the transformation of values across generations. Part II reviews the

memoir responses to the two questions that were posed at the end of

chapter 2, relating to the writers' experience of cultural interaction and their

attitudes to cultural pluralism in Australian society. Finally, correlation of

the respondents' experiences with the attitudes they expressed gives rise to a

proposed typology of the writers' responses to cultural pluralism in

Australia.

I. MEMOIR METHOD,{ND CULTURAL CTIANGE

The structure of this study allowed for methodological comparisons to be

made between the questionnaire survey data presented in chapter 4 and the

memoirs analysed in chapters 5-LL.

The Questionnaire Survey

The information on gender, socio-economic and ethnic background

presented in chapter 4 was gathered from a total of 368 Diploma in

Education students. In addition, the students' attitudes to cultural diversity

in Australia were investigated through seeking their responses to

statements concerning a range of culturally plural situations. The level of

approval given in most of the plural situations postulated was surPrisingly

high. The survey sought to investigate in greater depth what the

respondents meant by ticking the 'approve' or 'disapprove' column for

situations such as 'Migrants speaking only English in public' and

'Australians of British origin learning the language of their migrant friends

and neighborlrs', through the comments that the respondents were asked to

add in relation to each situation. As the discussion in chapter 4 showed,

these comments proved useful in explaining, justifying or qualifying the
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individuals' ticked responses, sometimes to the extent of virtually reversing

their evaluation.

Overall the survey could be assessed as useful in providing information on

the background of Diploma in Education students and a general overview

of their attitudes towards the hypothetical situations of cultural pluralism to

which they were asked to respond. In this way it provided an

understanding of the particular population of students from which the

memoir writers came. While the overall trend of the resPonses was

positive to cultural pluralism in Australia, the tone of the more oPen

comments suggested an underlying ambivalence. This ambiguity pointed

to the need for an in-depth humanistic sociological study to bring into the

open the perceived benefits and doubts about multicultural Australia.

The Memoir Study

The 43 mainstream respondents whose memoirs were discussed in chapters

S-LL were all students in the Diploma in Education course. They had

accepted the opportunity to write about their experiences of cultural

interaction and their thoughts and feelings about cultural diversity in

Australia as part of their preparation for teaching. As indicated in chapter 3,

this set of respondents was essentially a self-selected group which could not

be used as the basis for extrapolating to a wider population. The aim of

analysing their personal statements was to gain a greater understanding of

these respondents, for their own sake, as important knowledge in its own

right, and not for the PurPose of making predictions about other

individuals or groups.

This particular set of respondents had special characteristics that were

certainly not typical of the Australian population at large. As university
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graduates destined for the profession of secondary school teaching, they

could be said to belong to a relatively privileged grouP in Australian society

and their memoirs had to be interpreted in the light of this knowledge. In

terms of research outcomes, the fact that the respondents were from an

educationally select group had important advantages. As postgraduate

students, the writers had little difficulty in expressing their thoughts and

writing at some length on the topic of their experience of and attitudes to

cultural interaction.

Their personal statements gave the researcher access not only to additional

concrete facts which often proved important in analysis, but also to a

considerable range of cultural facts, as the respondents expressed their

thoughts, feelings and assessments in commenting on and explaining what

their experiences of cultural interaction had been and what they thought of

the principles of cultural pluralism in Australian society. Most

significantly, their comments formed coherent pieces of writing which

presented an holistic picture of the writers in their actual social and cultural

context, in terms of their own understanding of it. The understanding that

the read.er is able to gain of the tentative acceptance of pluralism in the

writer of memoir 68 who came from a rural background, of the new

insights that university friends of minority ethnic background brought to

the writer of memoir 8|, of the importance of overseas travel for the writer

of memoir 9E and of the cultural shock and trauma experienced in an

intercultural marriage by the writer of memoir 1L8, would have been

greatly diminished if the writers concerned had not written at such length

about themselves and the cultural context of their growing up.

In order to provide the actual evidence on which the humanistic

sociological analysis was based and allow readers to make their own
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judgements of the validity of that analysis, long extracts from the memoirs

were quoted in the text of chapters 5-LL. As a result, readers have access at

first hand to the unique insights and deeper levels of understanding that

these personal documents offered. They can read for themselves what the

writers said about their lives, their feelings, their context and their actions

within it, as they assessed and evaluated these aspects at the time of writing.

Evidence of Changing Attitudes

The advantages of this methodology in portraying people in their contexts

can be illustrated in relation to evidence of cultural change that emerged in

the analysis of the memoirs. Znaniecki (L968 : 66-68\ argued that all social

change could be expressed in terms of the dynamic interaction between

individual attitudes and group values. In this study the discussion of

certain memoirs pointed to changes in the author's attitudes to cultural

pluralism, as well as to factors influencing the change. Such comments

could be found in a number of the memoir writers that were categorized as

Generally or Personally Positive in their attitudes to cultural diversity.

Memoir 6G, f.or example, contained the comment,

My own educøtion lørgely emphasized the English languøge ønd

traditions. This was reinforced øt home as well as at school. lt wns

only once I started music studies in earnest at tertiary leuel that I
begøn to øbsorb other languøges ønd a deeper understønding ønd

øppreciation of other cultures.

The writer of Memoir 8H also gave a direct account of his changing

orientations.

Tertiary education, for me, wøs the turning point, ønd it wøs here

that I cøme into close contact with ø number of people from
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differing ethnic backgrounds and indeed became aery good friends
with one pørticular person. This experience enabled me to become

more aware of other ethnic groups, their aalues ønd orientations,

ønd their sociøI mønnerisms. I wouldn't go øs far as to søy that I
changed my Anglo-conformity orientation but I did certainly tøke

more care in understanding the rþøy other cultures worked. I
becøme nware thøt ... culturøl pluralism wøs eaident in our society

ønd thøt it wasn't such a bad thing at all This was quite a radical

change from my earlier days when I held the attitude that anything

thøt wasn't Australiøn wøsn't worth knowing øbout.

Sometimes a change in attitude became apparent indirectly in the

juxtaposition of seemingly contradictory statements. The writer of Memoir

6D, for example, made the following statement in past tense,

For me at leøst there was not so much the conaiction thøt migrønts

would høae to adøpt to a British-style of existence, or eaen that

Anglo-core oalues were superior to others - merely, these oøIues

seemed the only aalues; the migrønt presence wøs scarcely noticed,

if øt all.

Later he explained, in the present tense,

The ødaøntages of ø multicultural society, in terms of the mutual

enrichment of the different cultures, øre ... obaious ... A way must

be found to make the most of these ødaantøges ... Educøtion cøn

play a uitøl role here.

However, the most telling evidence that the latter statement represented his

currently generally positive attitude to cultural pluralism was found in the

way that he described his upbringing at home and his formal education at

home. At the time of writing, he considered that the 'subconscious' ethos of

his home was that 'there was one Australia and it was inhabited by Anglo-

Australians'. In relation to the teaching of French and German at school, he

observed that these subjects 'not only failed to represent the diversity of
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ethnic groups in Australia, but have been taught in an exclusively academic

fashion', at a time when 'knowledge of different cultures has become

increasingly useful' in the practice of the medical and legal professions, for

example.

Such statements can be taken as evidence of the writer's positive attitude to

cultural pluralism, revealed through his current recognition of how

monocultural the influences of his home and school had been. They

represented examples of how the writer had come to re-evaluate the

assimilationist values transmitted by his home and school. This form of

critical evaluation, where the writers' memories of the past and their

judgement of contemporary school practices revealed their present positive

attitudes to cultural pluralism, was found in a number of other memoirs,

such as those written by 9I and 11B.

In examples like these, the memoirs provided evidence for a humanistic

sociological analysis that the group values of cultural monism were those

that prevailed in the homes and schools described by the writers. These

were the values transmitted to them and incorporated initially into their

personal cultural systems. In the case of the twelve memoirs discussed in

chapters 5 and 7, these were the values their writers still upheld. Most of

the respondents in chapter 6 and those in chapters 8-LL, however, indicated

that the circumstances and contacts of their lives had led them to reject

these received values and adopt instead attitudes that were more positive to

cultural diversity in Australia and derived from the alternative value of

multiculturalism. The fact that this change in attitude is apparent not just

in one individual, but in a number of the respondents in this study, could

be taken as an indication of new culturally pluralist or multicultural values

emerging in Australian society. The lengthy memoir quotations were
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important in enabling the genesis of these new individual attitudes and

group values to be traced.

Generational Changes in Values

A number of the memoir writers referred specifically to what they regarded

as a generational change in attitudes to other cultures in Australia. In an

example that went counter to most of the change discussed, the writer of

memoir 7D commented on the emergence in her father of an attitude to

other languages and cultures that was more positive than her own. There

were several cases (gB, 9G,9H) in which the respondents' experience of

cultural interaction was essentially a family afiflair. Others commented on

their parents being more broadminded and tolerant of ethnic cultural

differences than people in general (84, 8F, 11A).

In contrast, there were other respondents who discussed their parents'

essentially assimilationist attitudes towards other cultures. The positive

attitudes of these writers towards cultural pluralism was sometimes

revealed in part at least through their discussion of what they saw as the

narrow, prejudiced attitudes of their parents or grandparents (8D, 8F, 8I,9C,

gF,gJ, LLA, 1L8). It was clear from their comments that they saw themselves

as negatively evaluating the values of assimilation transmitted to them by

their parents and adopting instead attitudes that were supportive of the

values of multiculturalism or cultural pluralism. The pattern of changing

attitudes and values described in this and the previous section is outlined in

Figure 12A.

One respondent, for example, explained how his experiences had led him to

evaluate minority cultures more positively than his parents.
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My oll)n upbringing høs been, almost without exception, n

Iinguisticøtly and culturølly monistic one My mothet was

against the estøblishment of ethnic rødio and teleaision, belieuing

thøt if one migrates to ønother country, one must 'do as the

Romøns do". My interests in literature and the arts haue

fortunatety modified my outlook and my aarious friendships with

those of other culturøl origins (Ukrøinian, Greek, lewish, Italian,

Scøndinaaiøn ønd Polish) høtte in føct brought me full circle.

These cultures with their historical øchieaements ønd their more

intimøte, less aggressiaely indiuidualistic ideological orientøtions,

appeal to me more than the Australian møinstreøm culture as it

exists today, with its røther insensitiae, unreflectiae, møterialistic

ønd often ignorønt øttitudes. (8J)

The author of memoir 9F expressed similar criticism of his parents' views,

while explaining his own desire to participate in another culture.

I think that my parents' general aiew of migrønts wøs that they

should be forced to assimilate. My parents øPqenr to hatte øn

innate belief in the superiority of Anglo culture and would ørgue

that immigrønts to Austrølia come from second røte countries and

therefore should høae no desire to preserae their past Looking

back on my education and tøking my ltfe interest of cløssic guitar

into øccount, I wish I'd had the opportunity to study spønish

culture ønd languøge. such influences I belieae would be

importønt for interpretøtion of music øs well øs broadening life's

experiences in general which is critical for n prøctising musiciøn.

(eF)

Another writer, who was herself involved in an intercultural marriage,

compared the views of her relatives to her own attitude.

A number of my uncles and øunties who øre largely from lower-

middte class or working-cløss backgrounds, still hold the aiew thøt

'migrønts who høae, øfter ølI, come here to tøke aduøntage of our

good life, ought to recognise their obligations ønd be pleøsed to fit
in with our ciailised way of life and not taint it with their foreign
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customs and languøge' ... My personal experience through contacts

with both Anglo-Australian and ethnic-Australian people

confirms the belief thøt cultural pluralism certøinly enriches the

tiaes of indiaiduals ønd surely, too, of society itself. (114)

The generational changes described in these memoirs could also be regarded

as excellent examples of the way grouP members evaluate, modify and

change the cultural heritage transmitted to them, in the light of their own

personal experiences and circumstances. In this way they can be said to

have been in the process of re-interpreting the assimilationist heritage of

ideological values towards other cultures and adopting alternative

multicultural values. Although this could not be regarded as a tradition, in

the sense envisaged by Szacki (1969) and Smolicz (1974b; L988), until there

was evidence of their transmission to, and their acceptance by the next

generation, this attitudinal change could be seen as the first step needed if a

new tradition of multiculturalism were to emerge in Australia.

The discursive, open-ended nature of these personal documents in which

the writers were given freedom to discuss the topic in the way that came

most readily to them can be seen to have made the memoirs a particularly

rich source of cultural facts in relation to change at both the individual and

group level. Although it is recognised that no investigation can ever be

comprehensive in collecting all the evidence on the phenomenon in

question, this set of memoirs did provide complex and multifaceted data

which gave a much deeper understanding of cultural interaction from the

mainstream perspective than the results of the questionnaire survey. The

quantitative responses from the survey in terms of collective percentages

gave no evidence of the participants' experience of cultural interaction, nor

of any change in their attitudes to cultural pluralism. Flowever, it is

possible that the understanding gained from the memoir study could be
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used to develop a questionnaire that did investigate these aspects with a

greater number of respondents.

Factors Influencing Cultural Change

Discussion in the previous chapters has sought to highlight some of the

factors that seem to have influenced the change of attitudes among some of

the respondents. The chance for overseas travel prcved a positive factor in

the case of the authors of memoirs 9E, 9F and 9G but appeared to have no

permanent impact on other respondents, such as 6A and 7F,.

Friendship with individuals of minority ethnic background was another

positive influence for some writers. Even where these contacts took place

predominantly in mainstream cultural contexts, as in the memoirs

discussed in chapterc 7 and 8, such friendships could lead to changed

attitudes towards cultural pluralism (for example 8H and 8D. The

experiences of these writers were consistent with the view of Gordon (L964:

297\, who pointed to 'the bonds of intimacy and friendship which bind

human beings together in the most meaningful moments of life and serve

as a guard-wall against the formation of disruptive stereotypes'. He argued

that cross-cultural friendship could be seen as one of the best means of

counteracting the forms of ethnic prejudice which often accompanied

structural separatism in society. In this study, however, there was evidence

that such friendships were not only critical for some respondents in

fostering positive attitudes to minority ethnic cultures, but also in

facilitating actual participation in another culture, as described in memoirs

9A,98,9C and 9D.

The effectiveness of such friendships depended also in part upon the

attitude of the minority ethnic individuals who were encountered. Little or
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no appreciation of cultural pluralism could be gained where those of

minority ethnic background felt so intimidated by the Anglo-Celtic-

Australian assimilationist pressures of the school and society in general that

they tried to conceal any trace of their home cultures. This was the situation

indicated in memoirs 7B,7C,7D and 8D, for example. In contrast, when

minority ethnic individuals were confident of their ethnicity and willing to

share it, as in memoirs 8E and 8H, their friends from the mainstream grouP

were able to gain important insights and understanding. This was most

clearly evident in memoir 1,0C, whose writer described the Greek school

friend through whom she and other mainstream students were introduced

to'Greek food, family, customs and friends'.

The Role of the School in Cultural Change

According to the descriptions given by the memoir writers, the role of the

school in fostering change in attitudes to cultural pluralism was

ambivalent. Many of the schools described in the memoirs could be

regarded as mainstream cultural strongholds which appeared to be

shielding their pupils from contact with other ethnic grouPs and from the

opportunity to understand their cultures. They could be regarded as

providing negative models of how not to encourage cultural interaction.

Their approach involved treating all students as if they came from an

Anglo-Celtic-Australian cultural background; transmitting only main-

stream culture; teaching only 'foreign' languages; and employing staff of

Anglo-Celtic-Australian background, or those of minority ethnic

background who had become enculturated to mainstream Australian ways.

A number of memoir writers discussed in chapters 6 and 1.0 specifically

mentioned the importance of language and music studies in influencing

the development of their positive attitudes to other cultures. Although this
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was not the experience of all the memoir writers who had studied

languages and music, such comments point to the possibilities inherent in

these subject areas, when they are taught by teachers who are positive to

cultural differences.

Two schools, those described in memoirs 8F and l-OF, stand out as being

successful in encouraging positive attitudes to cultural pluralism (8F) and

even fostering participation in another culture (10F). They can be regarded

as models of what can be done when schools support multicultural values

and put them into practice in the everyday life of the school. Some of the

critical aspects in achieving this appeared to be taking into account the

cultural background of students in a positive way; teaching at least one or

two minority languages and cultures; employing teachers who were

positive in their attitudes to cultural pluralism and came from more than

one ethnic background.

T. P,,TTTERNS OF RESPONSES TO CULruRAL PLURALISM .

ATYPOLOGY

Humanistic sociology recognises that no neat, cut and dried framework of

theoretical concepts can be imposed over a set of memoirs as the means of

analysis. Rather the researcher seeks to analyse what is distinctive in the

response of each memoir writer, in recognition of the fundamental

assumption that individuals can respond in a number of different ways to

what an outside observer might consider to be similar or identical

situations.

The emic analysis of the memoirs was based on the two key questions

outlined at the end of chapter 2. These related to :
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Experience of Cultural Interaction (To what extent had the writer

experienced cultural interaction, according to the descriptions given?)

Current Attitudes to Cultural Pluralism (What overall attitude to

cultural pluralism did the writer reveal in the views and ideas

expressed?)

The formulation of these two questions arose out of the humanistic

sociological framework of cultural interaction described in Chapter 2 (an etic

approach). The answers, however, were derived directly from the memoirs

(the emic dimension). Each memoir was read for concrete and culfural facts

that the writer had given in relation to these two questions. The focus was

not on single statements or phrases, but rather on the thrust of the

discussion provided in the memoir as a whole.

In the course of their statements a few respondents revealed somewhat

contradictory experiences and statements, as they reflected on different

stages of their life. Such seeming inconsistencies proved valuable in

indicating the attitudinal changes described in the previous section.

For the most part, the memoirs fell very clearly and unambiguously into a

number of groupings based on the information given in relation to the two

questions. Chapters 5 to 1-L presented these various memoir groupings on a

continuum that moved from writers revealing no exPerience of cultural

interaction, linked to a negative attitude to cultural diversity, at one end

(chapter 5), to those describing participation in cultural interaction with

strongly expressed positive attitudes to cultural pluralism, at the other end

(chapters g, I0 and L1). In relation to attitudes to cultural pluralism, a

distinction was drawn between those who expressed support for it in
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general terms as a principle, but gave no evidence of having actually been

involved in cultural interaction and those for whom it was clearly a

personal commitment based on their participation in other cultures.

Two further refinements in the categorization were added in the process of

writing up these chapters. Subsequent readings of the memoirs suggested

that it was important to draw a distinction between social and cultural

interaction in the experiences described by the writers. As a result chapters 7

and 8 included memoirs that described social interaction, with the former

being limited to those who revealed negative or uncertain attitudes to

cultural diversity, while the respondents in the latter chapter all indicated at

least a generally positive attitude to the ideal of cultural pluralism.

In regard to the memoirs that described cultural interaction, it seemed

useful to subdivide them according to the contexts in which they had

participated in another culture. While chapter 9 covered friendship,

overseas travel and the work place, as situations in which cultural

interaction took place, chapter L0 focused on those memoirs for whom the

experience of cultural interaction had occurred in the education system.

Chapter l.L considered those writers who became involved in intercultural

marriages.

The analysis of memoirs presented in chapters 5 to LL has been summarized

in Tables 12.1 to 12.3 in terms of the memoir writers' experience of cultural

interaction and their attitudes to cultural pluralism. In this form it was

possible to gain more of an understanding of the overall pattern of

responses to be found in the memoirs.
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Experiences of Cultural Interaction

The main findings from Table 'J'z.f in relation to the respondents'

experience of cultural interaction are summarízed below. It should be

emphasized again that the proportion of respondents falling into particular

categories relate to this set of memoirs and cannot be regarded as

representative of the Australian population at large or any particular group

within it. In this regard, it is possible to paraphrase Kloskowska (L996: 430)

that the main object of this investigation was not to arrive at a unified

pattern of what it was to be a 'mainstream Australian', à 'multicultural

Australian' or an 'ethnic Australian', but to uncover the basic variations of

feeling or perceiving which the memoir writers themselves revealed

concerning their relationship to cultural others.

No Cultural Interaction. Twenty six out of the 43 respondents (60%)

were categorized as not having experienced cultural interaction. Of

these,

- L2 (28%) recalled no meaningful contact with people of other

ethnic backgrounds;

- 14 (33%) gave evidence of having interacted socially with

individuals of minority ethnic background, but these contacts had

been in mainstream contexts on Anglo-Celtic-Australian terms.

a

o Cultural Interaction. Seventeen respondents (40%) could be

considered as having had some experience of cultural interaction.

Among these,

- 6 respondents (14%) had experienced cultural interaction in an

educational context;

- 4 respondents (9%) had been involved in interaction through

intercultural marriage.
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TABLE 12.1: MEMOIR WRITERS' EXPERIENCE OF CULTURAL

INTERACTION

* These categories have been derived from reading the memoirs in
relation to [he question : To what extent had the writer experienced
cultural interaction, according to the descriptions given ?

# The writers have been identified by the number of the chapter in which
their memoirs are discussed, together with a letter of the alphabet which
reflects the chronological order in which they appear.

Interaction
Experienced *

Memoirs in which these
Experiences Discussed #

TOTAL
(N = 43)

Little or none 5A, 58,5C,5D,5E,
6A,6ß,6C,6D,6F'6F,6G

L2 (28%)

Social interaction
with people of
different cultural
background

7A,78,7C,7D,7F,,
8A, 88, 8C, 8D, 88, 8F, 8G,
8H,8I

1.4 (33%)

Participation in
another culture

g A, gB, 9C, 9D, 9F,, 9F, 9G,
9H/t0F,,91,
LOA, LOB, 10C, 10F

13 (30%)

Intercultural marriage 1LA, 118, 11C, 11Dl10D 4 (e%)
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Simply summarized, just under a third (28%) indicated that they had had

no personal contact with minority ethnic individuals; about a third (33%)

could recall social contact with individuals of another cultural origin; and a

little over a third (40%) had actually experienced cultural interaction.

The first of these findings reinforces in numerical terms the comments

made in a number of the memoirs that the circumstance of their lives at

home and school had brought them into contact only with people of their

own mainstream Australian group. Anglo-Celtic-Australians would seem

to be the only group in Australian society where children could grow up

almost totally within the confines of their own cultural milieu in isolation

from other groups. Minority ethnic children of, say, Armenian, fewish or

Greek background who attended the bilingual schools established by their

ethnic group would usually experience significant exposure to English and

Anglo-Celtic-Australian values both in their school curriculum and

through the mass media. In the case of Anglo-Celtic background children

attending mainstream schools where there were comparatively few

children of minority ethnic background, a reasonable proportion were likely

to have had no contact with, or even awareness of other cultures.

This mainstream separatism could be regarded as comparable to some

extent to Chalasinski's (1984) idea of a Polish intelligentsia ghetto. Both

Gordon (1964) in the United States and Zubrzycki (1968) in Australia warned

against the dangers of 'excessive compartmentalization and structural

separation' in ethnically plural societies (Gordon, 1964 237). In the present

study this form of mainstream separatism seemed to be most deeply

entrenched in some rural communities and in some families of

comparative affluence associated with independent colleges which were
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accessible only to students whose parents could afford the high fees. This

situation has recently been changing as a number of Greek and Chinese

background parents have the means to send their children to such schools,

while the colleges for their part have been anxious to boost their numbers

in the current less prosperous economic climate, especially for rural

families.

This separatist trend is apparent when Table 1.2.1 is considered together with

the background details on each of the memoir writers. These are given in

tabular form in the chapter in which each memoir is initially discussed, as

well as being reproduced in full in the Appendix. Four of the twelve

categorised as having little or no experience of cultural interaction grew up

in rural areas (54, 5D, 6A,68\. In addition, half of this grouP of respondents

had attended a single sex independent college at secondary level (58,5D,5E,

6B,6C,6DI

However, the picture overall is not so simple and straight-forward. Of the

fourteen writers who gave evidence of interacting socially with minority

ethnic individuals, four grew up in country towns (78,7F.,84 & 8G) and

four had attended independent schools. The social interaction they

described, however, had occurred in state primary schools in two instances

(SA & 8B) or during university studies in the case of the other two (8H & 8D.

As many as nine among those who discussed their experience of social

interaction had attended state high schools (7A,7B,7C,78,8C, 8D, 8E, 8F, 8G)

and one other a co-educational Catholic college (7D). Those who attended

state schools were thus much more tikely to have had individuals of

minority ethnic background as fellow classmates and friends.
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Among the seventeen respondents involved in cultural interaction, three

had grown up in a rural district (9H/10F,,108, 1LB), three had attended an

independent girls' college (10A, 114, 11B), two a Catholic girls school (9C,

10F) and three (98, 98,9F) an independent boys college. Seven others had

attended state high schools in the metropolitan area (9A,9D,9G,9J, 10C,

1,0D/1,ID, 11C). Thus, although those from independent schools had less

frequent contact with individuals from minority ethnic background in the

school situation, it was still possible for them to have become involved in

cultural interaction in other areas or stages of life'

Extent of the Respondents' Cultural Interaction

It is important to recognize that the extent of participation in another

culture described by the seventeen classified as having experienced cultural

interaction was in many cases limited. Two respondents (9C & 10B) had

spent a yeú or more living overseas in France and Germany respectively

after completing university studies in the languages concerned. A third

(10D/11D) had developed extensive contacts with the Spanish-Australian

community, after university studies in music and the Spanish language.

Each of these had clearly developed personal cultural systems in the second

language and culture that were sufficient to enable them to participate

effectively in the day to day life of the society concerned. These three could

perhaps be regarded as satisfying the conditions for cultural bivalence/ as

postulated by Kloskowska (1993b; 1996 : L28). Not only did they have an

extensive knowledge of the second culture and a command of the language

which included both oral and literary forms, but they revealed an empathy

towards the group and the culture concerned.

The essence of bivalence was well-encapsulated by the comments of the

writer of memoir 10D /LID, in discussing her sense of dual identification.
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I haae ,.. come to the conclusion thøt my identity does not haae to

be static. Sometimes I feel Spanish and I like to identifu with the

Spønish culture while at other times I choose to re-inforce my

German, Irish-Anglo background. ln many ways the two identities

haae become interwouen. A pørt of me is expressed through

speøking Spanish ønd singing Spønish songs which is not

expressed through speaking English or playing cløssical music

each languøge I speøk and each music tradition I engage in carries

utith it ø different world of meønings. (L}D/ 11D)

The identification of three bivalents among these 43 memoir writers can be

compared to the findings reported in a recent study by Hudson (1995). In

her investigation of the cultural becoming of university students of both

English speaking and non-English speaking background, she found that

none of the former could be classified as bivalent in Kloskowska's terms. In

contrast, all of her respondents who were of non-English speaking

background were regarded as either bivalent or polyvalent.

In the case of the writers of memoirs 9E and 9G, both had spent some time

living in a very different cultural context - in North Africa among French

speaking Arabs and in Malawi respectively. Both expressed positive

attitudes to this experience, but their knowledge of the culture was probably

not deep or extensive enough to justify them being considered fully

bivalent. The author of 9D had taken the initiative of learning Greek by

himself; his command was limited and there were few contexts in which

he actually made use of the language, yet during his travels in Greece he

claimed to genuinely feel that 'a part of me was Greek'. In memoir 1LA the

writer mentioned her attempts to learn a little Cantonese and commented

very positively on her visits to Hong Kong. These two might be said to be

on the threshold of cultural bivalence, but were still some way from

achieving it.
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The writer of 11C had also made efforts to learn Greek and been able to visit

her husband's family in Greece. Although she had also been effective in

helping to ensure that her son grew up competent in Greek, her memoir

gave no evidence of her personal enthusiasm for and interest in the

language and culture of her husband and hence she would not be

considered bivalent in Kloskowska's terms.

For the remaining nine writers in this classification, cultural interaction

was even more restricted, confined to specific contexts and involving

comparatively little cultural knowledge and understanding. Yet, as

discussions in the next section indicate, even this limited experience of

cultural interaction appeared to have had a very positive influence on the

respondents' attitudes to cultural pluralism.

Attitudes to Cultural Pluralism

The main findings revealed by Table t2.2 in relation to the memoir writers'

attitudes to cultural pluralism are set out below.

Strongly Negative. Four respondents (9.5%) revealed strongly

negative attitudes to cultural pluralism. Half of these writers (54, 5B)

were from a rural background, while 5D attended an independent

school.

a

a Negative by Default. Five of the respondents (11%) gave evidence of

attitudes that were described as 'negative by default'. Two of these

grew up in a rural arca (78, ZE), one attended an independent school

(5D) and another (7D) went to a Catholic school.
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TABLEL2.Zz MEMOIR WRITERS' ATTITUDES TO

CULTURAL PLURALISM IN AUSTRALIA

* This range of attitudes was developed after reading the memoirs in
relation to the question: What overall attitude did the writer reveal in
the views and ideas expressed ?

# The memoir writers have been identified by the number of the chapter
in which their memoirs are discussed, together with a letter of the
alphabet which reflects the chronological order in which they appear.

Attitudes to Cultural
Pluralism*

Memoirs in which these
Attitudes Revealed#

TOTAL
(N = 43)

Strongly Negative 5A, 58,5C, 5D 4 (e.s%)

Negative by
Default

5E
78,7C,7D,78 5 (17%)

Uncertain 6¡^,68
7A
9C

4 (e.s %)

Generally Positive 6C,6D,68, 6F, 6G
8A, 88, 8C, 8D, 8E, 8F tL (26 %)

Personally
Positive

8G,8H,8J
9A,9B,9D,98,9F,9G,
9H/70D,91
1.0A, 1,08, 10c, 10F
1LA, 118, 11C, 11.D/10D

te (44%)
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Uncertain. Four of the respondents (9.5%) gave evidence that they

were uncertain about their attitude to cultural pluralism. Two of

these (64 & 68) came from rural backgrounds, and third went to a

Catholic girls college (9C).

Generally Positive. Eleven respondents (26%) indicated in their

comments that they generally supported the principles of cultural

pluralism. Only one of these (84) had spent his childhood in a

country town, while four had attended independent schools (6C, 6D,

84,88).

Personally Positive. Nineteen of the writers (44%) revealed that they

were personally committed to cultural pluralism. Three of these

(9H/108, 108, 1.1B) had had a rural upbringing. For eight of these

respondents (8H, 81,9B,98,9F, 10A, L1A, 11'B) who had attended

independent colleges, this was an important indication that the

predominantly Anglo-conformist ethos of their schools did not

necessarily mean that the students' attitudes were Permanently set in

the negative or indifferent mould but that experiences beyond school

could lead to a more positive view of cultural pluralism.

Overall approximately 30% of the respondents revealed attitudes that were

not supportive of cultural pluralism in Australia. Two thirds of these were

opposed to the multicultural ideal, with the others being uncertain. In

contrast 70'/" could be said to have revealed positive attitudes. Among this

grouping one third could be regarded as generally positive, while the

remaining two thirds could be classified as personally positive.
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Perhaps the clearest example of a negative attitude to cultural pluralism in

Australia was provided by the writer of one of the memoirs discussed in

chapter 5.

The point is, Whøt's Tt)rong with Monism? Proaided an effectiae

education for nssimilation is provided, and despite its critics, this is

possible without øIienating ethnics, why not witness the gradual

decline of minority cultures? Simply because n culture is old,

simply becøuse pørt of the history once produced great ørt, ls no

reason to perpetuøte it. Sure, it might enrich the host culture, but

equølly øs likely, it might add undesirøble elements to the host

culture. (58)

Sometimes the negativity towards cultural pluralism was more subtle and

more a matter of default - a lack of positive attitudes'

There are no øppørent preiudices ømongst [*y uniaersity Peer

groupl ølthough we all recognise the different cultures

represented and do not wish to alter them, I don't think any of us

want to ødopt ethnic customs or uølues of these ølternøte Srouqs.

(78)

The sense of uncertainty that some memoir writers felt towards the

presence of other cultures was illustrated by comments such as the

following:

I am pessimistic øbout the chances of øny but ø aery few Anglo-

AustrøIians becoming biculturø\, ønd also, with the process tf
interøction, pessimistic øbout the chances of most ethnic SrouPs

møintaining their cultures and languages in a "pure" form'
Neaertheless, I do belieae the schools should proaide

multicultural educøtion for all children, ønd should aalue, ønd

teøch all children to aalue, the diaerse languages and cultures to be

found in Austrølia. (68)

-a
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Examples of comments expressing generally positive attitudes to cultural

pluralism could be found in chapter 8. One writer explained,

Most of my [minority ethnic-Australian] friends are at Uniaersity

now, They haae met the problems of emnicity in a basically

Anglo-conformist society ønd haae succeeded. Schooling can be

made ensier for the ethnic-Australians. Why should they be

Anglicised at the expense of their own cultures, especiølly when

other less problematic ølternatiues existT (8D)

The personal commitment to cultural pluralism that was the characteristic

of those classified as personally positive was clearly evident in statements

like the following :

I much regret that my own multicultural education wøs so long

delayed Would thøt I hød been exposed to an Austrølian

community lønguøge at an early age; I might then haae come to an

eørlier understanding of the significønce of ethnic culture not only

to those speøking the ethníc tongue, but of the significance that it
wøs going to høae for me ,.. øs øn Anglo-Austrølian. (9E)

The study of different cultures giaes one different aiews of coping

with life; its puzzles and problems. With knowledge comes

understanding of other cultures' chøracteristics. Understanding

remo'les irrøtionøl fear ønd preiudice. I think thøt appreciation of

these facts alone prouides a powerful ørgument for a moaement

towørds ø biculturalist direction in the education "f all

Australiøns. (8G)

Correlating Experiences of Cultural Interaction and Attitudes to Cultural

Pluralism

Table 12.3 provides a correlation of the memoir writers' experience of

cultural interaction and their attitudes to cultural pluralism. The

configuration of the results presented in this Table suggested that the actual

experience of cultural interaction was closely associated with the
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TABLE 12.3: CORRETATION OF MEMOIR WRITERS'EXPERIENCES OF

CULTURAL INTERACTION AND THEIR ATTITUDES TO CULTURAL

PLURALISM#

# The writers have been identified by the number of the chapter in which their memoirs
are discussed, together with a letter of the alphabet which reflects the chronological
order in which they appear.

* These categories have been derived from reading the memoirs in relation to the question:
To what extent had the writer experienced cultural interaction, according to the
descriptions given?

't't This range of attitudes was developed after reading the memoirs in relation to the
question: What overall attitude did the writer reveal in the views and ideas expressed?

Experience
of Cultural
Interaction*

Attitudes to Cultural Pluralism**
TOTALStrongly

Negative
Negative

by Default Uncertain
Generally
Positive

Personally
Positive

Little or
none

54,58,
5C, 5D

5E 6y'^,
68

6C, 6D,
68,6F
6G

T2

Social
interaction
with people
of different
cultural
background

ß, 7C,
7E7D, 7A

84, 88,
8C,8D,
8E, 8F

8G,8H
8l t4

Participation
in another
culture

9C

9¡^, 9B,
9D,98,
9F,9G
9}I/L}E
9I, tOA,
108, 10C
10F

13

Intercultural
marriage

114, 118,
1,lc,
11Dl1.0D

4

TOTAL 4 5 4 LL t9 43
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development of positive attitudes to cultural pluralism, There was, for

example, one concentration of respondents where the negative and

uncertain attitude categories intersected with little or no experience of

interaction and only social interaction with people of minority ethnic

background. An intermediate group of respondents was clustered where

little or no contact or social interaction intersected with generally positive

attitudes. At the other extreme, almost all the respondents classified as

participating in another culture were also clustered in the column

indicating personally positive attitudes.

A small number of the memoir writers fell outside these broad groupings.

Three, who were categorized as having personally positive attitudes, were

involved in a residual bicultural context (8G) or in valued friendships (8H

& 8I), which brought them close to actually experiencing cultural

interaction. On the evidence of the memoirs, however, their contacts were

considered to remain at the level of social interaction.

In the case of memoir 9C, the writer's experience of cultural interaction had

been extensive and her response to this very positive. It could be argued

that her attitude to cultural pluralism per se remained positive, in spite of

the difficulties described at the end of the memoir, and that she should have

been included under this category. However, her categorisation as

uncertain in attitude has been based on her sense at the time of writing the

memoir that she had no group to belong to. The experience of cultural

interaction, together with the current circumstances of her life, had left her

feeling alienated from both her original and her adopted cultural groups in

a way that would seem to fit the ambivalent type postulated by Kloskowska

(1993b;1996 :129).
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I find myself as uncomfortable an Austrølian-as-can-be. I find I
haae rejected aøIues I was brought up to belieae in, in fnaour of
aalues I feel guilty øt borrowing. (9C)

Such a marginal and 'painful state of mind' (Kloskowska, 1996 : 468) was

poignantly described by the novelist Szczypiorski (199L : L09) in portraying

the character of Muller, who felt more at home living in Warsaw than in

his native Germany. Caught in the cross-currents of trying to save a

beautiful |ewish woman from the clutches of the Gestapo in the early years

of World War II, Muller pondered in his own mind,

Dear God, how much must a German such øs I suffer, øn

unfinished German, formed not at all in the German manner but

with some kind of defect in the heart, who sees all this through the

Slaaic experience, n German infected with the blessed diseøse "f
Polishness.

A Typology of Responses to Cultural Pluralism

Overall the three concentrations of respondents revealed in Table 12.3

would suggest the postulation of three types of responses to cultural

pluralism among the memoir writers investigated in this study.

Kloskowska (1996: 430) has argued that the concept of types is a 'sociological

compromise between the de-personalised technique of mass statistical

investigation and the obligation to show the full person - an obligation that

only great art can fulfil' (my translation). Flowever, provided the researcher

does find some means of presenting the holistic picture of individuals in

their context, the identification of types, as a complementary analysis, does

have important implications in relation to the second of Znaniecki's poles

of sociological inquiry. It may help to establish, for example, how

widespread an attitude is and whether one individual's attitude is accepted

by others as a cultural value and, if so, among which particular individuals
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or groups of individuals. Such information is important in understanding

what social and cultural factors are involved in a particular attitudinal

change at individual level and the emergence of new values at the group

level.

The three types that could be seen to emerge among the 43 respondents in

the present study are outlined below.

Twelve of the respondents (54, 58, 5C, 5D, 5E, 6A, 68,7y'^,78,7C,7D,

7E), who described little or no interaction or only social interaction in

their memoirs, revealed either negative or uncertain attitudes to

cultural pluralism. It may be worth noting that they were equally

divided between men and women, although men predominated

among those with negative attitudes and women in the classification

of uncertain. These respondents could perhaps be considered as

Satisfied Monoculturals.

o

o Another fourteen writers (6C,6D,6F,,6F,6G, 8A, 88, 8C, 8D, 8E, 8F, 8G,

8H, 8J) whose memoirs showed little or no experience of interaction

or only social interaction revealed generally or personally positive

attitudes to cultural pluralism. In this grouping, as in the first, there

was an equal number of men and women resPondents. This type

could be regarded as Supporters of Pluralism.

Sixteen respondents (94, 9B, 9D, 9F,, 9F, 9G, 9H / 10F,, 9L LOA, 108, LOC,

1OD, 10F, 1'1,A, I1B, 1LC, 11D /L}D) oi perhaps seventeen, with the

inclusion of the writer of memoir 9C, revealed evidence of both

actual participation in another culture and personally positive

attitudes to cultural pluralism. Although there were an equal
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number of men and women in this type, only women had been

involved in intercultural marriage. These respondents could be

termed Positive Interactors.

In other words, just under a third of the respondents in this study (29%)

largely succeeded in living within their own favoured monocultural world,

even when they found themselves having to associate with other

Australians of minority ethnic background. Approximately a third (33%)

supported pluralism in principle, but were not themselves involved in

cultural interaction. A little over a third of respondents (37%) could be said

to have moved outside their own group to participate in the cultural life of

other ethnic groups either within Australia or abroad and were positive

about the benefits of multiculturalism.

Together the last two types, which both revealed positive multicultural

attitudes, constituted two thirds of this group of respondents. This finding

is rather more positive to cultural interaction than that reported by Hudson

(1995). Among a comparable group of memoir writers of English speaking

background, she found that only half gave evidence of positive attitudes to

cultural pluralism.

Implications of the Typology

The results of the present study based on a small number of Diploma in

Education students cannot, of course, be extrapolated to the wider

population. But they do raise the important issue of how widespread the

Positive Interactors need to be before they can wield any observable

influence on Australian society generally.
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Is it realistic or necessary to expect a high proportion of individuals from the

Australian mainstream to actually participate in cultural interaction ? It is

clear that there must be some individuals who can act as bridges into

minority etiuric cultures for other members of tire mainstream grouP.

Smolicz (1992) has argued that individuals who can build linguistic bridges

have a vital role to play in a culturally plural society. As the University of

Adelaide studies of minority ethnic individual discussed in chapter two

indicated, for the most part the bridges between cultures in the Australian

context have been built by minority ethnic individuals who are bilingual

and bicultural in the cultures and languages of their home and of the

mainstream group (Smolicz, 1995c).

The interaction process remains one-sided, however, unless some

mainstream individuals reciprocate in the bridge buitding process. Through

their participation in minority ethnic cultures, they can become a creative

force in advocating for and interpreting minority ethnic cultures to other

members of the mainstream group, the circumstances of whose lives may

severely restrict the possibility of their participation in other cultures.

According to Smolicz (1992:5)

Members of the møjority group who internølize ethnic cultures

and languages møy neaer be aery nutnerous, yet the presence of

such 'interaction catalysts' is necessary for minority educøtion to

succeed in its dual øim - language and cultural møintenønce and

diffusion, on the one hand, ønd social and occupational integrøtion

into the møinstreøm of society, on the other.

The way in which such interaction catalysts can influence others was well

illustrated in a number of the memoirs, such as 98, 91,11'A. One writer who

had married into a Chinese family described how she had introduced her

family to the reality of Australian cultural diversity.
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During my yeørs of undergraduate study øt Unioersity I first cøme

into close contact with ethnic people who ... [reaealed] a dualism of

cultural aølues ønd langttages. My pørents accepted *y friendship
with ø number of Chinese people, jokingly referring to my ffirts
to "increøse internøtionøI understanding". They øpproaed my

marriage to a Hong Kong Chinese, encouraging me to lenrn

Cantonese. (114)

Another respondent claimed,

There was aery little if øny interaction between our family ønd any

ethnic groups until I størted work. Eaen when some degree tf
peripheral cultural interøction occurred, such as when I brought

around some "foreign" friends, or when I would cook some

"unusual" foods, it was usuølly greeted with watchful scepticism. I
don't doubt thøt I ønd my family høue benefited from such

influences. Meals at our table now yield some inaiting and

exciting surprises ... (9I)

Perhaps it is sufficient if the number of Positive Interactors, who can act in

this way, as interaction catalysts for the mainstream group, constitute a

comparatively small proportion of the total population. However, there

would need to be, in addition, a reasonable percentage of mainstream

individuals who were in principle Supporters of Pluralism and hence open

to the possibility of cultural interaction, if it were to occur. In proposing that

leading mainstream figures who supported multiculturalism should be

used to counter its opponents (as reported in chapter L), Sawer (1990)

recognised the importance of such people in influencing public opinion.

In practice, the relative number of individuals who could be classified as

Positive Interactors, Satisfied Monoculturals or Supporters of Pluralism

could be expected to fluctuate with the perceived economic and political

stability of society, the ideological stance of leaders or the consciousness of
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an external threat to the country. Changing patterns of evaluation of

multiculturalism and immigration have certainly been highlighted in the

Australian media since the election of a new government in March L996.

It could be argued, however, that the greater the number of Positive

Interactors, the greater would be the opportunities of creativity within the

mainstream group. Similarly, the greater the number of Supporters of

Pluralism, the greater the potential for understanding and the more secure

multiculturalism in society would be. Together these two types of people

could develop and maintain a multicultural tradition in society, even in the

face of a proportion of the population who remained opposed to or

uncertain about cultural pluralism - provided that political, economic and

cultural leadership came from one of the first two groups and not the third.

This judgement is consistent with the conclusion reached by Clyne (L994:

2L4) as a result of his research on the impact of cultural values on the

discourse of intercultural communication in the workplace. Biculturalism,

involving 'an active command of more than one communication style' was,

in his view, to be desired and 'a passive command of as many styles as

possible would be advantageous.' However, he concluded that the one

necessary factor was 'for people of all cultural backgrounds to understand

and tolerate one another's discourse patterns.' Where in practice it was

unrealistic to expect the achievement of cultural duality in discourse

patterns, the existence of positive attitudes to cultural diversity could be

beneficial in making intercultural communication more effective.

Finally, in attempting to answer the two questions derived from Smolicz's

conditions for cultural interaction from the mainstream's perspective, the

findings of this study would suggest some modification of the conditions.
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It may be sufficient if some of the mainstream grouP actually

participate in cultural interaction. It seems unlikely that all, or even

the preponderance of mainstream individuals will have the

opportunity or the willingness to engage in cultural interaction.

It is important that the majority of Anglo-Celtic-Australian

individuals have positive attitudes to multiculturalism, at least at the

level of general principle, if not of personal commitment.

Although a tradition of multiculturalism supporting the model of

bilingual, bicultural individuals, from mainstream as well as minority,

background has not yet had time to emerge in Australia, there is evidence of

multicultural values being adopted by some of the generation of

mainstream memoir writers in this study, as an alternative to the more

assimilationist orientation of their parents.



CONCRETE FACT PROFILES OF MEMOIR WRITERS IN CHAPTER 5

Þ
FË
Fü
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U
X
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Other Key
Factors

Languages
Other than

English
Known

Geography

English
History

Law
Accounting

Politics

English

Subject
Specialisation

Economics

BA

BA

BA
LLB

BEc

BA

Degrees

Independent Boys College
+

State High School

Independent Girls College

State High School
+

Independent Boys College

State High School

T¡pe of
Secondary

School Attended

State High School

Suburban

Suburban

Coun!ryTown

Subu¡ban

Childhood
Residence

Cor:ntryTown
+

Subu¡ban

27

35

c.23

c.27

Age at
Time of
Writing

c.24

M

F

M

M

M

BACKGROI,JND DETAILS OF WRITERS

Sex

5D
1982

5E
1983

5B
1.980

5C
1982

Memoir No
+

Year Written

5A
1979



CONCRETE FACT PROFILES OF MEMOIR WRITERS IN CHAPTER 6

BACKGROUND DETAILS OF WRITERS

Other Key
Factors

travelled in
Europe

Languages
Other than

English
Known

French
(yr 3 uni)

Latin
fur 72)

Subject
Specialisation

English
French

History
English

English

English

Music

Music

Mtrsic

Degrees

BA

BA Hons

BA

BAHons

BMr¡s

BMus

BMus
Hons

Tlpe of
Secondary

School Attended

State Rural High fthool

Independent Girls College

Independent Boys College

Independmt Boys College

State High School

State High School

State High Schools
(girls - coed)

Childhood
Residence

Cor:ntryTown

Country District

Suburöan

Suburùan

Suburban

Suburban

Suburban

Age at
Time of
Writing

43

40

22

25

24

2t

26

Sex

F

F

M

M

M

F

F

Memoir No
+

Year Written

6A
1982

6B
1982

6C
7979

6D
1981

6E
198L

6F
1981

æ
1983

(,¡)
N)È



CONCRETE FACT PROFITES OF MEMOIR WRITERS IN CHAPTER 7

BACKGROI,JND DETAILS OF WRITERS

Other Key
Factors

Travelled
in Europe

Subject
Specialisation

Languages
Other than

English
Known

Biology

Frendr (yr 3 uni)
Gennan (yr 2 uni)

French þasic)

Chemistry
Biology

French
German

History
Psychology

History
Zoology

Degrees

BAgft

BAppSc

BA

BA

BA

T¡pe of
Secondary

School Attended

State High School

State High School

State High School

Catholic Co-ed

State Rural High Sctrool

Childhood
Residence

Suburban

CountryTown

Suburban

Suburban

CountryTown

Age at
Time of
Writing

24

24

22

21.

2L

Sex

F

F

M

F

M

Memoir No
+

Year Written

7A
1983

7B
1979

7C
1982

7D
1981

7E
1980

q)
N)(Jl



CONCRETE FACT PROFILES OF MEMOIR WRITERS IN CHAPTER 8

BACKGROUND DETAILS OF WRITERS

Other Key
Factors

Languages
Other than

English
Known

German
(vr 3 r.¡ni)

Gerrran
(basic)

Indonesian
fur 72\

Subiect
Specialisation

Chemistry
Mathematics

Law

Classical Studies
History
Geruran

Music

Economics
Geography

Biology
Chemistry
Geography

English

Degrees

BSc

LLB

BA

BA

BMus

BA

BSc

BA

BA Hons

Type of
Secondary

School Attended

State Rural High School
+

Indepmdent Boys College
State Primary

+
Independent Girls College

State High School

State High School

State High Sctrools

State High School

State Rural High Schools

Indepmdent Boys College

Independmt Boys College

Childhood
Residence

CountryTown

Suburban

Subu¡ban

Suburban

Suburban

Suburban

CountryTown

Su¡burban

Suburban

Age at
Time of
Writing

26

24

20

27

23

2't

30

27

23

Sex

M

F

F

F

F

F

M

M

M

Memoir No
+

Year Written

8A
1.98L

8B
1983

8C
1,980

8D
1979
8E

1982

8F
7982

8G
1980

8H
1980

8l
L981

(¡)
No\
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BACKGROI.JND DETAILS OF WRITERS

Other Key
Factors

lived and
worked in France

travelled in
Europe

lived in France &
North Africa
travelled in

-urope & Asia
and studied

classical guitar
lived in Malawi

lived for a year
in Canada

trained as a chef

Languages
Other than

English
Known

French (Hons)
Spanish (yr 2 uni)

Greek
(conversational)
French (yr 72)

Chichewa

Subject
Specialisation

History

History

French

Physics

Physiology
Psychology

Politics
Music

Geography

English
History
History

Degrees

BA

BA

BAHons

BSc Hons

BSc

BA

BA

BA

BA

T¡re of
Seconda¡y

School Attended

State High School +
Adult Matriculation
State High School +

Indepmdent Boys College
State High Sdrool +

Catholic Girls College
State High School

Independent Boys College

Independent Boys
Colleges

State High School

State Rural High School

State High School +
Adult Matriculation

Childhood
Residence

Suburban

Suburban

Suburban

Suburban

Suburban

Suburban

Subu¡ban

Coun!ryTown

Suburban

Age at
Time of
Writing

38

2L

23

c.24

30

28

27

23

28

Sex

M

M

F

M

M

M

M

M

M

Memoir No
+

Year Written

9A
1980

9B
1981

9C
1980

9D
1993

9E
1984

9F
1979

9G
1982

9H/10F.
1990

eI
1980

o)
N)\
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BACKGROUND DETAILS OF WRITERS

Other Key
Factors

6 week
scholarship

in Japan

active in
Spanish-

Australian
community

lived for a
year in
Canada

Languages
Other than

English
Known
Japanese
(yr 3 uni)

German
(yr 3 uni)

Spanish
(yr 3 uni)

Subject
Specialisation

Chemistry
Japanese

Germa¡r

Music

Spanish
Music

English
History

Economics

Degrees

BSc

BA

BMus

BA

BA

BEc

Type of
Secondary

School Attended

Indepmdent Girls College

State Rural High School

State High School

State High School

State Rural High School

Catholic Girls College

Childhood
Residence

Subu¡ban

CounbyTown

Strburban

Suburban

CountryTown

Suburban

Age at
Time of
Writing

20

22

c.22

c.23

23

33

Sex

F

F

F

F

M

F

Memoir No
+

Year Written

104
1.981

1.08
1983

10c
7979

10D/lrD
1987

108/9H
1990

10F
1982 (^)

N
æ
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BACKGROUND DETAILS OF WRITERS

Other Key
Factors

Visits to
HongKong

travelled to
Greece

active in
Spanish-

Australian
community

Languages
Other than

English
Known

Cantonese
(a few words)

Greek þasic)

Sp
(yr

anish
3 uni)

Subject
Specialisation

Classical Studies
Geography

English

English
History

Spanish
Music

Degrees

BA

BA

BA

BA

Tlpe of
Secondary

School Attended

Independent Girls College

Independent Girls College

State High School

State High School

Childhood
Residence

Subuöan

Remote Country

Suburban

Suburban

Age at
Time of
Writing

28

26

c.42

c-¿3

Sex

F

F

F

F

Memoir No
+

Year Written

114
1.981

11B
1985

11C
1982

L7D/10D
7987

C¡)
N)\o
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